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Abstract
This thesis examines the life, writings and polemics of Claude Pajon (1626-1685)
throughout the first so-called Pajonist controversy (1665-1667). Previous scholarship situated
him in the context of a development it saw within the theology originating from the Academy
of Saumur and passing from John Cameron (ca. 1579-1625), through Moïse Amyraut (15961664), and then to Pajon. This study argues that this trajectory needs revision. Pajon
developed a theory of grace which denied the necessity of an immediate, internal work of the
Holy Spirit on either intellect or will, preceding the mediate work through the Word and
other means. To characterize this as a development from Amyraut is inaccurate in at least
two ways. First, Pajon implicitly – and, on one occasion, also explicitly! – rejected his former
teacher’s view. Secondly, he did not himself devise his theory on grace but adopted it from
Paul Testard (ca. 1596-1651), pastor of Blois, who as another disciple of Cameron had
already defended it during Amyraut’s time. Pajon appears to have adopted Testard’s view
shortly after his formal education at Saumur when he completed his training under this
pastor’s mentorship at Blois. When Pajon began to disseminate this view in (manuscript)
writings, a controversy broke out which pitted him as a “radical” Cameronian against the
“moderate” Cameronians. Cameron’s works suggest that Pajon had at least a good case in
claiming to represent his true theological heritage, although their ambiguity means that
neither Pajon’s nor his opponents’ interpretation can be entirely excluded. In light of the
demonstrable importance Cameron’s writings had both in Pajon’s writings and in the ensuing
polemics, this study also places serious questions behind the frequent identification of him

xi

as a Cartesian. Finally, by way of an analysis of the controversy, it seeks to explain why
Pajon received support from the academy and Provincial Synod of Anjou during the 1660s,
only to have both institutions condemn his views a decade later during the second Pajonist
controversy. That institutional and intellectual developments which took place at the
academy and in Pajon’s thought in the intervening time were of decisive importance only
invites further study.

xii

Chapter One
Introduction

The First Pajonist Controversy
Within a time span of less than fifteen years, two separate controversies broke out
over the views of Claude Pajon (1626-1685) on the work of the Holy Spirit in conversion and
shook the fragile Huguenot world in the twilight of the age of the Edict of Nantes. The first
erupted in 1665 and lasted some three years during which Pajon’s opponents were unable to
have him removed from the chair in theology at the Academy of Saumur to which he had
recently been appointed. It ended when Pajon himself decided to leave his post and accept
a call as pastor to the Reformed church in Orléans, where he remained until the end of his
life. The second phase of controversy flared up in 1676 and continued much longer,
stretching out well into the next decade. Under the leadership of such renowned figures from
seventeenth-century French Protestantism as Jean Claude (1619-1687), pastor of the great
church at Charenton in Paris, and Pierre Jurieu (1637-1713), at that time professor at the
Academy of Sedan, the opponents of Pajon succeeded in mobilizing a greater number of
ecclesiastical institutions than during the first period of polemics. In 1678 they even managed
to procure a condemnation of Pajon’s views from the Academy of Saumur which only a
decade before had firmly stood behind him every step of the way. The present study
considers where it all began: Pajon’s education, his sources and influences, his theology, and
the course of the first phase of controversy in which he became involved during the 1660s.

2
The clear demarcation between the two phases of controversy legitimizes the
chronological limits placed on this study. More than that, there are in fact reasons that
recommend the maintenance of these limits. For, the apparent about-face of the ecclesiastical
authorities in their treatment of Pajon should make the historian particularly attentive to
issues of chronology and periodization. This applies in the first instance on the level of
Pajon’s thought. Could it after all not be that his doctrine, which barely escaped
condemnation in the 1660s, underwent sufficient change for the worse – in the eyes of his
opponents, of course! – in the decade that followed so that it was deemed worthy of
ecclesiastical censure? In order for change potentially to be detected, Pajon’s intellectual
parcours needs to be examined in order to identify its key moments and variant stages.
Since no person lives and operates in a vacuum, a study in the “history of thought”1
such as the present one claims to be must in the second place be aware of the changing
intellectual context in which Pajon’s thought caused such strong reactions. What was it about
his theology that so angered or worried his opponents? Why did it not fit in their worldview? Who, perhaps in contrast to Pajon, were their sources and influences? In responding
to these questions, careful attention to issues of chronology is once again necessary. For,
while the positive outcome for Pajon at the end of the first phase of controversy witnesses
that not everyone was equally convinced of the need to censure his views at the time, during
the second phase of the 1670s a broad enough consensus would be achieved to elicit censure
from various ecclesiastical instances.

1

Cf. Heiko A. Oberman, The Reformation: Roots and Ramifications (Grand Rapids: William
B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1994), 1-2.

3
A final relevant field of investigation where chronology yet again shows itself to be
important is the background to the writings which were produced, that is, the course of the
Pajonist controversies themselves. Too often the substance of intellectual controversies has
been treated without regard for personal connections or likes and dislikes on the one hand,
and on the other hand the more distant but just as pertinent influence exercised by the
broader circumstances pertaining to political and social history or else the history of
institutions. Especially in the case of Pajon, but also elsewhere, scholarship can only gain by
attention to the dynamics resulting from the passing of time.

The History of Pajon Scholarship
The Problem of Sources
It would be an understatement to say that for the longest time, scholarship was not
in a position carefully to examine Pajon’s thought on the operation of grace which earned
him severe criticism from his Reformed colleagues. This failure was due to the extreme
inaccessibility of all his writings on grace, especially those from that crucial early period.
Pajon did compose a significant number of theological works, but only three were ever
published in his lifetime. Two of these are anti-Catholic polemical works, well-received
within the Protestant camp and reprinted multiple times deep into the eighteenth century,
which established him as a leading defender of the Huguenot world when it faced severe

4
oppression from the Catholics.2 Yet these responses, of which a significant number still
survive in libraries throughout the world, do not treat the themes that earned Pajon such
opposition from his own camp. The only other work Pajon ever published during his lifetime
was a sermon preached before the Provincial Synod of Anjou, Touraine and le Maine in
1665.3 While, as will be argued in chapter five, this sermon is entirely in line with Pajon’s
controversial standpoint, due to its homiletical context and brevity it gives neither the
complete nor the detailed exposition one might have wished for.
One must instead turn to the numerous manuscript works of Pajon which circulated
to a greater or lesser extent among students, pastors and professors in France, the Swiss
regions and the Netherlands. These manuscripts include treatises and letters, fluid categories
given that some of Pajon’s treatises were written directly in response to letters, while certain
letters are nothing less than theological treatises in their own right. The first biographical

2

Examen du livre qui porte pour titre Préjugez légitimes contre les Calvinistes, published
in two volumes: parts 1-2, part 3 (Orléans: Antoine Rousselet, 1673; shared edition with Paris:
Antoine Cellier, 1673). The text was republished as follows – The Hague: Arnout Leers, 1683;
Geneva: Pierre Pellet, 1761.
Remarques sur l’Avertissement pastoral, avec une relation de ce qui se passe au consistoire
d’Orléans, assemblé à Bionne, quand il fut signifié; une lettre de l’auteur à MM. du clergé de
France et une Réponse à quelques difficultés que l’on fait ordinairement aux Protestans
(Amsterdam: Henry Desbordes, 1685). The text was republished as follows: n. p., 1731 (includes
a new preface and the original text of “L’Avertissement pastoral”); Den Haag: Pierre Paupie, 1740.
The last edition is extremely rare; the only copy of which I am aware is held at Leiden, with the ex
libris mark “EX LEGATO CL. VIRI PROSPERI MARCHANDI; order of pages is: “Avertissement”
[A2r°-v°]; “Preface” [A3r°-A5v°]; “Avertissement pastoral” [A6r°-[B10v°]]; “Remarques...” [pp.
1-217]; “Attestations” [[p. 218]]; “Table de ce qui est contenue en ce Livre [[p. 219]]); [Geneva:
Pierre Pellet], 1761 (based on the 1731 edition, but appended to it is a “Lettre de Monsieur A**T.
A Une Dame de France”).
3

Sermon sur ces mots de la seconde épistre de saint Paul escrivant aux Corint., chap. III.
v. 17: Or, le Seigneur est cet Esprit-là, et là où est l'Esprit du Seigneur, là est la liberté (Saumur:
Isaac Desbordes,1666).
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article on Pajon, which is found in Claude-Pierre Goujet’s Supplément (1735), gives the titles
to forty-seven manuscripts which are said by the author to be at the time of writing still “in
the hands of his family” (entre les mains de sa famille).4 That approval from the pastors
appointed by the classis (colloque) was required for the publication of theological works no
doubt explains why Pajon, as the extant sources lead one to believe, never sought to have his
manuscripts on the Spirit’s work in conversion printed in France. His insistence especially
at the beginning of the first phase of controversy that his readers keep the manuscripts he sent
them to themselves testify that he himself was aware of their potentially explosive nature.
Why he never sought to publish these works (if need be, anonymously) in the Netherlands
for instance is not entirely clear, although it is worth noting that Pajon’s network had a
decidedly French orientation. Even if at one point in time at the end of his life there was talk
of publishing some of his works, these plans did not originate with Pajon himself.5
While my efforts to identify the source from within Pajon’s family for Goujet’s
information and, more importantly, to determine the location of the deposit to which he
refers (if still extant), have fallen short, a number of original manuscripts and copies are
indeed extant. However, these writings appear not to have been available to the earliest

4

See the list of forty-seven manuscripts which in 1735 were reported still to be “entre les
mains de sa famille”; see [Claude-Pierre Goujet], ed., Supplément au grand dictionnaire historique,
généalogique, et géographique ... de M. Louis Moréri, 2 vols. (Paris: Jacques Vincent, 1735), 2:4-5
s.v. “Pajon, Claude.”
5

See the letter from J.-R. Chouet to J. Le Clerc, Geneva, 16 June 1685, in Jean Le Clerc:
Epistolario, ed. Maria Grazia Sina and Mario Sina, 4 vols., Le corrispondenze litterarie, scientifiche
ed erudite dal rinascimento all’età moderna, no. 1-2, 5-6 (Firenze: Leo S. Olschki, 1987-1997),
1:341: “Si vous estiés d’humeur, Monsieur, à faire imprimer quelques Escrits de cette matiére, de
Mr. Paion, nous en auons ici plusieurs, et entre autres certaines Lettres, que luy et Mr. Tronchin se
sont escrittes, qui meriteroient bien de voir le iour; mais il faudroit que cela se fit secrettement.”
Interesting
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writers who gave an exposition of Pajon’s thought on grace, and who instead reconstructed
his ideas on the basis of the writings of partisans or opponents.6 As for Goujet, even if he had
direct or indirect access to a large amount of original manuscript material, he did not make
use of it and instead focused on Pajon’s biography and bibliography at the expense of his
thought.7 Likewise, the article in Jacques-Georges de Chauffepié’s Nouveau dictionnaire
historique et critique (1756) is scant in theological analysis and contextualization.8 Yet
Chauffepié, too, had access to manuscript works of and relating to Pajon which he most
likely found among the correspondence of one of Pajon’s principal opponents, Pierre Jurieu
(1637-1713), to which he had been given access.9 In his extensive footnote apparatus,

6

See, for example, Heinrich Ludolff Benthem, Holländischer Kirch- und Schulen-staat, 2
vols. (Frankfurt: N. Försters, 1698), 2:91-93; Johann Georg Walch, Historische und theologische
Einleitung in die Religions-Streitigkeiten welche sonderlich ausser der Evangelisch-Lutherischen
Kirche enstanden, 5 vols. (Jena: Johann Mayers, 1724-1736), 3:894-903; Gottfried Arnold,
Unparteiische Kirchen- und Ketzerhistorie: vom Anfang des Neuen Testaments bis auf das Jahr
Christi 1688, 2 vols. (Frankfurt am Main: Fritschens, 1729; reprint, Hildesheim: Georg Holms,
1967), 2:196.
7

[Goujet], Supplément, 2:4-5.
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Jacques-Georges de Chauffepié, Nouveau dictionnaire historique et critique pour servir
de supplément au Dictionnaire historique et critique de M. Pierre Bayle, 4 vols. (Amsterdam: Z.
Chatelain, 1750-1756), vol. 3, pp. 5-17 sub “P.”
9

In a manuscript piece he prepared on Jurieu, Chauffepié records: “Mr. Cailleau, negociant
de Rotterdam, me communiqua un nombre considérable de lettre originales, de M. Jurieu, et
addressées à ce savant, entre d’autres pièces, propres à éclaircir l’Histoire de ce tems-là, j’y trouvai
un si grand nombre de choses curieuses, que je formai le dessein non seulement de faire l’article que
j’avois projetté, mais de donner la Vie de Mr. Jurieu” (preface to “Mémoires pour servir à l’histoire
de la vie et des ouvrages de Monsieur Jurieu,” Leiden, UBL [= Universiteitsbibliotheek Leiden],
BWA [= Bibliothèque wallonne] 49 A 1 Ms. A 10, p. 3). Chauffepié’s use of the Jurieu
correspondence is also clearly evident in his Nouveau dictionaire’s articles on Pierre Jurieu, Isaac
Papin, Elie Saurin and Jean-Alphonse Turrettini. That Jurieu possessed a significant number of
Pajon’s manuscript writings is clearly evident from the citations he gives of them in his Traitté de
la nature et de la grace ou du concours général de la providence & du concours particulier de la
grace efficace. Contre les nouvelles hipothéses de M. P. & de ses disciples (Utrecht: François
Halma, 1688), 12-37, some of which I have been able to identify.
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Chauffepié provides long citations from the material he had found, citations which in turn
formed the primary source material for the next century-and-a-half of Pajon studies. These
were produced by Alexander Schweizer (1853, 1856), Éd. Saigey (1857), Théodore-Ernest
Roehrich (1867) and Samuel Lacheret (1882).10

From Cameron, Through Amyraut, To Pajon
Schweizer’s extensive analysis of Pajon takes an important place in the history of
Pajon scholarship, and further appears to have been the impulse – and pattern, one would be
tempted to say – for Saigey, Roehrich and Lacheret.11 Noting that both “Amyraldism” and
“Pajonism” can be traced back to John Cameron,12 the Scottish theologian of the beginning
of the seventeenth century who can rightly be considered the father of the so-called “Saumur
theology,” Schweizer also insisted that Moïse Amyraut was a necessary step in order to

10

Alexander Schweizer, “Der Pajonismus,” Theologische Jahrbücher 12 (1853): 1-54; 16391; idem, Die Protestantischen Centraldogmen in ihrer Entwicklung innerhalb der reformierten
Kirche 2 vols. (Zürich: Orell, Fuessli & Co., 1846-1856), 2:564-662; Ed. Saigey, “Le Pajonisme,”
Revue de théologie 14 (1857): 335-55; Théodore-Ernest Roehrich, La doctrine de la prédestination
et l’école de Saumur (Strasbourg: Frédéric-Charles Heitz, 1867 [B.Th. thesis, Faculté de théologie
protestante de l’Académie de Strasbourg]); Samuel Lacheret, Claude Pajon: Sa vie et sa doctrine
(Geneva: Charles Schuchardt, 1882 [B.Th. thesis, Faculté de théologie de l’Université de Genève]).
The two Schweizer pieces differ only in the occasional re-phrasing of certain sentences, and the
replacement of the section devoted to the responses of Friedrich Spanheim and the Lutheran camp
with a summary of Isaac Papin’s response to Pierre Jurieu.
11

There are remarkable similarities between Schweizer and Saigey, Roehrich and Lacheret,
and the latter three appear to have been inspired by the connection Schweizer drew between Pajon’s
ideas and Friedrich Schleiermacher’s méthode expérimentale (cf. Schweizer, “Der Pajonismus,” 47
n. 1; Protestantischen Centraldogmen, 2:620 n. 1).
12

Schweizer, Protestantischen Centraldogmen, 2:268: “Camero hat durch seine besondern
Ansichten, so sehr er im orthodoxen System verharren wollte, doch die Anfänge dessen gegeben,
was nachher theils als Amyraldismus, theils als Pajonismus desto grössere Bewegungen
hervorgebracht hat.” Cf. ibid., 2:244 n. 1 on Pajon.
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arrive at Pajon.13 According to Schweizer’s analysis, Reformed theology had distinguished
sharply between objective and subjective grace, the first being moral in nature and consisting
in the reasons, motives and proofs of the Gospel presented to a person. Subjective grace,
which distinguishes elect from reprobate, cannot therefore likewise be merely moral in
nature, even if it is not physical, either. Reformed theology thus defined it as “supernatural”
(übernatürliches) and “hyperphysical” (hyperphysisches), but for the rest preferred to leave
it undefined. Amyraut, who likewise distinguished between objective and subjective grace,
gave greater definition to the latter in specifying that it, too, is moral in that it operates on the
will through the intellect. Schweizer remarks, however, that when one considers Amyraut’s
description of subjective grace, it is more than moral since it works immediately on the
intellect. Thus, when Amyraut gave a closer definition to the Reformed notion of subjective
grace, he placed the Reformed camp before a new question, that is, whether such subjective,
immediate grace is possible at all.14 Pajon, Schweizer argues, was the one to tackle this
problem inherited from Amyraut15 – and, as will become clear in what follows, Pajon’s
response consisted in the denial of the immediate operation of the Holy Spirit in conversion.

13

Schweizer, Protestantischen Centraldogmen, 2:567: “Die ganze, nach dieser Seite durch
den Amyraldismus noch näher bestimmte Schärfe des reformirten Begriffs von der Gnade musste
vorhergehen, ehe die merkwürdige Erscheinung des Pajonismus auftauchen konnte.”
14

Schweizer, Protestantischen Centraldogmen, 2:565-70; cf. especially ibid., 2:569: “Diess
[i.e. die Vorstellung des Amyraldi von der subjectiven Gnade] geht daher weit über das hinaus, was
wir moralische Einwirkung nennen. Ja ohne Zweifel war die amyraldische Lehre, dass die Gnade
unmittelbar nur unsern Erkennen beikomme, woraus die Bewegung des Willens dann von selbst
folge, ein neuer Grund für die Frage, ob ein solcher Begriff überall denkbar sei.”
15

Schweizer, Protestantischen Centraldogmen, 2:570: “Die Frage konnte nicht ausbleiben,
ob denn dieser ganze Begriff haltbar sei oder nicht. Pajon war der Mann, welcher, von Amyraut
angeregt, diesen Schritt that, mir verneinendem Ergebniss [...].”
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While Schweizer’s own (idealist) purpose may have been to stress the necessity of Amyraut
in passing from Cameron to Pajon, his work ushered in a pattern of scholarship that sees a
more-or-less straight line of development in Saumur theology from Cameron through
Amyraut to Pajon.16 Pajon’s thought has thus been characterized by more than one scholar
as the “continuation of Amyraldianism.”17 Jean-Paul Pittion even suggested that this
continuity with Amyraut was the reason why, when Pajon came under attack for his views,
the Academy of Saumur did its utmost to protect him.18 One of the goals of the present work
16

See especially Lacheret, Claude Pajon, 9-10; Otto Ritschl, Dogmengeschichte des
Protestantismus, 4 vols. (Leipzig: J.C. Hinrichs [vols. 1-2]; Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht
[vols. 3-4], 1908-27), 3:409-12; Roehrich, La doctrine de la prédestination, 48-50; Daniel
Bourchenin, Étude sur les académies protestantes en France au XVIe et au XVIIe siècle (Paris:
Grassart, 1882), 405, 414-17; François Laplanche, Orthodoxie et prédication: l’oeuvre d’Amyraut
et la querelle de la grâce universelle (Paris: Presses Universitaires de France, 1965.), 308-13; and
idem, L’évidence du Dieu chrétien: Religion, culture et société dans l’apologétique protestante de
la France classique, 1576-1670 ([Strasbourg]: Association des publications de la Faculté de
théologie protestante de Strasbourg, 1983), 126. Cf. also Wilhelm Gass, Geschichte der
protestantischen Dogmatik, 4 vols. (Berlin: G. Reimer, 1854-1867), 2:359-74; and H. J. Honders,
Andreas Rivetus als invloedrijk gereformeerd theoloog in Holland’s bloeitijd (The Hague: Martinus
Nijhoff, 1930), 114 n. 2, who remarks with a reference to Schweizer: “Met dit al blijkt het
Amyraldisme wel een schakel te zijn in de keten, die Camero over Amyraldus en Pajon heen met het
rationalistische Deïsme verbindt.”
17

Jürgen Moltmann, “Prädestination und Heilsgeschichte bei Moyse Amyraut,” Zeitschrift
für Kirchengeschichte 65 (1954): 270-303, there 302: “Doch ist [Pajons] System nichts anderes als
fortgesetzter Amyraldismus [...].” Cf. Frank Puaux, Histoire de la Réformation française, 7 vols.
(Paris: Agence des écoles du dimanche, 1868-1869; 1st ed., 1859-1863), 5:281: “Le système de Pajon
est le développement de celui d’Amyraut, avec une hardiesse plus grande encore que n’en avait
montré Cappel, et des conséquences bien autrement sérieuses [...]”; and R. Buick Knox, “The
History of Doctrine in the Seventeenth Century,” in Hubert Cunliffe-Jones, ed., A History of
Christian Doctrine (London: T&T Clark, 2006), 425-53, there 437: “A rekindling of the [Amyraut]
controversy occurred when Claude Pajon (1626-85), who had become professor of theology at
Saumur in 1666, developed Amyraut’s teaching and suggested that God’s pressure upon the soul was
exercised through the truth of the Gospel [...].”
18

Jean-Paul Pittion, “Intellectual Life in the Académie of Saumur, 1633-1685. A Study of
the Bouhéreau Collection in Marh’s Library Dublin” (Ph.D. diss., Trinity College Dublin, 1969),
312: “A brief analysis of Pajon’s doctrine will show why in these early days the Conseil had been
so eager to keep him as a professor. For Pajon’s conceptions were a development of Amyraut’s
doctrine. Like Amyraut, he was interested in [...].”
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is to examine the sources and influences of Pajon’s thought so as to be able to place it in the
context of seventeenth-century Reformed theology.19
Schweizer’s analysis of Pajon’s doctrine which follows the above contextualization
is based almost exclusively on the material from Chauffepié’s footnotes of which he also
provided lengthy translations. It represents a considerable advance from what earlier
scholarship had been able to accomplish, but is still based on very limited source materials.20
Moreover, with the exception of Pajon’s (rather ambiguous!21) summary of his doctrine
composed in 1666, all the sources used by Schweizer come from the second controversy
when Pajon had been engaged in the defense of his views for some time already. None are
from the first period of controversy in the 1660s, during which – as will become clear –
Pajon composed his longest and most detailed expositions on the operation of grace. While
Schweizer’s work still is one of the most sizeable theological studies on Pajon and continued

19

It is not worthwhile to do more than merely note that Pajon’s thought has also simply been
equated with that of Jacobus Arminius (ca. 1559-1609) or the Arminians. See, for example, CharlesFerdinand Lapierre, “Pajon (Claude),” in Les hommes illustres de l’orléanais, biographie générale
des trois départements du Loiret, d’Eure-et-Loir & du Loir-et-Cher, ed. Chalres Brainne, J.
Débarbouiller and Charles-Ferdinand Lapierre, 2 vols. (Orléans: Alphone Gatineau, 1852), 2:53-55:
“Malheureusement Pajon pensait comme Arminius sur la prédestination, sur l’universalité de la
rédemption, sur la corruption de l’homme et sur la persévérance.” Recently, Jonathan Israel has
spoken of “the noted Arminian-Cartesian Claude Pajon”; see Enlightenment Contested: Philosophy,
Modernity, and the Emancipation of Man 1670-1752 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2006), 117.
20

Chauffepié transcribed the “Sommaire de la doctrine du Sieur Pajon sur la grâce” (ca.
1,500 words) and Pajon’s letter to Jean Claude of 9 March 1682 (ca. 6,300 words), and gave a partial
transcription and paraphrase (ca. 2,000 words) of the report of the 1676 conferences Pajon held with
Claude. Aside from these three documents, Chauffepié provided only snippets from various other
manuscript sources he had available to him.
21

I.e. “Sommaire de la doctrine du Sieur Pajon sur le sujet de la grâce”; for more on this
document, see ch. 6 below.
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to be cited well into the twentieth century,22 by the very nature of its sources it could provide
neither a thorough nor a complete analysis of the thought of this French Reformed
theologian.
It was not until some thirty years later that a major breakthrough was made to clear
the impasse in respect to the sources. This was the discovery of a considerable number of
Pajon’s works, including some early material, by E. André Mailhet (1883).23 In this mémoire
de licence, Mailhet created an outline of Pajon’s life on the basis of his correspondence with
Jean-Robert Chouet and Louis Tronchin which he found in various archives in Geneva, and
further provided extensive quotations from three treatises. Mailhet gives a substantial
overview of Pajon’s thought, mainly by way of long citations from the newly-discovered
primary sources. Yet this approach also has its drawback in that there is little in the way of
analysis, and the author does not tackle the question of the sources of Pajon’s doctrine or
compare it with that of other theologians such as Cameron and Amyraut. Mailhet may have
had and made more original source material available than anyone before him, but his study
falls short of a detailed or nuanced theological analysis. Similarly, Orentin Douen’s chapter
(1894) devoted to the Pajonist controversies does not contain a detailed exposition of Pajon’s

22

See, for example, Walter Rex, Essays on Pierre Bayle and Religious Controversy (The
Hague: Martinus Nijhoff, 1965), 143 n. 70: “Mailhet’s tendentious and frequently mistaken analysis
of Pajon’s doctrine should be supplemented by Schweizer” (for Mailhet, see below).
E. André Mailhet, La théologie protestante au XVIIe siècle: Claude Pajon: Sa vie, son
système religieux,ses controverses, d’après des documents entièrement inédits (Paris: Librairie
Fischbacher, 1883 [mémoire de licence, Faculté de théologie de l’Université de Genève]).
23
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theology, is based on the same sources available to Chauffepié, and is above all limited by
the author’s interest in the role of the Reformed church of Paris.24
When Mailhet located and identified original source material in a number of private
archives in Geneva, he did indeed open the door for further Pajon research which
experienced another boost when one of the collections in question (i.e. the Tronchin
archives) came to be housed publicly in the Bibliothèque publique et universitaire of Geneva
(now: Bibliothèque de Genève). As result, beginning with the late twentieth century, a
number of studies on Pajon’s thought were undertaken on the basis of original manuscript
material. First in this line is Jacques E. Roussellier’s transcription (1984) of the “Traité de
l’opération du Saint Esprit en la conversion de l’homme.”25 Although, as will be noted at
various points in the following, this work has its merits, it failed to advance scholarship in
any significant measure. On the other hand, Olivier Fatio’s sketch of Pajon’s theology (1986)
to illustrate that it did not represent the rationalist, moral and non-dogmatic theology
espoused by some of his followers in the last hours before the Enlightenment, remains

24

O. Douen, La révocation de l’Edit de Nantes à Paris, 3 vols. (Paris: Fischbacher, 1894),
1:342-73. Douen shows no awareness of Mailhet’s work, instead citing from Chauffepié’s notes (e.g.
Pajon’s letter to Claude from 9 March 1682) as well as copies of two documents partially transcribed
by Chauffepié of which he obtained independent copies. These are the account of the 1676
conferences held between Pajon and Claude (the text corresponding to [PaulLenfant?],“Relation de
ce qui passa entre Monsieur Claude et Monsieur Pajon dans les conférences qu’ils eurent au mois
de juillet 1676,” London, Huguenot Society of Great Britain and Ireland, R. 5 [= Charles le Cène
Collection; henceforth abbreviated as LC], vol. 7, p. 111-38) and Pajon’s letter to the consistory of
Charenton, 2 February 1684 (Douen erroneously writes “janvier”).
25

Claude Pajon, Traité de l’opération de l’Esprit en la conversion de l’homme, transcr. and
ed. Jacques E. Roussellier (mémoire de licence, Faculté autonome de théologie protestante de
l’Université de Genève, 1984). This transcription of the Traité is more complete than what is
provided by Mailhet, but unfortunately also less than reliable.
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without doubt the most significant contribution to Pajon studies.26 Also to be noted are Mario
Sina’s examination of a (rather late) debate between Pajon and Chouet on the Cartesian
notion of divine liberty (2002),27 as well as Anna Minerbi Belgrado’s recent work on Pajon’s
opponent Pierre Jurieu (2008).28 Noteworthy about the latter is that Belgrado treats in
considerable detail what she considers to be a work of Pajon’s nephew, Isaac Papin, but
which in fact was composed by Pajon himself.29

An Unfinished Project
In spite of the significance of especially Fatio’s and Sina’s work, scholars of the
second half of the twentieth century who surely recognized the shortcoming of Schweizer,
Mailhet and everything in between, have not infrequently noted the absence of a modern,

26

Olivier Fatio, “Claude Pajon et les mutations de la théologie réformée à l’époque de la
Révocation,” in La Révocation de l’Edit de Nantes et le protestantisme français en 1685, ed. Roger
Zuber and Laurent Theis (Paris: Société de l’histoire du Protestantisme français, 1986), 209-27.
27

Mario Sina, “Il tema della libertà divina in alcuni documenti inediti dell’ epistolario di
Claude Pajon e di Jean-Robert Chouet. Un confronto con la filosofia cartesiana,” Rivista di storia
della filosofia 1 (2002): 99-141. Note that Pajon’s correspondence with Chouet has also recently
been published in Mario Sina, ed., La corrispondenza di Jean-Robert Chouet professore di filosofia
a Saumur e a Ginevra. Con documenti inediti relativi al suo insegnamento filosofico,Le
Corrispondenze litterarie, scientifiche ed erudite dal Rinascimento all’età Moderna, vol. 11
(Florence: Leo S. Olschki, 2008). Finally, interesting, but limited, perspectives on Pajon can also
be found in a number of ancillary studies such as Elisabeth Labrousse, Pierre Bayle, 2 vols., 2nd ed.
(Den Haag: Martinus Nijhoff, 1985), 154-56; Rex, Essays on Pierre Bayle,142-44; Michael Heyd,
“From a Rationalist Theology to Cartesian Voluntarism: David Derodon and Jean-Robert Chouet,”
Journal of the History of Ideas 40 no. 4 (1979): 527-42; and idem, Between Orthodoxy and the
Enlightenment: Jean-Robert Chouet and the Introduction of Cartesian Science in the Academy of
Geneva (The Hague: Martinus Nijhoff, 1982), 66-69.
28

Anna Minerbi Belgrado, Sulla crisi della teologia filosofica nel Seicento. Pierre Jurieu
e dintorni (Milan: Franco Angeli, 2008).
29

For a discussion of authorship, see Appendix 2 below.
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full-length study on Pajon’s thought and the Pajonist controversies.30 Unbeknownst to these
scholars, such a study did in fact exist in the form of the doctoral dissertation of John M.
Pope (1974) which upon defense appears to have been left on the shelf merely to collect
dust.31 In many ways, this work represents that study scholarship had been waiting for. Not
only is it a monograph-length study devoted entirely to Pajon, but over the sixteen years it
took Pope to complete his thesis, he was able to track down far more manuscript works than
anyone before him. Pope located autographs or copies of some twenty-five treatises and
letters to and from Pajon in the Tronchin archives as well as in the private de Budé collection
in Geneva, only some of which had previously been consulted. Pope further appears to have
been the one to discover two volumes in the Charles Le Cène collection of the Library of the
Huguenot Society of London32 containing more than five hundred pages’ worth of documents

30

Heyd, Between Orthodoxy and the Enlightenment, 35 n. 73: “There is unfortunately no
modern study of this highly important theologian”; Maria-Cristina Pitassi, Entre croire et savoir:
Le problème de la méthode critique chez Jean Le Clerc, Kerkhistorische bijdragen 14 (Leiden: E.J.
Brill, 1987), 102 n. 5: “Sur Claude Pajon (1626-1685) et sur sa théorie de la grâce médiate (qui, en
1668, lui coûta la chaire à l’Académie de Saumur) on ne dispose pas d’études complètes récentes.”
31

John M. Pope, “Aspects of Controversies Concerning the Doctrine of Grace Aroused by
the Teachings of Claude Pajon” (Ph. D. diss., St. Andrews University, 1974). Before this thesis was
cited by my friend Thomas Guillemin, “Un novateur parmi les orthodoxes: Isaac Papin à Saumur
(1683),” Bulletin de la Société de l’histoire du protestantisme français 155 (2009): 605-24, the only
references to this thesis – but not to its contents – I have been able to find are in Roger Nicole,
Moyse Amyraut: A Bibliography With Special Reference to the Controversy on Universal Grace
(New York: Garland Publishing, 1981), 184 (notice F29); and G. Michael Thomas, The Extent of the
Atonement: A Dilemma for Reformed Theology From Calvin to the Consensus (1536-1675) (Carlisle:
Paternoster, 1997), 222.
32

Now the Library of the Huguenot Society of Great Britain and Ireland, whose holdings
are currently housed at the University College Library Special Collections in London. An inventory
of the Charles le Cène Collection was established by E. R. Briggs, “Les manuscrits de Charles le
Cène (1647?-1703) dans la bibliothèque de la ‘Huguenot Society of London’,” Tijdschrift voor de
studie van de Verlichting 5 no. 4 (1977): 358-78. See also Thomas Joseph Pettigrew, Bibliotheca
Sussexiana. A descriptive catalogue, accompanied by historical and biographical notices, of the
manuscripts and printed books contained in the library of His Royal Highness the Duke of Sussex,
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written by, to, and about Pajon and his controversies, and copied in a tight hand. On the basis
of this material he was able to outline Pajon’s thought on a number of theological loci (i.e.
original sin, human inability after the fall, universal grace, and the work of the Holy Spirit
in conversion), and to attempt to contextualize his thought in terms of sources and
influences. Not burdened as Schweizer was by idealist tendencies, Pope pointed to the
importance of Cameron concretely on the basis of manuscript evidence, showed that Pajon
had expressed certain problems in the thought of Amyraut, and finally highlighted the
influence of another French universalist, Pajon’s own father-in-law Paul Testard.33 These
important leads are worthy of further exploration, given also that Pope left them largely
undeveloped and himself noted that he felt he could not deal with the issue of origins “except
in a tentative manner.”34
Pope’s greatest contribution remains his discovery of source materials, rather than
their analysis. His thesis suffers, for example, from a rather haphazard organization as well
as the absence of a clear and well-developed argument. Pope appears in fact to have set
himself too great a task in working through Pajon’s life and thought from the outbreak of the
controversies in 1665 to his death in 1685, and thus did not arrive at the level of detail one
might have wished for. Just as regretful is the inattention to chronology. Wherever Pope cites
an undated manuscript, a circumstance he encountered rather often, he does not appear to

K.G., D.C.L. [...] in Kensington Palace, 2 vols. (London: Longman and Co., 1827-1836), 1/1:ccxccxvi.
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Pope, “Aspects of Controversies,” 288-305, 310-16.

34

Pope, “Aspects of Controversies,” 315.
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have attempted to determine the date and circumstances of composition. While this omission
may be understandable given that he worked without the use of modern digital media, it
certainly represents another reason for his failure to treat Pajon’s theology in greater detail.
This comes to the fore especially in his unfortunately scant treatment of the “De natura
gratiae efficacis ad amicum dissertatio,”35 which deserved more attention not only because
of its level of detail, but also because it is the work in which Pajon first laid out his views.
The significance of the latter point is only compounded when, on closer analysis, it becomes
clear that Pajon edited the “De natura” on several occasions over a period stretching some
fifteen years, and that it gives insight into the development of his thought.36 Disregard for
chronology was thus not only a matter of inattention to detail, but also affected Pope’s work
on the level of content.
It is thus clear that there still exists no in-depth, contextualized and chronologicallysensitive study based on a solid selection of source material which would make it possible
to locate Pajon’s place in the theological current associated with the Academy of Saumur.37
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Pope, “Aspects of Controversies,” 330-33 nn. 10-11, 55, 59-61, 67, 77. Pope preferred the
later “Traité de l’opération du Saint Esprit en la conversion de l’homme,” which he called “one of
the most important manuscripts used during this research” (ibid., 231 n. 99). For the “Traité,” see
especially ch. 5 below.
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Note my early attempt to pursue Pope’s improvement on the Schweizer thesis in “Calvin
and Saumur: The Case of Claude Pajon (1626-1685),” Church History and Religious Culture
(abbreviated as: CHRC) 91 (2011): 203-14.
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The Question of Descartes
Separate mention must be made of the scholarship on Pajon’s relationship to
Cartesianism. That this question has been raised should not be surprising; it is in fact
pertinent in the case of all historical figures beginning with the middle of the seventeenth
century, and especially those who were controversial. What might be surprising, however,
is the way in which the issue has been treated. For, one will be hard-pressed to find a detailed
examination of it anywhere but in Sina’s recent study which, it should be noted, treats a work
of Pajon in which he clearly comes out against Descartes’s view of divine liberty.38
Nevertheless, scholars have on the basis of isolated passages and excerpts repeatedly spoken
of Cartesian influence in Pajon. This view appears first to have been expressed by Johann
Lorenz Mosheim in his massive Institutionum historiae ecclesiasticae libri IV (expanded
Latin ed., 1755),39 and since that time his alleged Cartesianism has become so commonplace
that Jonathan Israel can even baldly refer to the “noted Arminian-Cartesian Claude Pajon.”40
A serious attempt at addressing Pajon’s relationship to Descartes was, on the other
hand, made by Pope. He begins his discussion cautiously by noting that it “is not altogether
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I.e. Claude Pajon, “Considérations sur la nature de la liberté de Dieu contre le sentiment
de Monsieur Descartes,” Geneva, Bibliothèque de Genève (abbreviated as: BGE), Musée historique
de la Réformation (abbreviated as: MHR), Arch. Tronchin 53, fols. 62r°-64v°; see also the brief but
insightful analysis of this work in Heyd, “From a Rationalist Theology.”
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Johann Lorenz Mosheim, An Ecclesiastical History, Ancient and Modern, From the Birth
of Christ, to the Beginning of the Eighteenth Century [...], trans. Archibald MacLaine, 5 vols.
(London: A. Millar, 1768): 4:508; “[Pajon] applied the principles and tenets of the Cartesian
philosophy, of which he was a warm and able defender, in explaining the opinions of that church
relating to the corruption of human nature, the state of its moral faculties and powers, the grace of
God, and the conversion of sinners; and, in the judgment of many, he gave an erroneous
interpretation of these opinions.”
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Israel, Enlightenment Contested, 117.
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certain to what degree Cartesianism influenced the development of Pajon’s thought,” goes
on to force as many points of possible contact through the influx of Cartesianism at the Notre
Dame des Ardilliers in Saumur around the time of his studies in that city and through Pajon’s
friendship with Chouet, and near the end of his study identifies what he considers a clear
instance of Cartesian influence. On the basis of a statement Pajon makes in his (manuscript)
work against Louis Maimbourg, Pope concludes that he “embraced as his last defense, the
Cartesian answer to the perennial problem of the ultimate test for truth – clear and distinct
ideas.”41 Before him, Erich Haase made similar claims, suggesting that Pajon shows a
distinct mark of Cartesianism in the notion of evidence (Evidenzbegriff)42 and subjected the
Christian religion to “right reason” (bon sens), tracing the allegedly Cartesian rationalism
back to Pajon’s contact with Chouet as well.43 Still in the field of epistemology, Elisabeth
Labrousse remarked that Pajon’s reproach in the Remarques sur l’Avertissement pastoral
41

Pope, “Aspects of Controversies,” 23-26, 309 (citing Claude Pajon, “Défense du 4e. article
de la Confession de foy des églises réformées de France contre les objections du Père Maimbourg
dans son traitté de la vraye Parolle de Dieu,” LC 6, pp. 211-25, there 224-25).
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Erich Haase, Einführung in die Literatur des Refuge: Der Beitrag der französischen
Protestanten zur Entwicklung analytischer Denkformen am Ende des 17. Jahrhunderts (Berlin:
Ducker & Humblot, 1959), 66, explaining in n. 130: “So vor allem Pajon, der seine Vorlesungen in
Saumur abbrechen mußte, weil er rationale Gesichtspunkte gegenüber den Wirkungen der
unmittelbaren Gnade bei der Interpretation der hl. Schrift ins Feld führte [...].”
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Haase, Einführung, 164: “Sichtlich durch die cartesianischen Lehren Chouets angeregt,
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Pajon’s letter to [J. Lenfant], n.p., [4 June 1683], Arch. Tronchin 53, fol. 22r° (autograph). The
thesis of a Cartesian rationalism mediated by Chouet can also be found in Annie Barnes, Jean Le
Clerc (1657-1736) et la République des Lettres (Paris: Librairie E. Droz, 1938), 56.
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(1685) against the Catholic prelates for seeking recourse in the authority of the Church could
well betray a certain influence of Descartes.44 Finally, Fatio is very careful when he remarks
that Pajon’s notions communes are a “scholarly concept of Stoic origin which can be taken
as a parallel to Cartesian inneism” and that he “only exploited classical scholastic notions
which were at most mixed with a number of Cartesian elements.”45
Yet not only in Pajon’s epistemology, but also in his metaphysics have scholars
detected evidence of Cartesian influence. Scholars have focused in this respect especially on
the mechanistic view of the universe for which there is evidence in Pajon’s writings. Louis
Perriraz thus stated that the influence of Descartes on Pajon is certaine,46 illustrating this
with the Pajonist comparison between the world and a watch: “It is in this way that Pajonism,
influenced as it was by Descartes and Leibniz, would end up in deism or in Socinianism.”47
In her two-volume work on Pierre Bayle, Labrousse remarked that Pajon “had been
forcefully stamped with Cartesianism” in his determinism.48 This thesis concerning Pajon’s
view of causality appears to have been seconded by Fatio, who in his contribution to her
Festschrift referred to Pajon’s “mechanist conception of Cartesian origin.”49
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Olivier Fatio, “Prêcher à Genève en 1669,” in De l’Humanisme aux Lumières, Bayle et
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In spite of the consistent insistence on some sort of Cartesian influence in Pajon
scholarship, one cannot help but be struck by a lingering hesitancy – due no doubt to the
rather marginal evidence that has been produced. In what follows, and particularly in chapter
four, the relationship of Pajon’s thought to that of Descartes and the Cartesians will be
considered. The answer to this question will not only show itself to be more complex than
perhaps expected, but also underline once more the importance of attention to chronology.

The Academy of Saumur
The title for this study, Claude Pajon (1626-1685) and the Academy of Saumur, has
been chosen to reflect not only the question of Pajon’s place in the trajectory of the so-called
theology of Saumur, but also the context in which the first phase of the Pajonist controversies
took place. The polemics broke out, as will become evident in chapter five, at the very
moment when Pajon was elected professor to the academy, while chapter six will
demonstrate that they fizzled out when he left this post in the fall of 1667. The significance
of the academy as the arena in which the polemics took place becomes all the more apparent
when one considers that his doctrine of the Spirit’s work on conversion was known to some
already before his appointment, and that the issue died down early in 1668 without Pajon
ever retracting his views.

Cristina Pitassi, Ruth Whelan and Antony McKenna (Paris: Universitas / Oxford: Voltaire
Foundation, 1996), 149-55, there 151.
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In scholarship on the Academy of Saumur, there is unfortunately very little on Pajon’s
tenure there or even more broadly on the decade of the 1660s.50 Of some significance, in
spite of its many inaccuracies and other shortcomings, is Jean-Paul Pittion’s unpublished
dissertation entitled Intellectual Life in the Académie of Saumur, 1633-1685. One of the
purposes of this study was to examine the relationship among and between the academy’s
professorial staff and the members of the Saumur consistory. Pittion draws attention to the
tensions from ca. 1655 onwards which hampered the attempts to fill the chairs in theology
when the three long-time professors passed away so as to leave vacancies.51 It is to be
regretted that Pittion did not pursue and develop in greater detail the extent of these tensions
or else connect them to Pajon, and that he rather referred to the decade 1660-1670 as the
“Golden Age of Saumur” in which the academy enjoyed “a certain stability at the local
level.”52 As will become evident particularly in chapters five and six, the fact of the matter
50

Bourchenin, Étude sur les académies protestantes, remains the classic study on the French
academies and is in particular strong on Saumur. See also Joseph Prost, La philosophie à l’académie
protestante de Saumur (1606-1685) (Paris: H. Paulin, 1907); D. de Chavigny, L’Église et l’académie
protestantes de Saumur (Saumur: Paul Godet, 1914); and Louis-Jules Méteyer, L’académie
protestante de Saumur (Carrières-sous-Poissy and Paris: “La Cause,” 1933; rev. ed., 2005).
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controversies: François Laplanche, Orthodoxie et prédication; Brian G. Armstrong, Calvinism and
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(Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1969); Richard Stauffer, L’affaire d’Huisseau: Une
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is that Pajon’s appointment to Saumur in 1665 came at the end of a period of crisis to which
an opening for resolution had only come the year before. Further, although his election was
intended as a step towards a renaissance as well as renewed stability, his arrival actually
achieved the opposite.
Pittion is also one of the few scholars – if not the only – who have attempted to
account for the academy’s condemnation of Pajon’s doctrine in the late 1670s after its
consistent support of him during the 1660s. In what he considers a denial of the “intellectual
independence that had been the very spirit of Saumur,”53 Pittion noted that the 1678 decision
was the first occasion at which the academy made a pronouncement on doctrine and
suggested that the pressures exerted upon the Huguenots at the time forced it to assume this
responsibility which was actually the prerogative of a national synod.54 Noting that the
“composition of the Conseil had not been radically altered” between the time when Pajon
taught at the academy and when his views were condemned, he suggested the attitude of its
members “after 1677 can only be understood as an effect of the disruption of the regular
channels for discussion and the dismantlement of the machinery of ecclesiastical power,
which was brought about by the repression.”55 This explanation must no doubt be read in
light of Pittion’s earlier reference to the way the academy had been subjected to great
financial constraints. In 1674, he noted, the Conseil d’état forbade the academy to send
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deputies to the provincial synods, which meant that it could no longer use these assemblies
to remind the churches of the financial support they owed it.56 The last thing the academy
could afford in that situation was even a hint of heterodoxy, as the synods could on the
pretext of suspicion threaten to withhold their contributions. In a more recent contribution,
Pittion added yet another external factor: any internal disagreement could, in the perilous
situation of the decade preceding the Revocation of the Edict of Nantes, be cause for the
authorities to close the academy.57 Inasmuch as Pittion’s theory concerning Pajon’s
condemnation by the academy in the 1670s is pertinent for explaining its support of him a
decade earlier, it will be evaluated in the final chapter seven. This study thus intends to make
a contribution to the institutional history of the Academy of Saumur, which is integrally
related to Pajon and the controversies surrounding him in the 1660s.
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The Current Proposal: Methodology and Outline
The present study on Claude Pajon will thus first of all address simply the gap in
knowledge concerning his life and thought. By way of a careful reconstruction of these facts
and events, the historiographical questions concerning his sources and influences, his place
in the tradition of French Protestant theology and intellectual history more broadly
conceived, as well as the reception of his thought by individuals and ecclesiastical
authorities, will be addressed. This process will on a broader level reveal something of the
various networks and theological currents which can be distinguished within the Huguenot
world in the decades leading up to the Revocation of the Edict of Nantes.
Given the importance of chronology which has been noted throughout the preceding
pages, the chapters will in their overall structure follow in order the steps of Pajon’s life from
his birth in 1626 to his departure to the church at Orléans in late 1667. Chapter two, “The
Saumur Triumvirate: Pajon as Student at the Academy,” will consider Pajon’s formal
theological education, while chapter three, “The Influence of Paul Testard: Education extra
muros academiae,” examines his training more broadly conceived. Taken together these
chapters, which cover the mid to late1640s, also sketch out the general orientation of the
theological current in which he was raised. This Salmurian climate – influenced as it was by
the thought of the Scottish theologian John Cameron, which was systematized and developed
by his disciples who were also Pajon’s professors at Saumur – also forms the backdrop
against which Pajon’s particular contribution in the history of Christian doctrine can and
must be measured. Given the direct antecedent to his view as identified in chapter three, that
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chapter will also attempt to explain why no “pre-Pajonist” controversy broke out before the
first actual phase of controversy in the 1660s.
Chapter four, “Origins and Arguments: Pastor at Marchenoir,” moves on to that
tranquil period of Pajon’s life formed by the years he spent as pastor to his first congregation
beginning in 1650. Even if the small amount of evidence concerning his activities which has
come down to us from this period suggests that these years were rather uneventful, their
significance lies rather in the fact that they constitute the time in which his view on the Holy
Spirit’s work in conversion was solidified and, early in the 1660s, finally put down on paper.
This lengthy chapter forms the theological heart of the study, as it sets his thought out in
detail primarily on the basis of his works from the 1660s, with careful attention to the date
and circumstances of their composition. Just as important as what Pajon did write during this
period is the question as to what he did not write on or debate at that time. The analysis will
at once make clear Pajon’s position vis-à-vis his teachers – that is, the disciples of Cameron
– but also his place in intellectual history more generally in the post-Cartesian climate of the
mid to late seventeenth century shortly before the dawn of the Enlightenment era broke.
The Pajonist controversies which followed when others gradually learned of Pajon’s
doctrine form the topic of the next three chapters. Chapter five, “The Renaissance of the
Academy: Pajon’s Battle For Cameron’s Legacy,” considers in detail how the controversies
broke out when Pajon was elected to the Academy of Saumur, as well as the course of the
private polemics which ensued. In respect to the former, this chapter will examine the role
played in Pajon’s election and establishment by the difficulties the academy had experienced
in appointing successors to the three professors who had carried Cameron’s torch for the past
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thirty years. In regard to the latter, chapter five will examine in particular Pajon’s claim to
be the true successor of Cameron as well as the challenge to this claim by his opponents,
which resulted in a real battle over his theological heritage. Chapter six, “From Acquittal to
Condemnation? Crisis at the Academy,” reconstructs the course of the controversies as they
reached the public square in the form of official opposition against Pajon’s appointment
lodged before the academy’s conseil as well as before various provincial synods. The
description of these events will reveal that the Academy of Saumur and the Provincial Synod
of Anjou continually sought and managed to obtain peace and moderation against the
opponents of Pajon within the province. Nevertheless, these opponents received support from
other provincial synods who were able indirectly to exercise considerable power. This
circumstance not only led to the decision Pajon himself took late in 1667 to leave the
academy, but also set the stage for the resurgence of the polemics in the second Pajonist
controversies which broke out in 1676. Chapter seven, “A Decade of Change: From Saumur
to Orléans,” addresses from the perspective of the 1660s the initially puzzling question as
to why Pajon escaped condemnation during this period only to have his thought censured by
multiple ecclesiastical authorities and establishments a decade later. It will be argued that a
multiple-faceted account is necessary, relating to the ecclesio-political circumstances, to the
reception of Pajon’s thought by his contemporaries and, finally, to the development which
occurred in Pajon’s theology during this time.
Chapter eight, “Conclusions,” summarizes the principal conclusions which emerged
from this study. As such, they will only emphasize the point made at the very outset of this
study, namely, that a static portrait of Pajon will fail to explain the course history took during
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what was without doubt the most significant doctrinal controversy threatening the health of
the Huguenot churches in their last hours before the Revocation of the Edict of Nantes. As
such, it also highlights the fruitful nature subsequent research on the Pajonist controversies
of the 1670s will no doubt have.

Chapter Two
The Saumur Triumvirate: Pajon as Student at the Academy

Introduction
Claude (III) Pajon, sieur de la Dure, was born on 17 February 1626 in France, in the
town of Romorantin which lies at some 30 kilometers from Blois in the Loire valley.1 The
oldest son of two Protestant parents, he was – as the Genevan philosopher Jean-Robert
Chouet, a colleague of Pajon during the latter’s brief teaching tenure at Saumur, would
remark – also a “perfect gentleman” (parfaittement homme de bien).2 His father, Claude (II)
Pajon (b. before 1593, d. in or before 1650), was the sieur de Léjumeau, and his mother,
Madeleine le Fèvre (dates unknown), was a daughter of Henry le Fèvre who had served as
apothecary and valet de chambre to Catherine de Médicis.
Next to nothing is known of Claude III’s early years. Through his mother’s family he
would have had the right to attend the famous Collège de Boissy,3 but whether he actually
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For a genealogy of the Pajon-line, created by a descendant from the Pajon-Papin family,
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important dates of Pajon’s life can be found in the letter from [Claude IV?] Pajon to [Philippe
Drouyn?], n.p., n.d., Paris, Arsenal Ms 5633, fols. 243r°-244v°.
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received his early schooling here or at one of the Protestant collèges in the Berry region is
not certain.4 What is certain is that Pajon attended the Academy of Saumur for his studies in
theology. He twice appears as respondens in the collected theses of the Saumur professors.
The first, De necessitate baptismi, was defended on 24 November 1646.5 A second, De
ministerii Verbi divini necessitate, was defended by Pajon on 12 April 1647.6 Due to the
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Mallein, “La famille,” 192, was unable to find evidence either way. On the three (or
perhaps five) Protestant collèges of the province of Berry, which included the region of Blois, see
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Theses theologicae de necessitate baptismi, quas, sub praesidio D. Mosis Amyraldi SS.
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Étienne Gaussen which is not found in the Saumur theses: Theses theologicae de consensu gratiae
cum natura. Quas composuit et, favente Deo, sub praesidio D. Mosis Amyraldi ... tueri conabitur
Stephanus Gaussenus Aquitanus. In Templo, die [ ] julii ab hora prima pomeridiana in vesperam
(Saumur: Isaac Desbordes, 1659; title cited in Louis Desgraves, Répertoire bibliographique des
livres imprimés en France au XVIIe siècle, 29 vols. [Baden-Baden: Valentin Koerner, 1978-2010],
23:204). Significantly, whereas in the title of the former Pajon is identified simply as the respondent,
the title of the latter explicitly identifies Gaussen as both composer and respondent of the theses.
6

Theses theologicae de ministerii Verbi divini necessitate quas, sub praesidio D. Ludovici
Cappelli SS. theologiae in Academia Sulmuriensi professoris, tueri conabitur Claudius Paionus
Romorantinus in templo die 12. Aprilis ab hora prima promeridiana in versperam. Praemissa à
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paucity of information regarding these early years of his life and studies, the precise date of
his entry and departure from the academy cannot be determined.7 However, the fact as such
that he was a French Protestant who went to Saumur towards the middle of the seventeenth
century suffices for us to identify the background in which the rest of this study must be
placed.8

respondente de eodem argumento oratione latinâ, eodem die & loco, hora decima antemeridiana
(Saumur: Isaac Desbordes, 1647), dedicated to Pajon’s pastor at Romorantin, Jacques Brun; text
reprinted in Amyraut, Cappel and de la Place, Syntagma thesium, 3:251-59. The oratio latina to
which the title appears to have been more customary; see Bourchenin, Étude sur les académies
protestantes, 254: “L’écolier proposant, avant la soutenance, fera un petit discours en latin, tant pour
annoncer l’objet de ses thèses que pour former son style et s’exercer lui-même à l’éloquence.”
7

8

For more on this, see the beginning of ch. 3 below.

When it comes to Pajon’s sources and influences, an unfortunate loss is the information
concerning his library which according to his nephew Isaac Papin was “une des plus belles
qu’eussent nos Min<istres”; see his letter to J. Le Clerc, 27 October 1685, Bordeaux, in Sina (ed.),
Jean Le Clerc: Epistolario, 1:404-05. A list of the 88 proscribed volumes out of some 300 total
books which were seized from Pajon’s library by the king’s magistrate was destroyed in the 1940
bombing of the Loiret departmental archives in Orléans. Only five titles from this list were preserved
by Louis Bastide in “L’église réformée d’Orléans à la Révocation. Ses biens – son pasteur.” BSHPF
50 (1901): 57-67, there 66-67: 1) Pierre Lizet, De auriculari confessione; 2) Philippe Du PlessisMornay, Histoire de la papauté; 3) Pierre du Moulin, Le bouclier de la foi; 4) Jean Mestrezat, Traité
de l’église; and 5) “Théologie de Melanchthon, 4 vol.” I am most grateful to Thomas Guillemin for
sharing with me the notes on Pajon taken by a historian before 1944 which he recently discovered
in Orléans, Archives départementales, 2 J R 2368, in the folder “Pajon, pasteur 1685.” According
to these notes, Pajon also owned: 6) “8 volumes des traités d’Amyraut”; 7) Edmé Aubertin, De
l’eucharistie de l’ancienne église; 8) “du même: de divina praedestinatione” (I was unable to identify
this work of Aubertin; in light of the next entry, it could very well be an error for William Ames,
Coronis ad collationem Hagiensem [...] de divina praedestinatione); 9) “de même: Antisynodalia
scripta” (must be the work of this title by Ames); 10) Jacob Arminius, Opera theologica.
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French Protestants between the Edict of Nantes and Its Revocation
When King Henry IV issued the Edict of Nantes on 13 April 1598, the Wars of
Religion which had opposed French Catholics and Protestants were brought to an end. The
edict gave protection to the Protestants by granting them amnesty, freedom to exercise their
religion (within certain bounds), as well as the right to bring grievances directly to the king.
The tensions between the parties would continue, however, and the status of the Huguenots
remained – admittedly, to different degrees depending on the time – one of instability
throughout the seventeenth century, especially under Louis XIV (reign: 1643-1715) who in
1685 revoked the Edict of Nantes, forcing the Hugenots to convert or else to leave the
country.9 In spite of the ups and downs experienced by the French Reformed, during the time
between the proclamation and revocation of the edict they were able to flourish to a degree
that they never had been able to before.
The Reformed in France flourished not only politically, but also theologically. Just
as a long list of Huguenot figures – including Pajon’s own father – who held significant civil
positions in the French court system could be adduced, so also the names of many
theologians evidence the impact they had in the sphere of religion during this time. Both
pastors and professors played a role in this. The pastors expounded Scripture and its
doctrines on a weekly basis for the faithful, giving not only comfort to those who suffered
hardship in their underprivileged position but also conviction of the truths of their
convictions against ongoing attacks from prominent Catholic theologians. Among the most

9

For the royal policy regarding the Huguenots for the period 1643-1666, see Luc Daireaux,
“Reduire les Huguenots”: Protestants et pouvoirs en Normandie au XVIIe siècle, Vie des Huguenots
47 (Paris: Honoré Champion, 2010), 285-352.
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influential preachers we find especially the pastors of the great temple of Charenton, such as
Jean Mestrezat, Jean Daillé, and Jean Claude. The professors exerted their influence in the
classroom as they trained future pastors, as well as in their theological writings by which they
defended Reformed doctrine against Roman Catholics, Arminians, and Socinians. The sheer
size of the bibliographies of Pierre du Moulin at Sedan and of Moïse Amyraut at Saumur
testifies to the extent of the theological activity, and as an indication of the complexity of the
arguments and of the high level on which theology was exercised as a discipline we could
point to the collected theses of their respective academies. Many pastors joined the professors
by circulating manuscripts or publishing books to spread and defend the Reformed truths,
while professors regularly preached sermons in the churches which at times were also
brought to press. Through their sermons and publications, as well as their extensive
correspondence, the influence of the Huguenot theologians spread well beyond the borders
of France into England, the Netherlands, Geneva, and the Swiss cantons.
It is nearly impossible to overestimate the role played in this by the training the
pastors and professors received. The French Reformed churches could not have flourished
as they did, had a proper mechanism for educating theologians not been in place. While the
Academy of Geneva had been and would continue to be an important institution for the
training of the Reformed pastors in France, during the seventeenth century the Huguenots
also had as many as seven academies of their own. While also the Academies of Montauban
(later: Puylaurens) and Sedan could boast of a certain reputation, it was the Academy of
Saumur that stood out above the rest in the seventeenth century soon after its foundation. Its
renown was in large part due to the efforts of its founder, Philippe Duplessis-Mornay,
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governor of Saumur, who from the beginning did his utmost to obtain professors of
reputation for the newly established academy. In fact, between 1602 and 1603 both
Franciscus Junius (François du Jon) and Gulielmus Bucanus (Guillaume du Buc) were
convinced to leave their positions at Leiden and Lausanne respectively – although both
passed away before they could take up their positions at Saumur. Duplessis-Mornay was,
however, able to obtain the Scottish theologian John Cameron (ca. 1579-1625), and even if
his tenure at Saumur lasted only from 1618 to 1621, his legacy extended well beyond this
time through the influence he exercised on his students.
By the early 1630s, the Academy of Saumur could boast of three professors of
theology, all three fervent disciples of Cameron: Louis Cappel (ca. 1585-1658), Josué de la
Place (ca. 1596-1655), and Moïse Amyraut (1596-1664). Cappel, de la Place, and Amyraut
were largely responsible for making the Academy of Saumur into the most renowned of the
French Reformed academies in the seventeenth century, which also drew the greatest number
of students. Until the death of de la Place in 1655, the careers of these three members of the
Saumur “triumvirate”10 overlapped for more than twenty years, so that the theological
formation of a significant part of an entire generation of French pastors was in their hands.
Among them was Claude Pajon.

10

I have found the term “triumvirate” to refer to Amyraut, Cappel, and de la Place in the
literature of the time. See, for example, the de la Place Icon by Martin Puygarnier as cited in Josué
de la Place, Opera omnia; in unum corpus nunc primum collecta, in quo Gallicè ab autore scripta
latinitate donata comparent. Editio novissima, prioribus multò castigatior & accuratior,
necessariisque indicibus locupletata. Tomus primus continens miscellanea, exegetica, elenchtica &
didactica (Franeker: Johannes Gyzelaar, 1699), “praefatio,” **2v°-**3r°.
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Saumur and Aristotle
At the Academy of Saumur, the study of theology proper was preceded by two years
of preparatory study largely devoted to a grounding in philosophy. Saumur may well have
been among the first of the Reformed academies to show some openness to the ideas of
Descartes, but this was well after Pajon had left. Scholarship has tended to identify JeanRobert Chouet (1642-1731), who taught at the academy from 1664 to 1669, as the first to
introduce Cartesian elements into his teaching.11 According to a (hitherto uncited) account
written in 1721 by Chouet himself, it was already during the teaching tenure of his
predecessor Étienne Gaussen (d. 1675) that something of Descartes was secretly passed on
to the students.12 However, during the 1640s when Pajon was at Saumur, the professors
Jehan Druet and Isaac Hugues still gave their students a firm grounding in the Aristotelian
tradition.13 In view of the associations the word “philosophy” currently has, it is also
important to remember the purpose of this instruction. The intention was not to introduce the
11

See Prost, La philosophie, 83-101; Pittion, “Intellectual Life,” ch. 6 (“Chouet and the
Introduction of Cartesianims in Saumur”); and especially Heyd, Between Orthodoxy and the
Enlightenment, 24-37.
12

[Chouet], Untitled account concerning Étienne Gaussen and Claude Pajon, Geneva, private
archives of the Fondation Turrettini (abbreviated as: Arch. Turrettini), 3rd ms under the shelfmark
1/Gb.1.32.XIII, [p. 1]: “Il avoit pour collègue dans cette faculté Monsieur Druet, aagé de 50. ou 60.
ans, Péripatéticien à toute outrance; ce qui n’empêcha point Monsieur Gaussen de commencer à
donner à ses écoliers quelque teinture de la nouvelle philosophie, quoyque cela fut contre les
reiglemens de l’Académie, qui exigeoient qu’on n’enseignât que les sentimens d’Aristote. Mais, il
le fit toujours avec tant de prudence, que ni son collègue ni les autres professeurs ne lui en firent
jamais aucune affaire.” Pittion, who is one of the few to have treated Gaussen’s thought to some
extent (“Intellectual Life,” 153-71), says that the latter’s reference to “clarity” and “distinctiveness”
in his Quatuor dissertationes theologicae (Saumur: Isaac Desbordes, 1670), 114, “are of course the
two cartesian criteria of evidence. Nothing is true which is not evident” (“Intellectual Life,” 166).
13

See Heyd, Between Orthodoxy and the Enlightenment, 24-37; and Pittion, “Les académies
réformées.” For the Aristotelianism of Druet and Hugues, see Prost, La philosophie, 57-58; Druet’s
adherence to the peripatetic philosophy is also attested in Chouet’s memoir as cited above.
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students to some overarching life-view. Rather, entirely in line with its place in the
curriculum ahead of the study of theology proper, the philosophical instruction was practical
in orientation: to encourage conformity of spirit by the acquisition of a common language
and mode of thought.14 Not surprisingly, therefore, Pajon’s writings also show him
maintaining Aristotelian terminology and comfortably wielding its concepts in order to
develop his views. Any influences of Cartesian thought they betray will have come from
anywhere but the academy.15

“La grâce universelle”
In passing from Pajon’s training in philosophy to the study of theology proper, one
cannot avoid the name of John Cameron. For, while Pajon’s professors were Amyraut,
Cappel, and de la Place, Cameron has rightly been called “the inspiration for, and father of,
the distinctive teachings of the Academy of Saumur”16 as imparted by this institution’s
professorial triumvirate. As the late François Laplanche remarked in the twilight of a long

14

See Pittion, “Les académies réformées,” esp. 432.

15

See ch. 4 below.

16

Armstrong, Calvinism and the Amyraut Heresy, 42. Cf. Gaston Bonet-Maury, “Jean
Cameron, pasteur de l’église de Bordeaux et professeur de théologie à Saumur,” in Études de
théologie et d’histoire publiées par MM. les professeurs de la Faculté de théologie protestante de
Paris en hommage à la Faculté de théologie de Montauban à l’occasion du tricentenaire de sa
fondation (Paris: Librairie Fischbacher, 1901), 77-117, there 116: “Il fut le vrai fondateur de l’École
de Saumur, ou École amyraldienne.” An English translation (with some adaptation) can be found
in idem, “John Cameron: A Scottish Protestant Theologian in France,” The Scottish Historical
Review 7 no. 28 (1910): 325-45, there 344: “Cameron was the true founder of the so-called ‘Saumur
school of divines.’”
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career marked by the study of the theologians of Saumur: “The more one reads of Cameron,
the more one recognizes how much the pastors and professors of Paris and Saumur drew on
his lectures and on his writings. Every history of French Protestant theology in the
seventeenth century should begin with a systematic study of his work [...].”17 This applies
most emphatically to a study of Pajon as well. Not only did Cameron form part of the larger
theological context of French Protestantism and the Academy of Saumur, for Pajon he
functioned as an authority of highest rank.

John Cameron: Life and Career
The influence Cameron exercised especially in the Huguenot context is
disproportionate to the brevity of his life and career as a theologian. His biography has been
treated sufficiently elsewhere,18 and here it suffices to give a brief overview. Born in
Glasgow around 1579, Cameron moved to France in the year 1600. Due to the unstable

17

François Laplanche, “Antiquité et vérité dans la controverse de Cameron,” in Conflits
politiques, controverses religieuses: Essais d’histoire européenne aux 16e-18e siècles, ed. Ouzi
Elyada and Jacques Le Brun (Paris: Éditions EHESS, 2002), 131-42, there 131: “Plus on lit
Cameron, plus on constante combien les pasteurs et professeurs de Paris et de Saumur ont puisé dans
son enseignement ou ses écrits. Toute histoire de la théologie protestante française au XVIIe siècle
devrait commencer par une étude systématique de son oeuvre...” Cf. Rex, Essays on Pierre Bayle,
9: “the key importance of Cameron in later theological developements, and [...] the great influece
of his writings even after his death [...].”
18

See especially Bonet-Maury,“Jean Cameron”; idem, “John Cameron”; and Robert
Wodrow, Collections Upon the Lives of the Reformers and Most Eminent Ministers of the Church
of Scotland, 3 vols. (Glasgow: Maitland, 1834-1848), 2/1:81-223. Wodrow’s essay on Cameron
includes extensive translations from Cameron’s works which I have indeed consulted, although due
to their archaic style and not infrequent inaccuracy the translations below are largely my own. An
indispensable supplement to Cameron’s biography is the carefully-argued bibliographical companion
by Axel Hilmar Swinne, John Cameron, Philosoph und Theologe (1579-1625): Bibliographischkritische Analyse der Hand- und Druckschriften sowie der Cameron-Literatur (Marburg: N. G.
Elwert, 1968.)
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social and political situation created by the tension between Catholics and Protestants, he
would be forced to move many more times within France and, between 1621 and 1623, was
even forced to live on the other side of the English Channel in London and in Glasgow. His
career included posts to teach Greek at the University of Glasgow (1599-1600) and Latin and
Greek at the Collège of Bergerac (1600-1602); as professor of philosophy at the Academy
of Sedan (1602-1604), where he came into contact with Louis Cappel19; as pastor to the
Reformed church of Bordeaux (1608-1618); as professor of theology at the Academy of
Saumur (1618-1621), where de la Place and Amyraut numbered among his students20; as

19

François Laplanche, L’Écriture, le sacré et l'histoire: érudits et politiques protestants
devant la Bible en France au XVIIe siècle (Amsterdam: APA - Holland University Press, 1986), 184,
has suggested that the two become acquainted between 1602 and 1604 in Sedan, where Cameron was
teaching philosophy and where Cappel had come to study theology. The influence of Cameron on
Cappel is indubitable (see ibid., 194-208). The early contact explains how Cameron could
recommend Cappel for a bursary to finance a peregrinatio academica, as well as the letters between
the two from the period 1610-1612 (printed in John Cameron, Ta Swzomena sive Opera partim ab
auctore ipso edita, partim post eius obitum vulgata, partim nusquam hactenus publicata, vel à
Gallico idiomate nunc primùm in Latinam linguam translata [Geneva: Pierre Chouet, 1659], 530-35;
the addressee is only identified in as “L.C.,” but I follow Wodrow, Collections, 2/2:92, and Henry
Martyn Beckwith Reid, The Divinity Principals in the University of Glasgow: 1545-1654 [Glasgow:
James Maclehose and Sons, 1917], 180, in identifying “L.C.” as Louis Cappel). Cappel, together
with Amyraut and Samuel Bouchéreau, prepared Cameron’s collected works, the Ta Swzomena; the
1642 and 1659 editions are identical in layout and pagination.
20

Letter from S. Desmarets to A. Rivet, Groningen, 26 November 1648, in Doede Nauta,
Samuel Maresius (Amsterdam: H.J. Paris, 1935; Th.D. diss., Vrije Universiteit te Amsterdam), 532:
“Quod notas p. 79 fuisse D. Amyraldum D. Gomarj p.m. discipulum, verum est: nam unà sub ipso
per biennium Salmurij studuimus, ipse, Testardus, placaeus, et ego: [...] Discedente Gomaro, ipsi
discessi; et paulo post Genevam me contulj; Illj vero mej commilitones remanserunt Salmurij et
deinde D. Cameronem totum jmbiberunt.” Note that Desmarets describes the appropriation of
Cameron as “swallowed up” (imbiberunt). Interestingly, the same word (imbibisse) would be used
by A. Rivet to describe the way Paul Testard, another disciple of Cameron, adopted his ideas; see
the letter (copy) from A. Rivet to the faculty of theology of Leiden, The Hague, 22 April 1633,
Leiden, UBL, Bibliotheca Publica Latina (abbreviated as: BPL) 300, fol. 136r°: “Autorem [i.e.
Testard – AG] fuisse discipulum et olim domesticum, D. Cameronis. Eius doctrinam imbibisse, tam
ex scriptis, quam ex familiari disciplina.” Further, while a major study on de la Place is still needed,
Amyraut’s theological dependence on Cameron has been extensively documented; see, among
others, Laplanche, Orthodoxie et prédication, 59-60; and Armstrong, Calvinism and the Amyraut
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professor of theology at the University of Glasgow (1622-1623); and, after returning to
Saumur where Louis XIII’s edict restricted him to private instruction (1623-1624), as
professor of theology at the Academy of Montauban (1624-1625).
In addition to the upheavals caused by (religio-)political factors, Cameron’s life was
also marked by a rather unique position theologically within the Protestant world. On the one
hand, he was a champion of the Reformed cause over against the Catholics, thus providing
a defense against theological attacks that were compounded by political pressures. Cameron
wrote anti-Catholic polemical works, some of which were both reprinted and translated21;
lectured on key passages in Catholic theology, or else on important points of controversy
such as the doctrine of Scripture and of the church22; and even held a public debate with a
Sorbonne doctor in 1615.23 On the other hand, Cameron made himself unpopular within the
Huguenot community for his royalist convictions – and the French monarchy, it hardly needs

Heresy, 42-43.
21

E.g. Discours apologetique pour l’appel de ceux de la religion reformée au jugement de
Dieu (1614), reprinted under the title Traitté du juge souverain des controverses au fait de religion
(1627) and again as Traicté des controverses et du juge souverain au fait de religion (1628);
translated into English as A tract of the soveraigne judge of controversies in matters of religion
(1628), and into Latin in the Ta Swzomena, pp. 593-605, with the title De supremo in religionis
negotio controversiarum iudice. Also, Traicté auquel sont examinez les prejugez de ceux de l’Eglise
Romaine, contre la Religion Reformee (1617 + reprints), translated as An examination of those
plausible appearances which seeme most to commend the Romish Church, and to prejudice the
Reformed (1626 + reprints). The bibliographical information comes from Swinne, John Cameron,
passim.
See especially Cameron, Praelectiones ad Matth. 16-19, in Ta Swzomena, 1-206;
Praelectiones de ecclesia, in ibid., 207-329; Praelectiones variae de Verbo Dei, in ibid., 416-94.
22

23

This event led to the publication of Appel comme d’abus du pretendu arrest donné contre
le Sr. Cameron, soubs le nom d’un Suisse [...] (1615), found in Latin translation under the title Ab
incompetentis sententia à Cardinale Surdiso [...], in Ta Swzomena, 840-48.
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to be added, was Catholic during this time! – and these views even led to his untimely death
in 1625 when he tried to calm the violence of an anti-Catholic mob.24 For other reasons
Cameron’s position within the Protestant camp was ambiguous as well. On the one hand, he
was called upon in 1620 to convince Daniel Tilenus (1563-1633), who had recently adopted
Arminian views, of the truth of the Reformed faith,25 and in 1623 to debate with Étienne de
Courcelles (1586-1659), minister of Charenton, who refused to sign the Canons of Dort
drafted against the Arminians.26 On the other hand, the very arguments he used in these
discussions led both the orthodox faculty of theology at Leiden and the Remonstrant
theologian Simon Episcopius to question the extent to which he actually agreed with the very
same Canons of Dort.27
Cameron’s career as a theologian was thus particularly marked by two elements.
First, Cameron sought ways to answer the Catholic challenges adequately; for this, he earned
himself an excellent reputation within the Reformed world, which is nevertheless often

24

On Cameron’s royalism and his death, see Michel Nicolas, Histoire de l’académie
protestante de Montauban (1598-1659) et de Puylaurens (1660-1685) (Montauban: E. Forestié,
1885), 159-63; and Bonet-Maury, “John Cameron,” 341-43. Even after the Treaty of Montpellier
(1622), there remained unrest in the south of France, including at Montauban where Cameron was.
The Protestant camp was divided between those who were in favor of war and those who promoted
abstinence from violence, the majority of the pastors siding with the latter. Several months before
his death, Cameron drew the particular ire of his listeners when he from his pulpit condemned the
acts of violence recently perpetrated against the Bishop of Toulouse.
25

The collection of documents pertaining to this interchange are found under the title Amica
collatio de gratiae et voluntatis humanae concursu in vocatione & quibusdam annexis, instituta inter
Cl. V. Danielem Tilenum et Iohannem Cameronem, in Ta Swzomena, 606-708.
26

The record of the meeting is found in De electionis et oppositae reprobationis obiectio
I. Cameronis inchoata tantùm disputatio, in Ta Swzomena, 793-96.
27

See the letter from the faculty of theology of Leiden to J. Cameron, Leiden, 10 February
1622, in Ta Swzomena, 709a; and Episcopius, Epistola viri docti ad amicum, in ibid., 722a-723b.
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forgotten today. Second, as any theologian of his time, Cameron also dealt with the
predestinarian challenge related to the Arminian controversies; for this, he without doubt
aroused suspicions that continued to linger long after his death.
The course of Cameron’s life and work as outlined above is important for an
overview of his thought as well. Although his theology as such still deserves a monographlength study that has surprisingly – and regrettably – not yet appeared, it will suffice to
single out a select number of issues for laying out the background to Pajon’s education and
the development of his thought. In what follows I will thus outline Cameron’s main
contributions to the theological discussions of his time, and, just as importantly, trace out
how these were received and transmitted.

Cameron as Universalist
The controversy over la grâce universelle, l’universalisme, or, as it has become
known in English historiography, “hypothetical universalism,”28 broke out in France in

28

Jonathan Moore has recently argued that (English) “hypothetical universalism” should be
distinguished from (French) “Amyraldianism,” and that, notwithstanding the similarities between
them, the former should be applied to those “who retain, or at least do not oppose, the Reformed
orthodox ordo decretorum in either a supralapsarian or infralapsarian form, but who hold that Christ
died for everyone, head for head, procuring for them a conditional salvation in case they do believe.”
Moore goes on to point out that the similarities in their positions “can be seen more as a function of
their sharing the same broad polemical context, than of any significant cross-fertilisation. Ussher was
espousing hypothetical universalism before John Cameron had even arrived at Saumur, and Ussher
had brought Davenant to embrace this system well before Cameron’s own teaching first became
widely known through the Synod of Dort. Although at this time Davenant became familiar with
Cameron’s thought, he carefully distanced himself from aspects of it.” See English Hypothetical
Universalism: John Preston and the Softening of Reformed Theology (Grand Rapids: William B.
Eerdmans Publishing Company, 2007), 217-18.
Although Moore is surely correct in pointing out the differences and independent origins
between (Reformed) universalist positions in France and the British Isles, I do find his proposal
inadequate. Not only does it essentially leave no room for Cameron, who for chronological reasons
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1634,29 and spread well beyond its borders leading eventually to the 1675 adoption of the
Formula consensus helvetica by a number of the Swiss cantons and, several years later, by
Geneva.30 The immediate occasion for the outbreak of the controversy was the publication
of Amyraut’s Brief traitté although, as his contemporaries already recognized, it developed
a line of thought that could already be found in Cameron. Since, as will be made clear below,
the Cameronian universalist trajectory stretches far enough to include Pajon as well, his
universalism deserves some attention.

can hardly be called an “Amyraldian,” it also risks obscuring the fact that Amyraut received the basic
structure of his universalism from Cameron. For these reasons I prefer to maintain the terms
“(hypothetical) universalism” or “la grâce universelle” in my study, although depending on the
referent and context the terms the “Cameronism,” “Amyraldianism” and “Saumur theology” and
their cognates are also historically warranted and are found in the literature of the time.
As an aside, I add that Moore’s chronological comparison of Ussher and Cameron raises a
number of additional question marks. His claim that Ussher precedes Cameron is based on his
identification of universalism in letters of Ussher he dates to March of 1618 (see ibid., 175). While
Cameron is indeed not called to Saumur until May of that year (see Bonet-Maury, “John Cameron,”
333), it is unclear why Cameron’s universalism must be tied to his arrival at Saumur as Moore seems
to assume. The fact is that, while Cameron’s De ordine decretorum Dei (Ta Swzomena, 529) is
undated, he promoted universalist ideas in several letters to Louis Cappel from as early as 1610,
1611, and 1612 (see ibid., 530-33).
29

For a highly detailed overview of the course of the Amyraut controversies from 1635 to
1650, see especially Van Stam, The Controversy Over the Theology of Saumur; cf. also Laplanche,
Orthodoxie et prédication, 87-249; Armstrong, Calvinism and the Amyraut Heresy, 71-119.
30

See Donald Davis Grohman, “The Genevan Reactions to the Saumur Doctrine of
Hypothetical Universalism: 1635-1685” (Th. D. dissertation, Knox College [University of Toronto],
1971), 125-421; H. Vuilleumier, Histoire de l’Église réformée du Pays de Vaud sous le régime
bernois, 4 vols. (Lausanne: La Concorde, 1927-1933), 2:467-74, 496-531.
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Cameron’s covenant theses dated 4 April 1608 at Heidelberg,31 while not as important
as scholarship had once claimed them to be,32 provide a good background for concepts
related to Cameron’s universalism. In these theses, whose attribution to Cameron needs not
be doubted in spite of claims to the contrary,33 a distinction is drawn between two types of
covenants which in turn depends on a distinction within God’s love. First, there is God’s
antecedent love towards (iuxta) his creatures, defined as that from which all that is good in
creatures derives. On it depend 1a) the contracting (pactionem) and 1b) the fulfillment

Cameron, Theses de triplici Dei cum homine foedere, in Ta Swzomena, 544-51. A
translation, which I have used but with considerable adaptation, can be found in Samuel Bolton, The
True Bounds of Christian Freedome (London: J.L. for Philemon Stephens, 1645), 353-401. Swinne,
John Cameron, 27-33, noted that these theses dated Heidelberg, 4 April 1608, were likely never
defended publicly by Cameron at all, and certainly could not have been pro gradu doctoris
theologiae.
31

32

These theses have been at the center of much scholarly debate. In spite of Wodrow’s claim
in the nineteenth century that Cameron “explains matters, pretty much as the current of writers at
that time did in a clearer and more intelligible and safer way” (Collections, 2/1:89), Moltmann
influenced scholarship for many years with his claim that these theses were programmatic and key
to Cameron’s entire project: “Diese Thesen sind nicht nur zur Grundlage seiner Theologie, sondern
auch zum Programm der Akademie von Saumur geworden. Hier werden schon die Wurzeln
erkennbar für die heilsgeschichtlich enworfene Prädestinationslehre Amyrauts” (Moltmann,
“Prädestination und Heilsgeschichte,” 275; cf. e.g. Armstrong, Calvinism and the Amyraut Heresy,
47). Wodrow’s original claim has since found support in a comparative study by Richard A. Muller,
“Divine Covenants, Absolute and Conditional: John Cameron and the Early Orthodox Development
of Reformed Covenant Theology,” Mid-America Journal of Theology 17 (2006): 11-56.
33

Swinne, John Cameron, 32-33, after noting that there is no evidence Cameron ever
defended these theses, went on to question Cameron’s authorship as such. While the evidence
concerning the (non-)defense of the theses is convincing, the argument on authorship is based solely
on the assumption that, with the one exception of the theses in question, a three-covenant structure
appears first in Amyraut – he as one of the editors of Cameron’s opera, the suggestion is, would have
included them in that work to legitimize his own views. However, more recent scholarship on the
doctrine of the covenant in Reformed theology shows that a “three-covenant structure” (prelapsarian
covenant of nature, postlapsarian covenant of law, postlapsarian covenant of grace) can already be
found in Wolfgang Musculus’s 1560 Loci communes sacrae theologiae (ch. 14), and that Cameron
only shows himself to be building on and interacting with his predecessors (see Muller, “Divine
Covenants,” 17-33). This observation leaves Swinne’s denial of Cameron-authorship entirely without
support.
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(impletionem) of the absolute covenant.34 An absolute covenant is one without any
obligation (sine ulla restipulatione), such as God’s covenant with Noah (cf. Gen. 9:11) and
that by which God promised to give faith and repentance to his elect (cf. Heb. 8:10).35 God’s
antecedent love is also that on which 2a) the contracting (pactionem) of the hypothetical
covenant – that is, a covenant with an obligation (cum restipulatione [...] officij)36 – depends.
The hypothetical covenant, which forms the topic of discussion for the rest of the theses,
divides into a covenant of nature, a covenant of grace, and a subservient covenant of grace
also known as the “old covenant.”37 Aside from the antecedent love of God, there is also his
consequent love defined as that love according to which God delights in (acquiescens) his
creature on account of the things that creature received from him.38 On this love depends 2b)

34

Cameron, Theses de triplici Dei cum homine foedere, thes. III.

35

Cameron, Theses de triplici Dei cum homine foedere, thes. I.

36

Cameron, Theses de triplici Dei cum homine foedere, thes. II-III. Given especially the
difficulty of the Latin, it is worthwhile giving the text of the passage in question (thes. III):
illum [amor] Primarium sive Antecedentem, hunc Secundarium sive Consequentem, docendi
causâ, appellamus. Ab illo absoluti foederis tam pactionem quàm impletionem, ab isto
impletionem quidem illius Foederis cui annexa est restipulatio, pactionem non item, sed à
primario amore pendêre dicimus.
I translate this as:
we call the former [love] primary or antecedent, the latter secondary or consequent for the
sake of teaching. We say that on the former [illo] depends both the contracting and the
fulfillment of the former absolute covenant, while on the latter [isto] depends the fulfillment
of that covenant to which an obligation is annexed – not likewise its contracting, but it
depends on the primary love.
Bolton, The True Bounds, 354, is of no help in its translation – as literal as it is ambiguous – of the
key words illo and isto as “that” and “this.” The observation concerning the contracting of the
conditional covenant as proceeding from God’s antecedent love should be used to complement to
Muller’s discussion, which omits to mention this point explicitly (see “Divine Covenants,” 36).
37

Cameron, Theses de triplici Dei cum homine foedere, thes. VI-VII.

38

Cameron, Theses de triplici Dei cum homine foedere, thes. I.
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the fulfillment of the hypothetical covenant.39 Cameron’s theses evidently do not promote
a universalism as such. Rather, they play an important role in preserving his place within the
bounds of orthodoxy as published in the Canons of Dort. For, whereas the hypothetical
covenant is non-particular in its contracting,40 in its fulfillment it is particular – where that
particular fulfillment derives from absolute covenant which in both its contracting and
fulfillment is with the elect alone.41
Another factor that makes the theses important is that they introduce a distinction
within God’s love, which finds further development by Cameron in his four letters to Cappel
from 1610 to 1612 where he explicitly argues a universalism.42 In the first, he asks in what
way Scripture says that Christ made satisfaction for all. He responds: “Clearly, in the same
way as the prize is proposed and destined to all who compete, but is nevertheless not
conferred on anyone except on him who has won.”43 In a third letter, Cameron likewise
illustrates how Christ can be said to have died for all, although not all benefit from it: “The
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Cameron, Theses de triplici Dei cum homine foedere, thes. III.

40

Both the foedus subserviens and the foedus gratiae are contracted with man as sinner,
though with this difference that the former is the bodily symbol of the Jewish church while the latter
is the spiritual symbol of the church of both Jews and Gentiles; see Cameron, Theses de triplici Dei
cum homine foedere, thes. LXVII-LXVIII.
41

So also Muller, who criticizes Armstrong (Calvinism and the Amyraut Heresy, 52) for
stating that “the foedus absolutum does not seem to be of importance of use in his [Cameron’s]
covenant teaching” (“Divine Covenants,” 30).
These letters are found in Cameron, Ta Swzomena, 530-35 (cf. translation in Wodrow,
Collections, 2/1.92-105). In the Ta Swzomena the addressee is only identified in as “L.C.” I follow
Wodrow , ibid., 92, and Reid, Divinity Principals, 180, in identifying “L.C.” as Louis Cappel.
42

Letter from J. Cameron to L.C. [L. Cappel], Bordeaux, December 1610, in Ta Swzomena,
531a (cf. translation in Wodrow, Collections, 2/1:95).
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sun which gives light to all certainly does not give light to one who sleeps or spontaneously
closes his eyes, yet this comes not from any shortcoming on the part of the sun but rather of
him who does not make use of the benefit of the sun. Just so Christ died for all, but that death
makes holy only those who embrace it by true faith.”44 In the context of the universalist locus
classicus 1 Tim. 2:4 (God “wants all men to be saved”), Cameron concludes that “God wills
the salvation of all with a condition,” but absolutely he does not because then all would be
saved.45 Cameron explains how this can be by noting that Scripture speaks of two degrees
of divine antecedent love, thus adding another level of distinction within God’s love. There
is the first degree, according to which Christ is said to have been given to Jews and Gentiles
alike on the condition that they believe in him. This love is referred to in Jn. 3:16. On its
basis God can be said to have given Christ for the life of the whole world and to will the
salvation of all inasmuch as he calls all to repentance. There is also the second degree of

Letter from J. Cameron to L.C. [L. Cappel], Bordeaux, 15 December 1611, in Ta
Swzomena, 532b (cf. translation in Wodrow, Collections, 2/1:98).
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Letter from J. Cameron to L.C. [L. Cappel], Bordeaux, December 1610, in Ta Swzomena,
531a-b (cf. translation in Wodrow, Collections, 2/1:95). Cf. his Responsiones ad quaest. in Epist.
ad Hebr. 2:9 [ca. 1623-1624], in ibid., 389b: “Scriptura eadem ait & negat Christum mortuum esse
pro omnibus, haud dubiè verbotenus duntaxat, neque enim ipsa sibi repugnat: Ergo utrumque verum
est, sed aliter atque aliter acceptum. Nam Christus ideo pro omnib. mortuus dicitur, quòd omnibus
datus est redemptor, ea lege tamen ut omnes in Christum credant, nempe iuxta illud, sic Deus dilexit
mundum ut dederit filium suum, ut quicumque credit in eum non pereat, sed habeat vitam aeternam
[Jn. 3:16 – AG]. Ergo Christi mors, sub fidei conditione, ex aequo ad omnes omninò homines
pertinet, verumtamen cùm omnes omnino homines non praestent hanc conditionem, & Christus se
tantummodo det cum omnibus suis beneficiis fruendum iis qui credunt, hinc fit ut Christus pro certo
quodam hominum genere, nempe pro Ecclesiâ, pro fidelibus, mortuus dicatur in Scripturâ. Uno
verbo, Christus (ut ita loquamur) pro fidelibus mortuus est absolutè, pro omnibus (ut ita loquar)
conditionatè.”
45
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antecedent love, from which God gives faith. For, Scripture teaches that no one can come to
Christ unless the Father draws him (Jn. 6:44).46
One other important work to consider for Cameron’s universalism is his brief
(undated) sententia on the order of the divine decrees.47 In this work Cameron makes two
steps. In the first he establishes that there are two kinds of decrees, just as there are two kinds
of divine properties and divine acts. He terms these “conditioned” (conditionum) and
“absolute.” There are some divine properties which “require not only an object and matter
in which they exercise themselves, but also certain qualities; such are Justice and Mercy. For
justice, whether vindictive or remunerative, is occupied not in a person simply, but in a
person affected by a certain state. [...] Mercy, by which [God] forgives sins, likewise requires
Faith and Repentance in him who experiences it.” These are “conditioned” divine properties
which correspond to conditioned decrees. The absolute properties “require no object, or else
if they do require an object, seek and demand no condition in it; such are the Power and
Wisdom of God.” God’s power and wisdom exercised itself48 in the creation of the world
where there was no object (since there was nothing), and in the restoration of the world. For
“even if those properties, or rather the acts that come forth from them (e.g. Calling), have an
object (that is, man dead in his sins), nevertheless they demand no condition in the object but
rather they make [it], that is, faith and repentance.” Cameron goes on to argue that God’s acts
Letter from J. Cameron to L.C. [L. Cappel], Bordeaux, December 1610, in Ta Swzomena,
531b (cf. translation in Wodrow, Collections, 2/1:96).
46

Cameron, De ordine decretorum Dei, in Ta Swzomena, 529a-b (cf. translation in Wodrow,
Collections, 2/1:179-81).
47

48

Cameron appears to take the two together here: “ut Potentia & Sapientia Dei, quae sese
prodidit in creatione mundi [...].”
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of the latter kind are completely free and that God can exercise or not exercise them. When
it comes to the conditioned properties, acts, and decrees, however, they “are indeed free, yet
not in such a way that God can not exercise them.”
The second step Cameron takes, on the basis of the preceding, is to outline four49
decrees in the matter of salvation. He writes:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The first decree, then, is about restoring the divine image upon the creature, in a way
wherein the justice of God remains intact.
The second is about sending the Son who saves each and every one of those who
believe in Him, that is, who are His members.
The third is about rendering men fit to believe.
The fourth is about saving those who believe.50

49

In the record of his August 1623 debate with de Courcelles concerning the object of
election and reprobation, Cameron is said to have spoken of only two decrees: the one concerns the
giving of salvation and of eternal life, the other the giving of faith. There is no discrepancy, however.
The two decrees Cameron mentions are here are in fact the third and fourth decrees of the De ordine
decretorum; the first two of the De ordine decretorum have been omitted, no doubt due to the
specific topic for discussion. See Cameron, De electionis et oppositae reprobationis obiecto, in Ta
Swzomena, 793b. Cf. also the letter to Cappel, Dec. 1610, in ibid., 531b, where Cameron discusses
the sending of Christ for all on the condition of faith with a reference to Jn. 3:16, and the gift of faith
to some with a reference to Jn. 6:44.
Cameron, De ordine decretorum Dei, in Ta Swzomena, 529b: “Primum decretum est de
restauranda imagine Dei in creatura, saluâ tamen Dei iustitiâ. Secundum est de mittendo Filio, qui
servet omnes & singulos qui in eum credunt, hoc est, qui eius membra sunt. Tertium est de reddendis
hominibus idoneis ad credendum. Quartum de servandis credentibus.”
50
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The first three of these decrees are all absolute, while the fourth is “conditioned.”51 On the
other hand, the first two decrees are universal in their extent, while the latter two are
particular in their extent. This leaves a rather convoluted and untidy decree structure where
conditioned decrees do not coincide with universal decrees, nor absolute decrees with
particular decrees. Nevertheless, by way of the above distinctions – between absolute and
hypothetical covenants, as well as their contract and fulfillment; between God’s antecedent
and consequent love, and between the first and second degree of his antecedent love; and
between four divine decrees in the matter of salvation, where some are absolute and others
conditioned – Cameron is able to maintain a universality in connection with the death of
Christ,52 to take the “all” and “whoever” of such passages as 1 Tim. 2:4 and Jn. 3:16 literally

51

The first two decrees, which according to Cameron are both about the restoration of the
world though considered differently as indicating the thing without any consideration of the mode
of the thing (decree #1) and as indicating both the thing and the mode of the thing (decree #3) (De
ordine decretorum, in Ta Swzomena, 529b), are both absolute since Cameron had earlier identified
the restoration of the world as proceeding from God’s power and wisdom which posit no condition
in the object (ibid., 529a). Decree #3 is likewise absolute in that producing the condition in the
object, such as faith and repentance, was also specifically identified by Cameron as proceeding from
properties that posit no condition in the object (ibid.). This leaves only decree #4 as a conditioned
decree, since the object God saves is conditioned and prepared with faith.
Cameron’s definition of the terms “conditioned” and “absolute,” as well as the resulting
asymmetry in the decree structure, appears to be rather exceptional and is in any case absent in his
student de la Place whose four decrees are materially equivalent to those of Cameron (see his
Sententiae de ordine decretorum Dei defensio, thes. XXVI-XXX, in idem, Opuscula nonnulla,
magna ex parte posthuma, post authoris obitum in lucem edita [Saumur: Jeans Lesnier, 1656]; these
theses are also found in de la Place’s Opera omnia). Although from a “Placean”-perspective it may
be correct to speak of “two antecedent decrees” and “two consequent decrees” (so Muller, “Divine
Covenants,” 35, summarizing Armstrong, Calvinism and the Amyraut Heresy, 58; Armstrong himself
speaks of “general” and “particular” decrees), it remains relevant to note that this does depart from
Cameron’s own terminology.
In his letter L.C. [L. Cappel], Bordeaux, 16 May 1611, in Ta Swzomena, 534b (cf.
translation in Wodrow, Collections, 2/1:102), Cameron thus says he can accept the distinction more
commonly drawn between the (universal) sufficiency and (limited) efficiency of Christ’s death,
while adding that he understands “sufficiency” to signify more than many others do.
52
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rather than as “all nations” or the like, and thus also to say that God in some way wills (vult)
the salvation of all – all key points in identifying universalism. On the other hand, the same
conceptual structures encapsulated a particularity which permitted him to claim as he did
(after 1619) that he stood within the bounds of the Canons of Dort.53

The Legacy of Cameronian Universalism at Saumur
Amyraut, de la Place and Cappel
Cameron taught at Saumur publicly for some three years (1618-1621) and privately
another year (1623-1624), but as “undoubtedly one of the most inspiring teachers of his
time”54 he influenced the academy in a much more profound manner than one might have

53

See especially ch. 1 (“Nihil habent articuli Synodi quod repugnet sententiae Cameronis”)
and ch. 2 (“Non est à Synodo damnata Cameronis sententia”) of his response to Episcopius’s
anonymous letter in Defensio Ioh. Cameronis [...] Opposita Libello cui titulus est. Epistola viri docti
ad amicvm, in qua expenditur sententia IOAN . CAM ERONIS de Gratia & Libero arbitrio, in Ta
Swzomena, 734b-740a. For an illuminating study on Cameron’s relationship to the Canons of Dort,
see especially Rex, Essays on Pierre Bayle, 83-91. Muller, who argues that Armstrong is wrong to
see “a parallel in [Cameron’s] teaching concerning the divine decrees to his doctrine of the
covenants” (referring to Armstrong, Calvinism and the Amyraut Heresy, 49, 57), suggests that the
relationship is rather one of “mirror image,” and that this has “major implications for understanding
the Salmurian soteriology” such that the “views of Cameron and his Salmurian successors were not
heresy and, like it or not, were consciously framed within the confessionalism of the Canons of
Dort” (Muller, “Divine Covenants,” 35-36). Although I support Muller’s conclusion regarding
Cameron and Dort, I find the framing of the relationship between covenant and election as a “mirror
image” unhelpful. Rather than finding it necessary to cross over between the categories of covenant
and election, I would suggest that it is the absoluteness and particularity present in both covenant
and election – however the two concepts may be interrelated, which to my knowledge Cameron does
not explicitly indicate – which gives room for Cameron within the bounds established by Dort.
54

So Rex, Essays on Pierre Bayle, 88. The accuracy of this assessment is easily verified in
the use of the word “swallowed” (imbibere) in the remarks by contemporaries to depict the way
Cameron’s followers adopted his thought. Cf. also Du Moulin, De Mosis Amyraldi adversus
Fridericum Spanhemium libro iudicium (as cited in Wodrow, Collections, 2/1:90): “Cum essem
Lutetiae, me saepe invisebat [Camero – AG], habens semper Milleterium [i.e. Théophile Brachet de
la Milletière – AG] individuum comitem, affixum eius lateri, et admiratorem.”
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expected. As his universalist views can be found in letters written early in his theological
career (1610-1612), it should come as no surprise that his legacy at Saumur includes
universalism.
The most famous of the French universalists is no doubt Moïse Amyraut, who studied
under Cameron during his Saumur period and whose Brief traitté de la prédestination et de
ses principales dépendances (1634) aroused an enormous controversy on hypothetical
universalism. Both the substance of his universalism and the events surrounding it have
already been extensively documented, and hardly need repetition.55 But also his long-time
colleagues de la Place and Cappel were universalists, and their works include expositions on
the order of the divine decrees – which Amyraut appears never to have given, most likely out
of his stated conviction that such efforts were bound to end in a maze of difficulties.56 De la
Place thus distinguishes between a general (generalem) and a particular (specialem) decree,
and each of these is in turn subdivided as pertaining to the end or the means to that end.57 The

55

From among all the studies on Amyraut’s theology, see especially Laplanche, Orthodoxie
et prédication; and Lawrence Proctor, The Theology of Moise Amyraut Considered as a Reaction
Against Seventeenth-Century Calvinism (Ph. D. dissertation, University of Leeds, 1952). For a highly
detailed overview of the course of the Amyraut controversies, see especially Van Stam, The
Controversy Over the Theology of Saumur. Both Amyraut’s thought and the controversies are treated
in Armstrong, Calvinism and the Amyraut Heresy. This remains by far the most accessible study in
terms of availability as well as readability, yet is pervaded throughout with the author’s framing of
the Amyraut controversy as a microcosm of the larger battle between humanism and scholasticism
in seventeenth-century France. On this, see especially Richard A. Muller, “Calvin and the
‘Calvinists’: Assessing Continuities and Discontinuities Between the Reformation and Orthodoxy,”
Calvin Theological Journal 30 (1995): 345-75 and 31 (1996): 125-60; and Willem J. Van Asselt and
Eef Dekker, “Introduction,” in Reformation and Scholasticism: An Ecumenical Enterprise, ed.
Willem J. Van Asselt and Eef Dekker (Grand Rapids: Baker Academic, 2001), 22-24.
56

See Moïse Amyraut, Defense de la doctrine de Calvin sur le sujet de l’election et de la
reprobation (Saumur: Isaac Desbordes, 1644), 579-81.
57

De la Place, Sententiae de ordine decretorum Dei defensio, thes. XVII.
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1a) general decree concerns God’s will to save everyone who believes (end), and is followed
by 1b) the general decree concerning the satisfaction of his justice through the death of his
Son (means).58 Because human wickedness keeps people from believing, two particular
decrees concerning individuals are necessary: 2a) to give them salvation (end), and 2b) to
give them faith (means).59 Finally, also Cappel’s disputation on election and reprobation
includes a clearly universalist conception of the divine decrees: 1. to create man; 2. to permit
man to fall; 3. to take pity on fallen man on the condition that his justice be satisfied; 4. to
send Christ to make satisfaction for all without distinction if only they believe and make true
repentance; and 5. to give faith to those to whom he wills to give faith because no one would
or could believe.60 In short, Amyraut, de la Place, and Cappel, in spite of the differences
amongst them themselves as well as vis-à-vis Cameron, all held to a universalist conception
of predestination and, as the Cappel theses most poignantly demonstrate, passed this on to
their students as well. They all maintained the particularity of election as it had been
encapsulated in the Canons of Dort, while nevertheless also maintaining – particularly by
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De la Place, Sententiae de ordine decretorum Dei defensio, thes. XXVIII-XXIX.
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De la Place, Sententiae de ordine decretorum Dei defensio, thes. XXX.

Cappel, Theses theologicae de electione et reprobatione. Pars prior, kataskeuastikh;
(respondent: Daniel Bourget; undated, but before 1645 since Louis Desgraves, “Les thèses soutenues
à l’Académie protestante de Saumur au XVIIe siècle,” BSHPF 125 [1979]: 76-79, there 82, notes
that they were already included in the 1645 edition of the Saumur theses), thes. XXXIII-XXXIV, in
Amyraut, Cappel and de la Place, Syntagma thesium, 2:102-10.
60
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insisting on the precedence of the decree concerning Christ over that to give faith61 – that
Christ died for all if only they believe.
Pajon had great respect for his Saumur professors, for while he never mentions
Cappel, he does cite the other two, speaking also of clarissimus Amyraldus62 and describing
de la Place as “one of the most excellent theologians in the whole world.”63 Materially, this
respect is also translated into his undoubted adoption of the universalism to which he was
exposed by his professors.64 Pajon’s first work (ca. 1662) thus includes an argument based
upon the presupposition of gratiam universalem.65 Writing to Chouet when this colleague
61

The order between the decrees to send Christ and to give faith are key. Du Moulin notes
that this reversal of the usual order can already be found in Cameron, which he regrets because of
the respect he has for him – and adds that one cannot find in his writings some of the more extreme
statements made by Amyraut and Testard. See his letter to the National Synod of Alençon, Sedan,
27 April 1637, in Jean Aymon, Tous les synodes nationaux des églises réformées de France auxquels
on a joint des mandemens roiaux, et plusieurs lettres politiques, sur ces matières synodales,
intitulées doctrine, culte, morale, discipline, cas de conscience [...]. 2 vols. (The Hague: Charles
Delo, 1710), 2:615-19; or John Quick, Synodicon in Gallia Reformata, or, The Acts, Decisions,
Decrees, and Canons of Those Famous National Councils of the Reformed Churches in France 2
vols. (London: T. Parkhurst and J. Robinson, 1692), 2:408-11.
62

Claude Pajon, “N. N. De natura gratiae efficacis ad amicum dissertatio,” Oxford, Bodleian
Library, MS. Rawlinson D. 840 no. 8, fols. 31r°-77r° , there pp. 61 (2nd obiectio), 74 (7th obiectio).
For the full details on this manuscript and other (variant) copies of this same work, see ch. 4 n. 12
below.
63

[Claude Pajon], “De la nature du péché originel et de l’impuissance de l’homme à se
convertir,” LC 7, pp. 167-85, there p. 180: “[...] qui a passé pour un des plus excellent théologiens
du monde.” For a discussion of authorship and date of composition, see ch. 6 n. 105, 106 below.
64

Contra Labrousse, Pierre Bayle, 1:154 n. 89: “Bien que les intentions de Pajon fussent
celles de chercher un moyen terme entre l’orthodoxie calviniste et l’arminianisme – et par là Pajon
prend la relève d’Amyraut – le ministre d’Orléans, d’ailleurs en excellentes relations avec Tronchin
et Chouet, ne se présente pas comme un tenant de l’Universalisme et demeure catégoriquement
attaché à la prédestination et à la grâce efficace.” For the importance of universalism in Pajon’s
thought, see the next subsection below.
65

Pajon, “De natura gratiae,” MS. Rawlinson D. 840 no. 8, p. 20 (septima ratio): “In isto
prosyllogismo minor tantum prioris argumenti in dubium revocatur ab iis qui gratiam universalem
negant. Sed possunt illi innumeris argumentis revinci, quibus nunc supersedeo quia scio te eam non
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had left Saumur for Geneva in 1669 and now faced the prospect of having to sign a statement
against la grâce universelle,66 Pajon noted that universal grace was more in line with
Scripture and reason, and identified a conditional will in God.67 Around the same time he
affirmed in a letter to Tronchin that one could speak of divine “frustrated counsels” (conseils
frustratoires) or say that God was frustrated in his intention, although he denied that this is
the same thing as God’s decree even if that name is sometimes applied.68 And finally, in
letters to Chouet from a year later, Pajon makes it clear that the rejection of immediate grace
– that is, the point at the very center of all the Pajonist controversies! – follows as a direct
consequence of la grâce universelle; the two are simply incompatible.69 Pajon thus clearly

esse negaturum.” (italics mine) In his “Traité de l’opération de l’Esprit de Dieu en la conversion de
l’homme,” §137 (for full bibliographical and manuscript details, see ch. 5 n. 79 below), written
against Jacques Guyraut, Pajon similarly applies an explicitly universalist argument to prove his
case: “S’il s’agissoit icy des autres comme de Monsieur Cameron je vous citerois encore nos plus
excellents théologiens, qui pour répondre à l’objection qu’on leur faisoit que Dieu ne vouloit pas que
tous hommes fussent sauvez, puisqu’il ne vouloit pas guérir leur impuissance naturelle (j’entens cette
impuissance naturelle moralle qui est en nous ab ortu) ont nié que Dieu ne vouloit pas guérir cette
impuissance naturelle [...].”
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See Heyd, Between Orthodoxy and the Enlightenment, 46-50.
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Letter C. Pajon to J.-R. Chouet, Orléans, 24 September 1669, in Sina (ed.),
Corrispondenza, 102-03. Goujet reports that Pajon also wrote a Voluntatis divinae distinctio
(Supplément, 2:4, #41), but this work is lost. Cf. Amyraut’s view on God’s twofold will in Theses
theologicae de voluntate Dei (respondent: Jean Ricottier), thes. XXXII-XXXVII, in Amyraut,
Cappel and de la Place, Syntagma thesium, 4:114-16; and the discussions in Laplanche, Orthodoxie
et prédication, 258-59; Armstrong, Calvinism and the Amyraut Heresy, 183-95, 202-17; and Richard
A. Muller, “A Tale of Two Wills? Calvin and Amyraut on Ezekiel 18:23,” Calvin Theological
Journal 44 (2008): 211-25, there 214-16.
68

Letter from C. Pajon to L. Tronchin, Orléans, 4-24 December 1669, Arch. Tronchin, vol.
53, fols. 10v°-11r°. Cf. the discussions the National Synod of Alençon (1637) held with Amyraut
and Testard in Aymon, Tous les synodes, 2:573-74 §§19-22 (Quick, Synodicon, 2:355 §§21-22).
69

Letters from C. Pajon to J.-R. Chouet, between 7 September and 25 December 1670, in
Sina (ed.), Corrispondenza, 106-11, 114-27. Sina published the text of these letters between Pajon
and Chouet on the basis of the excerpts preserved in the Le Cène Collection – which are under the
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accepted the universalism that had been part of his theological formation at Saumur, and in
his own theological work wielded a typical universalist’s toolkit.70

Pajon Versus “The Orthodox”?
Pajon’s assumption of la grâce universelle, as well as its relationship to his view on
the operation of the Spirit in conversion as noted above, are important for how we perceive
the controversies that would break out over his thought in the 1660s. He lived in a context
in France where the universalist ideas, whose paternity can be traced back to Cameron, were
now largely accepted.71 Notwithstanding the intensity of the opposition to Amyraut’s Brief
traitté, universalism over the course of time gained such defenders of stature as David
Blondel, Jean Daillé, Michel le Faucheur, and Jean Mestrezat. And, by the time the
controversies over Pajon broke out in the 1660s, an entire generation of pastors had been
trained in universal grace at Saumur.72 Not surprisingly, the relevant documents of the first
phase of the controversies surrounding Pajon reveal that his primary opponents in this first
phase, some of whom had been educated at Saumur around the very same time as he, never
mention his universalism as a difficulty at any time. In fact, his use of an argument based on

care of the Huguenot Society of Great Britain and Ireland – where they are given the title “De la
grâce universelle, et que la grâce immédiate la détruit.” On this basis it seems quite likely that these
letters represent the documents Goujet lists as “31. Lettres à [...] Chouet, sur la Grace universelle”
(Supplément, 2:5). For an overview of this exchange, see Pope, “Aspects of Controversies,” 256-69.
70

See also Sina, “Il tema della libertà divina,” 110-15.
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Pajon himself makes this point when he refers to the doctrine attacked at the National
Synod of Alençon in 1637 as the “doctrine qui est aujourd’hui approuvée de tout le monde”; see his
letter to the consistory of Charenton, Orléans, 2 February 1684, LC 6, p. 257.
72

The same point is made by Pittion, “Intellectual Life,” 149.
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universal grace was motivated precisely by the fact that universalism was a supposition he
and his interlocutor, who did hold to the necessity of an immediate work of the Spirit in
conversion, both shared.
As result, it is at best misleading to depict the first phase of the Pajonist controversies
as a battle between Pajon and “the orthodox.”73 If such language is to be used, it is more
properly applied to the criticism launched – from a distance and after his death – by such
figures of unquestionable orthodoxy as François Turrettini in Geneva and Ezechiel Spanheim
in Leiden. While in the absence of documentation it is simply impossible to trace the
contours of the theological position of all the figures who opposed Pajon during the first
phase of controversy, the identity and arguments of the main adversaries make it clear that
the battle was one between figures who would all have been looked upon unfavorably
outside of France, and especially in the Netherlands, Switzerland, and Geneva. In short, the
first Pajonist controversies were primarily a battle between different universalist groups, or,
more accurately, between different groups of Cameronians.74
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This is clearly the underlying tenor in Mailhet, La théologie protestante, 105, who follows
his transcription of the objections proposed to Pajon by Guyraut with the following remark: “Telle
est à grands traits une esquisse de la doctrine calviniste; c’est bien son étroitesse, son inflexible
rigueur, ses insondables mystères [...]” – although Guyraut clearly held to a Cameronian view of
conversion in the line of Amyraut (see Guyraut, “Objections,” §13; and the discussion in ch. 5
below). Entirely correct are Laplanche, Orthodoxie et prédication, 311, in noting that “partisans
comme adversaires du théologien disparu [i.e. Amyraut – AG] se dressèrent unanimement contre les
‘innovations’ de son élève Pajon”; and, following him, Stauffer, L’affaire d’Huisseau, 22 n. 1;
Thomas Guillemin, “Isaac Papin: De la liberté de conscience à l’autorité? Conversion d’un novateur
huguenot au catholicisms dans la République des Lettres” (Unpublished M.A. thesis, Université du
Maine, 2008 [version of August 2008]), 81.
74

Of course, the particularism of Pajon’s hypothetical universalism does also mean that the
simple characterizations of Pajon as an Arminian (e.g. Israel, Enlightenment Contested, 117) or as
one who sought to throw off the shackles of predestinarian thinking, are misguided. For the latter,
see Perriraz, Histoire de la théologie, 3:30: “[...] les conceptions de Moïse Amyraut, de la Place,
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Spirit, Intellect and Will in Seventeenth-Century Reformed Theology
The Leiden Synopsis purioris theologiae
While Walter Rex noted that Cameron’s universalism is his “most famous
innovation,” he was correct later to add that his view on the psychology of the act of faith
was in the end of greater impact.75 In early Protestant orthodoxy the way in which the Holy
Spirit worked “usually remained somewhat abstract and described in metaphorical terms,
relying on scriptural verses.”76 Reflecting the common understanding of faith in terms of
notitia (knowledge), assensus (assent) and fiducia (trust), the Iudicium of the Synod of Dort
(1618-1619) against the Remonstrant doctrine speaks not only of God’s work in having the
Gospel preached to his elect and of an operation on the mind in order to illuminate it, but
also on the will to make it alive, good, willing and obedient.77 The critical questions in light
of the developments at the Academy of Saumur concerned the relationship of the

de Claude Pajou [sic] qui repoussent la grâce irrésistible et reviennent au synergisme de
Mélanchton.”
75

Rex, Essays on Pierre Bayle, 89, 91.
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Michael Heyd, “Be Sober and Reasonable”: The Critique of Enthusiasm in the
Seventeenth and Early Eighteenth Centuries (Leiden/New York: E.J. Brill, 1995), 189 n. 92.
77

Canons of Dort III/IV, art. 11 (text from J. N. Bakhuizen van den Brink, De Nederlandse
belijdenisgeschriften in authentieke teksten met inleiding en tekstvergelijkingen. 2nd rev. ed.
[Amsterdam: Ton Bolland, 1976], 256): “veram in iis conversionem operatur, non tantum
Evangelium illis externe praedicari curat et mentem eorum per Spiritum Sanctum potenter illuminat
[...]sed eiusdem etiam Spiritus regenerantis efficacia ad intima hominis penetrat, cor clausum aperit,
durum emollit, praeputiatum circumcidit, voluntati novas qualitates infundit facitque eam ex mortua
vivam [...].”
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mind/intellect to the will, and how the Spirit’s work in conversion was to be understood in
light of it.
While the precise manner of the Spirit’s work in conversion in light of the
relationship between intellect and will was not defined at Dort, one can nevertheless speak
of a common understanding within the Reformed orthodox camp. For them, the Holy Spirit
needed to intervene directly on both the intellect and the will in order to make a person
receptive to the Gospel contained in the Word, and so to convert him or her. A good
illustration of this position is found in a 1622 disputation on faith and the perseverance of
the saints, written and presided over by the Leiden theologian André Rivet as part of the
regular cycle of public practice disputations (disputationes publicae exercitii gratia).78 These
disputations were later taken up into the Leiden Synopsis purioris theologiae, which gained
great authority within the Reformed academies of the Netherlands and was used for many
years as an introduction to theology. Its popularity is further witnessed by the fact that it saw
five printings between 1625 and 1658,79 and thus makes it a good candidate for defining the
orthodox position. For Rivet, the first efficient cause (causa efficiens princeps) of justifying
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André Rivet, Disputationum theologicarum trigesima-prima, de fide & perseverantia
sanctorum (respondent: Paul Testard; date: 13 and 16 July 1622) (Leiden: Isaac Elzevir, 1622). To
my knowledge, the only extant copy of the original disputation pamphlet is found at the University
of Michigan library (Special Collections: Z 232 .E53 1622c). It is reprinted in Johannes Polyander,,
Andreas Rivetus, Antonius Walaeus and Antonius Thysius, Synopsis purioris theologiae,
disputationibus quinquaginta duabus comprehensa [...], 3rd ed. (Leiden: Elsevier, 1642; first ed.,
1625), disp. 31. On issues related to disputation practice and authorship at Leiden, see Stanglin, The
Missing Public Disputations, 7-19, 43-100.
79

On the role played by the Leiden Synopsis, see Christiaan Sepp, Het godgeleerd onderwijs
in Nederland, gedurende de 16e en 17e eeuw, 2 vols. (Leiden: De Breuk en Smits, 1873-1874), 2:2394; and Willem J. Van Asselt et al., Introduction to Reformed Scholasticism, trans. Albert Gootjes
(Grand Rapids: Reformation Heritage Books, 2010), 141-42.
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faith is “God the Father in the Son through the Holy Spirit” (Deus Pater in Filio per Spiritum
sanctum), while the ordinary, first minor – or instrumental – cause of faith is the Word.80 In
the former, Rivet explains, God “illumines the mind and moves and bends the will, which
would otherwise be turned away from God – and this not only by a metaphorical way of
causation and by an act, which the Scholastics call moral, through the mode of the end, as
they say, when the goodness and suitability of the object has been proposed; through the
intellect which has been illumined and proposes its last practical judgment; which
[judgment] the will shall follow necessarily: but also through an act of his which affects the
will immediately and which flows out into [the will’s] motion and act.”81 Rivet thus
distinguishes two separate acts in the production of faith, whose author is the Spirit: there
is not only the illumination of the mind (whose judgment the will follows necessarily), but
also the bending of the will (in spite of the fact that it necessarily follows the last judgment
of the practical intellect).

80

81

Rivet, De fide & perseverantia sanctorum, thes. IX, XI.

Rivet, De fide & perseverantia sanctorum, thes. IX: “idque non tantum metaphorico
causandi modo, & actione quam moralem vocant Scholastici, per modum finis, ut loquuntur,
proposita objecti bonitate & convenientiâ; per intellectum illuminatum, & practicum suum judicium
ultimum proponentem; quod voluntas necessariò sequatur: sed etiam per actionem suam immediate
voluntatem afficientem, & in motum ejusdem & actum influentem [...].”
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The Beginnings of a New Tradition
Cameron on Conversion
The Rivet theses are, admittedly, not overly clear, particularly in relation to the nature
of the Spirit’s work in illuminating the intellect.82 Yet, a careful reading shows that he
posited: first, the “moral” or “ethical” work of the proposition of the objects; second, the
illumination of the intellect (cf. intellectum illuminatum); and, third, the immediate operation
on the will. That the third is emphasized at the risk of overlooking the second can be
explained by the context of the disputation, since at that time the necessity of an operation
of the Spirit on the mind/intellect was not in discussion. However, in 1621, one year before
this disputation, the Leiden faculty of theology had had their attention drawn to Cameron’s
view with respect to the will when they read a manuscript copy of his amica collatio with
Tilenus, held in 1620. Rivet addressed a letter on their behalf to Cameron, expressing their
concern that their Saumur counterpart seemed to discard the necessity of an operation of the
Spirit on the will in the work of conversion.83
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See a clearer account on the distinct operations on both intellect and will in the theses of
the Sedan theologian Louis le Blanc de Beaulieu (1614-1675), Theses theologicae de fide
(respondente authore; 29 May 1645), in Theses theologicae, variis temporibus in Academia
Sedanensi editae et ad disputandum propositae, 2 vols.(London: Moses Pitt, 1675-1683), 2:1-7 (thes.
XXXIV).: “Ideoque ad fidem nobis ingenerandam oportet ut Deus oculos mentis nostrae sanet &
aperiat, intellectumque nostrum interno quodam lumine perfundat, ut ita Deum loquentem
agnoscamus. Tum quoque necesse est ut voluntatem nostram gratiâ suâ praeparet, & moveat ejusque
pravitatem & rebellionem corrigat & edomet, ne Spiritui Sancto illuminanti resistat, ut fit in
incredulis, sed ejus monitis & inspirationi cedat & se summittat.” For a similar description of the
orthodox view, see Rex, Essays on Pierre Bayle, 92; for the different orientation of Saumur vis-à-vis
its opponents, see also Laplanche in L’évidence du Dieu chrétien, 228-29.
83

Letter from the faculty of theology of Leiden to J. Cameron, Leiden, 10 February 1622,
in Ta Swzomena, 709a-b. Of course, this background to the disputation makes the fact that Paul
Testard defended it rather interesting. For Testard, whose name for some reason does not appear in
Guillaume du Rieu, Album studiosorum academiae Lugduno Batavae MDLXXV-MDCCCLXXV (The
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Cameron’s view on faith and conversion is directly determined by his conception of
the psychology of the faculties.84 Reformed theology at this time followed the broad
Aristotelian tradition, as evidenced for example in the widely-used philosophical manual of
Pierre du Moulin (1568-1658) from the Academy of Sedan:
The reasonable soul has two faculties, namely, the understanding and the will. The
understanding, which is also called intellect, is that which knows and understands;
the will is that which desires and moves itself to the things that are known. For, the
will is the rational desire. The perfection of the understanding is in knowledge of the
truth. The perfection of the will resides in the enjoyment of the true good, by which
man becomes better. By the understanding we either know or are ignorant; but by the
will we are either good or evil. That which in the understanding is affirmation or
negation, is in the will desire and movement or aversion.85
Beyond the basic conception of the faculties of the soul, however, there appears to have been
a considerable variety on deeper issues pertaining to intellect and will, and especially on their
relationship in their functioning. While some suggested a complex relationship where the
will could choose to reject what the intellect proposed,86 the majority appear to have
Hague: Martinus Nijhoff, 1875), was a disciple of Cameron, and had come to Leiden via Saumur
only months before! How students were assigned to disputations is not known (cf. Stanglin, The
Missing Public Disputations, 16). For more on Testard, see ch. 3.
84

A good overview of Cameron’s view can be found in Rex, Essays on Pierre Bayle, 91-97.
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Du Moulin, La physique ou science naturelle, 211-12, in idem, La philosophie divisée en
trois parties, sçavoir, Elemens de la logique. La physique ou science naturelle. L’ethique ou science
morale (Geneva: Pierre Chouet, 1660): “L’ame raisonnable a deux faculté, à sçavoir l’entendement,
& la Volonté. l’entendement qu’on appelle aussi intellect est celuy qui connoist & entend: La
volonté est celle qui appete & se meut vers les chose connuës: Car la volonté est l’appetit
raisonnable: La perfection de l’entendement est la connoissance de la verité. La perfection de la
volonté gist en la jouïssance du vray bien, par lequel l’homme devient meilleur. Par l’entendement
nous sommes sçavans ou ignorans: Mais par la volonté nous sommes bons ou mauvais. Ce qu’est
en l’entendement l’affirmation & negation en la volonté est le desir & la fuite ou aversion.” (citation
as printed)
86

See, for example, du Moulin, La physique ou science naturelle, 214-15: “Pourtant faut dire
que la conduite & empire appartient plus à l’entendement qu’à la volonté: Mais il advient souvent
que la volonté resiste au droit conseil de l’entendement, estant entrainée par la colere, ou par quelque
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understood the will always to follow the last judgment of the practical intellect while yet
remaining free.87
Cameron forms part of the latter group, responsible for what scholarship has
identified as a “rationalism” in Reformed theology.88 At different points throughout his
writings he argues that the will follows the intellect, and in fact states this very strongly: the
will is moved necessarily by the intellect.89 For Cameron, this also had implications for the
character of faith and for how it is produced, that is, conversion. Faith resides in the intellect

autre mauvaise convoitise.”
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See, for example, the authors examined in Willem J. Van Asselt, J. Martin Bac, and Roelf
T. Te Velde, eds., Reformed Thought on Freedom: The Concept of Free Choice in Early Modern
Reformed Theology (Grand Rapids: Baker Academic, 2010), passim.
88

For France, and specifically the Academy of Saumur, one should consult Rex, Essays on
Pierre Bayle, 77-120; Laplanche, L’évidence du Dieu chrétien, 101-37 (esp. 119-20, 125-26). See
also R. J. M. Van de Schoor, The Irenical Theology of Théophile Brachet de la Milletière (15881665), Studies in the History of Christian Thought 59 (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1995), 62-63.
Cameron, Amica collatio, in Ta Swzomena, 632a: “at certè illuminato intellectu necessario
flectitur voluntas, id quod multis modis probari potest; nam si aliter se habeat res, profecto malum
sub ratione mali appetet, voluntas enim feretur in id, quod intellectus iudicio malum aestimatur: nam
voluntas per se nihil aestimat.” Cf. Praelectiones ad Matth. cap. XVIII vers. 7. De scandalis, in ibid.,
101b: “Ergo intellectus trahit secum & ducit necessariò voluntatem [...]”; Amica collatio, in ibid.,
640a: “Deinde quaero, an intellectu plenè illuminato voluntas possit obniti? Non videtur sane [...]”
and Iohan. Cameronis responsio ad praecedentem viri docti anonymi epistolam, 776b: “Ergo vicit
Cameronis ratio, iudicio intellectûs movetur homo & ducitur necessariò ad volendum [...].”
In Theses D. Ioh. Cameronis De contingentia, thes. V, in ibid., 792a, Cameron includes the
determination of the will by the intellect as one of the forms of necessity that is compatible with
freedom: “In humana verò voluntate, ea capax ad effectum indeterminatio, unde contingentia oritur,
ideo locum habet, quia etsi voluntas velit aut nolit necessariò, attamen ut hoc potiùs quàm illud velit,
id verò non habet ab ulla sibi insita necessitate: quod si foret, non modò iidem eadem semper, sed
& omnes constanter eadem vellent, quandoquidem quotquot, & quamdiu homines sumus, voluntate
praediti sumus.” Interestingly, François Turrettini likewise defined the determination of the will by
a practical judgment of the intellect as a necessity, and also explicitly included this as one form of
necessity that is compatible with freedom (Institutio theologiae elencticae, 3 vols. [Geneva : S. de
Tournes, 1679-1685], 10.2.4, 7; translation in Van Asselt, Bac and Te Velde, Reformed Thought on
Freedom, 178-79).
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and not in the will90 – reason no doubt for Rivet in his theses to argue, in contrast, that the
proper subject of faith is not only the intellect but also the will.91 Cameron’s view on
conversion, or the production of faith, thus also had a clearly intellectualist orientation.
According to Cameron, the work of God in effectual calling is referred to in Scripture with
numerous different terms, including “creation” (cf. Ps. 51:12; Eph. 2:10), “regeneration” (Jn.
3:5), “renewal” (Eph. 4:23), “illumination” (Eph. 1:18), and many others.92 More
specifically, the work in conversion is accomplished by the Holy Spirit: faith, as Cameron
remarks, proceeds from the illumination of the Spirit.93 This work is not by way of
“enthusiasms,” that is, by immediate revelations from him; rather, it has the character of
teaching, of persuasion of the truth.94
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See the extended argument in the paragraph “Quartò, Fide non potest [...] ut non
assentiatur intellectui” in Cameron, Praelectiones ad Matth. cap. XVIII vers. 7. De scandalis, in Ta
Swzomena, 101b, where the marginal note from the editors is correct to summarize the content as
“Fides est in intellectu, non autem in voluntate”; note also the index, “Fides est in intellectu, non in
voluntate,” with reference to the same passage (ibid., p. FFff v°).
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Rivet, De fide & perseverantia sanctorum, thes. XIV: “Proprium autem & speciale
subjectum fidei justificantis in homine, est non solum intellectus, sed etiam voluntas. Notitia enim
& assensus ad intellectum pertinent: fiducia autem ad voluntatem. Nec ad justificationem sufficit
ut intellectus comprehendat, quae Dei sunt, nisi voluntas eadem apprehendat & amplectatur, non
solum in thesi, sed etiam in hypothesi.”
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Cameron, Theses de gratia et libero arbitrio, thes. IX, in Ta Swzomena, 332a.
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Cameron, Amica collatio de gratiae et voluntatis humanae concursu [...] inter Cl. V.
Danielem Tilenum et Iohannem Cameronem, thes. I, in Ta Swzomena, 612a: “Fides proficiscitur ab
illuminatione Spiritus S.”
Cameron, Praelectiones de ecclesia, in Ta Swzomena, 299a: “Sic planè Spiritus S. statui
possit nos docere, & verò nos docet, dum nobis Evangelii veritatem persuadet, non exagitat mentes
nostrats enthusiasmis, sed facet ut Dei Sapientia, quae nobis antea stultitia videbatur, ita
INNOTESCAT , ut non possimus eam non admirari, amplectique ut rem divinam planè, cuiusque author
nullus esse possit praeter unum Deum.”
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Moreover, the force of this calling by which we are called not to an earthly thing but
into communion with Christ, as the Apostle says in 1 Cor. 1[:9], is from nothing else
but the Word of God. Yet not from the Word of God simply as that Word of God
proceeds from man, but inasmuch as it proceeds from the Spirit – as He acts through
that Word, the heart of man is moved internally to faith and repentance. Therefore,
Paul said, “Paul plants, Apollos waters, God gives growth” [1 Cor. 3:6]. [...] And so
the Apostle says in 1 Cor. 2:4, that his “preaching was in the demonstration of the
Spirit,” which he intended to be the very same thing as “in the force of the Spirit.”
Of course, that force by which the heart of man is moved is not physical, although
it is a force; but it is as if an ethical force. Indeed, that force is a demonstration, yet
no human mind can reject a demonstration.95
There are thus two important points that emerge from the above as result of Cameron’s
subordination of the will to the intellect. First, the Word of God as the means used by the
Spirit plays such a great role that Cameron can remark that faith comes from the Word.96
Second, the work of God the Spirit in conversion to renew intellect and will – both of which
need restoration, as established also by the Synod of Dort – extends to the will only through
the intervention of the intellect.97

Cameron, Praelectiones de ecclesia, in Ta Swzomena, 214a: “Caeterùm vis huius
vocationis quâ non ad rem terrenam vocamur, sed ad communionem Christi ut loquitur Apostolus
1. Cor. 1 non est aliunde quàm à verbo Dei, sed tamen non est à verbo Dei simpliciter quatenus ab
homine proficiscitur illud Dei verbum sed quatenus à Spiritu Dei: agente per illud verbum,
intrinsecus movetur cor hominis ad fidem & poenitentiam. Itaque dixit Paulus, Paulus plantat,
Apollo rigat, Deus dat incrementum. [...] Unde Apostolus 1. Cor. 2.4. ait praedicationem suam fuisse
in demonstratione spiritus, quam eandem vult fuisse in vi spiritus: nempe non est ista vis Physica
quâ movetur cor hominis, quamvis vis sit, sed est vis Ethica veluti, nempe ista vis demonstratio est,
demonstrationi autem non potest humana mens repugnare.”
95
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Cf. Cameron, Praelectiones ad Matth. XVII vers. 14, De lunatico sanato, in Ta Swzomena,

57a-58b.
Cf. Iohan. Cameronis sententia ab hic annis thesibus explicata, thes. IX-X, in Ta
Swzomena, 720b: “IX. Caeterùm haec Dei actio sic peragitur, ut quemadmodum mens & voluntas
naturâ suâ ita inter se sunt aptae & connexae ut voluntas à mente pendeat, sic mentis renovatio,
voluntatis renovationem producat. X. Itaque non haeret in mente Dei actio, sed ad ipsam voluntatem
pertingit, mentis tamen interventu.”
97
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Particularly this second aspect of Cameron’s view on conversion elicited opposition
from his opponents – even if his conception of the relationship between will and intellect,
on which it was directly based, represented neither an innovation nor was itself the cause of
significant opposition. In their letter to Cameron, the Leiden theologians noted some minor
points of disagreement, and then added:
Next, although we will not enter into that physical controversy with any, namely, as
to whether the determination of the will follows necessarily upon the last judgment
of reason and of what they call the practical intellect, which view we know some
among the purer schoolmen to have embraced; nevertheless, we cannot approve the
fact that you seem not to allow or require in your entire work any other change in the
will aside from that moral change which occurs from the display of the object and the
judgment of reason whether to choose, or to reject, or to prefer it, without any
immediate influence of God on that will, especially in supernatural matters.98
The Leiden theologians thus appear to have disagreed with Cameron on the necessary
determination of the will by the intellect (i.e. the physical controversy), but – perhaps
because of a lack of unanimity on the issue amongst themselves!99 – did not wish to make
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Letter from the faculty of theology of Leiden to J. Cameron, Leiden, 10 February 1622,
in Ta Swzomena, 709a: “Deinde etsi de controversiâ illâ physicâ litem nemini intentemus, nempe,
num voluntatis determinatio, necessario sequatur ad ultimum iudicium rationis, ac intellectus ut
vocant practici, quam sententiam novimus quosdam ex purioribus Scholasticis fuisse amplexos, non
possumus tamen probare quod videris in toto tuo scripto nullam aliam mutationem in voluntate aut
concedere, aut requirere praeter moralem illam quae fit ab obiecto monstrato & rationis iudicio de
eo eligendo aut rejiciendo, aut praeferendo sine ullo influxu Dei immediato, in ipsam voluntatem,
praesertim in rebus supernaturalibus.” (cf. translation in Wodrow, Collections, 2/1:147)
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Note the careful phrasing of the letter from Leiden. Rivet, at least, appears to have held
a position very close to Cameron’s on the necessary determination of the will by the last judgment
of the practical intellect; see De fide & perseverantia sanctorum, thes. IX: “[...] per intellectum
illuminatum, & practicum suum judicium ultimum proponentem; quod voluntas necessariò sequatur
[...].” Cf. also the letter from A. Rivet to P. Testard, n.p., 10 May 1633, in Paul Testard, Les
veritables sentimens & raisonnemens de Paul Testard Blesois, touchant la nature & la grace.
Proposez à l’examen & au iugement de tous les doctes en un TRAITTÉ de la bonté, misericorde, &
Iustice de Dieu, &c. & quelques additions (n.p., 1649), p. 16 (in Latin translation in idem, De natura
et gratia Tevtartai frovntideV. Cum liminaribus quibusdam epistolis & additionibus [n.p., 1649],
p. bb v° - p. bb iij r°): “Item De Efficientia tantùm morali, de laquelle vous sçavez que je n’ay jamais
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an issue of it. What they did consider unacceptable was the consequence they understood
Cameron to derive from it: that God does not exercise any immediate influence on the will,
but only works upon it by a “moral” or “ethical” operation in the proposition of the object
(i.e. the Word) concerning which the intellect forms its ultimate practical judgment.

Amyraut and Cappel: The Spirit’s “Hyperphysical” Act on the Intellect
While the Leiden theologians in 1622 were suspicious of Cameron, whom they
understood to hold to an immediate operation of the Spirit on the intellect alone,100 several
decades later Pajon denied that the Spirit acted immediately on either intellect or will, and
further claimed that this had been the view of Cameron.101 In view of this claim, it is only
natural to ask how Cameron’s followers understood this question, also with a view to
discovering possible sources for Pajon. The professorial corps of the Academy of Saumur
forms a fitting place to start, not only because they were champions of Cameron’s thought

esté d’accord avec feu Monsieur Cameron, quoy que je ne m’eslongne point de la manière de
mouvoir la volonté en son actus secundus, par le dernier jugement intellectus practici. Mais j’y
requiers un actus primus, qui vient d’autre operation que morale.”
100

This is also the common understanding in scholarship. See, for example, Schweizer,
Protestantischen Centraldogmen, 2:241; Bourchenin, Étude sur les académies protestantes, 409;
Rex, Essays on Pierre Bayle, 93 (but note also his statement in respect to one passage from Cameron
where his “wording here is very close to that of the later Pajonists”; ibid., 94 n. 40.).
101

Pajon in his first work claimed that “Camero [...] ubique ferè sententiam nostram
amplexus est” (“De natura” MS. Rawlinson D. 840 no. 8, p. 52 [prima obiectio]), and later defended
his claim to Cameron extensively in his “Traité de l’opération.” See the discussion below in ch. 6.
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in general, but also because the evidence traces Pajon’s reflection on the issue as far back as
the end of his studies at Saumur.102
While de la Place did not, to my knowledge, touch on this issue in any of his writings,
both Amyraut’s and Cappel’s writings contain significant data. As for Amyraut, his view of
conversion is virtually identical to that of Cameron as understood by the Leiden faculty of
theology. We thus find Amyraut explicitly defending the view that the operation of the Spirit
extends immediately only to the intellect, and mediately to the will through the intellect.103
From elsewhere it is clear that with an “immediate” act on the intellect, Amyraut was indeed

102

See [Jacques Guyraut], “Remarques sur la confession de foi de Monsieur Pajon, sur la
question de la grâce,” Arch. Turrettini, 2nd ms under the shelfmark 1/Gb.1.32.XIII, [p. 1], where the
author remarks about Pajon: “Il n’est pas vrai qu’il ait fait le premier [écrit – AG] en sa jeunesse
devant que d’avoir bien digéré les matières de théologie, car il n’y a pas plus de cinq ou six ans qu’il
les [sic] mit entre les mains de Monsieur de la Fons après avoir roulé plus de douze ou treize ans
entiers cette doctrine en son esprit, comme il me l’a confessé et après l’avoir communiqué à
plusieurs de ses amis pour sonder leurs sentimens.” The numbers given in this citation from the
“Remarques,” which itself was composed between November 1666 and July 1667 (see Gootjes, “Un
épisode méconnu,” 223 n. 64), place the limits for the time when Pajon began to reflect on these
matters at 1647 (i.e. 1666 less 6 years, less 13 years) and 1650 (i.e. 1667 less 5, less 12 years). This
calculation represents a sharpening of the rough estimate of 1650 which I gave in ibid., 217.
103

Moïse Amyraut, Specimen animadversionum in Exercitationes de gratia universali
(Saumur: Jean Lesnier, 1648), Pars tertia: Ad erotema V in tomo tertio, 288: “Si operatio Spiritus
quae nos totos immutat atque renovat, immediatè se se exerat in intellectu duntaxat, in utroque verò
appetitu mediatè per intellectum, proptereane minus innovationis opus Spiritui Dei tribueretur?”
Frédéric Spanheim, Vindiciarum pro Exercitationibus suis, de gratia universali, partes duae
posthumae, adversus Specimen animadversionum Mosis Amyraldi (Amsterdam: Ludovicus Elzevier,
1649), 302, clearly understands Amyraut in this way as well when he challenges him: “Doceat ille,
ubi Scriptura immediatam Spiritus operationem restringat ad intellectum, & mediatam tantùm referat
ad reliquas facultates!” Scholarship has amply demonstrated that Amyraut followed Cameron on the
relationship between intellect and will, the resulting rational conception of faith as residing in the
intellect and arising from an ethical/moral persuasion, and that these issues continued to play a role
in the controversies surrounding him – even if they admittedly took a back seat to the universalist
issue. For Amyraut’s view on faith and (the psychology of) conversion, see especially Proctor, The
Theology of Moise Amyraut, 147-57; and Armstrong, Calvinism and the Amyraut Heresy, 242-45.
For the role this issue took in the controversies, see Laplanche Orthodoxie et prédication, 125, 129,
142; and idem., L’évidence du Dieu chrétien, 126.
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thinking of some operation of the Spirit aside from the ethical or moral act represented by
the (external) proposition of the Gospel. In a sermon on Jn. 6:45, he draws an analogy
between regular learning and religion. Just as in the former both external teaching and a
faculty of comprehension are required, so in religion not only external indoctrination but also
something else which disposes the faculties of the soul internally are necessary.104 Later he
continues: “And so, in order for this divine doctrine of the Cross of Christ to enter into our
understanding, the Spirit of God must operate in it, that is, operate there in such a way,
deploy there such a power [...] that these celestial teachings are very deeply engraved, and
that the traits remain entirely ineffaceable.”105 In a sermon on Phil. 2:12-13, Amyraut
distinguished in the production of faith the external presentation of the Gospel from an
internal preparation of the understanding,106 and in a treatise on particular grace argued that
the internal illumination which prepares the intellect to receive the Gospel object does not
occur through the Gospel itself.107 The same type of distinction is drawn in Amyraut’s theses
104

Moïse Amyraut, Six sermons de la nature, estendue, necessité, dispensation, et efficace
de l’evangile (Saumur: C. Girard & D. de Lerpiniere, 1636), 285; text reprinted in idem, Sermons
sur divers textes de la Sainte Ecriture. Prononcés en divers lieux, 2nd ed. (Saumur: Isaac Desbordes,
1653), there 257-58).
105

Amyraut, Six sermons, 287-88 (= Sermons sur divers textes, 259-60): “Afin donc que
cette diuine doctrine de la Croix de Christ entre dans nos entendemens, il faut que l’Esprit de Dieu
y agisee, voir y agisse de telle façon, y desploye une telle puissance [...] que ces celestes
enseignemens s’engrauent tres-profondement, & que les traits en demeurent tout à fait ineffaçables.”
106

Amyraut, Sermons sur divers textes (Phil. 2:12-13), 357-58: “Comme la rencontre de nos
entendemens ainsi preparez & disposez par l’Esprit, avec l’Evangile de Christ, resulte le croire. De
sorte que tant s’en faut que ces deux actions, d’exhorter exterieurement, & de toucher le coeur au
dedans, s’entre-destruisent, qu’au contraire, elles se favorisent reciproquement & sont absolument
necessaires pour la production du vouloir & du parfaire.”
107

Moïse Amyraut, “Dissertatio de gratia particulari,” in idem, Dissertationes theologicae
sex, quarum quatuor, De oeconomia trium personarum, De iure Dei in creaturas, De
gratiaVniuersali, De gratia particulari, antehac editae, nunc revisae prodeunt; Duae De serpente
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on faith, where he likewise argues that the work by which the mind is properly constituted
to receive the object cannot be by the representation of the objects.108 This operation of the
Spirit he prefers to call “‘hyperphysical’ rather than either ‘moral,’ because it does not occur
by the representation of the objects, or else ‘physical,’ because even if it more properly
approaches to the nature of a physical rather than a moral act, it is nevertheless outside the
bounds of natural things and acts, and does not agree with them in all things.”109 It is further
clear that Amyraut understood this to have been the view of Cameron. For, he lays out the
same distinction between objective grace (i.e. the external proposition of the object) and
subjective grace (i.e. the Spirit’s internal preparation of the faculties) in a work against

tentatore, et de peccato originis, ad superiores additae sunt (Saumur: Isaac Desbordes, 1660), 277:
“Deinde semper aut errat aut totum istud negotium impedit vir doctus, cùm dicit Spiritum per
Euangelium homines illuminare. [...] At hic inter nos agitur de illuminatione quae fit intrinsecus,
quaeque facultatem disponit vt in eam objectum admittatur. Id autem haud magis fit per Euangelium,
quàm si dicat vi radiorum solis non offerri lucem tantùm, sed etiam vitium caecitas à natura insitum
ex oculis depelli.” This dissertatio was first published in Dissertationes theologicae quatuor
(Saumur: Jean Lesnier, 1645), which was not available to me.
108

Moïse Amyraut, Theses theologicae de fide, pars posterior, quae est, De fidei causa
efficiente (respondent: Samuel de Langle), in Amyraut, Cappel and de la Place, Syntagma thesium,
2:93-102, thes. XVII: “At in ea operatione Dei quae mentem praeparat atque disponit, ut actum istum
edere queat, res eodem modo se se habere non potest. Non enim mens tum movetur ab objectis,
alioqui res abiret in infinitum. Scilicet cùm mens movetur ab objectis iam est benè constituta. Si
igitur operatio per quam benè constituitur, fieret per objectorum repraesentationem, necesse esset
ut motionem illam praeparatio aliqua alia antecederet;quae ipsa pariter fieret per objecta, & sic
deinceps.”
109

Amyraut, Theses theologicae de fide, pars posterior, thes. XX.: “Quamobrem si rebus
quas non satis accuratè tenemus nomina imponere licet, malim istam operationem appellare
hyperphysicam, quàm vel moralem, quia non fit per objectorum repraesentationem, vel physicam,
quia tametsi propiùs accedit ad naturam actionis physicae quàm moralis, est tamen extra ambitum
rerum & actionum naturalium, neque cum ijs in omnibus consentit.”
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Théophile Brachet de la Milletière (1588-1665) as a summary of Cameron’s thought on the
operation of grace.110
While Cappel does not appear to have treated the work of the Holy Spirit in
conversion as such, an important source can be found in his remarks on the testimony of the
Holy Spirit in his De ministerii Verbi divini necessitate – the very set of theses which Pajon
defended in 1647!111 It is worth noting here that the testimonium Spiritus Sancti was an
important point of contention in Catholic-Protestant polemics over Scripture, an issue which
was not unrelated to the Catholic doctrines contested by the Protestants (e.g. the Petrine
doctrine, the Mass). Over against the Roman Catholic insistence on the testimony of the
Church concerning the divinity of the biblical books, the Protestants encapsulated their reply
as in article four of the Gallican Confession: “We know these books to be canonical and the
most certain rule of our faith, not so much by the common accord and consent of the church,
as by the witness and interior persuasion of the Holy Spirit who makes us to distinguish them
from the other books of the church.”112 The Roman Catholics charged that this internal work

110

Moïse Amyraut, Brief traité de la predestination. Avec l’eschantillon de la doctrine de
Calvin sur le mesme suiet. Et la response a M. de L. M. sur la matiere de la grace et autres questions
de theologie (Saumur: Isaac Desbordes, 1658), 269-81. This part is in the third section entitled son
Replique a Monsieur de L. M. sur son offre d’une conference amiable pour l’examen de ses moyens
de reünion. On the de la Milletière controversies, see Van de Schoor, The Irenical Theology.
111

Although the title seems promising, Cappel does not treat the nature of the Spirit’s work
for the recognition of the divinity of Scripture in his Le pivot de la foy et religion, ou Preuve de la
divinité contre les athées et prophanes. Par la raison, & par le tesmoignage des Sainctes Escritures,
desquelles la divinité est demonstrée par elles mesmes (Saumur: Jean Lesnier, 1643).
112

Gallican Confession (1559), art. 4 (Bakhuizen van den Brink, De Nederlandse
belijdenisgeschriften, 76): “Nous cognoissons ces livres estre canoniques et reigle trescertaine de
nostre foy: non tant par le commun accord et consentement de l’eglise, que par le tesmoignage et
interieure persuasion du sainct esprit, qui les nous faict discerner d’avec les autres livres
Ecclesiastiques.” A very similar statement is found in Belgic Confession (1561), art. 5 (for text, see
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very much resembled the immediate revelations of the Holy Spirit which the “enthusiasts”
claimed to have,113 so that a defense against this accusation formed a staple of the Reformed
treatment of the testimonium. Another relevant point in this context is the close relationship
of the testimonium with the work of the Spirit in conversion. While the issue of the testimony
may first have been among believers (of different confessions) about what or who testifies
concerning the divinity of certain books, the larger question of the recognition of the divine
nature of Scripture over against unbelievers or atheists is only a natural progression.114 And,
certainly when faith and conversion are considered in intellectualist terms as they were in the
Cameronian tradition (i.e. assent of the intellect to the truth of the Gospel, with the will
following this last practical judgment of the intellect necessarily), the two can nearly be
collapsed into each other.115
Both elements, the anti-Catholic polemical context and the close relationship of the
testimonium and the Spirit’s operation in faith, can be seen in Cappel’s theses on the
necessity of the ministry of the Word.116 In the opening theses he cleverly turns the Catholic

ibid.).
113

On the polemical, rather loose use of the term “enthusiast” in the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries, see Heyd, “Be Sober and Reasonable”, 15-23. In the context, it clearly refers
to those who claim “direct divine inspiration unmediated by Scripture” (cf. ibid., 22).
114

See, for example, how Cappel, Le Pivot de la foy, 281-82, makes a fluid transition from
arguing the divinity of the Scriptures on the basis of the marks of divinity in the context of atheism
to chiding the Roman Catholic position which bases itself on the testimony of the church (see also
the discussion in Laplanche, L’évidence du Dieu chrétien, 118-19).
115

116

A similar observation can be found in Laplanche, L’Écriture, le sacré et l’histoire, 76.

In regards to the latter, note also the following remark of Amyraut in his discussion on
the modus of the testimony of the Spirit: “Nos autem quaerimus consuetam & ordinariam illam
rationem quam Deus sequitur in electis condocefaciendis & ad veram fidem adducendis.” (italics
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accusation of enthusiasm back against them.117 More significant yet is the way Cappel, after
outlining how the ministry of the Word was established in the Old and New Testament
periods, treats an objection he anticipates, namely that one would argue this ministry no
longer to be necessary since God promised through Jeremiah that under the new covenant
he would write his law on the hearts of believers, so no one would have to teach his brother
to know God, because all already know him (cf. Jer. 31:34).118 Cappel first responds simply
by asking why else Christ himself would have sent the apostles to preach the gospel, why
else the apostles would have appointed elders to shepherd, teach and confirm the people in
the doctrine, and so on.119 However, Cappel also considers the interpretation of Jer. 31:34,
on which the objection was based, to be faulty, and thus also provides his own:
Those words are intended only to teach that the external ministry of the Word and of
the preaching which occurs through the works of men is not sufficient to foster faith
and to generate true piety, repentance, and holiness, unless there is added besides an
act or illumination of the Holy Spirit operating within, in our hearts and minds, by
which the object (that is, Christ, and his person, work, office, benefits, redemption,
etc.), which is proposed to us through the preaching of the Gospel and which
otherwise would be rejected as discordant and ridiculous, is received by us unto
salvation. Indeed, the Gospel is a stumbling block to Jews and foolishness to Gentiles
[1 Cor. 1:23], but to those who are called by God through his Spirit it is the power
of God unto salvation [1 Cor. 1:18].120

mine) See Amyraut, Theses theologicae de testimonio quo Spiritus Sanctus Scripturarum divinitatem
in mentibus hominum obsignat (respondent: Petrus Sylvius), 2 parts, in Amyraut, Cappel and de la
Place, Syntagma thesium, 1:117-29, 129-43, pars prior, thes. XV.
117

Cappel, Theses theologicae de ministerii Verbi divini necessitate, thes. III.

118

Cappel, Theses theologicae de ministerii Verbi divini necessitate, thes. XXXVIII.

119

Cappel, Theses theologicae de ministerii Verbi divini necessitate, thes. XXXIX.

120

Cappel, Theses theologicae de ministerii Verbi divini necessitate, thes. XL: “Sed eò
tantum spectant dicta illa, ut doceant satis non esse ad fidem concipiendam, & veram pietatem,
poenitentiam, atque sanctimoniam ingenerandam, externum Verbi & Praedicationis, quae fit opera
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Cappel thus insists on an internal work of the Holy Spirit distinct from the external preaching
of the Gospel.
This is not an isolated thesis, since Cappel develops it further in those that follow.
That at the same external preaching of the Gospel some embrace Christ while others reject
him is explained by the fact that God opens and illumines the eyes of the mind of the former
through his Spirit, but leaves others in their natural darkness and the stubbornness of their
mind. This he sees reflected in Acts 16:14 which speaks of the opening of Lydia’s heart to
respond to Paul’s preaching, and in Acts 13:48 where it is said that “as many as were
appointed to eternal life by God believed.”121 In the next thesis Cappel goes on to argue that
faith, piety, and holiness are not generated through enthusiasms or prophetic inspirations
similar to those experienced by Old Testament prophets or by believers in the early church
of the New Testament, but they come about “through the preaching of the Word and the
proclamation of the Gospel which the internal strength and efficiency of the Holy Spirit in
the elect accompanies, [and] which clears up and illumines their minds in the knowledge of
heavenly truth.” As proof he points to Eph. 1:17-18, where Paul wishes for his readers that
they might have the “Spirit of wisdom and of revelation.”122 The theses of this disputation,

hominum, ministerium, nisi praeterea accedat Spiritus sancti intus in cordibus & mentibus nostris
operantis actio, seu illuminatio; qua fit ut objectum, quod nobis per Euangelii praedicationem
proponitur (Christus nempe, eiusque persona, munus, officium, beneficia, redemptio &c.) à nobis
recipiatur ad salutem, quod alioqui ut absonum & ridiculum repudiratur. Evangelium nempe Iudaeis
est scandalum, Gentibus verò stultitia, sed illis qui à Deo vocantur per spiritum ipsius, potentia Dei
est ad salutem.”
121

122

Cappel, Theses theologicae de ministerii Verbi divini necessitate, thes. XLI.

Cappel, Theses theologicae de ministerii Verbi divini necessitate, in Amyraut, Cappel and
de la Place, 3:258 (thesis XLII): “Maneat itaque illus semel fixum ratumque, fidem, pietatem &
sanctitatem hominibus non ingenerari per ejnqousiasmouvV & afflatus Propheticis similes, quibus
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therefore, push Cappel very much123 in the line of Amyraut by insisting on an internal work
of the Spirit in addition to, and preceding, the external ministry of the Word.

Pajon at the Academy of Saumur
There is thus plenty of evidence that Pajon during his studies at Saumur was
introduced to, and accepted, a theology in the Cameronian tradition as imparted to him by
his professors. However, it is also clear that neither de la Place, nor Cappel, and certainly not
Amyraut – all devoted disciples of Cameron! – were the source or inspiration of Pajon’s view
of the Spirit’s operation in conversion, which earned him the wrath of many contemporaries.
This does not mean that Pajon’s time at Saumur was fruitless for the development of his
thought, especially when one considers that he was the one who defended the Cappel theses.
If he did not take over their content, one wonders whether the process of preparation
stimulated the reflective process which eventually led him to reject the notion of an internal
work of the Holy Spirit outside of Scripture. Rumors concerning the origin of Pajon’s

olim Prophetis res futurae à Deo præmonstrabantur, & primis Euangelij temporibus donum
linguarum & interpretationis & Prophetiae fidelibus infundebatur, sed gigni per Verbi prædicationem
& Euangeliuj annuntiationem, comitante illam in cordibus electorum interna Spiritus Sancti virtute
& efficaciâ, quae eorum mentes illustrat & in cognitione veritatis cœlestis illuminat, juxta illud
Apostoli ad Ephes. 1. 17. 18. Det vobis Deus Domini nostri Iesu Christi, & Pater gloria, Spiritum
sapientiæ & reuelationis, ad ipsius agnitionem, oculos mentis vestræ illuminatos, vt sciatu quæ sit
spes vocationis ipsius.”
123

Cappel and Amyraut indeed appear to present the same view. My caution is only
motivated by the fact that Pajon when pressed would indeed allow a distinction between an internal
and external work, but insist that the internal work of illumination is also effected by the external
means of the Gospel object; see Pajon, “Traité de l’opération,” §§100-06. Since Cappel does not
explicitly note that the preceding illumination is effected without means, his thesis could possibly
by accommodated to a Pajonist view, although this certainly goes against the natural reading of the
text.
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reflection on the issue trace it back to as early as 1647,124 and in the preface to his first work
Pajon notes that he is writing above all to and for a friend with whom he had earlier disputed
the matter.125 This friend can be identified as Paul de la Fons who defended a disputation at
Saumur in the same year as Pajon,126 and who was thus almost certainly present at the De
ministerii Verbi divini necessitate disputation as well – of whose oral defense no record,
unfortunately, survives. These elements, and finally the fact that many of the key texts cited
in Cappel’s theses play a significant role in this same work,127 all suggest that this disputation
124

See above, n. 102.

125

Pajon, “De natura” MS. Rawlinson D. 840 no. 8, p. 1 (praefatio): “Quandoquidem, amice
mihi multis nominibus colende, non potuerit inter nos, in ultima nostra concertatione, de natura
gratiae efficacis convenire, ut quid de ea sentiam paucis explicarem, multis a me precibus
efflagitasti, aliquid nunc de eo argumento delibare est animus.”
126

Letter from J.-R. Chouet to L. Tronchin, Saumur, 25 October 1666, in Sina (ed.),
Corrispondenza, 50; “Registres de l’académie protestante de Saumur,” A.M.S., I A 1, fol. 210r°, in
Sina (ed.), Corrispondenza, 340 (session of 8 November 1666); [Guyraut], “Remarques,” Arch.
Turrettini, 2nd ms under the shelfmark 1/Gb.1.32.XIII, [p. 1]; and discussion in Gootjes, “Épisode
méconnu,” 215-17. De la Fons defended theses at Saumur in 1647 and 1649 (Desgraves, “Les thèses
soutenues,” 85), and was ordained at Blois in July 1651. This can be ascertained from the title of the
sermon preached at his ordination, which I came across entirely by chance: Auguste Arbaud, Sermon
svr ces mots de l’apostre S. Paul, 2 Cor. chap. V. vs. 19. Dieu a mis en nous la parole de
reconciliation. Prononcé en l’Eglise de Bloys, au mois de Iuillet dernier, pour consacrer l’vn de ses
pasteurs (Saumur: Jean Lesnier, 1651; extremely rare, the only copy I am aware of is held at the
MHR/IHR in Geneva: MHR L Arb1). Given that Paul Testard, de la Fons’s predecessor, passed
away unexpectedly in June of 1650 (see ch. 3, n. 84), the “Iuillet dernier” must refer to 1651. This
is entirely in line with Louis Belton, “Notes sur l’histoire des protestants dans le Blésois,” Mémoires
de la société des sciences et lettres du Loir-et-Cher 11 (1886): 61-218, there 161, who found no
earlier evidence of his pastoral activities in the registers (births, marriages, deaths) of the consistory
of Blois before 1651. Interestingly, on 12 February 1654 de la Fons administered the baptism of
Isaac (I) Papin – i.e. not the Isaac Papin, but his older brother who died in infancy – to whom Claude
Pajon was the godfather; see their signatures on the act of baptism from Blois, Archives
départementales du Loir-et-Cher I 8, “Registre de baptesmes de la communauté protestante de Blois
commencé le dimanche sept mars 1641,” reproduced in Guillemin, “Isaac Papin,” 50. De la Fons
also baptized Isaac (II) Papin; the act of baptism is reproduced in ibid., 51.
127

The seventh obiectio to his view which Pajon anticipates – and refutes – in his “De natura
gratiae” is based on Eph. 1:16-19 (MS. Rawlinson D. 840 no. 8, p. 72-76); the eighth anticipated
obiectio is based on Acts 16:14 (ibid, p. 76-77, together with the addition on two sheets written
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and its circumstances may have played an important role in Pajon’s reflection. The most we
find at the Academy of Saumur is thus a stimulus for Pajon, but not his source. Before we
can conclude that Pajon was an innovator, we must first consider his theological formation
understood in a broader sense.

recto-verso by Pajon’s own hand inserted between the main pages). Also Acts 13:48 and 1 Cor. 1:18,
23, have an important place in this work.

Chapter Three
The Influence of Paul Testard: Education extra muros academiae

Introduction
Nearly three-and-a-half years separate Pajon’s defense of the theses De ministerii
Verbi divini necessitate on 12 April 1647 from his admission to the ministry by the
consistory of Saumur on 25 August 1650 and his ordination as pastor to the church of
Marchenoir several months later.1 Since the normal course of study at the Academy of
Saumur lasted five years, divided into two years of preparatory studies in philosophy
followed by a three-year period devoted to the study of theology proper,2 it is possible to
deduce that a considerable gap separated the end of his studies from the beginning of his
ministry. At the very least, this gap would have comprised one year – that is, if one assumes
that Pajon defended the disputation during the first of his three years in the study of theology
proper. On the more likely assumption that this disputation occurred during the second half
of his studies at Saumur, the length of the gap can be extended to two or even three years.
Without further information on the disputation practice at the academy, it is impossible to
be more specific. However, that a break – whether it be of one, two, or three years – presents

1

The dates are reported in the letter from [Claude IV?] Pajon to [Philippe Drouyn?], n.d.,
Paris, Arsenal Ms 5633, fol. 244r°.
2

See Méteyer, L’académie protestante de Saumur, 66: “Le cours complet des études était
de cinq ans: deux années dites de Philosophie, couronnées par la remise du diplôme de ‘Maitre ès
Arts, Lettres et Sciences’, et ensuite trois années, dites de Théologie, couronnées par la remise du
Diplôme de ‘Docteur en Théologie’.”
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itself between Pajon’s departure from Saumur and his arrival at Marchenoir,3 is itself
significant in terms of the origins and development of his thought.

Departure From the Academy
In the absence of direct evidence concerning Pajon’s activities during this gap, it is
helpful to consider more generally what French proposants did upon the completion of their
formal theological education. Of course, there were some students who never sought the
pastoral ministry at all, but those who did appear to have followed a variety of routes. Some
began serving a church immediately, while others delayed this step for a time. Different
options once again presented themselves to the latter group. A number of them traveled to
other countries to polish up their education by acquainting themselves with and studying
under renowned scholars throughout Europe, partly with the goal of creating an international
network of contacts. Those who could not afford such a peregrinatio academica on their own
sometimes still had a chance to travel outside of France as companion and tutor to the
children of rich or noble families. Another group did not leave the country, but before
entering the pastorate spent some time at one of the other Reformed academies, or else
sought extra training under the tutelage of a pastor, often a relative.4 Pajon would thus have
3

Contra Lacheret, Claude Pajon, 14, who writes that “Après de brilliantes études
universitaires il obtint ses grades, et immédiatement il entra dans la vie active.”
4

For the above information, see Paul de Félice, Les Protestants d’autrefois: Vie intérieure
des églises, moeurs et usages, 4 vols. (Paris: Librairie Fischbacher, 1897-1902), 4:364-65; note also
Elisabeth Labrousse, ed., Pierre Bayle: Oeuvres diverses (Hildesheim/New York, Georg Olms,
1982), xvi; and Didier Boisson and Hugues Daussy, Les protestants dans la France moderne (Paris:
Belin, 2006), 181.
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had a variety of customs and options at his disposal for the gap following his studies at
Saumur.
At this time, we have no evidence at all suggesting that Pajon left France at this time
for a peregrinatio academica. Entirely in line with this is the fact that the list of theologians
for whom he expresses appreciation and with whom he interacts shows a decided French
context.5 Further, even if he had wanted to, Pajon would quite likely never have had the
opportunity to pursue studies at a foreign theological faculty. Several years before the end
of his studies, the king’s commissioner in his speech to the National Synod of Charenton in
1644 forbade the Reformed churches from receiving as pastors those who had “studied at the
universities of the countries named above [i.e. Geneva, Switzerland, Holland, and England
– AG], or only in a number of these nations.” As pretext he cited the corruption the future
pastors would undergo in that these countries had an extreme aversion to the monarchy.6 At
the next national synod, held fifteen years later (1659) at Loudun, the moderator Jean Daillé
pleaded on behalf of the synodical deputies that the king return to their students the right to
study abroad since the fear of anti-monarchical corruption was unfounded.7 Although some

5

See Gootjes, “Calvin and Saumur,” 212 n. 31, where I note that the theologians for whom
Pajon explicitly expresses admiration are Cameron, Amyraut, Daillé, de la Place, and Des Marets.
Of these, only Des Marets, notwithstanding his French origins, was abroad during the period 16471650, teaching theology at Groningen.
6

7

Aymon, Tous les synodes, 2:633; cf. the moderator’s response, ibid., 2:640.

Aymon, Tous les synodes, 2:730: “En touchant nos Etudians, lors qu’il plaira à Sa Majesté,
comme nous l’en suplions très-humblement, de leur donner la Liberté de visiter les Universités
Etrangeres, on n’aura aucun Sujet d’aprehender que leurs bonnes Inclinations se corrompent, ou
qu’ils retournent chés eux, mécontens de la Personne ou du Gouvernement de leur Prince.” On this,
see also Bourchenin, Étude sur les académies protestantes, 347-48; Méteyer, L’académie protestante
de Saumur, 61-62 n. 1; and F. R. J. Knetsch, Pierre Jurieu: Theoloog en politikus der refuge
(Kampen: J. H. Kok, 1967), 20.
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students appear to have been able to pursue further studies abroad clandestinely,8 Pajon
seems not to have left France, perhaps due to the fact that the end of studies at Saumur
coincided closely with the adoption of the new policy.
As such, it is entirely possible that Pajon rather visited one of the other French
academies. There is no evidence for this, however, either. On the other hand, there is indirect
evidence that he spent some time during this gap under the private tutelage of Paul Testard
(ca. 1596-1650), pastor of Blois – a practice he himself engaged in as pastor at Orléans when
he entertained such students as his own nephew Isaac Papin (1657-1709) and Jean-Frédéric
Ostervald (1663-1747).9 The evidence comes in the passage of a letter where Jean-Robert
Chouet reports to his uncle Louis Tronchin about Pajon’s sources: “Mr. Pajon has I don’t
know what kind of particular views, especially on the manner in which the Holy Spirit acts
in our hearts in our conversion, which have far-reaching consequences in theology, and
which he received from the late Mr. Testard who was his father-in-law. [...] he claims to
prove his view by Scripture and by reason, and by the authority of the Synod of Dordrecht,
and by some of our doctors, in particular Mr. Cameron.”10 Significant about this quotation

8

See the discussion of Jurieu’s travels to England (and Holland?) in Knetsch, Pierre Jurieu,

20-22.
9

Guillemin, “Isaac Papin,” 75-77; Pierre Barthel, Jean-Frédéric Ostervald: L’Européen
(Geneva: Slatkine, 2001), 35. Ostervald, who refused to accept Pajon’s theory on grace, would still
claim that he learned more in three months under him than during the three years of his formal
training at Saumur.
10

Letter J.-R. Chouet to L. Tronchin, Saumur, 6 April 1666, in Sina (ed.), Corrispondenza,
39: “Mons.r Paion a ie ne sçay quels sentimens particuliers, sur tout sur la manière d’agir du St.
Esprit dans nos coeurs en nostre conuersion, qui s’étendent fort loin dans la Theologie, et qu’il a
reçeu de feu Mons.r Testard, qui estoit son Beau Pere: [...] il pretend prouuer son opinion et par
l’Escriture et par la Raison, et par l’Authorité du Synode de Dordrek, et de quelques uns de nos
Docteurs, particulierement de Mons.r Cameron.”
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where Chouet links Pajon to Testard – a relationship of dependence which he in a later letter
traces back to Pajon’s own testimony11 – is the phrasing. For, Chouet distinguishes between
the person from whom Pajon received his doctrine (i.e. Testard), and the sources Pajon used
to prove his doctrine (i.e. Dort, Cameron and other French theologians). This in turn implies
that Pajon at some time held discussions with Testard on the operation of the Spirit in
conversion, and the fact that the latter passed away on 8 June 165012 means that they will
almost certainly have fallen within the gap between Pajon’s studies at Saumur and his
pastorate at Marchenoir.

Testard on the Work of the Holy Spirit in Conversion
More important and more certain than the hypothesis that Pajon spent some time at
Blois under the tutelage of Testard after his formal education at Saumur is simply the
relationship of dependence to which Chouet pointed. Even if Testard’s influence on Pajon
may not necessarily have had the form suggested above since the two almost certainly knew

11

Letter J.-R. Chouet to L. Tronchin, Saumur, 25 October 1666, in Sina (ed.),
Corrispondenza, 50: “[Pajon] a receu ce sentiment de feu Mons[ieu]r Testard son Beaupère, comme
il l’a dit à quelques-uns de ses amis [...].”
12

For the date, see John Quick, “Pauli Testardi Icon”, Paris, Société de l’histoire du
Protestantisme français, BPF 294/4, p. 24 (copy; original in London, Dr. Williams Library, “Icones
sacrae gallicanae,” Ms. 37, pp. 687-99); cf. also the letter [Claude IV?] Pajon to [Philippe Drouyn?],
n.p., n.d., Paris, Arsenal Ms 5633, fol. 243r°, which gives June 1650 for Testard’s death. In a remark
that is significant for the accuracy of his information, Quick notes that he received (part of) his
information from Paul Testard’s youngest son, Isaac Testard, an anise merchant who had settled in
London where Quick got to know him; see “Pauli Testardi Icon,” pp. 11, 24.
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each other apart from a mentorship,13 there is no doubt concerning the influence itself and
that it was exerted before Pajon entered the ministry. Chouet’s reference to Testard is also
important because the seventeenth-century evidence makes it clear that Testard was not in
general considered to be a force in the league of a Cameron, an Amyraut, a Daillé, a de la
Place, or a Cappel. This is also reflected in the history of scholarship, where Testard has been
all but ignored with the exception of what has been perceived as his fifteen minutes of fame
as the universalist alongside Amyraut at the National Synod of Alençon in 1637. In fact, in
relegating him to the fringes as a universalist of second rank, scholarship has been rather
harsh in its assessment of his intellectual capacities.14

13

Pajon had considerable family connections in Blois (see Mallein, “La famille de Claude
Pajon,” passim, but especially 175-76), which lay only at some 40 km from his hometown
Romorantin. In 1669 there was even talk of uniting the Reformed churches of these two places
(“Registre du consistoire” of Blois, 12 May 1669, in Paul de Félice, La réforme en Blaisois.
Documents inédits. Régistre du consistoire (1665-1677). Publiés avec une introduction et des notes
[Orléans: H. Herluison, 1885; reprint, Marseille: Laffitte Reprints, 1979], 72). This makes it likely
that Pajon and Testard knew each other before 1647 and that the former’s period of study with the
latter as suggested above in fact grew out of that earlier contact. In addition to this evidence and that
of the letter from Chouet to Tronchin noted above, the fact that Pajon married Testard’s daughter
in 1651 could also point to personal contact – even if, admittedly, Testard passed away nearly a year
before their marriage.
14

See, for example, Roger Nicole, Moyse Amyraut (1596-1664) and the Controversy on
Universal Grace, First Phase (1634-1637) (Ph. D. diss., Harvard University, 1966), 34: “From that
time on Amyraut and Testard, in spite of some minor differences in their views and of a substantial
inequality in their ability [...]”; Armstrong, Calvinism and the Amyraut Heresy, 84: “a violent attack
on Amyraut and the less able P. Testard (1596-1650), pastor at Blois.” In both cases the italics are
mine.
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Born in or around 1596,15 Paul Testard sieur de la Fontaine studied at the Academy
of Saumur from the late 1610s to the early 1620s, first under Franciscus Gomarus but then
under Cameron who replaced him in 1618.16 An attachment grew between Testard and
Cameron, with whom he boarded – a situation which allowed Testard to receive additional
instruction from his master also outside of the classroom.17 After Saumur, we next find
Testard at the University of Leiden as the respondent to the disputation on faith and the
preservation of the saints which was presided over by André Rivet and referred to in the
previous chapter above.18 The next year Testard was back in France at the side of Cameron,
for whom he recorded (part of) the conference held in July of 1623 with de Courcelles who
had refused to sign the Canons of Dort.19 On 4 April 1624 Testard was approved by the

15

There is no significant study on Testard, but greater and smaller pieces of information can
be found in Haag, La France protestante1 , 9:356-57; Nicole, Moyse Amyraut (1596-1664) and the
Controversy on Universal Grace, 33-36, 305-06 (cf. idem, Moyse Amyraut: A Bibliography, 164-65);
Van Stam, The Controversy Over the Theology of Saumur, passim; and the unpublished Quick,
“Pauli Testardi Icon,” BPF 294/4.
16

Letter from S. Desmarets to A. Rivet, Groningen, 26 November 1648, in Nauta, Samuel
Maresius, 532.
17

See the letter (copy) from A. Rivet to the faculty of theology of Leiden, The Hague, 22
April 1633, Leiden, UB, 300, fol. 136r°: “[Testardum] fuise discipulum et olim domesticum, D.
Cameronis. Eius doctrinam imbibisse, tam ex scriptis, quam ex familiari disciplina.” Note also the
remarks on Cameron and Testard’s close relationship in Quick, “Pauli Testardi Icon,” Paris, BPF
294/4, pp. 4-7. An interesting witness to this is the still-extant copy of Testard’s personal copy of
Cameron’s Traicté auquel sont examinez [...] (1618) with a handwritten dedication to him by the
author (reproduced in Swinne, John Cameron, 121).
18

Disputationum theologicarum trigesima-prima, de fide & perseverantia sanctorum
(Leiden: Isaac Elzevier, 1622); text reproduced as thesis 31 in Polyander et al., Synopsis purioris
theologiae.
Cameron, De electionis et opposita reprobationes [...], in Ta; Swzomena, 793: “Huic
disputationi ab initio interfuit Paulus Testardus Sacrae Theologiae tum studiosus, nunc verò
Ecclesiae Blæsensis Pastor dignissimus, atque ea quæ tum dicta sunt calamo vti potuit excepit.”
19
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classis of Lusignan (Poitou) as pastor to the church at the court of the Duke Henri-Charles
de la Trémoille.20 Two years later he became pastor to the Reformed church of Blois, which
he served until his death in 1650.21

Eijrhnikovn seu synopsis doctrinae de natura et gratia (1633)
Testard’s interest in meeting the Arminian challenge evidently continued well after
his role as Cameron’s recording secretary in 1623, for precisely a decade later he published
a work of his own on predestination and related topics: Eijrhnikovn seu synopsis doctrinae
de natura et gratia.22 A collection of dense theses written in Latin, this work propelled him
onto the universalist scene culminating several years later in his appearance before the
National Synod of Alençon. Testard thus put his universalist views in print a year earlier than
Amyraut did in his Brief traitté de la prédestination (1634). His Eijrhnikovn did arouse
reactions almost immediately, yet as Van Stam has correctly shown, the criticism “was too
incidental a phenomenon to date the conflict surrounding the theology of Saumur by its

20

Quick, “Pauli Testardi Icon,” Paris, BPF 294/4, pp. 7-9; according to Quick, Testard had
been recommended to this charge by the pastors of Charenton.
21

The earliest evidence I have found that places Testard as pastor at Blois is his signature
in the album amicorum of Cornelis de Glarges dated 29 June 1626; see Hans Bots and Giel van
Gemert, L’album amicorum de Cornelis de Glarges 1599-1683, Studies van het Instituut voor
intellectuele betrekkingen tussen de westeuropese landen in de zeventiende eeuw 3 (Amsterdam:
Holland University Press, 1975), 90-91. Quick’s information is somewhat ambiguous in that he does
state that Testard’s tenure at the court of de la Trémoille lasted two years (“Pauli Testardi Icon,”
Paris, PBF 294/4, p. 8), but gives February 1627 as the date for his move to Blois (ibid., p. 9). The
year 1627 could thus be an error for 1626. I was unable to consult the original manuscript held at the
Dr. Williams’ Library in London to verify the date.
22

Blois: Martin Huyssens, 1633.
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appearance. The situation is rather that the criticism of Amyraut’s theology re-activated the
existing criticism of Testard’s book.”23
The criticism was made by, and appears initially to have remained limited to, the
faculty of theology at Leiden. Testard dedicated his work to the Dutch States General from
which he could count on a bursary if it was accepted, and the professors of Leiden were
solicited for advice.24 In their letter to the States General, the professors praise the diligence
of Testard’s book,25 but also mention two points of contention: first, that the author defended
“the orthodox view declared by the Canons of the National Synod of Dordrecht against the
Remonstrants in a new way,” which is no doubt a reference to the author’s universalist
conception of the decrees; secondly, that he “proposes and defends the private view of his
teacher Cameron concerning the conversion of man, which have up to the present not been
received by the Reformed churches.” This prompts the theologians to recommend that the
dedication not be accepted – even if, as should be added, they also do not identify Testard’s
views as heretical, but are rather afraid they will only arouse new debates.26 The personal

23

Van Stam, The Controversy Over the Theology of Saumur, 22-23; cf. ibid., 44-45.

24

Letter from the States General to the faculty of theology at Leiden, 11 April 1633, in A.
Eekhof, De theologische faculteit te Leiden in de 17de eeuw (Utrecht: G.J.A. Ruys, 1921), 143-44.
25

In contrast to the recent evaluation by Van Stam, The Controversy Over the Theology of
Saumur, 44, that the Eijrhnikovn is “hard to read – and almost impossible to reproduce,”
contemporary evaluations praise precisely its methodical and thorough treatment of the topics. See
the letter (minute) from the professors of theology at Leiden to the members of the States General,
Leiden, 23 April 1633, in Eekhof, De theologische faculteit, 145: “[...] assertiones de natura et gratia
methodice et diligenter explicare [...]”; and the letter from A. Rivet to P. Testard, n.p., 10 May 1633,
in Testard, Les veritables sentimens, p. 15: “ [...] qu’il estoit methodique & exact, bien suivi.”
26

Letter (minute) from the professors of theology at Leiden to the members of the States
General, Leiden, 23 April 1633, in Eekhof, De theologische faculteit, 145-46: “sed nova ipsum
ratione sententiam orthodoxam Canonibus Nationalis Synodi Dordracenae declaratam, adversus
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letter which André Rivet, who by that time had moved on to The Hague, wrote to his former
student reflects precisely the same.27
While the shape of Testard’s universalism undoubtedly deserves more attention as
well, for this study the issue of conversion is more important. As we saw in the previous
chapter, the Leiden theologians had expressed their displeasure with Cameron’s position on
the Spirit’s operation in conversion in their letter from February 1622. While for Cameron
the nature of a person, in whom the will necessarily follows the last judgment of the practical
intellect, implied that the Spirit works on the will through the intellect alone, Rivet and
company insisted that the Spirit operates immediately on both intellect and will and, what
is more, that this position was established by the Synod of Dort. Now they saw that Testard,
too, defended this erroneous view in his Eijrhnikovn, a work which Rivet described as “a
methodical arrangement of all those things which Cameron spoke about nature and grace
Remonstrantes tueri, privatamque praeceptoris sui Cameronis opinionem de conversione hominum,
hactenus ab ecclesiis reformatis non receptam, ita proponere ac defendere, ut hoc scripto viam potius
ad novas disputationes periculosas in nostris ecclesiis, quam ad conciliationem cum Remonstrantibus
aperiri iudicemus.”
27

Letter of A. Rivet to P. Testard, n.p., 10 May 1633, in Testard, Les veritables sentimens,
pp. 15-16 (a Latin translation of this letter is provided in idem, De natura et gratia, p. bb v° - p. bb
iij r°): “De vostre Escrit mon iugement fut, qu’il estoit methodique & exact, bien suivi: & qu’au
fonds la grace efficacieuse y estoit bien prouvee, & la vocation selon le propos arresté, de ceux qui
sont infalliblement vaisseaux à honneur. Que vostre maniere de ranger les Decrets estoit autre, &
que les Arminiens souscriroyent aussi peu à vostre façon de traitter, qu’à celle du Synode de
Dordrect: Qu’ils n’ignoroyent point les hypotheses de Monsieur Cameron, lesquelles ils
chargeoyent d’autant d’absurditez & plus grands, que celles qu’ils nous imputent. Que l’Escrit estoit
ingenieux, & le but de l’auteur louable. Depuis vint l’advis de la Faculté, portant, Autorem scripti,
sententiam praecedentis sui D. Cameronis nitidè expressisse & ordine laudabili gratiae Electionis
fundamentum & efficacitatem agnovisse, & in eo Orthodoxae sententiae subscripsisse: sed in ratione
tractandi, & hypothesibus non paucis reperiri quae potiùs novas lites in his Ecclesiis fererent, quàm
ut aptae essent veteres sopire. [...] Item De Efficientia tantùm morali, de laquelle vous sçavez que
je n’ay jamais esté d’accord avec feu Monsieur Cameron, quoy que je ne m’eslongne point de la
manière de mouvoir la volonté en son actus secundus, par le dernier jugement intellectus practici.
Mais j’y requiers un actus primus, qui vient d’autre operation que morale.”
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scattered throughout.”28 What the Leiden theologians’ letter does not note is that Testard
actually went one step further than what they had earlier perceived Cameron’s view to have
been – a view which the preceding chapter showed to have been that of Cappel and Amyraut,
two other Cameronians. For, in his Eijrhnikovn Testard denies that the Spirit works
immediately on either will or intellect, that is, that he does not work in any other way except
by the proposition of the Gospel object. The Eijrhnikovn thus confirms on material grounds
what Chouet reported to have heard, namely, that Pajon received his views from Testard.

Human Inability
The question of the Spirit’s operation in conversion is directly related to, and in fact
preceded by, the question of what it is that the Holy Spirit needs to correct. Testard thus
devotes a number of articles to the problem of human inability29 (thes. 43-50) before dealing
at length with the solution to this inability (thes. 224-42).
The setup of the Eijrhnikovn means that Testard begins with the creation of
humankind in integrity, before passing on to the entrance of sin into the world through the
fall of Adam and Eve. Testard notes that he will discuss separately how every person is

28

Letter (copy) from A. Rivet to the faculty of theology of Leiden, The Hague, 22 April
1633, Leiden, UBL, BPL 300, fol. 136r°-v°: “Libellum [i.e. the Eijrhnikovn – AG] esse methodicam
dispositionem omnium quae D. Camero de natura et gratia, sparsim dictavit.” Cf. the letter from P.
Testard to J. Ussher, Blois, 12 April 1650, in James Ussher, The Whole Works of the Most Rev.
James Ussher, 17 vols. (Dublin: Hodges & Smith, 1847-1864), 16:144: “dignitatis tuae sententiam,
quae possit esse, de opuscolo quod, sollicitante etiam ante annos septemdecim domino Johanne
Brooks, qui tibi, video, non est ignotus, ex disciplina tou: makarivtou Cameronis edidi [...].”
29

Note on terminology: I consistently use “ability” where the original sources use the Latin
potentia, Greek duvnamiV, or French puissance, and “inability” where they speak of impotentia or
impuissance.
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originally a sinner, and how as adults they are all sinners “originally, habitually and
actually.”30 After defining original and actual sin, Testard comes to the habit or disposition
of sin. The latter is the context for his discussion of human inability.
Habitual sin, or the habitus of sin, is the darkness of the understanding , the blindness
of the heart, the perversity of the will, and the depravation of the affections which the
apostle Paul calls the sin dwelling in us (cf. Rom. 7:17*31), the flesh (Rom. 7:18*), the
body of death (Rom. 7:24*), the mind of the flesh (Rom. 8:6*), the law of the members
(Rom. 7:23*), which is formally also found in adults. From this sin derive so many
foul streams of actual sins as if from an impure source. It takes man captive (Rom.
7:23*) and keeps him as sold under sin [cf. Rom. 7:14], and does not permit him to
submit himself to the law of God [cf. Rom. 8:7]. With one word we can say it is a
death in sins, and an aversion to the greatest good. For, just as a man who is
corrupted in this way and blind in his mind does not and cannot discern that which
is truly good, so according to the Apostle natural man does not understand the things
that are from the Spirit of God, and he cannot understand them (1 Cor. 2:14*), being
perverted in his will and in his affections he neither does nor can love what is truly
good, according to the following: The mind of the flesh is hostile to God; it does not
submit to God’s law, nor can it do so (Rom. 8:7*). He who is dead in his sins does
not live to God, he cannot raise himself up, and he cannot perform those things
which pertain to the life which is in God.32

Testard, Eijrhnikovn, thes. 30: “Distinctiùs res sic explicetur, omnis homo, excepto Christo,
peccator est originaliter, adultus & originaliter, & habitualiter & actualiter.”
30

31

The asterisk (*) after the biblical reference denotes that it is given by Testard himself in
the margin.
Testard, Eijrhnikovn, thes. 43: “Peccatum habituale, seu habitus peccati sunt ipsae mentis
tenebrae cordis caecitas, voluntatis perversitas, affectuum pravitas, quod inhabitans peccatum,
carnem, corpus mortis, carnis frovnhma legem membrorum vocat Apostolus, quod formaliter est
etiam in Adultis, Ex quo tanquàm fonte putido tot actualium peccatorum foetidi rivuli scatutiunt,
quod aijcmalwtivzonta, atque sub peccato venditum tenet hominem, neque eum sinit legi dei subiici.
Mortem in peccatis uno verbo dicere possumus, & summo bono aversionem. Quippe homo sic
corruptus, mente coecus, neque vere bonum diiudicat, neque diiudicare potest, sicut secundum
Apostolum homo animalis non percipit ea quae sunt spiritus Dei, nec potest ea cognoscere,
voluntate & affectibus pravus vere bonum nec amat, nec potest amare, secundum illud carnis
sapientia est inimicitia adversus Deum, legi Dei enim non subiicitur, nec enim potest. Mortuus in
peccatis neque vivit Deo, neque seipsum excitate potest, iisque quae ad vitam in Deo pertinent,
nequit defungi.”
32
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The relationship between original, actual and habitual sin is thus as follows: original sin,
which is an evil disposition passed on from a sinful father through natural generation,
produces the first actual sins,33 the latter of which God punishes by delivering sinners up to
habitual sin (or: inability) which in turn produces actual sins of its own. In spite of being a
punishment, habitual sin is voluntary and liable to punishment.34 Although Testard in
following Scripture speaks of inability in physical terms as a “blindness” (which could thus
seem to imply that it is not subject to punishment), this word must be properly understood:
When we say that the sinner is blind in his mind, it is not that he has been deprived
of his natural mind and intellect, nor that he is destitute of every light of knowledge,
nor that he is not surrounded by any external light, nor that he does not perceive
anything with the eyes of his mind or even that he does not know anything about the
greatest and truly good. Sin polluted and corrupted nature but it did not abolish or
destroy it, it did damage but it did not take away the physical faculties or abilities.
However great a sinner man can be, he is always endowed with the faculty of
understanding, he always has some remnants of his original light, some common
remnants naturally imprinted on his heart of God, his providence, his goodness, his
authority, his government, the just judgment of God, on virtue and vice, etc.35

Testard, Eijrhnikovn, thes. 31: “Peccatum Originale est vitiosus naturae habitus, & nativa
ad peccatum propensio in actum certissimè exitura ubi subiectum per aetatem motuum moralium fiet
dectakovn, à Patre peccatore per propagationem naturalem traducta & derivata, totam naturam
inficiens.” Actual sin is simply defined as “quaevis legis Dei particularis transgressio” (ibid., thes.
38).
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Testard, Eijrhnikovn, thes. 44: “Haec autem misere sic affecti impotentia, cui iustissimo
Dei iudicio in poenam propter peccatum praecedens traditur peccator, non minus habet rationem
damnandi erroris, atque peccati voluntarii, nec ipsa ulteriori supplicio minus digna debet aestimari.”
34

Testard, Eijrhnikovn, thes. 45: “Mente caecum dicimus peccatorem, non quod Naturali
mentis & intellectus facultate sit privatus, non quod omni cognitionis lumine sit destitutus, non quod
ei lux nulla extrinsecùs affulgeat, nihil omnino mentis oculis percipiat, aut verò etiam de summo &
vero bono nihil agnoscat. Naturam foedavit, corrupit peccatum, non delevit, aut destruxit, facultates
Physicas, seu potentias vitiavit, non sustulit. Homo quantumvis peccator intelligendi facultate
praeditus est, reliquias quasdam communes cordi naturaliter impressas de Deo, providentiâ, bonitate,
autoritate, imperio, iudicio iusto Dei, de virtute & vitio, &c.” Cf. ibid., thes. 47, where Testard notes
that Scripture’s use of the word “blindness” is figurative on account of the similarity of the effect.
35
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As evidence for the remaining common remnants, Testard points to the proverbial statements
one can find in the works of (pagan) poets and philosophers, of which he cites two examples.
In addition to these internal elements, the sinner “also has an external light proposed to him:
proofs of a divinity, of his power, his goodness, which are easily perceived in his creation
and administration of things (Rom. 1:19-20; Acts 17:26-27*).” There is also the natural
knowledge they have of the law of God (Rom. 2:15*), and, finally, of God’s judgment of
sinners (cf. Rom. 2:2*). Because these three elements remain – i.e. the faculty of the intellect,
natural knowledge imprinted on the heart, external proofs – Testard concludes that man “in
general is not entirely blind or ignorant in discerning the greatest good.”36 Testard’s view of
the human condition after sin was, therefore, rather positive and in the rest of the Eijrhnikovn
he comes back more often to the ability and faculty to respond to God’s call.37 His insistence
on this ability even led him to claim that all – thus, even the reprobate! – can be saved if they
want to.38
Any expectation from the ability remaining in man after sin, however, is immediately
taken way in the next thesis:
But in descending to the particular and to practice, he does act as if he were
completely blind. For, either through thoughtlessness he does not oppose the light of
Testard, Eijrhnikovn, thes. 45: “Atque in Thesi non est prorsus ignorans & caecus in
diiudicatione summi boni.”
36
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Cf. Testard, Eijrhnikovn, thes. 81, 93, 121, 155.

Cf. Testard, Eijrhnikovn, thes. 277: “Enim verò etsi to; velle ipsum, quod est Ethica
potentia, non est indultum, ut sit Electis, attamen Posse, si velit, quod bonum est praestare, quod
malum est omittere, datum est, & gratia apta ac in se sufficienti impotentia physica, ut suprà dictum,
curata est.” Cf. also ibid., thes. 155. These appear to be the theses the National Synod of Alençon
(1637) had in mind when it asked Testard to explain what he meant by saying that the wicked could
be saved if they willed it; see “Journal sommaire,” in Corbière, ed., “La grande affaire,” 57.
38
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God’s law or of the common notions to the good appearance by which that which is
false graces itself, and is so deceived by this false appearance and immovably held
by it that he cannot admit that light which presents itself to him and surrounds him
on all sides; or else, if he does compare the appearance of the apparent good with
some light, he allows himself to be so delighted by this false appearance that he
judges it to be preferable over the light. Yet, above all when he imagines God sitting
on his throne as Judge, he looks on that light with nothing but grim eyes [and] tries
with all his power to extinguish it, or else he is thrown into fury and throws himself
headlong into an abyss of desperation as if with covered head, [and] he judges God
as something to be prosecuted with the greatest hatred.39
Testard thus first established in humanity a physical ability which makes it theoretically
possible for people to know and to love God, and then contrasted it with the moral inability
which in practice makes it impossible for them to come to conversion.
Testard continues in the following thesis by identifying the root of the inability which
prevents the understanding from making a proper judgment about the true good. It is
“nothing but that prejudice of the flesh, [namely,] that the love of ourselves and of the flesh
is above all to be pursued, and that God is [not to be pursued] as the good that is to be loved
above all unless he with impunity leaves the reins to the indulgent appetite of the creature.”
This is why, he adds, “this blindness and inability is moral and itself punishable.”40

Testard, Eijrhnikovn, thes. 46: “At in Hypothesi & praxi, agit veluti si omnino caecus esset:
Aut enim per incogitantiam, speciei boni quâ se malum commendat, lumen divinae legis & notionum
communium non opponit, imò verò hâc fallaci specie ita decipitur ac detinetur in eam defixus, ut
affulgens illud lumen, atque undiquaque circunstans non possit admittere, aut verò si speciem boni
apparentis cum lumine aliquando conferat, adeò delectatur hâc specie, ut lumini praeferendam
iudicet. Maximè autem cum Deum iudicem in tribuali sedentem conspicit, lumen illud non nisi torvis
oculis intuetur, totis viribus extinguere conatur, aut in furorem versus in desperationis barathrum
veluti obvoluto capite seipsum dat praecipitem: Deumque summo odio prosequendum iudicat [...].”
39

Testard, Eijrhnikovn, thes. 47: “radix nihil aliud est quàm praeiudicium istud carnale, sibi
carnique praecipuè studendum, Deum non esse, ut summè bonum amandum, nisi genio iudulgenti
[read “indulgenti” – AG] creaturae laxet habenas impunè. Itaque & caecitas & impotentia moralis
est, ipsaque culpanda [...].” See also ibid., thes. 157 on how physical inability cannot incur guilt, but
moral or ethical inability can.
40
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Up to now, Testard has spoken only of the corruption and inability of the intellect,
and not of the will which in the end moves the person to act. The will’s nature, as he had
already established in his treatment of the creation of man in a way quite similar to Cameron,
is to follow the practical judgment of the intellect necessarily.41 Therefore, since “the intellect
cannot discern the true good because of this moral inability which we have described, and
cannot determine God as that which is above all to be loved by him, above all since it does
not apprehend him in respect to itself except as a most harsh avenger of justice because it
does not yet have any proofs of his mercy, it is necessary that the will does not desire the true
good, that it is drawn to that which has only the appearance of it, that it does not love God
but hates him. [...] Thus, also this very ethical inability of the will is the very inborn malice
of the will, is diabolical, and is worthy of punishment.”42
The necessary relationship which exists between the intellect and will does not,
however, mean that the evil acts which flow forth from human inability cannot be punished
justly. Just as Cameron, Testard insists that some kinds of necessity, including the “necessity
of judgment and of reason” (necessitas iudicii et rationis), are compatible with freedom and

Testard, Eijrhnikovn, thes. 5: “Neque item libertas voluntatis tollit necessitatem
determinationis ab intellectu, quam ipsa voluntatis determinatio asserit, & astruit. Nam si necessariò
non determinatur voluntas, cum agit ab ultimo intellectus practici iudicio, necessarium est voluerit
aliquid non modo sine ratione, sed etiam contrà rationem, quo nihil absurdius dici potest.” Cf. also
ibid., thes. 22.
41

Testard, Eijrhnikovn, thes. 48: “Ergo cum impotentiâ istâ morali, quam descripsimus, non
possit intellectus verum bonum diiudicare, Deum sibi summè amandum statuere, praesertim
postquàm cum erga se non nisi iustitiae acerrimum vindicem, nullisdum misericordiae obiectis
argumentis apprehendit, necesse est ut voluntas verum bonum non appetat, in apparens tantùm
feratur, Deum non amet, sed oderit. [...] Est igitur & haec impotentia Ethica ipsa voluntatis inolita
malitia, Diabolica, supplicio digna.”
42
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do not leave one without guilt.43 This freedom carved out for intellect and will even before
man is in the state of grace is determinative for the process of conversion:
If we consider the intellect [of man while he is enslaved to sin – AG], he is destitute
neither of the physical ability and faculty of understanding, nor completely destitute
of knowledge of the light of the greatest and true good which manifests itself in him
as such, nor is the intellect deprived of its dominion over the will and affections. It
has lost the internal freedom of its nature [in the state of] innocence, which is the
immunity from any depraved disposition and disordered spirit, [and] for the hope of
the blessed future state there are no proofs left in the light that remains.
If [we consider] the will, it has become enslaved to sin but nevertheless with
this freedom that it never brings itself to evil unwillingly or by coercion, or by a
physical or brute movement properly speaking, but always by reason which has been
seduced; and, when the intellect has been changed by the Spirit of God so as to be
good, [the will] can strip off its wicked dispositions and put on good ones, avoid
depraved acts and exercise good ones by the leading of the Spirit.44
Testard waits until thesis 224 to explains how the Spirit works on the intellect – and, through
the intellect, on the will – in order to produce conversion.

The Work of the Holy Spirit in Conversion
The operation of the Spirit of God in conversion, to which the beginning, progress,
and completion of salvation must be referred, takes place in a way most accommodated to
our nature in following the principle that grace does not destroy nature. Therefore, although
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Testard, Eijrhnikovn, thes. 49 (cf. also thes. 5-6, 252).

Testard, Eijrhnikovn, thes. 50: “Nempe si intellectum spectemus, neque Physicà facultate
& potentia intelligendi, neque lumine summi verique boni, sese manifestantis in se tale, omninò
destitutus est, neque Dominio in voluntatem & affectus privatus est intellectus: Interior libertas
naturae integrae, quae est exemptio ab omni pravo habitu, atque animi perturbatione, ablata est, spei
beati in posterum status argumenta nulla supersunt in residuo lumine. Si voluntatem, serva facta est
peccati, at cum ea tamen libertate, ut nunquàm invita aut coacta, aut Physico motu, aut animali
proprie dicto, sed illecta ratione in malum feratur, atque intellectu Dei spiritu immutato in bonum,
possit & ipsa vitiosos habitus exuere, rectos induere, pravos actus vitare, bonos exercere Spiritus
acta auctû.”
44
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with respect to God as the First Mover the operation is celestial and supernatural, with
respect to its subject and the subject’s faculties it is moral – moral, as Testard specifies, as
opposed to physical and brute.45 The Holy Spirit uses many different means for operating in
us to our conversion, including the “declaration of the righteousness which is to be pursued,
the revelation of God’s love for righteousness and for the righteous creature, and of God’s
hatred against sin and the sinful creature,” etc. Testard goes on to remark that these are “the
aids of supernatural grace and, as it were, the vehicles of that celestial light.”46 All of this
leads him to the conclusion that the light which renews sinners is not a physical light, but is
the spiritual radiance of God and of the greatest good. This brings him to the role of
Scripture. For, the light “is stored up in the Word of God which has been divinely and
supernaturally revealed, which the God-breathed (2 Tim. 3:15-17*) sacred Scriptures today
contain.”47
In the following thesis, Testard treats the – for this study – crucial question of the way
in which the Spirit works with the light of the Word in order to effect conversion. According
to him, “The Spirit of illumination, of wisdom (Eph. 1:17*), of revelation, of truth (Jn.
16:13*), applies this light to the intellect immediately, since the intellect is the eye of our
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Testard, Eijrhnikovn, thes. 224.

Testard, Eijrhnikovn, thes. 226: “adminicula gratiae supernaturalis, & veluti lucis illius
caelestis vehicula.”
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Testard, Eijrhnikovn, thes. 227: “Lux Itaque qua renovantur miseri peccatores tenebris
mortalibus obsiti, non est lux aliqua Physica, sed irradiatis Spiritualis Dei & summi boni, quae per
ista veluti vehicula defertur in hominis cor, Spiritumque, unde Spirituales dicuntur, qui ante carnales
& animales erant, inducit, Naturae humanae nobilitationem, Divinae participationem, cuius
Thesaurus est Verbum Dei, Divinitus & supernaturaliter revelatum, quod hodie sacra Scriptura
qeopneustovV continet.”
47
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mind which is capable of light and of spiritual vision.”48 The word “immediately” may at first
seem to imply that Testard conceives of some operation of the Spirit on the intellect without
means, just as we had seen to be the case with Amyraut and Cappel. This is not the case,
however. For, Testard right away adds: “I say immediately not with respect to the Spirit who
uses the aids described above on the intellect, but with respect to those faculties which are
subjected to the guidance of the intellect.”49 Thus, the Spirit’s work on the intellect is not
immediate as such, but only when viewed in contrast to his work on the will and passions
which he moves by way of the intellect which they necessarily follow.50
That Testard indeed conceived of no immediate work of the Spirit (i.e. without the
Word) on the intellect is even more explicit in what follows. The Spirit works to heal the
illness of sin “externally and internally by the object (Rom. 10:17*) which has been sent into
and inscribed upon the heart by the Word of God (Jer. 31:33*).”51 Testard explains that it is
a conscious decision to speak of the external and internal work of the Word: “I say internally,
not only externally, since we must not conceive of any addition of the Spirit outside of God’s
Word which today is found in Sacred Scripture, lest we deceive ourselves together with the

Testard, Eijrhnikovn, thes. 228: “Hanc lucem Spiritus illuminationis, sapientiae,
revelationis, veritatis applicat immediate Intellectui, quippe Intellectus est Oculus mentis nostrae,
lucis & visus Spiritualis capax.”
48

Testard, Eijrhnikovn, thes. 228: “Immediatè, inquam, non quidem respectu Spiritus, qui
adminiculis istis supra expositis utitur erga intellectum, sed respectu facultatum, quae ductui
intellectus subiiciuntur.”
49
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Cf. Testard, Eijrhnikovn, thes. 48, 233, 250-55.

Testard, Eijrhnikovn, thes. 228: “Idque facit obiecto exteriùs, & interiùs in cor immisso
atque inscripto Dei Verbo, quod illustrans oculos, Sapientiam praestans imperito, lucerna pedibus
nostris dicitur.”
51
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Fanaticists and Enthusiasts and rashly boast of inspirations of the Spirit outside of the
preached Word in the matter of salvation. For the external display of the divine light through
the hearing of the Word (to which reading, meditation, and recall are referred) is the
ordinary means for the internal sending in, inscription and faith. ”52 One thesis later Testard
repeats that “the Spirit [...] is not given to the elect, to those who believe, except through the
Word which is, as we noted already, its vehicle as it were.”53
Even if the main question of this analysis has now been answered, it is worthwhile
considering how Testard continues to describe the process of conversion. In the elect the
light of the Gospel does not just reach to the theoretical intellect, but also to the practical
intellect which in its turn produces not some passing theory or knowledge, but “practical,
firm and constant” knowledge.54 In keeping with the order of nature, this operation on the
intellect extends to the will and affections as well:“The mind of sinful man is renewed in this
way by the Spirit of revelation and wisdom, and that primarily and immediately as was said
above [i.e. thes. 228 – AG], [and] the will and affections are renewed consequently and
secondarily and with the intervention of that renewal of the intellect, while the fruit and
effect of the light which renews the mind pervades to those faculties which are subjected to

Testard, Eijrhnikovn, thes. 229: “Interiùs inquam, non modo exteriùs, nam nulla nobis
fingenda Spiritus extrà Dei Verbum, quod hodie S. scriptura habetur, suggestio, ne cum Fanaticis
& Enthusiastis nobis imponamus, Spiritusque inspirationes, extra Verbum quod praedicatur, in
salutis negotio temerè iactemus. Nam certè externa lucis divinae per auditum Verbi (ad quem Lectio,
Meditatio, Recordatio referuntur) affulsio est ordinarium medium internae immissionis,
inscriptionis, & Fidei.”
52

Testard, Eijrhnikovn, thes. 230: “Spiritus [...] non aliter quam per Verbum datur Electis,
credentibus, quod est, ut iam diximus, eius veluti vehiculum.”
53
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Testard, Eijrhnikovn, thes. 231-32.
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the guidance of the intellect since God wisely and appropriately preserved this order which
he at one time established in nature.” The same natural dependence on the intellect which
moves the other faculties when the intellect is corrupted moves them when it has been
healed.55
Testard goes on to point out explicitly that his above description of the way the Spirit
works conversion means that “faith is elicited by argumentation such that a personal
judgment of each and every person intercedes, without which judgment there can never be
any firm faith, no matter what the Church’s tyrants in contrast claim when they require a
blind obedience, since God himself does not use only the authority of his command but also
suasions, reasons, proofs, convictions.”56 This rather bold – not to mention, anti-Catholic –
statement on the rationality of faith is liable to misinterpretation. For that reason Testard
hurries to explain that he does not mean that faith is born of reason, or that the persuasion
is human rather than divine.57 It also does not follow that faith does or can perfectly grasp the
reason for every article of faith: “rather, [it means] that in those things which are to be

Testard, Eijrhnikovn, thes. 233: “Sic renovatur Mens hominis peccatoris per Spiritum
revelationis & sapientiae, & quidem Primariò & Immediatè, ut dictum est, Voluntas & Affectus verò
Consequenter & Secundario, ac mediante illa intellectus renovatione renovantur, dum ad eas
facultates Intellectus ductui subiectas Lucis mentem renovationis fructus, & ejnevrgeia pervenit, Deo
hunc ordinem Sapienter & convenienter servante, quem semel in Natura instituit. [...] Nam quae per
dependentiam naturalem ab Intellectu vitiato laborabant facultates, per eandem dependentiam eodem
sanato convalescunt [...].”
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Testard, Eijrhnikovn, thes. 234: “Et Argumentationè quidem elicitur fides, ita ut privatum
uniuscuiusque iudicium intercedat, sine quo ne ulla quidem est firma fides, quicquid contrà urgeant
Ecclesiae Tyranni, qui caecam obedientiam exigunt, cum ne Deus ipse sola imperii autoritate utatur,
sed etiam Suasionibus, Rationibus, Demonstrationibus, Convictionibus.” The reference to the
“Ecclesiae Tyranni” is no doubt a jab at the Roman Catholics and their insistence on the authority
of the Church.
56
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Testard, Eijrhnikovn, thes. 235.
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believed simply God does not simply use his command, but those arguments suffice which
teach that they ought to be believed even if their Why? or How? is not known.”58 Testard
explains what he means with the example of the Trinity. We cannot grasp how (quomodo)
it can be. We believe it when God witnesses of it, because we know that God is true and
cannot lie. We know that God witnesses of it, because we know that Holy Scripture is Godbreathed. “And finally, we believe that it is God-breathed not only because it itself says so
expressly, but also because to those who read and meditate on it seriously it proves by the
most lucid arguments that it does not contain a human or even an angelic word, but the word
of some being above men and angels.”59

“Radical” Cameronism
The above suggests that the image of Testard in scholarship, which depicts him as
little else than a considerably less intelligent version of Amyraut, stands in need of revision.
Of course, there is no doubt that the Saumur professor far excelled Testard in influence,

Testard, Eijrhnikovn, thes. 236: “Neque item ex eo sequitur Fidem ad Unguem, in Articulis
singulis Fidei, rationes to; divoti rei capere, aut verò posse capere, sed tantùm etiam in iis, quae
simpliciter credenda sunt, Deum non uti simpliciter Imperio, sed saltem ea argumenta sufficere, quae
doceant ea deberi credi, etsi Cur, aut Quomodo eorum non innotescat.”
58

Testard, Eijrhnikovn, thes. 236: “Ex.gr. iubemur credere Sacrosanctam Trinitatem in Una
Divinitate, quomodo id fit capi à nobis non potest: verùm id significante Deo credimus, quià scimus
Deum esse veracem, nec posse fallere. Deumque id significasse credimus, quià scimus Sacram
Scripturam esse qeopneustovn. Denique credimus eam esse qeopneustovn, non tantùm quià
inartificialiter dicit se esse qeopneustovn, sed quià eam legentibus & meditantibus seriò,
luculentissimis argumentis probat se non Verbum humanum, ac ne quidem Angelicum, sed alicuius,
qui suprà homines, & Angelos est, Verbum continere.”
59
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stature and recognition60 – elements which are not unrelated to capacity. However, to dwell
on this can leave one with the impression that where Testard diverges from Amyraut, this is
merely an indication and result of his lesser ability. This overlooks the fact that, in spite of
the large agreement between the two, Testard was presenting a theology marked by a
different orientation. For, there are implications to the differences between their thought on
the work of Spirit in conversion. In not requiring a separate operation outside of the Word
in order to make the intellect capable of receiving the Word, Testard was clearly more
optimistic on human ability after the fall – as has indeed been noted by Roger Nicole.61 What
appears not to have been remarked in scholarship, however, is that this same difference also
gives Testard’s theology a more rationalistic orientation than that of Amyraut.62
This remark of course raises the thorny question of how exactly to define
“rationalism.” Testard’s rationalism is far from that which would manifest itself especially
in the Enlightenment period where reason became a norm which did not allow what was
contrary to reason. In the view that emerges from Testard’s Eijrhnikovn, reason still has the
role of a tool rather than that of a principium. His simple acceptance of the doctrine of the
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Note also that Testard, upon preaching at Charenton, was criticized for coming across as
“un Ministre de campagne” (see the letter from A. Pineau to A. Rivet, Paris, 31 January 1648,
Leiden, UBL, BPL 286IV, fol. 11v°-12r°; also cited in Van Stam, The Controversy Over the
Theology of Saumur, 346 n. 80).
61

Nicole, Moyse Amyraut (1596-1664) and the Controversy on Universal Grace, 35:
“Testard emphasized more boldly than Amyraut the ability or faculty of unregenerate man to respond
to God’s call. For Testard, the reprobate can be saved if they wish.” (referring to Testard, Eijrhnikovn,
thes. 81, 93, 121, 127, 155 and 277) This statement somewhat mitigates Nicole’s rather critical
remarks concerning Testard’s intellectual capacity.
62

For Amyraut’s rationalism, see David W. Sabean, “The Theological Rationalism of Moïse
Amyraut,” Archiv für Reformationsgeschichte 55 (1964): 204-16; and Armstrong, Calvinism and the
Amyraut Heresy, 101-02.
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Trinity (which functions as a good litmus test for Enlightenment theology), rooted as it was
in an unapologetic conviction of the self-authenticity of Scripture, is very illustrative in this
regard. All the same, it is hardly satisfying to note no more about Testard’s rationalism than
that it was not the later rationalism of the Enlightenment – an observation which is so general
and so widely applicable as to be redundant. In my opinion, Testard’s “rationalism” is best
defined in terms of the accessibility of the Gospel’s rationality. That accessibility is wider
(or even: universal) because of his particular version of Cameronian intellectualism, which
is more consistent than that of his fellow Cameronian, Moïse Amyraut. God always works
in conversion by way of arguments through the proposition of the objects, and he does not
need to intervene on the intellect by a separate act in order to make it capable of admitting
those objects as true. The truth of the Gospel is on the basis of its rationality – as conceived
of in Testard’s terms, that is, on the basis of God’s nature and on the divine origin of the
Scriptures – available to all, although for Testard, who worked within a predestinarian
framework,63 God effects the work of persuasion in the elect alone.
All of this also means that a comparison of Amyraut and Testard’s intellectual
capacities misses the mark. A comparison of their views and the implications taken each in
their own right reveals that Testard was working in a more rationalistic framework, where
63

See, for example, Testard’s treatment of the decrees of election and reprobation in
Eijrhnikovn, thes. 286-96 , there thes. 292: “Decretum hoc Electionis propriè dictae esse particulare,
esse gratiae particularis, certos quosdam, Fidem, perseverentiam, omnemque moralem
dispositionem, quae boni rationem habeat, praevenientis, satis ex iis, quae dicta sunt, patet, & ex eo
quod non omnes, qui vocantur, vocantur efficaciter, at omnes Electi vocantur efficaciter, nam quos
praedestinavit, eos etiam vocavit, & quos vocavit, eos etiam iustificavit, at non omnes quavis ratione
vocatos iustificavit. Numerum denique Electorum esse certum, fixum, immutabilem, non modo
ratione Divinae praescientiae, sed etiam particularis providentiae efficacis & decreti, quod est
fundamentum praescientiae. Eoque Decreto nititur fidelium Perseverentiae & salutis certitudo; atque
particularis eorum contrà omnes tàm externas, quàm internas tentationes consolatio.”
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all people can as such accept the Gospel message on the basis of its rationality without some
other act of God being needed. In that Amyraut and Testard were both recognized as
disciples of Cameron, it seems possible to identify in them and their respective followers a
“moderate” and a “radical” Cameronism, respectively.64 The historical significance of the
trajectory initiated by Testard which, as will become evident, Pajon would take up and
diffuse more widely, can already be felt. For, from a theology where the Gospel message is
accepted by the intellect on the basis of its rationality alone as conceived of by Testard, it is
quite easy – easier, at least, than with Amyraut’s doctrine of conversion which continued to
insist on an immediate operation of the Spirit to rehabilitate the intellect and make it capable
of the Gospel message! – to make the next step to a full-fledged rationalism which insists
that the components of the Gospel message each also be in line with reason.65
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See an incipient form of this argument in my “Calvin and Saumur.” Laplanche speaks of
“la position saumurois ‘moyenne’, celle de Caméron, de Cappel, Amyraut, de la Place Daillé, [sic]
Mestrezat, Claude,” and that in contrast to Pajon (L’évidence du Dieu chrétien, 229-30). I consider
it more accurate to speak of a moderate and radical Cameronism (as opposed to a “Salmurian
position,” as does Laplanche), not only because of Cameron’s influence on the French Reformed as
remarked upon elsewhere by Laplanche himself (Laplanche, “Antiquité et vérité,” 131), but also
because there is some ambiguity as to how moderate or radical Cameron’s own thought was. As we
will see, the latter was one of the central points in the conflict between Pajon and his opponents. For
a description of this debate and my own evaluation of Cameron, see ch. 6 below.
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In this I support Rex’s conclusion that the Cameronian tradition is “a theology which –
because of its theory of the act of conversion – had traditionally placed more emphasis upon the
importance of rational demonstration than had any other of the orthodox theologies.” (Essays on
Pierre Bayle, 140)
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Contemporary Evaluations of Testard
At the Synod of Alençon (1637)
The above has suggested that the rather unkind evaluation of Testard in secondary
scholarship, which has not devoted a single study to him but has limited itself to referring
to him more-or-less in passing as an appendix to their exposition of Amyraut, must be
adjusted. A reason for the prevalent conception in historiography appears to be the latent
refusal – or, inability – of scholars to consider Testard as an independent thinker.66 Yet this
poses a considerable problem given the historical evidence concerning Testard which has
been preserved. When he appeared before the National Synod of Alençon in 1637 together
with Amyraut, he was not treated as an epigone of the latter – one, it should be added, who
would somehow have managed to put his views on paper a year before his supposed master.
A detailed journal of the proceedings kept by an observer records that the members of synod
deliberated specifically this question, namely, how they were to deal with Amyraut and
Testard. Their conclusion was that “they would be heard and examined separately on things
peculiar to them, and together on the things which were common to them.”67 This procedure
was indeed followed, as can be reconstructed from the journal and the official acts together.
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That Nicole’s Moyse Amyraut (1596-1664) and the Controversy on Universal Grace to
a degree escapes this evaluation has already been noted above.
67

See “Journal sommaire,” in Ph. Corbière, ed., “La grande affaire de MM. Amyraut et
Testard d’après un manuscrit des synodes nationaux antérieurs à la Révocation de l’Édit de Nantes.
1637,” BSHPF 13 (1864): 39-63, there 52: “Fut aussi mis en délibération si MM. Testard et Amyraut
seroient ouïs conjointement ou séparément [...] et fut résolu qu’ils seroient ouïs et examinés
séparément ès choses particulières à l’un d’eux, et conjointement en choses qui leur estoient
communes.”
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While with regard to four topics Amyraut was the focus of the interrogation,68 there
was also one topic in whose connection Testard was given special attention. When original
sin and human inability were put on the docket, both Amyraut and Testard insisted “that
man had no force except by the Holy Spirit of God who alone is able to heal him by an
internal illumination of his intellect and by directing his will with a soft, invincible and
ineffable operation which he manifests in his vessels of grace, that is, in God’s elect.”69 This
would presumably have been to satisfy a concern on the part of synod that they had been too
positive on human ability after the fall, and that their notion of “persuasion” was the same
as the Remonstrants’ “suasion” as condemned by the Synod of Dort.70 Although the above
statement made by Testard and Amyraut is more easily or naturally aligned with the latter’s
view as outlined in chapter two, it does not contradict Testard’s denial of an immediate work
of the Holy Spirit on the intellect. For, a careful reading shows that it does not specify
whether the internal illumination of the intellect is effected by external means (cf. Testard),
or whether the Spirit must work immediately in this internal illumination (cf. Amyraut). It
is further significant to note that the synod went on to ask particularly Testard to explain
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I.e. the issue of the possibility of salvation without knowledge of Jesus Christ; whether
it was the exercise of his goodness that moved God to create the word; whether Christ can be said
to have died equally for all; and the claim that, understood precisely, the moral law promised only
life and happiness in the land of Canaan. See “Journal sommaire,” in Corbière, ed., “La grande
affaire,” 57-68.
69

70

Aymon, Tous les synodes, 2:576 (Quick, Synodicon, 2:356).

Cf. Canons of Dort III/IV, error 7 (text in Bakhuizen van den Brink, De Nederlandse
belijdenisgeschriften, 262): “Qui docent, Gratiam, qua convertimur ad Deum, nihil aliud esse quam
lenem suasionem seu (ut alii explicant) nobilissimi agendi modum in conversione hominis et naturae
humanae convenientissimum esse, qui fiat suasionibus, nihilque obstare quo minus vel sola moralis
gratia, homines animales reddat; imo Deum non aliter [...].”
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himself on original sin and human inability, the correlate of “moral suasion,” and what he
meant when he had written that “the wicked could be saved if they wanted to.”71 The
members of synod thus dealt with Testard as a theologian on his own, in particular on the
issue of human inability, where they evidently – and correctly! – felt there was indeed
something which set him apart from Amyraut, even if the precise nature of this difference
appears not to have come to light at this point. Further, Testard’s explanation before the
synod satisfied them.

The Years After 1637 – Testard and Rivet
In addition to placing Testard overly in Amyraut’s shadow in the early years,
scholarship has minimized the importance of his activity after the National Synod of Alençon
in 1637. Nicole thus remarks that he “appears to have slipped back to a secondary place” –
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Different sources give slightly different accounts of this part of the examination and
mention different terminology, but their context makes it clear that they do all refer to the same
event. See “Journal sommaire,” in Corbière, ed., “La grande affaire,” 57: “Ce discours fini, on les
interrogea sur le péché originel, sur l’impuissance physique et morale, spécialement M. Testard sur
ce qu’il avoit dit que les méchants pouvoient estre sauvés s’ils vouloient”; Aymon, Tous les synodes,
2:576 (Quick, Synodicon, 2:357): “Et Monsieur Têtard ajouta, particulierement, que cela ne
derogeoit aucunement à ce qu’il avoit avancé touchant les Deux Vocations, dont l’une est Réelle, &
l’autre Verbale, attendu que Dieu donne celle-ci aux Hommes, afin qu’ils puissent êtres sauvés s’ils
veulent; puisqu’il ne vouloit rien exprimer par là, si non que leur Impuissance à se convertir, n’est
pas de même Genre que celle de l’Homme, qui aiant perdu ses Yeux, ou ses Jambes, souhaiteroit,
de tout son coeur, de pouvoir voir & marcher; mais que son Impuissance provenait de son Coeur
même: L’Assemblée l’aiant ouï s’expliquer de la Sorte, lui enjoignit de s’abstenir de ces Termes
[...]”; Du Moulin, Esclaircissement, 234-35: “Reste un article qui est particulier à M. Testard, où il
est repris d’avoir mis deux vocations, l’une reelle, l’autre verbale. Et d’avoir dit, que Dieu donne à
tous hommes le pouvoir d’estre sauvés, s’ils veulent”; and Testard, Les veritables sentimens,
“Additions,” 42: “Le Synode d’Alençon [...] ne m’a pas seulement demandé esclaircissement sur
icelles, que fort legerement sur celle de la Suasion Morale, l’un de Messieurs les Deputez, de son
particulier mouvement, m’y ayant fait quelque proposition, au relevement de laquelle le Synode
donna un tesmoignage de satisfaction que je tais.”
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and adds that this “seems to have been very fitting for him”72 – and Van Stam, who surveyed
an impressive amount of correspondence and other primary sources from the period,
expresses wonder at the fact that Pierre du Moulin in the late 1640s still directed attacks
against Testard, “whereas in fact Testard no longer played a significant role in the conflict.”73
Without denying that Testard in a sense always remained in the shadow of Amyraut, who at
the time appears to have outshone even his Saumur colleagues Cappel and de la Place, to
suggest that he disappeared from the scene after the synod of 1637 is misleading if not
entirely incorrect.
Soon after the national synod, Testard became involved in a related dispute over
grace with the Reformed-turned-Catholic irenicist Théophile Brachet de la Milletière, which
led to the publication of three works: Lettre à Mr. de La Milletière (1638), Preservatif contre
les apparentes suasions de Monsieur de La Milletiere aux Evangeliques (1638) and Apologie
pour le sentiment des Euangeliques touchant la iustification de l’homme pecheur (1639).74
His publications of the 1640s show that he also did not abandon the universalist cause. In
1644 Testard published a defense of his views with L’ajustement du reformé Misoschisme
entre les erreurs, les suspicions et les dangers tant du Pélagianisme que du Manichéisme.75
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Nicole, Moyse Amyraut (1596-1664) and the Controversy on Universal Grace, 36.

73

Van Stam, The Controversy Over the Theology of Saumur, 345. Van Stam’s conviction
concerning the “relative obscurity of Testard in 1648” leads him to remark that du Moulin and Rivet
“obviously did not know how to put their work in historical perspective” because they continued to
mention him in their writings at that time (ibid., 346, 414).
74

75

For this controversy, see Van de Schoor, The Irenical Theology, 80-94.

N.p., 1644. The full title is: L’ajustement du réformé misoschisme entre les erreurs, les
suspicions & les dangers tant du pélagianisme que du manicheisme. Proposé à la charitable &
discrete censure de tous les amateurs de la vérité de Christ, & de la paix de son église, au traité des
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A second, expanded edition appeared in 1649 under the title Les veritables sentimens &
raisonnemens de Paul Testard Blesois.76 In this work, Testard set out his view on grace,
illustrated that it had nothing to do with Arminianism, and claimed that it was recognized by
the Church Fathers, the confessional documents of the Huguenot churches as well as by the
Reformed theologians of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Before the preparation of
this second revised edition, he also wrote another, similar work – this time in Latin, most
probably in order to ensure a wider, international readership. In this De natura et gratiae
tevtartai frontivdeV,77 Testard treated the covenants, the nature of inability, the universality
of the death of Christ, the distinctions in the divine will and decrees, and added several
chapters illustrating that he had the consensus of the adopted liturgical and confessional
documents of the French churches, the Synod of Dort, and the church fathers on his side.78
That Testard was stirring things up again did not escape the notice of the antiCameronians. In a letter written to his brother André in 1649, Guillaume Rivet noted that he

pages suivantes, tiré des déclarations publiques & des écrits particuliers des auteurs reformez
anciens & modernes.
76

N.p., 1649. The full title is: Les veritables sentimens & raisonnemens de Paul Testard
Blesois, touchant la nature & la grace. Proposez à l’examen & au iugement de tous les doctes en
un TRAITTÉ de la bonté, misericorde, & Iustice de Dieu, &c. & quelques additions (n.p., 1649).
N.p., 1649. The full title is: De natura et gratiae tevtartai frontivdeV. Necessariae tutelae
apologeticus, irenicus, ecclesiae totius submissus et paci devotus (n.p., 1649). Testard appears to
have prepared this work before Les veritables sentimens, because its dedication to Claude Sarrau is
dated 15 December 1647 while the latter is prefaced by a letter to the pastors and elders of France
dated 1 May 1649.
77

Full title: De natura et gratiae tevtartai frontivdeV. Necessariae tutelae apologeticus,
irenicus, ecclesiae totius submissus et paci devotus (n.p., 1649).
78
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had come across a (hand-written?79) copy of Testard’s Les veritables sentimens, and
complained that Testard had cited Calvin on the title-page of Les veritables sentimens
inaccurately and in his own favor. Guillaume Rivet further suspected that it would be in the
“additions” mentioned in the title of this work that he and his brother would be attacked.80
The Rivets’ displeasure with Testard also explains why Guillaume Rivet, when expanding
on the terms of the peace which had been established in the “Accord of Thouars”
orchestrated by the Duke de la Trémoille (Prince of Tarente),81 specifically mentions that the
ban imposed on publications relating to universal grace would also apply to Testard.82
Several months later Jean Daillé wrote to André Rivet that he had been surprised by
Testard’s “vehemence” (chaleur), and that on hearing of “his movement” the duke had
obtained from him a promise of moderation.83 What Testard did is not explained in this letter

79

Letter from G. Rivet to A. Rivet, n.p., [July-October?] 1649, Leiden, UBL, BPL 287II, fol.
158r°. Guillaume writes: “J’ai veu escrit à la main le titre du livre du Sieur Testard, et tout ce qu’il
met au frontispice.” Given that Rivet then precisely reproduces what is found on the title page of the
printed edition, it seem that he had a hand-written reproduction. The letter omits the day and month
of writing. Its place between letters dating from 28 June 1649 (fols. 156-57) and 1 November 1649
(fols. 160-61) would suggest it falls somewhere in July-October of that year; contra Van Stam, The
Controversy Over the Theology of Saumur, 402, who erroneously gives this letter the date of the
previous one (i.e. 28 June 1649).
80

Letter from G. Rivet to A. Rivet, n.p., [July-October?] 1649, Leiden, UBL, BPL 287II, fol.
158r°: “Sans doubte c’est en ces additions qu’il nous touchera.”
81

On the “Accord of Thouars,” see Van Stam, The Controversy Over the Theology of
Saumur, 377-401; I am indebted to Van Stam’s discussion for the references to the Rivet letters
discussed here.
82

Letter from G. Rivet to A. Rivet, Taillebourg,1 November 1649, Leiden, UBL, BPL 287II,
fol. 161r°: “Ainsi cela regarderoit des nouvelles productions de Monsieur Testard ou autres.” Note
also Guillaume’s complaints regarding Testard – apparently unaware of his death – in his letter to
A. Rivet, Taillebourg, 28 August 1650, Leiden, UBL, BPL 287II, fol. 171r°-v°.
83

Letter (autograph; but hand of the son of Daillé to whom he dictated it) from J. Daillé to
A. Rivet, Paris, 4 February 1650, Leiden, UBL, BPL 279, fol. 75r°: “Mais je me suys d’autant plus
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nor known from elsewhere; yet, since the context in which Daillé writes this is the Accord
of Thouars, it is all but certain that Testard was stirring things up again in the debates over
grace. All this means that Testard was active until the very end of his life, for he passed away
unexpectedly on 8 June 1650 after only a brief illness.84 This datum is all the more interesting
and suggestive given that his last publications were produced during the very period when,
as I have argued, Pajon quite likely spent time at Blois under Testard’s tutelage.
There are also indications that, in the midst of Testard’s continued activities, there
was an (increasing) awareness of the differences between Amyraut and him. Thus, in du
Moulin’s Examen de la doctrine de MM. Amyrault & Testard, which was published without
his knowledge by the Arminian Étienne de Courcelles in 1638 but circulated in manuscript
form already at the synod of 1637, the author gives a list of some of the differences he had
detected between them. Du Moulin does note that Testard is more positive than Amyraut on
human ability so as to hold that all can be saved if they want to, but he does not explicitly
touch the issue of the Spirit’s work in conversion.85 In the version du Moulin himself finally
published a decade later (1648), this section appears to have been dropped, and in its place

estonné de la chaleur de Monsieur Testard, que jusques icy je l’avois reconnu grave et modeste.
Monseigneur le Prince de Tarente ayant appris ce sien mouvement luy en a escrit, et a obtenu de luy,
a ce que j’apprens, qu’il demeurera dans la modération.”
84

The details of his death are found in the letter from A. Pineau to A. Rivet, Paris, 18 June
1650, Leiden, UBL, BPL 286IV, fol. 109r°: “Dieu nous a aussi retiré Monsieur Testard pasteur de
l’église de Blois, en sa 53e année. On dit qu’il est aussi mort d’une fièvre continuë, avec du pourpre,
dont il n’a été que 9 ou dix jours malade.”
85

Pierre du Moulin, Examen de la doctrine de MM. Amyrault & Testard, l’un pasteur &
professeur en theologie à Saumur, l’autre pasteur à Blois. Touchant la predestination, & les poincts
qui en dependent. [...] Avec un avis d’un personnage desinteressé sur ledit Examen, (Amsterdam:
n.p., 1638), 5-9. On the publication of this work, and its circulation in manuscript form, see
Armstrong, Calvinism and the Amyraut Heresy, 84.
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one finds a brief chapter on the contradictions between Amyraut and Testard on the
universality of the death of Christ.86 Interesting about Testard’s polemics with de la
Milletière which followed shortly after the National Synod of Alençon is that also Amyraut
was involved, and that de la Milletière attempted to drive a wedge between him and Testard,
claiming that the latter had a better grasp of Cameron’s doctrine (of the role of works) than
Amyraut did.87
From the perspective of the Pajon controversies, the most significant evidence
pertains to Testard’s mentor at Leiden, André Rivet. In the letter he sent to the Leiden
theologians in 1633 regarding the Eijrhnikovn, Rivet writes that he is not pleased that Testard
“admits no act or causality of God, except a moral one, on either the intellect or the will; no
immediate [act or causality] on either the will or the affections.”88 From this citation it is not
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Pierre du Moulin, Esclaircissement des controverses Salmuriennes, ou Defense de la
doctrine des Eglises Reformees sur l’immutabilité des decrets de Dieu, l’efficace de la mort de
Christ, la grace universelle, l’impuissance à se convertir, et sur d’autres matieres (Geneva: Pierre
Aubert, 1649), 112-16.
87

Théophile Brachet de la Milletière, Admonition à M. Amyraut, de sa contradiction
manifeste avec M. Mestrezat et M. Testard, sur le noeud de la matière de la justification du fidèle
défendue selon la vérité catholique (Paris: P. Rocollet, 1638), 16: “Premierement je m’estonne
grandement de vous [i.e. Amyraut – AG], qui avez esté nourry de la mamelle de monsieur Cameron,
qui avez succé de luy le laict de l’intelligence, qui est sans fraude, que vous vous soyez ainsi departi
de sa doctrine, qui est celle que monsieur Mestrezat & monsieur Testard (qui est aussi son disciple
comme vous), ont suivie.” (as cited in Van de Schoor, The Irenical Theology, 87 n. 90)
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Letter (copy) from A. Rivet to the faculty of theology of Leiden, The Hague, 22 April
1633, Leiden, UBL, BPL 300, fol. 136r°: “Nec placere, quod nullam actionem seu causalitatem Dei,
nisi moralem, agnoscit, tam in intellectu quam in voluntate nostra; nullam immediatam, tam in
voluntate, quam in affectibus.” That Rivet in the second half of this sentence implies that Testard
did admit some immediate act on the intellect (but not on the will or affections), is surely to be
interpreted as immediate in respect to the faculties (i.e. because God only works on the will through
the intellect, while the affections are moved by the will) and not in respect to God (i.e. because God
always works on the intellect through means). See Testard’s explanation of his use of the word
“immediately” in Eijrhnikovn, thes. 228, as well as my exposition above.
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clear whether Rivet really did understand Testard actually to have denied that the Spirit uses
an immediate act without the Word, or that he only did not explicitly acknowledge it. His
Synopsis doctrinae [...] de natura et gratia, written in 1636 and published in 1649,89 leaves
the same impression. Here Rivet first summarizes the views of Amyraut and Testard in 50
articles, and then continues by giving his considerations on them. When he comes to “the
mode of the conversion of the elect and the efficacy of the divine motion,” Rivet begins by
recalling the disputes over Cameron’s doctrine. While some had been suspect of the latter’s
concept of ethical or moral suasion and persuasion,90 he himself does not doubt the
soundness of Cameron’s view because of the clarifications he later made in his Responsio
to the anonymous vir doctus (i.e. Simon Episcopius) where he showed that he indeed
understood by it a true – rather than metaphorical, as the word “suasion” implies – efficacy.91
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On these dates, see Van Stam, The Controversy Over the Theology of Saumur, 96 n. 68.
It was published under the title Synopsis doctrinae de natura et gratia, excerpta ex Mosis Amyraldi
[...] “Tractatu de praedestinatione” et sex concionibus gallice editis, et Pauli Testardi [...] Eirenico
latine evulgato [..]. Cum I. Iudiciis omnium federati Belgii academiarum. II. Examine epistolae [...]
(Amsterdam: J. Janson, 1649), and reprinted in Rivet’s Opera theologica, quae latine edidit, 3 vols.
(Rotterdam: Arnold Leers, 1651-1660), 3:828-77. The text of a manuscript copy of the Synopsis,
without Rivet’s considerations, has been reproduced in J. A. Cramer, De theologische faculteit te
Utrecht ten tijde van Voetius (Utrecht: Kemink en Zoon N. V., 1932), 134-47. Citations are taken
from the Opera.
90

Rivet does not explicitly mention which of Cameron’s works were the cause of these
concerns, but one must no doubt think of his insistence on the moral/ethical character of the Spirit’s
work in the documents pertaining to his examination as professor for Saumur in August 1618 (i.e.
Theses de gratia et libero arbitrio, in Ta Swzomena, 332a, thes. X; and Praelectio ad Philipp. Cap.
II. Vers. 12. 13., in ibid., 343b-44b) and his conference with Tilenus in April of 1620 (i.e. Amica
collatio, in ibid., 612a-b).
91

Rivet, Synopsis, in Opera, 850: “Non defuerunt, qui Dom. Cameronis Ethicam sive
moralem suasionem, etiam persuasionem, suspectam habuerunt; quia suasio non est vera efficientia,
sed merè metaphorica, respectu actus volendi, qui suadetur: quia suadens tantum agit per modum
proponentis objectum, quod non aliter agit in voluntatem quam metaphoricè, non in genere causae
efficientis, sed in genere causae finalis. Id autem rejectum fuisse constat in Synodo Dordroacena.
Sed quia Dom. Camero sententiam suam plenius sic aperuit in defensione contra virum doctum, ut
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Rivet then says: “We want to think the same way about his disciples, that they think the same
way as their teacher, and the things which Mr. Amyraut writes (Sermons, p. 320) about the
efficacy of God in moving the heart do not leave any doubt.”92 About Testard, however, he
is less positive: “ – although Testard (thesis 299) still retains the expressions of an ethical
or moral movement which his teacher considered unfortunate and which Testard himself has
fastidiously taken over, and described that movement in such a way that it seems to occur in
no other way than according to the mode of proposing the object.”93
In both the letter and the Synopsis, Rivet thus puts his finger on the very difference
between Amyraut and Testard in their conceptions of the Holy Spirit as has been outlined in
this chapter and the preceding. The way he speaks of Testard is very careful, and he appears
most conscious not to attribute anything to his former pupil to which he does not actually
hold. Furthermore, in the end Rivet is content to let the issue be because Testard denies that
a moral cause can correctly be contrasted to a cause which acts truly, properly and
necessarily, and especially because he elsewhere gives a sufficient description of the

in Thesi 7. praefixa, expressè statuerit, hanc gratiam non modo mentem afficere, sed etiam
voluntatem, idque modo propriè dicto, atque ut loquuntur reali; & pag. 53. eiusdem libri, Articulum
XII. Synodi censuerit penè ipsissimam esse spiritus sancti vocem, ipsa dignum immortalitate, &c.
de eius sana mente non dubitamus.” The references Rivet gives coincide with Cameron, Iohan.
Cameronis sententia aliquot ab hinc annis thesibus explicata, in Ta Swzomena, 720b, and his
Responsio ad [...] epistolam, in ibid.,736a (and, immediately following, two more from ibid.,
737a,b).
92

Rivet, Synopsis, in Opera, 850: “Id etiam de eius discipulis sentire volumus, eos idem
cum praeceptore sentire, & quae Dom. Amyraldus scribit con. pag. 320. de efficacia Dei in cordium
mutatione, dubium non relinquunt.” The reference is to the same sermon on Jn. 6:45 (the Six sermons
edition from 1636) used in our analysis of Amyraut’s view in ch. 2.
93

Rivet, Synopsis, in Opera, 850: “Quamvis D. Testardus Thesi 299. adhuc retineat duras
suo praeceptori, & fastidiosè usurpatas locutiones, motus Ethici sive moralis, eamque motionem ita
describat, ut non aliter videatur fieri, quam ad modum proponentis objectum.”
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invincible efficacy of grace.94 Thus, while suspect because of Testard’s anthropology and the
resulting conception of the Spirit’s work on conversion, Rivet will let things go because it
is still couched within a predestinarian framework.

Echoes of a “Pre-Pajonist” Controversy?
If the above evidence makes it clear that there was some recognition of the different
conceptions Amyraut and Testard had as to the nature of the Spirit’s work in conversion,
there are also faint echoes of – to speak anachronistically – “pre-Pajonist” controversies in
the 1640s. Rivet was not the only one who noticed this difference between Amyraut and
Testard. In Les veritables sentimens of 1649, Testard refers to this very passage from Rivet’s
Synopsis, of which he had managed to obtain a manuscript copy before publication, noting
that his former professor in spite of his disagreement refused to make a big issue of his view
on the nature of the Spirit’s work.95 More significant is the remark that immediately follows.
For, Testard was surprised that, notwithstanding even Rivet’s willingness to let the issue go,
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Rivet, Synopsis, in Opera, 850: “Sed quia negat, causam moralem rectè opponi causae
verò proprie & necessario agenti: nolemus longum de eo contentionis funem ducere, maxime cum
Thes. 40. Synops. efficacia invincibilis gratiae non incommodè eius verbis describatur.”
95

Testard, Les veritables sentimens, “Additions,” 44: “Et Monsieur Rivet à la fin de la
Synopse & de ses Considerations dit qu’encore que je dis qu’il ne semble pas que le Sainct Esprit
meuve en son action efficacieuse qu’à la manière de la proposition de l’objet. (que je tiens singulière
envers les esleus) neantmoins, parce que je nie qu’on puisse opposer la cause Morale à la cause
agissant vrayement, proprement & necessairement, il ne voudroit pas faire de cela un grand debat
veu principalement que l’invincible efficace de la grace est descrite en mon Ireneque Thes. 140. en
des termes qui ne sont pas incommodes.” Testard gained a hold of the Synopsis before publication;
cf. ibid., 30: “Synopse chap. 2. à la fin, comme j’en ay eu une copie d’Angleterre.”
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some people continued to quarrel with him on it.96 Since Testard did not give any indication
as to their identity, all that one can conclude from this passage with certainty is that Rivet
was not the only who noticed the point on which he had a different interpretation of Cameron
than did Amyraut.97
One wonders whether the critics to whom Testard refers might have come from
within the Cameronian camp itself. This emerges from a consideration of the theological
climate in Protestant France in the 1630s and 1640s. As the reactions from the Leiden
theologians to Cameron himself and to the second-generation Cameronians clearly
demonstrate, at that time his view on conversion – whether the more moderate version as
promoted by Amyraut and Cappel, who denied that the Spirit works immediately on the will
but maintained the necessity of an immediate operation on the intellect; or else the more
radical view of Testard, which denied an immediate operation on the intellect as well – were
both challenged by orthodox theologians who argued that the Spirit needed to intervene
directly on both intellect and will. From this perspective, the “next” step Testard made in
denying an immediate operation on the intellect hardly made any difference. After all, it was
already comprehended in their suspicion. Yet, among those who understood the Cameronian
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Cf. Testard, Les veritables sentimens, “Additions,” 44: “Et apres cela je m’esbahi qu’on
continuë à me quereller sur ce poinct.”
97

See the letter from É. Rivet to A. Rivet, Saujon, 30 March 1645, Leiden, UBL, BPL
282/228 (transcription from Jean-Luc Tulot, available online at
http://jeanluc.tulot.pagesperso-orange.fr/Grivetarivet03.pdf, p. 62 [accessed 8 March 2011]): “I’ay
appris que Monsieur Amyraut desfend plus ouvertement que jamais ses hypothèses, mesme dans un
livre qui vous est dédié, [...]. Véritablement ces gens n’ayants pas la mesme doctrine ont pourtant
la mesme esprit qu’il céde vanité, car ie sçai pour en avoir hanté quelcun qui étoit des moindre
d’entreux quell estat ils font des autres.” (italics mine) The “ces gens” clearly refers to the other
members of the universalist party.
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psychology of conversion as Amyraut had, this did represent a further digression and a cause
for discussion. Given that for much of the first half of the seventeenth century all of
Cameron’s followers were in spite of their differences considered suspect (and by some,
outright heretical) both within and outside of France, they would have benefitted from
presenting a united front, and thus attempted to minimalize the differences among them, or
at the very least to be most careful in the way they carried on their internal debates. The
extant evidence indeed suggests this to have been the case.98
Although the explanation of a negative historical phenomenon cannot be reduced to
a single point, the same situation would appear to explain why a major controversy on the
nature of the Spirit’s work in conversion did not break out in Testard’s own time, but only
with Pajon. By the 1660s, an entire generation of pastors and theologians, if not two
generations, had received their training at the Academy of Saumur under Amyraut, de la
Place and Cappel. Just as the universalism whose inspiration lay in John Cameron had
become commonplace,99 so also the Cameronian doctrines of human inability and of the
Spirit’s work in conversion as understood by Amyraut and Cappel will have found wide
acceptance – a situation which the Pajonist controversies of the 1660s indeed suggests to

98

I mean with this the rather scant traces I have found of opposition to Testard’s more
radical Cameronism, which I have detected only in the brief remark in Les veritables sentimens,
“Additions,” 44, as analyzed above. Testard’s omission of the identity of these opponents is entirely
in line with this, and all the more remarkable in light of the fact that he throughout the rest of this
work does not refrain from identifying his (anti-Cameronian) interlocutors such as Du Moulin, Rivet
and Friedrich Spanheim Sr.
99

See ch. 2 above.
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have been the case.100 Once the “moderate” Cameronism, which had earlier been contested
especially from outside of France, was firmly established, the ground was ripe for new
disputes. Now the “radical” Cameronism promoted by Pajon in following Testard, under
whose tutelage he appears to have come after his departure from Saumur and whom he was
said to follow “step by step,”101 did indeed represent a departure from what was generally
held. Further, the general acceptance of Cameron’s principles meant that his followers were
less pressed to present a united front and to minimize their internal differences over against
their common anti-Cameronian opponents. At any rate, the lasting influence Testard would
come to have through Pajon, as well as the relative independence of his thought vis-à-vis
Amyraut as recognized even by his contemporaries, would suggest that, rather than being the
“other Cameronian” in the shadow of Amyraut, he is more properly seen as “the other”
Cameronian who stood at the head of a new and more radical tradition than that of Amyraut.
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Note, for example, how Pajon’s main opponent, Guyraut, clearly sets out Amyraut’s view
of conversion in his “Objections,” §13 (cf. Mailhet, La théologie, 101-02): “Or pour ce qui regarde
la volonté, il [i.e. le Saint Esprit – AG] n’agit pas sur elle immédiattement, mais par le moyen de
l’entendement qu’il illumine, pour luy faire connoistre la vérité, et l’incomparable utilité des
enseignements de la Parole n’estant pas possible que l’entendement soit illuminé de cette
connoissance que la volonté ne suive son jugement, comme le guide qui luy a esté donné pour sa
conduitte. L’Esprit donc meut la volonté par une action purement morale.”
101

Letter from P. Allix to L. Tronchin, Paris, 6 November 1684, Arch. Tronchin 45, fol.
151r°: “En effet parce qu’il [i.e. Pajon – AG] suit pied à pied le système de M. Testard dont il a été
gendre et disciple, [...].”

Chapter Four
Origins and Arguments: Pastor at Marchenoir

Introduction
After presumably completing his theological education in Blois under its pastor Paul
Testard, Pajon was declared a suitable candidate for the ministry by the consistory of Saumur
on 25 August 1650 and received his first charge on 6 October, when he was ordained as
pastor to the Reformed church at Marchenoir.1 This put him at some seventy kilometers’
distance from Romorantin where he had grown up, and about half that distance from Blois.
Pajon’s position as pastor at Marchenoir is interesting for the circle it placed him in,
as can be illustrated with the identity of the pastors who laid their hands on him.2 By the
time of Pajon’s ordination, Testard had been dead for several months. However, August
Arbaut who was another Blois pastor who had served together with Testard for a number of
years,3 was one of the two pastors who laid their hands on him. A more direct link with the
Testard family was also maintained in other ways, as half a year after his ordination (23 April

1

Letter [Claude IV Pajon?] to [Philippe Drouyn?], n.p., n.d., Paris, Arsenal Ms 5633, fol.
244r°. According to Belton, “Notes sur l’histoire,” 178, 181-82, the church at Marchenoir was
together with the church at Lorges until their separation on 15 June 1666. Aside from this reference,
I have never found Pajon’s name connected to the church at Lorges in any source I was able to
consult.
2

Letter [Claude IV Pajon?] to [Philippe Drouyn?], n.p., n.d., Paris, Arsenal Ms 5633, fol.

244r°.
3

There is some confusion on the dates of Arbaut’s stay at Blois. Suzanne Stelling-Michaud,
Le livre du recteur de l’Académie de Genève (1559-1878), 6 vols., Travaux d’humanisme et
renaissance (Geneva: Droz, 1959-1980), 2:54, has him at Paris 1641-1646 (and also Authon, 16441646), and the first mention at Blois in 1650; Belton, “Notes sur l’histoire,” 161, finds evidence in
the civil registers of the church at Blois for Arbaut between 1645 and 1655.
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1651) Pajon married Catherine Testard, the daughter of his former teacher.4 In 1660 he also
appeared as one of the presiding pastors at the ordination of Paul Testard fils (?-1686), his
brother-in-law, at the nearby church of Dangeau.5 While the link with Blois and Testard
extends back in time and was one of support, the identity of the other pastor who laid his
hands on Pajon makes one think ahead to the attacks he would come to face in later years.
For, the other pastor was Daniel Jurieu from the Reformed church at Mer, none other than
the father of Pierre Jurieu (1637-1713), who has come to be remembered as one of Pajon’s
greatest opponents. Eleven years Pajon’s junior, Pierre Jurieu was at that time only beginning
his studies at the Academy of Saumur, but would go on to become one of the greatest – and
fiercest! – Reformed polemicists of the second half of the seventeenth century. In 1661 or
1662 Pierre Jurieu would replace his father as pastor at Mer,6 and, since the churches of Mer
and Marchenoir belonged to the same classis (colloque), Pajon would have seen both of the
Jurieus regularly at these meetings. Whatever the case may have been later on, Pajon and

4

Letter [Claude IV Pajon?] to [Philippe Drouyn?], n.p., n.d., Paris, Arsenal Ms 5633, fol.

244r°.
5

Extracts taken by Paul de Félice from the registers of the consistory of Dangeau, and
preserved in BPF 1538 XII, folder “Dangeau,” “Dangeau. Papier du consistoire,” 44-45 (entry for
Sunday, 25 July 1660). Cf. also Henry Lehr, La réforme et les églises réformées dans le département
actuel d’Eure-et-Loir: 1523-1911 (Chartres: E. Garnier; Paris: Fischbacher, 1912), 349, who
erroneously speaks of “Pajou.” According to the unpublished Quick, “Pauli Testardi Icon,” BPF
294/4, p. 11, Paul Testard (fils) went to Morges (close to Geneva) upon the Revocation of the Edict
of Nantes in 1685, where he passed away the following year.
6

For the argument regarding the date of Pierre Jurieu’s arrival in Mer, see Paul de Félice,
Histoire du Protestantisme à Mer (Paris: Res Universis, 1991), 98. This work was originally
published as Mer (Loir-et-Cher): Son église réformée (Paris: Fischbacher, 1885).
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Pierre Jurieu first appear to have been close friends.7 Viewed across time, Pajon’s pastorate
at Marchenoir placed him in the very midst of friend and (future) foe.
The near absence of documents from the early years of Pajon’s pastorate attests to the
calm of this period, certainly in comparison to the troubles that would later break out over
his thought. The extant evidence is limited to traces of his every day pastoral activity in
baptisms, marriages and funerals at his own church,8 as well as at neighboring
congregations.9 These activities, so a contemporary witness reports, made him a well-loved

7

Pierre Jurieu, Apologie du Sr. Jurieu, pasteur & professeur en theologie, addressée aux
pasteurs & conducteurs des Eglises Walonnes des Pays-Bas (The Hague: Abraham Troyel, 1691),
3-4, traces the beginning of their dispute to the issue over the Réunion du Christianisme (for this,
see Stauffer, L’affaire d’Huisseau). He further writes that Pajon “étoit mon voisin & fort mon ami.”
He does add, however, that he spoke to Pajon about the issue of grace when his friend was called
as professor of Saumur: “Lorsque Mr. Pajon fut appellé Professeur en Theologie à Saumur, comme
ces erreurs n’étoyent pas encore connuës je le priay avec embrassement & avec larmes qu’il voulût
renoncer à ses nouvelles methodes, & suivre le chemin battu. Ce qu’il me promit de faire en
pleurant.” Also relevant is the remark made by Pajon’s widow, Esther Perreaux, in a letter to Jurieu
after her husband’s death: “Trouvez bon que je fasse souvenir Mademoiselle votre chère épouse de
l’amitié qu’elle m’a autre fois tesmoignée.” This quotation is highly interesting, given that Esther
Perreaux was Pajon’s second wife whom he married in 1670, so that the friendship of which she
speaks dates after the time Jurieu and Pajon were neighboring colleagues at Mer and Marchenoir,
respectively. See the letter (copy) from E. Perreaux (veuve Pajon) to P. Jurieu, n.p., n.d. [but prb.
1686 or 1687], Arsenal Ms 5633, fol. 248v°.
Jurieu’s precise role in the Pajonist controversies still needs to be examined. Up to the
present, historiography has tended to paint his relationship with Pajon and involvement in the
controversies with the brush of the harsh exchanges that he would undertake with Papin in the late
1680s. For bibliographical details on Jurieu’s role as well as an initial re-evaluation for the period
up to 1668, see Gootjes, “Un épisode méconnu”; for a description of the fierce Jurieu-Papin battle,
see Knetsch, Pierre Jurieu, 263-64, and Guillemin, “Isaac Papin,” 343-53.
8

Acts of baptisms, marriages and funerals from the church of Marchenoir (March 1665January 1666) bearing his name are found on the following microfilm of the Archives
départementales, Loir-et-Cher: 2 Mi 13/R 2. I thank Thomas Guillemin for alerting me to their
existence.
9

De Félice, Histoire du Protestantisme à Mer, 97-98, gives evidence of a baptism carried
out by Pajon at Mer on 11 April 1655; Belton, “Notes sur l’histoire,” 162, notes the presence of
Pajon’s name in the registers of the consistory of Blois in 1650.
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pastor to the people of Marchenoir.10 The theological peace, however, was counterbalanced
by considerable turbulence in his family life. Of the six children born to his wife and him,
at least half appear to have passed away at a young age. Then, on 10 September 1660,
Catherine Testard herself also passed away, most likely due to complications from
childbirth.11
Around this time, early in the 1660s Pajon first put down on paper his position on the
Spirit’s work in conversion in a manuscript work entitled “De natura gratiae efficacis ad

10

Letter from [P.] Piozet to [G.] le Sauvage, le Mans, 27 September 1667, LC 6, p. 280: “[...]
qui l’ont tiré d’une église où il étoit passionnement aimé [...].”
11

The details concerning the children born of Pajon’s first marriage are not clear.
Nevertheless, Mallein, “La famille de Claude Pajon,” 198, is no doubt correct in his refutation of the
claim by Haag, La France protestante1, 8:68, that all of the children born from Pajon’s first marriage
passed away at an early age. For, Catherine Pajon survived and married Pierre-Samuel Crommelin
ca. 1686. While Mallein gives the date of 22 August 1661 for the baptism of Catherine Pajon, the
year should probably be 1660 as also found in Paul de Félice’s notes from “L’histoire manuscrite
de la ville et baronnie de Marchenoir” (BPF 732, “II. Notes (copiées) sur Marchenoir,” p. 8).
Whether it was 1660 or 1661, in either case the supposition holds that Catherine Testard may well
have passed away from complications due to childbirth. Note also the (somewhat puzzling) reference
in the letter from [Claude IV]? to [Philippe Drouyn?], n.p., n.d., Paris, Arsenal Ms 5633, fol. 244r°:
“Le 23 avril 1651 il épousa Catherine Testard sa première femme,” followed by the following words
which are crossed out: “dont il a laissé deux enfants qui sont morts de peu après luy.” (my
transcription of the words “de peu” is not certain)
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amicum dissertatio.”12 The rest of this chapter will be devoted to an exposition and analysis
of his thought as it was laid down in this work, and later fleshed out in subsequent works.

The Manuscripts of the 1660s
Addressed to Paul de la Fons, a fellow student during his time at Saumur, the “De
natura” appears to have been the result of Pajon’s reflection on the issue which stretched
back to the preparations for his 1647 disputation De ministerii Verbi divini necessitate under
Cappel’s presidence at Saumur, and which was definitively influenced by Paul Testard under
whose tutelage Pajon probably completed his formal education.

12

For the argument for the date of composition, see ch. 2, n. 102 above, which offers a slight
refinement to Gootjes, “Un épisode méconnu,” 223 n. 64. I have found six extant copies of this work,
which give evidence of six different stages of redaction. Listed in their probable chronological order,
they are: 1) “N. N. De natura gratiae efficacis ad amicum dissertatio,” Oxford, Bodleian Library,
MS. Rawlinson D. 840 no. 8, fols. 31r°-77r° (hand unknown; corrections from the hand of Pajon);
2) “Claudii Pajon de natura gratiae efficacis dissertatio ad amicum,” London, Huguenot Society of
Great Britain and Ireland, R. 5 (= Charles le Cène Collection), vol. 6, pp. 29-75 (hand of Charles le
Cène); 3) “N. N. De natura gratiae efficacis ad amicum dissertatio,” Geneva, BGE, MHR, Arch.
Tronchin 89, fols. 1r°-39v° (hand unknown); 4) “N. N. De natura gratiae efficacis ad amicum
dissertatio,” Geneva, BGE, MHR, Arch. Tronchin 89, fols. 43r°-90v° (copy of preceding; hand most
likely that of Jean-Pierre Gallatin); 5) “Claudii Pajon ecclesiae Aurelianensis reformatae pastoris
facundissimi doctissimi De natura gratiae efficacis ad amicum dissertatio,” Geneva, BGE, Fonds de
Budé 2010, “Manuscrits concernant Pajon,” 2nd work in the parchment-bound volume entitled
“Papiers qui regardent Mr. Pajon” (hand unknown); and 6) “De natura gratiae efficacis ad amicum
dissertatio,” London, The Royal Society, Boyle Papers (abbreviated as: BP) 6, fol. 221r°-245v°
(hand unknown). For more details on these manuscripts, their date, and a discussion of the textual
variants, see my forthcoming “Polemics, rhetoric and exegesis: Claude Pajon on Rom. 8:7,” in The
Theology of the French Reformed Church: From Henri IV to the Revocation of the Edict of Nantes,
ed. Martin I. Klauber (Grand Rapids: Reformation Heritage Books, forthcoming).
Unless otherwise noted, I will follow the Rawlinson copy. Since, due to a binding error, the
foliotation is somewhat problematic, I have chosen to follow the internal numbering of the “De
natura”-manuscript itself (pp. 1-94 [+ 1]) which is accurate.
I wish to thank Olivier Fatio for his efforts in (re)locating the de Budé collection on my
behalf and in having it deposited at the BGE. I also wish to express my thanks to the head archivist,
Mme. Barbara Roth, who was kind enough to permit me to consult the papers before cataloguing.
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Several indications confirm that the “De natura” was indeed a carefully composed
work. Following a modification of the quaestio-technique which post-Reformation Reformed
theology had inherited from the medieval era,13 Pajon addresses the nature of the Spirit’s
operation in conversion in detail, revealing a thorough knowledge of scholastic
argumentation, terminology and distinctions, which theologian’s toolkit he handles with
ease.14 The “De natura” evidently held an important place for Pajon, even if he at one point
in time claimed that it was a work of his youth and could well contain things he no longer
stood behind.15 As one of his opponents also suggested,16 it would seem that this statement
was largely polemically-motivated and strategic in nature. The manuscript evidence makes
it clear that Pajon continued to fine-tune the argumentation of the “De natura” some fifteen

13

The set-up of the “De natura” is as follows: 1) status quaestionis; 2) eighteen arguments
in favor of Pajon’s position against immediate; 3) responses to ten anticipated objections; and, 4)
the usus doctrinae. For a definition of the scholastic technique, see Richard A. Muller, PostReformation Reformed Dogmatics: The Rise and Development of Reformed Orthodoxy, ca. 1520 to
ca. 1725 (abbreviated as: PRRD), 2nd rev. ed., 4 vols. (Grand Rapids: Baker Academic, 2003), 1:15,
21-39; 2:6-11; and Van Asselt and Dekker, “Introduction,” Reformation and Scholasticism, 25-26.
14

The highly scholastic nature of Pajon’s “De natura” adds yet one more piece of evidence
against the outdated thesis of Armstrong in Calvinism and the Amyraut Heresy that the Academy of
Saumur was anti-scholastic in its orientation. For more on the debate concerning the relationship
between humanism and scholasticism in Reformation and post-Reformation Reformed theology, see
Van Asselt and Dekker, “Introduction,” Reformation and Scholasticism, 11-43; and Richard A.
Muller, “The Problem of Protestant Scholasticism – A Review and Definition,” in ibid., 45-64.
15

“Registres de l’académie protestante de Saumur,” A.M.S., I A 1, fol. 201v°, in Sina (ed.),
Corrispondenza, 341: “[...] M.r Pajon declaroit qu’il n’estoit pas obligé a reporter un escrit qu’il
auoit fait en sa jeunesse auant que digeré les matieres de Theologie comme il a fait, et ou il pouuoit
y auoir diuerses choses qu’a present il jmprouueroit.”
16

See [Guyraut], “Remarques,” ArTurr, 2nd ms under the shelfmark 1/Gb.1.32.XIII, [pp. 12]; and my discussion in ch. 6 below.
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years after he first composed it,17 which he certainly would not have done if he did not
continue to hold to the main position he had developed in it, or else considered its
importance to have been surpassed by later works. For that reason, it is regrettable that the
“De natura” has, with the hand-full of scattered footnotes one finds in scholarship,18 not
received the attention it deserves.
The primary significance of the “De natura” in terms of its contents is further
confirmed by the observation that in Pajon’s subsequent writings of the 1660s, one finds a
considerable amount of repetition. This is no doubt partly the result of the somewhat
ambiguous role this first work played in the Pajonist controversies. While the polemics can

17

The Boyle Papers copy contains the following marginal comment: “Voyer Mr Claud
Sermon 5, sur la parabole des nopces pag 245” (BP 6, fol. 234r°). This is a reference to Jean Claude,
La parabole des noces expliquée en cinq sermons sur le chapitre 22. de Saint Matthieu, jusqu’au
verset quatorziéme. Prononcez à Charenton l’an mil six cens soixante & quinze (Saumur: René
Pean, 1676; Haag, La France protestante1 , 3:477, speaks erroneously of editions from Charenton,
1666; Geneva, 1668, but this was corrected by Frank Puaux in Eugène Haag, Émile Haag, and Henri
Bordier, La France protestante, 2nd rev. ed., 6 vols. [Paris: Librairie Fischbacher, 1877-1888],
4:464). While this could in theory be a remark from a reader rather than Pajon himself, the weight
of the evidence from the manuscript and from the contents points to the latter. As regards the
manuscript evidence, I note that both annotations are written in the same hand as well as with a
consistent shade of ink and quill tip as the main text. This is a strong indication that they were
written in the same sitting as the main text, and were found by the copyist in his original. The
contents also support Pajon authorship, since the reference seems to be yet another case of what I
have elsewhere identified as a favorite strategy Pajon employed against Jean Claude on multiple
occasions (see Gootjes, “Un épisode méconnu,” 217-18 n. 34): that is, to point out that what Claude
wrote in his fifth sermon on the parable of the wedding banquet in fact implied the rejection of
immediate grace (on Pajon’s use of this strategy more generally, as in his 1673 Examen, see the letter
from A. Vattemare to J. Le Clerc, Amsterdam, 30 January 1684/5, in Sina [ed], Jean Le Clerc:
Epistolario, 1:286). In a 1676 meeting with Claude, Pajon even cited this very same page 245 against
him ([Lenfant?], “Relation de ce qui se passa,” LC 6, p.116). This, of course, establishes a relatively
safe terminus a quo at 1676 for the stage of redaction represented by the Boyle Papers copy.
18

Pope explicitly bases his entire treatment of Pajon’s view on conversion, infused faith,
revelation and illumination on the later “Traité de l’opération de l’Esprit de Dieu en la conversion
de l’homme” (cf. “Aspects of Controversies,” 191), although he does reference the “De natura” a
number of times (idid., 330-33 nn. 10-11, 55, 59-61, 67, 77). The only other study to reference this
treatise which I have found is Fatio, “Claude Pajon,” 224 n. 62.
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be traced back directly to the “De natura” so that Chouet remarked that “one would surely
have wished that this work had never left his study,”19 few of Pajon’s opponents appear to
have had access to it before late in 1667 when the first phase of controversy was winding
down. For, when Pajon sent the work to de la Fons, he requested him not to show the work
to anyone,20 and he appears further to have continued this policy of a restricted distribution
in the following years. Until he was forced to surrender it by the Provincial Synod of Anjou
in July of 1667 which also made it available for distribution upon request,21 the delegations
that came to the Academy of Saumur with complaints against his doctrine continually sought
to obtain a copy of it so that they could verify the extracts on which their complaints were
based. There is in fact positive evidence for only two people aside from de la Fons that they
saw the “De natura” before the 1667 synod: Paul Lenfant (1625/1630-1686),22 and Jean

19

Letter from J.-R. Chouet to L. Tronchin, Saumur, 25 October 1666, in Sina (ed.),
Corrispondenza, 50: “Il auroit asseurément à souhaitter que cet Escrit ne fut iamais sorti de son
cabinet.”
20

See the letter from J.-R. Chouet to L. Tronchin, Saumur, 25 October 1666, in Sina (ed.),
Corrispondenza, 50.
21

See the note at the end of the copy of the “De natura” preserved in the Le Cène Collection:
“Cette dissertation fut présentée au Synode d’Anjou à Prueilli, au mois de juillet 1667 et signée
Pajon, et paraphée dans l’original par les modérateurs et sécretaires du Synode, Vacher modérateur,
d’Huisseau adjoint, Colas pasteur sécretaire, et Piozet ancien sécretaire; et la minute de cette copie
a esté délivrée selon l’ordre du Synode d’en délivrer à ceux qui en demanderoient, par les pasteurs
et anciens de l’église réformée de Prueilly, sur la copie collationnée le huitième novembre 1667
signée Fleuri pasteur, Colas pasteur, Piozet ancien, Raboteau ancien.” (LC 6, p. 75) See the synod’s
decision to force Pajon to surrender the work in “Extraits des actes du synode des provinces
d’Anjou,” Arsenal Ms 5423, vol. XIV, p. 1361.
22

Lenfant was a pastor in the same classis of Orléans (colloque) as Pajon, first serving the
churches of Bazoches-en-Dunois and Allonne combined from 1645 to 1664, and then the church of
Bazoches-en-Dunois alone after the latter was annexed from it around November 1664. In 1671 he
moved to Châtillon-sur-Loing, where he remained until 1685 when he was forced to flee France with
the Revocation of the Edict of Nantes. For Lenfant, see Henry Lehr, “Églises d’Allonnes, de
Bazoches-en-Dunois et de Dangeau d’après des documents inédits,” BSHPF 72 (1923): 131-41”; and
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Daillé (1594-1670).23 One of his most active opponents, Jacques Guyraut, would thus remark
in late 1666 or early 1667 that he only had extracts of the “De natura.”24 The second-hand
nature of the knowledge Pajon’s opponents had concerning the position set out in this first
work meant that he needed to correct misperceptions of it, which he not infrequently did
simply by repeating earlier elements.25
All the same, an analysis of Pajon’s thought is well served by a consideration of his
later works as well. While this may seem to be so obvious a point that it hardly needs stating,
there is an added impetus in the case of the “De natura” on account of its largely negative

idem, La réforme et les églises réformées, 399-40; for the organization of the synod of Orléans and
Berry, see Th. Claparède, “Liste des églises et des pasteurs réformés de France en 1660,” BSHPF
15 (1866): 511-26, 577-82, there 516. That he read the “De natura” is the evident from the fact that
one of the original eighteen arguments against immediate grace was removed from later versions (i.e.
the tertia ratio; see the text as struck out in “De natura,” MS. Rawlinson D. 840 no. 8, pp. 10-11),
which a note in the le Cène manuscript tracing back to the copy Pajon submitted to the 1667
Provincial Synod of Anjou identifies as having been deleted “ex consilio Dom. L’enfant Pastoris”
(see LC 6, p. 33; for more on this tertia ratio and the dating of the le Cène text, see my forthcoming
“Polemics, rhetoric and exegesis”).
23

Daillé, pastor at Charenton, wrote in his letter to C. Pajon, [Paris], 4 August 1667, LC 6,
pp. 275-76, there p. 275: “Je ne vous ay pas caché, que pour la chose au fonds, je ne goustois pas
tout ce que j’avois leu dans vostre écrit latin. [...] Pour ne pas dire que les éclaircissemens que vous
m’avez communiquez depuis le temps que j’écrivis cette lettre m’ont contenté sur les choses mesme
dont j’avois esté le plus choqué d’abord.” Given the context, and the fact that a rather small number
of Pajon’s writings on grace (or on any other subject) were composed in Latin (see the list in
[Goujet], Supplément, 2:4-5), the “écrit latin” is almost undoubtedly the “De natura.”
The only other possible candidate of whom I am aware is Jean-Robert Chouet, who in his
letter to L. Tronchin, Saumur, 6 April 1666, in Sina (ed.), Corrispondenza, 39, remarks that Pajon
“a fait diuers manuscrits là dessus, qu’il m’a fait lire,” which could very well include the “De
natura.”
24

[Guyraut], “Remarques,” ArTurr, 2nd ms under the shelfmark 1/Gb.1.32.XIII, [p. 2]: “[...]
ayant ses deux derniers écrits entre mes mains. Et un extrait des arguments qu’il a employé dans sa
première.”
25

This is especially true of Pajon’s longest work, the “Traité de l’opération de l’Esprit de
Dieu en la conversion de l’homme”; for a sample, see ch. 5, n. 88 below.
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formulation. The eighteen26 arguments of part two defend a negative position, that is, Pajon’s
rejection of an immediate operation of the Spirit in conversion. These rationes also do not
build one upon the other in order to create some sort of comprehensive system or argument,
but are instead connected to each other only in that they all argue the untenability of
immediate grace. Some, in fact, are limited to illustrating the numerous problems,
contradictions and absurdities implied by this doctrine. The same is true of part three, which
consists of a presentation and refutation of ten anticipated objections, which Pajon not
infrequently reduces to absurdity. Of course, in the course of these refutations, his own view
on the way the Spirit does work becomes visible as well. However, the “De natura” is well
complemented by his “Traité de l’opération de l’Esprit de Dieu en la conversion de
l’homme” (1666)27 and the “Estat des questions qui doivent estre disputées entre le Sieur
Pajon et ses accusateurs” (1667),28 and, to a much lesser extent, the “Sommaire de la doctrine
du Sieur Pajon sur le sujet de la grâce” (1666).29 The same is true of the “De la nature du

26

In the Arch. Tronchin and de Budé copies the original tertia ratio is omitted, reducing the
number of arguments to seventeen. This change is also noted in the Rawlinson and le Cène
manuscripts.
27

Geneva, Arch. Turrettini, 1st ms under the shelfmark 1/Gb.1.32.XIII, non-paginated, [pp.
9-70], which has been catalogued as “Polémique entre M. Pajon et M. Guyraut sur la question de la
grâce” in Ferrero, Unpublished inventory of the Archives Turrettini. For full bibliographical details,
and questions of authorship and dating, see ch. 5 n. 79 below.
28

“Estat des questions qui doivent estre disputées entre le Sieur Pajon et ses accusateurs”
(autograph) pp. 1-40, Geneva, BGE, Fonds de Budé 2010, loose document in the bundle “Manuscrits
concernant Pajon.” For full bibliographical details, see ch. 6 n. 43 below.
29

“Sommaire de la doctrine du Sieur Pajon sur le sujet de la grâce,” Arch. Tronchin 53, fols.
44r°-45v° (hand unknown; signed by Pajon). For full bibliographical details, see ch. 6 n. 32 below;
the reasons for my skepticism regarding the use of this summary as a source for reconstructing
Pajon’s thought can be found in the same chapter.
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péché originel et de l’impuissance de l’homme à se convertir” (late 1667) and the “De
l’efficace de la Parolle dans la conversion du pécheur” (early 1668), which have gone
virtually unnoticed in scholarship.30
In light of the importance of attention to the context and chronology of Pajon’s
writings – particularly in view of tracking possible development in his thought – highlighted
in chapter one above, their analysis needs to be prefaced with an important observation. This
observation is particularly relevant in connection with the last two works listed, which date
from the time following Pajon’s acquittal before the Provincial Synod of Anjou in July of
1667. As will become evident in chapter six, at this time the controversies had largely
ceased, and Pajon may thus have been open about the more radical views he had earlier kept
hidden out of fear for the possible repercussions. If this had indeed been the case, it is
important to be discriminate in the use of these works, as one of the objectives of this study
is to seek an explanation to the rather moderate outcome of the polemics of the 1660s in
comparison to the events of the following decade. In the end, however, their reading reveals
a close relationship between them and the works composed before Pajon’s trial at the synod
of 1667. Neither the “De la nature du péché originel” nor the “De l’efficace de la Parolle”
give evidence of development in the sense of a change in position. If there is development,
it is a matter of Pajon giving more detailed explanations of the views which are as such
already found in the earlier material – explanations which, one would be tempted to say,
could in essence constitute the clarifications Pajon was required to give orally on several

30

These treatises, which appear not to have been treated in scholarship before Pope’s
“Aspects of Controversies,” are found in LC 7, pp. 167-85, and LC 6, pp. 283-89, respectively. For
questions of authorship and dating, see ch. 6, nn. 105, 106 and 107 below.
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occasions, whether before the council of the Academy of Saumur or before the Provincial
Synod of Anjou in 1665, 1666 and 1667. Thus, if the use of these two treatises from late
1667 to early 1668 escapes the threat of anachronism, they do serve to emphasize at the very
outset the importance of attention to chronology and development in Pajon’s thought.

Criticism of Amyraut
In good scholastic fashion, Pajon begins his “De natura” with a thorough discussion
of the status quaestionis. He insists that the question is not whether the Holy Spirit is the
principal or only author of conversion, for no theologian can ever deny that. Pajon continues:
“The question is rather by what ratio and by what modus the Holy Spirit works a sinner’s
conversion, given that there occurs in the conversion of man a real and intrinsic change of
the subject (in this case, man). The question is whether that change occurs by an immediate
and – so to speak – ‘physical’ act of the Holy Spirit, or indeed only by the proposition of
external objects but accommodated in such a way and – so to speak – so ‘opportune’ that that
intrinsic change follows necessarily.”31

31

Pajon, “De natura gratiae,” MS. Rawlinson D. 840 no. 8, p. 3: “Non ergo te fugit hîc non
quaeri num Spiritus Sanctus sit principalis imò unicus conversionis nostrae author, quis enim de eo
dubitare potest qui theologiam vel à lumine salutaverit quique Scripturas Sacras non prorsus insuper
habeat? Quaeritur tantum quâ ratione, quove modo Spiritus Sanctus peccatoris conversionem
operetur. Cum enim in hominis conversione realis fiat et intrinseca subiecti, hominis nempe, mutatio,
quaeritur an illa mutatio fiat actione Spiritus Sancti immediata, et ut ita loquar physica, an vero sola
obiectorum externorum propositione, sed ita accommodata et ita (ut sic loquar) opportuna, ut eam
intrinseca illa mutatio necessario sequatur.” The status quaestionis is also defined in idem, “Traité
de l’opération,” §§5-11 (cf. Mailhet, La théologie protestante, 106-08).
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Two answers have been given to this question. According to many “most excellent”
(praestantissimi) theologians, our faculties are so damaged and corrupted by sin that they are
inept to any good work at all so that they cannot be moved even by the most excellent of
objects unless they are first changed and restored by an immediate force of the Holy Spirit.
According to this view, the grace necessary for our conversion is twofold: 1) an objective
grace, which consists in the revelation and proposition of the object; 2) a subjective grace,
which acts immediately upon the faculty and makes it capable of that object. While the
proponents of this view openly (ingenuè) claim that they cannot explain the nature and mode
of subjective grace, they argue that this is nevertheless what Scripture means with the
“unstopping of the ears,” “illumination of the eyes,” “opening of the heart,” and numerous
similar expressions.32
A different view is held by other “men of no less fame” (non inferioris notae viri).
While they do acknowledge the great corruption in the human faculties resulting from sin and
that man is by nature inept and incapable of any good work, they consider the power and
efficacy of the object revealed in the Gospel as well as the light of the Gospel itself to be so
great that, when proposed in an accommodated and opportune way, it moves our faculties,
removes the darkness, etc. It is for this reason that the Word is said to be the “seed of
32

Pajon, “De natura,” MS. Rawlinson D. 840 no. 8, p. 4: “Sunt enim plurimi iique
praestantissimi theologi, qui facultates nostras ita a peccato naturaliter esse vitiatas atque corruptas
ita ad omne bonum opus ineptas esse redditas putant ut omnino impossibile sit eas ab obiectis, vel
praestantissimis, ad bonum unquam moveri, nisi prius Spiritus Sancti vi [“et efficaciâ” struck out]
immediatâ mutentur et in integrum aliquo modo restituantur. Unde duplicem faciunt ad
conversionem nostram gratiam: unam obiectivam, quae consistit in obiecti revelatione atque
propositione, alteram subiectivam, quae agit immediatè in facultatem ut eam obiecti capacem reddat.
Cuius quidem gratiae se naturam atque modum explicare non posse rotundo ore fatentur, sed quam
tamen Scripturam Sacram nobis aurium perforatione, mentis oculorum illuminatione, cordis
apertione, et mille aliis eiuscemodi nominibus designare velle autumant.”
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regeneration” (cf. 1 Pet. 1:23).33 The proponents of this second view agree with the first
group that the Holy Spirit is the author of conversion and that he uses the Word as
instrument, but they disagree that, in addition to the force and efficacy of the Word, an
immediate operation of the same Spirit is needed to dispose our faculties for receiving the
Word. As to the distinction between subjective and objective grace, they accept it only
insofar as subjective grace is taken as the dispositions (habitibus) of faith, hope, love and the
other virtues they include. These can be called “subjective” because they are in the subject,
but since they are there by the force and efficacy of the Word they cannot be called
“immediate.” Therefore, the distinction is not one of genus and species or of the whole and
parts, but of analogy (analogi in sua analoga). Objective grace and subjective grace have a
relationship of cause and effect, where the word “grace” conveys that they both proceed from
God’s pure goodness (in different ways).34
33

Pajon, “De natura,” MS. Rawlinson D. 840 no. 8, pp. 4-5: “At sunt alii, iique non inferioris
notae viri, qui ex una parte fatentur quidem hominis facultatum corruptionem â peccato esse
maximam ac pene infinitam, eumque esse natura sua, qualis nunc peccato inquinatus nascitur, ad
omne opus bonum ineptum et impotentem. At ex altera parte tantum esse arbitrantur obiecti in
Evangelio revelati vim et efficaciam tantum ipsius Evangelii lumen, ut accommodatè opportunèque
propositum facultates nostras, quamvis corruptissimas tenebrisque densissimis obsessas necessariò
moveat, tenebras omnes discutiat mentes luce sua perfundat, peccatum è voluntatibus nostris prorsus
explodat, impotentiam omnem moralem sanet, hominem ad omne opus bonum naturaliter ineptum
renovet ac regeneret, unde et semen regenerationis Verbum dicitur.”
34

Pajon, “De natura,” MS. Rawlinson D. 840 no. 8, p. 5: “Conveniunt ergo utrique in eo
quod Spiritum Sanctum conversionis authorem faciunt: conveniunt et in eo quod Verbum Spiritus
Sancti instrumentum quo conversionem nostram operatur esse putant. Sed in eo dissident quod alii
praeter Verbi vim et efficaciam, aliam quamdam Spiritus Sancti operationem in facultates
immediatam, qua disponantur facultates ad Verbi receptionem, requirunt. Alii verò gratiam illam
immediatam negant tanquam quid fictitium et ajgrafon. || Sic igitur distinctionem illam gratiae in
gratiam obiectivam et gratiam subiectivam eatenus tantum posteriores isti admittunt quatenus gratia
subiectiva sumitur pro habitibus fidei, spei, charitatis, aliarumque virtutum sub iis comprehensarum,
quae subiecto insunt ideoque dici possunt subiectivae: Sed quae non sunt in subiecto, id est in nobis,
sine [“nisi” struck out] Verbi vi et efficacia, ideoque dici non possunt immediatae; itaque ex eorum
sententia distinctio illa gratiae in obiectivam et subiectivam non est aut generis in species, aut totius
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Pajon does not explain of whom he is thinking when he speaks of the “most excellent
men” and their counterparts “of no less fame.” From the contents it is clear, however, that
Pajon placed himself in the “radical” Cameronian tradition of Paul Testard when he wrote
that he found the second view he had outlined much more probable than the first.
Furthermore, it is at the very least tempting to see in the first position he opposed to it a
reference especially to Amyraut. In particular his remark that the “most excellent men” who
defend that view have trouble describing the nature and mode of subjective grace seems to
constitute a veiled reference to his former teacher at Saumur. For, in his theses on faith,
Amyraut had showed obvious discomfort in attempting to describe the nature of the Spirit’s
work to illuminate the intellect, settling on the term “hyperphysical” as something of a last
resort.35 It is also possible that Pajon is indirectly criticizing Cappel in the “De natura.” Not
only do a number of the key biblical passages cited by Cappel in his theses on the ministry
of the Word receive significant attention in this work,36 Pajon’s claim in the final usus

in partes integrantes distinctio, sed tantum analogi in sua analoga. Sunt enim si ipsis credimus, gratia
obiectiva et gratia subiectiva causa et effectus, quae gratiae nomine significantur quia à pura puta
Dei bonitate (quamquam non eodem modo) procedunt.”
35

See Amyraut, Theses theologicae de fide, pars posterior, thes. XX: “Quamobrem si rebus
quas non satis accuratè tenemus nomina imponere licet, malim istam operationem appellare
hyperphysicam, quàm vel moralem, quia non fit per objectorum repraesentationem, vel physicam,
quia tametsi propiùs accedit ad naturam actionis physicae quàm moralis, est tamen extra ambitum
rerum & actionum naturalium, neque cum ijs in omnibus consentit.” Fatio appears to be in error
when he writes that Reformed theologians, in contrast to Pajon, did speak of a “physical” act
(“Claude Pajon,” 213); thus François Turrettini and Étienne de Brais, both of whom he cites, prefer
the term “hyperphysical.” See Turrettini, Institutio, 15.4.33; and de Brais, Exercitationes inaugurales
tres 1° de necessitate baptismi; 2° de auxiliis; 3° de poena peccati (Saumur: Henri Desbordes,
1678), 177, respectively. De Brais’s Exercitationes inaugurales were also reprinted in his Opuscula;
analysis paraphrastica Epistolae Pauli ad Romanos, cum ejus notis, dissertationes, exercitationes
inaugurales et epistolae, ed. Hermann Venema (Leeuwarden: Tobias van Dessel, 1735).
36

See ch. 2, n. 127 above.
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doctrinae-section that his own view makes it possible to refute the Papist charge that the
Reformed claim a peculiar Spirit for themselves and are thus “enthusiasts,”37 could also hide
an attack on Cappel’s attempt to refute this accusation in theses in which he does defend
immediate grace.38
That the “De natura” represents an attack on Amyraut’s view and a defense of
Testard, yet without naming either of them, is entirely in line with the rest of Pajon’s
writings. Throughout his corpus, Pajon cites Amyraut rather frequently, and applies positive
epithets to him.39 There is no doubt that he had great respect for him and was largely in
agreement with his theology. However, Pajon considered his former teacher in the end not
to have been consistent. This somewhat ambivalent view of Amyraut is clearly evidenced in
the “De natura.” For, in the very first of the eighteen rationes against the necessity of an
immediate operation of the Spirit aside from that through the means of the Word, Pajon used
a citation from Amyraut as a direct (!) refutation of immediate grace. He argued that, since
the illumination of the mind consists in knowledge (cognitione) as Amyraut had established
in his theses on the testimonium Spiritus Sancti, illumination must take place through the
Word. For, without the Word one cannot speak of knowledge.40 Pajon thus used a principle

37

Pajon, “De natura,” MS. Rawlinson D. 840 no. 8, p. 92.

38

Cf. Cappel, Theses theologicae de ministerii Verbi divini necessitate, thes. III; and my
discussion in ch. 2 above.
39

See on this Gootjes, “Calvin and Saumur.” Note also the fact that upon Pajon’s death, “8
volumes de traités d’Amyraut” were confiscated from his; see the notes in Orléans, Archives
départementales, 2 J R 2368, in the folder “Pajon, pasteur 1685 (see ch. 2 n. 80 above).
40

Pajon, “De natura,” MS. Rawlinson D. 840 no. 8, p. 8 (prima ratio): “Secundò. Illuminatio
mentis in cognitione sita est, quaenam enim potest esse mentis illuminatio quae in cognitione non
consistat? Ergo datur per Verbum sine quo nulla gignitur in nobis cognitio. Sive sic. Omnis cognitio
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from Amyraut as an argument against immediate grace – yet without noting that, as the
preceding chapter made clear, Amyraut himself did hold to immediate grace!
The above reading of this passage in the “De natura,” and in fact of the entire work,
as a subtle attack on the inconsistency Pajon thought to discern in Amyraut is confirmed by
the events of a later time when he did declare his opposition openly. The occasion was
Pajon’s conference with the Charenton pastor Jean Claude in 1676, that is, at a time when
he himself was an experienced pastor and had earned recognition from his Protestant peers
in particular through his refutation of Pierre Nicole’s Préjugez légitimes contre les
Calvinistes (1671).41 The conference was also attended by an elder from Claude’s church,
Antoine Crosaz de la Bastide (1624-1704), who for the most part remained quiet, but at one
point broke his silence and accused Pajon of contradicting Amyraut. For, he noted, in his
theses on faith Amyraut spoke of an immediate and “hyperphysical” act of the Spirit which
preceded his work through the Word.42 Pajon responded to de la Bastide in a surprisingly
harsh manner, arguing that those theses could not be invoked against him because they

veritatis salutaris est effectus Verbi: atqui omnis illuminatio mentis est veritatis cognitio: ergo omnis
illuminatio mentis est effectus Verbi.” The italics are mine and indicate that these words are cited
from Amyraut, Theses theologicae de testimonio quo Spiritus Sanctus, thes. XXIV (the source is
identified in the margin of the manuscript).
41

42

For more on this, see ch. 6 below.

[Lenfant?], “Relation de ce qui se passa,” LC 6, p. 127: “Monsieur de la Bastide fit une
difficulté à Monsieur Pajon qu’il tira des thèses de Monsieur Amyraut qui pose une action
hyperphysique pour rendre l’homme capable de croire, qui ne se fait point par la présentation des
objets, mais qui est immédiate.” As the marginal note indicates, the reference is to Amyraut, Theses
theologicae de fide, pars posterior, thes. XVII, XVIII, and following; on these, see ch. 2 above.
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contained “so many paralogisms, so many absurdities and so many contradictions.”43 One
contradiction he went on to outline involved precisely the thesis cited in the first ratio of the
“De natura.” Pajon noted that, while Amyraut in his theses on faith spoke of a
“hyperphysical” operation without the Word, this was in conflict with his theses on the
testimony of the Spirit in which he insisted that illumination was through knowledge – which
for Pajon implied the use of the Word as means.44 To my knowledge, this is the only record
of Pajon criticizing his former professor openly, and is no doubt not unrelated to the fact that
Amyraut had by this time been dead for more than a decade, while Pajon himself had gained
recognition as a leading light within the French Protestant world. Yet these later events shed
light on his first work, illustrating that the “De natura” must be read at least in part as a
conscious attempt by Pajon to criticize his former teacher, albeit most discretely.
When it comes to Testard, Pajon appears to have been as reticent to appeal to him as
a source as he was to criticize Amyraut. Although it would appear that in conversation he

43

[Lenfant?], “Relation de ce qui se passa,” LC 6, p. 128: “[...] Monsieur Pajon conclut que
ces theses dans lesquelles on trouve tant de paralogismes, tant d’absurditez et tant de contradictions
ne doivent nullement estre alleguees contre lui.”
44

[Lenfant?], “Relation de ce qui se passa,” LC 6, pp. 127-28: “4° Que Monsieur Amyraut
ne peut poser comme il fait thes. 21. [= Theses theologicae de fide, thes. XXI – AG] une illumination
de nos entendements toute différente de la connoissance, et qui se fait point par la présentation des
objets, sans renverser ce qu’il enseigne dans ses thèses de testimonio Spiritûs Sancti, où il dit que
l’action du Saint Esprit sur nos entendemens est apellée une illumination et un enseignement, sur
quoi il ajoute: quae nam igitur mentis humanae illuminatio esse potest, quae in cognitione non
consistat? Quae didaskaliva quae nullas rerum species, nullas veritatis ideas imprimat in intellectu?
[= Theses theologicae de testimonio quo Spiritus Sanctus, thes. XXIV – AG] Et sans détruire aussi
ce qu’il dit dans son livre de l’élévation de la foy, où il enseigne que l’illumination de l’entendement
n’est rien sinon le bon état de la raison perfectionnée de l’intelligence des doctrines de l’Evangile.”
The other account of these meetings records the same exchange, but is less detailed; see [de la
Bastide?], “Conférence touchant la nature et la grâce,” LC 6, p. 99.
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already at an early time acknowledged his indebtedness to Testard,45 in Pajon’s extant works
I have detected only three references to him. Testard is thus cited, along with Jerome Zanchi,
William Forbes and William Twisse, at the end of the undated “De la puissance, ou
l’impuissance de l’homme à bien vivre, selon l’Escriture.”46 Similarly, Pajon effected a
translation of critical parts of Testard’s Eijrhnikovn , which would appear to date from 1676
or later.47 It bears pointing out that the silence in the contemporary sources concerning these
two works suggests that they did not circulate widely at all, although this cannot be

45

In a letter from April 1666, Chouet remarks that “Mons.r Paion a ie ne sçay quels
sentimens particuliers [...] qu’il a reçeu de feu Mons.r Testard, qui estoit son Beau Pere,” noting in
a later letter that “il l’a dit à quelques-uns de ses amis [...]”; see the letters from J.-R. Chouet to L.
Tronchin, Saumur, 6 April and 25 October 1666, in Sina (ed.), Corrispondenza, 39, 50. Much later
evidence for the relationship to Testard comes from the letter from P. Allix to L. Tronchin, Paris,
6 November 1684, Arch. Tronchin 45, fol. 151r°: “En effet parce qu’il [i.e. Pajon – AG] suit pied
à pied le système de M. Testard dont il a été gendre et disciple, [...]”; and Isaac Papin, Les deux voies
opposées en matière de religion (Liège: Françoise Hoyoux, 1713), 18: “Monsieur Pajon croioit avoir
de son côté le synode de Dordrecht, Cameron, Testard, Mestrezat, et plusieurs autres anciens
ministres.”
46

I.e. [Claude Pajon], “De la puissance, ou impuissance à bien vivre, selon l’Escriture,” LC
7, pp. 153-56, there 156 (referring to Testard, Eijrhnikovn, thes. 81, 93, 96, 121, 155, and 277).
Although the manuscript does not identify Pajon as the author, I base the attribution to him on its
place in Le Cène Collection together with the fact that Pajon’s manuscript works held by his family
included a “Puissance & Impuissance” ([Goujet], Supplément, 2:4, s.v. “Pajon, Claude” [#2]).
47

[Claude Pajon], “Les sentiments de Monsieur Testard sur la nature de l’impuissance de
l’homme à se convertir, et sur la manière dont le Saint Esprit opère pour la guérir. Traduit du latin
de son Irenicon ,” LC 7, pp. 69-71; and [Claude Pajon], “De la manière dont la grâce efficace opère
la conversion? Traduit du latin de l’Irenicon de Monsieur Testard,” LC 7, pp. 73-83. The theses
translated are the key theses 43-50, 224-42 and 248-56. Aside from the presence of these two texts
– which in fact together constitute one – in the Le Cène collection which contains many Pajon texts,
I point as proof for his authorship to the manuscript entitled “Les sentiments de feu M. Testard sur
la conversion de l’homme” among Pajon’s papers held by his family ([Goujet], Supplément, 2:5
[#33]), and to the reference to Jean Claude’s fifth sermon on the wedding banquet (LC 7, pp. 82-83).
The latter was a typically Pajonian argument against Jean Claude and dates (this part of) the
translation to 1676 or later (see Gootjes, “Épisode méconnu,” pp. 217-18 n. 34).
I have not been able to determine the authorship or occasion for Paris, Arsenal Ms 1546, pp.
1233-94, “Paraphrase des thèses de M. Testard touchant la doctrine de la nature et de la grâce.”
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established with certainty. Only in a 1684 letter to the consistory of Charenton, occasioned
by the accusations against Charles le Cène that he in a sermon had contravened the decisions
of the Provincial Synod of Île-de-France in 1677 against Pajonism,48 do we find Pajon openly
appealing to Testard. After giving a theological defense of his doctrine and attacking the
decisions made against it on church-political grounds, Pajon remarks that his view was
precisely that of Testard in theses 224 to 242 of his Eijrhnikovn. He adds: “Nevertheless, no
one ever made a trial against him – neither the individuals who wrote against him, nor the
provincial synods which had condemned his doctrine which today is approved by everyone,49
made even the smallest complaint against it. The commissioners of the national synod who
spoke with him about his doctrine said nothing on this point.”50
That Pajon openly appealed to Testard on rare occasions alone seems to betray more
than just reservations about citing one’s own father-in-law. Although the previous chapter
concluded that Testard was a more influential figure in the seventeenth-century French
Protestant world than has been recognized to the present, his status as a source and authority

48

See Chauffepié, Nouveau dictionnaire historique, 2:160-67 sub “C”.

49

I.e. la grâce universelle.

50

Letter C. Pajon to the consistory of Charenton, Orléans, 2 February 1684, LC 6, pp. 23960, there p. 257: “Il n’est pas que j’oublie de dire, que feu Monsieur Testard avoit traitté la question
dont il s’agit dans cette nouvelle décision, depuis la thèse 224. de son Irenicon, jusqu’à la 242e.
inclusivement, et qu’il l’avoit traittée dans les mesmes termes dont se servent aujourd’huy les
opposants à la nouvelle décision, ne reconnoissant point d’autre action du Saint Esprit aujourd’huy
que celle qu’il déploye en nous par le ministère de la parolle et des autres moyens. Cependant
personne ne lui en a fait de procez, ni les particuliers qui avoient écrit contre lui, ni les synodes
provinciaux qui avoient condamné sa doctrine qui est aujourd’hui approuvée de tout le monde,
n’avoient pas formé la moindre plainte contra cela. Les commissaires du synode national, qui
conferèrent avec lui sur la doctrine, ne dirent rien sur cet endroit.” Of course, Pajon’s claim
regarding the silent approval of Testard’s doctrine seems somewhat exaggerated in light of the
previous chapter.
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seems in the end to have remained rather negligible. Moreover, if Pajon could claim to have
John Cameron on his side as he did, invoking Testard’s name would be redundant and
perhaps even complicate matters. It is thus interesting to note that in the same letter to
Charenton, Pajon immediately backed up his appeal to Testard with the authority of
Cameron: “the works of Mr. Cameron were printed with the approbation and by the order
of the National Synod of Castres, and yet it is easy to prove that Mr. Cameron held the view
of today’s opponents to the new decision, and that he dispersed [his views] everywhere in
his works. It is from him that the late Mr. Testard, who had been a disciple of his, took his.”51
The writings and utterances which follow the “De natura” thus allow us to see it as
an implicit promulgation of Testard’s Cameronism, and a hidden attack on Amyraut. That
Pajon does not in the “De natura” criticize Amyraut by name, or else even mention Testard,
is entirely in line with the reticence he showed in this regard throughout his entire life.
Significantly, however, Pajon treated Cameron in a very different way, both in the “De
natura” and later. In as far as it can be reconstructed, the original version of the “De natura”
named very few sources at all, as in addition to Amyraut, only Calvin, Cameron and
Augustine were named.52 While the significance of one of the Amyraut citations has been
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Letter C. Pajon to the consistory of Charenton, Orléans, 2 February 1684, LC 6, p. 257:
“Cela se confirme par une nouvelle remarque. C’est que les ouvrages de feu Monsieur Cameron ont
esté imprimez avec l’approbation, et par l’ordre du Synode National de Castres, et cependant il est
facile de justifier que Monsieur Cameron étoit dans le sentiment où sont aujourd’huy les opposans
à la nouvelle décision, et qu’il les a semez presque partout dans ses ouvrages. C’est de lui que feu
Monsieur Testard qui avoit esté son disciple avoit pris les siens.”
52

See Pajon, “De natura,” MS. Rawlinson D. 840 no. 8, pp. 8 and 75 (septima obiectio), 39
(decima sexta ratio), 52 (decima octava ratio), and 61 (secunda obiectio), respectively. The later
additions in this manuscript from Pajon’s own hand add also Chrysostom and Theodoret (p. 66 =
quinta ratio), Beza (p. 70 = quinta ratio, p. 73 = septima ratio), Junius (p. 72 = sexta obiectio),
Musculus (pp. 73, 75 = septima ratio), and Ambrose and Calvin (p. 75 = septima ratio); as well as,
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treated above, all other references would seem to be more-or-less incidental – that is, with
the one exception of Pajon’s bold statement regarding Cameron. He, Pajon claims,
“embraced our view almost everywhere.”53 This statement is, of course, all the more daring
in that a literal reading actually reverses the order of dependence, as if Cameron could have
embraced Pajon’s doctrine. This claim did not go unchallenged, so that Pajon would be
forced to give close attention to the nature of his relationship with Cameron. As will be
traced out in chapter five, in the Pajonist controversies of the mid- to late seventeenth century
French Protestantism saw a real battle for Cameron’s intellectual legacy.

Immediate Grace Not in Scripture
After placing himself in part one of the “De natura” in the Cameronian tradition of
Testard (rather than of Amyraut) on the issue of conversion, Pajon argued this choice in parts
two and three. Even if there is no strict coherence between their respective eighteen rationes
or ten refutations of anticipated objections, it is nevertheless possible to recognize several
different types of arguments. A first category is very simple: Pajon demonstrates numerous
times that Scripture just does not speak of immediate grace. The prima ratio, for example,
which like many others is offered in the form of a syllogism, reads as follows:

at the very end, a section entitled “Testimonia veterum de efficacia Verbi,” which consists of
citations from Dionysius the Areopagite, Justin Martyr and Origen (fol. 77r° [no internal
pagination]).
53

Pajon, “De natura,” MS. Rawlinson D. 840 no. 8, p. 52 (prima obiectio): “Huc procul
dubio spectabat doctissimus Camero qui ubique ferè sententiam nostram amplexus est [...].”
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That which is not written ought not to be admitted in religion.
Now immediate grace is not written.
Therefore, immediate grace ought not to be admitted in religion.54
Pajon notes that someone might object to the minor proposition that although the term
“immediate grace” does not occur in the Bible, it nevertheless points to the concept when it
says that God “illumines our minds” or “opens our hearts.” However, by means of a
reference to Ps. 19:9 (Eng., vs. 8: “the law of Yahweh is pure, illumining the eyes”), Pajon
argues that the illumination of the mind is an effect of the Word, and thus cannot precede the
work of the Word as immediate grace is thought to. Similarly, he demonstrates that when the
Scriptures speak of the opening of the heart, this is not what others understand by the notion
of immediate grace.55 In the third part of the “De natura,” Pajon in like manner gives a
thorough exegetical treatment of six specific passages (i.e. 1 Cor. 2:1456; 1 Cor. 3:757; Eph.

54

Pajon, “De natura,” MS. Rawlinson D. 840 no. 8, p. 8 (prima ratio): “Quod non est
scriptum illud non est in religione admittendum: atqui gratia immediata non est scripta: ergo gratia
immediata non est in religione admittenda.”
55

Pajon, “De natura,” MS. Rawlinson D. 840 no. 8, pp. 8-9 (prima ratio).

56

“The man without the Spirit [homo animalis] is not able of the things which are of the
Spirit of God, for they are foolishness to him and he cannot understand them because they are
spiritually discerned.”
57

“Neither he who plants is anything, nor he who gives water, but God who gives growth.”
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1:16-1958; Acts 16:1459; Rom. 8:760; and Jn. 6:4461) in which his opponents might claim to
see a reference to immediate grace in order to show that this cannot be maintained.62 As a
slight variation on this basic argument, Pajon argues very directly that there are things with
which Scripture presents us that simply cannot be reconciled with immediate grace.63
This first type of argument in terms of quantity surpasses the others in the “De
natura,” a work that was never superseded as far as the sheer bulk of the objections offered
against immediate grace is concerned. Nevertheless, these rationes are not the most
interesting for the intellectual historian, nor, more importantly, are they the most significant.
While this is not meant to downplay the role of exegesis in Pajon’s thought, and while the
aforementioned arguments do indeed witness to his conviction that gratia immediata is not
supported biblically, his thought and his defense of it in the ensuing debates did not center
on whether or not an example of an immediate work of the Holy Spirit in the regular process

58

“[...] making mention of you in my prayers, so that God may give you a spirit of wisdom
and revelation in knowledge of him [and may give you] opened eyes of your mind, so that you may
know what is the hope of his calling [...] and what is that overflowing greatness of his power in us
who believe, according to the efficacy of the force of his strength.”
59

“God opened Lydia’s heart so that she listened to the things that were being said by Paul.”

60

“The flesh cannot submit itself to the law of God, nor can it do so.”

61

“No one can come to me unless the Father draws him.”

62

Pajon, “De natura” MS. Rawlinson D. 840 no. 8, pp. 66-89 (quinta obiectio - decima

obiectio).
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E.g. in Pajon, “De natura,” MS. Rawlinson D. 840 no. 8, pp. 24-27 (duodecima ratio), the
choice given to man to choose between good and evil, and life and death (cf. Dt. 30:15, 19) (see also
ibid., p. 56 [secunda obiectio]); in ibid., pp. 39-41 (decima sexta ratio), that it is said of God that he
“does not willingly bring affliction or grief to the children of men” (Lam. 3:33); and, in ibid., pp. 4143 (decima septima ratio), God’s complaint that, in spite of everything he did for his vine, it still
produced only wild grapes (Isa. 5:4).
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of conversion could be identified in this or that specific text. That this is the case should not
be entirely unexpected. While the biblical passages which (in his mind) could not be
reconciled with immediate grace offered Pajon a certain solid exegetical basis, for the rest
his negative position was polemically vulnerable: his opponents would need only a single
example of immediate grace in Scripture to overturn it. Additionally, or perhaps
consequently, the evidence suggests a somewhat suspect “resilience” on Pajon’s part when
it comes to the discussion of individual passages. For example, a diachronical survey of the
“De natura” manuscripts shows that he in his treatment of an anticipated objection based on
Rom. 8:7 ended up completely overturning his original exegesis which, it seems justified to
suppose, was unable to withstand the assault from his adversaries.64 In fact, a text critical
survey makes it clear that most changes in the “De natura” were introduced specifically in
the exegetical section of part three as a whole (quinta obiectio - decima obiectio). If there is
constancy in the position against immediate grace which Pajon defends, there is – among
other reasons, due to the vulnerability of that position – a certain fluidity in the exegetical
arguments he adduced in support. Much of Pajon’s argumentation is more broadly
theological in nature and witnesses two further basic convictions: that immediate grace is
absurd, and that it is not necessary. Here the doctrine of human inability and Pajon’s
conviction concerning the power of the Gospel take center stage.

64

See on the changes in Pajon’s nona obiectio on Rom. 8:7 (“De natura,” MS. Rawlinson
D. 840 no. 8, p. 77-82) my forthcoming “Polemics, rhetoric and exegesis.”
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The Nature of Human Inability
As Argument Against Immediate Grace
That the doctrine of human (in)ability takes an important place in Pajon’s thought
should come as no surprise. As the previous chapter showed, for his mentor and father-in-law
Paul Testard this doctrine directly determined his understanding of the nature of the Spirit’s
work in conversion. Testard had stated that, even though Scripture speaks of human inability
as blindness, this should not be pushed too far since there remained among other things the
faculty of the mind or intellect. The issue of human inability also forms the center of Pajon’s
second-longest ratio against immediate grace in his “De natura,” and in the polemics which
it caused it became an important point of discussion.65 Pajon begins the fourth ratio with a
syllogism arguing that, on the hypothesis of immediate grace, such grace would be necessary
to believe.66 Of course, this touches directly on the doctrine of human inability, as is also
evident in the further syllogism Pajon adds to illustrate that an immediate operation is not
in fact necessary in order be believe:
Those who have the ability to believe can believe without immediate grace.
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Note that original sin and human inability formed two of the points on which Pajon would
be examined by synod in 1667 (see below, ch. 6), and that Guyraut wrote a long critique of Pajon’s
position which he prefaced by remarking: “Cet article étant de la dernière importance, je demande
au lecteur une sérieuse attention.” (“Remarques,” Arch. Turrettini, 2nd ms under the shelfmark
1/Gb.1.32.XIII, [pp. 16-25, there 16]. This no doubt explains the composition of the “De la nature
du péché originel” and the “De l’efficace de la Parolle” in 1667-1668; both works give considerable
attention to the issue. Similarly, in the 1676 conference between Pajon and Claude, the two first
discussed the nature of inability before attacking the question of the Spirit’s act, with Lenfant (?)
noting that the latter topic depended on the former; see [Lenfant?], “Relation de ce qui se passa,”
LC 6, pp. 116-17.
66

Pajon, “De natura,” MS. Rawlinson D. 840 no. 8, p. 11 (quarta ratio): “Si datur gratia
subiectiva immediata necessaria est vel ut possimus credere simpliciter, vel ut facilius credamus:
Atqui neutrum dici potest: Ergo non datur gratia subiectiva immediata.”
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Now without immediate grace we do have the ability to believe, that is, the faculty
of the intellect which is born apt for producing that act.
Therefore, we are able to believe without immediate grace.67
This ability is not lost after the fall, for the intellect cannot, as some claim, be so hindered
by sin that it is impossible for us to use it: “Sin does not prevent the faculty from being a
faculty. Therefore, it also does not make us in any way less able to use the faculty.” Pajon
thus moves in his argument from the continuing existence of the faculty to the continuing use
of that faculty. He considers it evident that sin does not prevent the faculty from being a
faculty (for then it would no longer be a faculty), but provides an argument for the crucial
consequence regarding its use: “a faculty is not said ‘to be able’ through something added
to it, but it is of itself an ability and of itself it is able of that in whose respect it is said to be
an ability. Yet if an ability is still able, it is absurd to say that we are not able to use it, for the
use of a faculty is the very act of that faculty itself, since to use the faculty of the intellect in
order to understand is to understand.”68
Pajon admits that there are three things which can hinder the use of the faculty while
leaving the faculty itself intact (i.e. an external force; a defect in the organ and a faulty
disposition [organi vitium et prava dispositio]; a defect in the object). In the context of the
67

Pajon, “De natura,” MS. Rawlinson D. 840 no. 8, p. 11 (quarta ratio): “Qui sine gratia
immediata habent potentiam credendi possunt sine gratia immediata credere: Atqui sine gratia
immediata, habemus potentiam credendi: hoc est facultatem intellectus quae istum actum edere apta
nata est: Ergo possumus sine gratia immediata credere.”
68

Pajon, “De natura,” MS. Rawlinson D. 840 no. 8, p. 11 (quarta ratio): “Peccatum non
impedit quominus facultas sit facultas: Ergo nec impedit quominus facultate possimus uti. [...]
Antecedens constat. Consequentia probatur, quia facultas non dicitur posse per aliquid ipsi
superadditum, sed ex se ipsa est duvnamiV et ex se ipsa duvnatai. Vel igitur non amplius est duvnamiV,
vel adhuc illud duvnatai cuius respectu dicitur esse duvnamiV. Si autem duvnamiV adhuc duvnatai
absurdum est dicere nos ea non posse uti. Nam usus facultatis est ipsissima facultatis actio: uti enim
intellectu suo ad intelligendum est intelligere.”
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human ability after the fall to believe, however, no such impediments can be discerned: “For,
we are speaking about a faculty against which no external force can be applied; we are
speaking about someone whose mind has not been removed and whose organs are most
excellently constituted; we are speaking about someone to whom the object has been
revealed and to whom objective grace has been offered.”69 There are some who might want
to add a fourth impediment to the first three: “a disposition [habitus] by which the faculty
is so impeded and so determined to act in a certain way, that, although it is still a faculty, it
nevertheless cannot act otherwise than as brought by the disposition generated in it, by which
its operation is determined.”70 Pajon agrees about this impediment itself, but denies that an
immediate act of God is necessary to overcome it. Not only does such a disposition only take
away a specific use (in contrast to the first three impediments above, which impede every
use), it also does not take away the ability (potentia) to act otherwise but rather determines
the ability to act in this way. “Therefore, nothing prevents the faculty hindered by the
disposition to act in another way, except for the fact that it acts in this way and has been
determined to act in this way.”71

69

Pajon, “De natura,” MS. Rawlinson D. 840 no. 8, p. 12 (quarta ratio): “Loquimur enim
de facultate cui nulla vis inferri potest. Loquimur de eo qui non est emotae mentis quique habet
organa optimè constituta. Loquimur de eo cui obiectum revelatum est gratiaque obiectiva oblata.”
70

Pajon, “De natura,” MS. Rawlinson D. 840 no. 8, p. 12 (quarta ratio): “His tribus forte
quartum et addi velles, habitum nempe quo facultas ita praepeditur et ad certum agendi modum
determinatur ut quamvis sit adhuc facultas, non possit tamen aliter agere quam fert habitus in ea
ingeneratus, a quo determinatur eius operatio.”
71

Pajon, “De natura,” MS. Rawlinson D. 840 no. 8, p. 13 (quarta ratio): “Verum enim vero
multiplici hîc opus est distinctione, primum enim habitus non omnem facultatis usum impedit ut vel
vis externa, vel organi vitium, vel obiecti defectus: sed certum quemdam usum. [...] At nec certum
illum usum tollit, tollendo potentiam aliter agendi quam agit. Potentia enim illa aliter agendi est
ipsissima facultas quam implicat contradictionem ab habitu sibi inhaerente deseri: sed tantaum
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Pajon thus maintained that even after the fall human beings continue to have the
ability to believe simply because the faculty of the intellect remains in itself intact. If human
inability after the fall meant that the intellect has been damaged and first needs to be
remedied by immediate grace (i.e. a physical inability), those who do not believe either are
not “convertible” or else cannot be blamed.72 Even in the state of sin, the human faculties are
physically and as such not changed: the intellect must always admit the true, and the will the
good, which it does by necessarily following the last judgment of the practical intellect.73
Accordingly, when somebody sins, this always comes from some sort of ignorance,74 where

determinando potentiam ad sic agendum. Nihil obstat ergo quominus facultas ab habitu praepedita
aliter agat, nisi quod sic agit, et ad sic agendum est determinata.” A similar analysis can be found
in the undated “De la puissance, et impuissance.”
72

Pajon, “De natura,” MS. Rawlinson D. 840 no. 8, p. 19 (septima ratio): “Non enim is est
Verbo Dei convertibilis vel qui impotentiâ physicâ laborat ne Verbum amplecti possit, vel cuius
impotentia, quaecunque tandem illa sit, Verbo neque tolli neque sanari potest”; and ibid., p. 20
(octava ratio): “Cum homini revelatur obiectum in praedicatione Verbi, illud vel amplecti potest sine
gratiâ immediatâ, modo in id totas vires h.e. facultates suas intendat, vel non potest. Si non potest,
homo non est culpandus quod non potuerit facere quod tamen facere totis viribus conatus est.”
73

See Pajon, “De natura,” MS. Rawlinson D. 840 no. 8, pp. 3-4 (status quaestionis):
“Secundum: obiecta facultatibus nostris movendis apta nata esse facultatesque nostras ab obiectis
necessario moveri, et ita necessariò ut non possit sensus non sentire quae sibi sentienda debito modo
offeruntur: non possit voluntas, etiam corruptissima, non appetere bonum, quod eius est obiectum
appetibile, sibi ab intellectu monstratum: non possit intellectus sani ac sapientis hominis non
admittere demonstrationem evidentem aut axioma naturâ suâ clarum.” See also ibid., pp. 21-22 (nona
ratio): “[...] voluntas enim non potest non appetere bonum sibi ab intellectu monstratum, non potest
non sequi dictamen ultimum intellectus: quod intellectus dictamen voluntati est obiecti sui
propositio. [...] An-non aequé determinatus est intellectus ad verum ac voluntas ad bonum?”; and
idem, “Traité de l’opération,” §20: “Or je soustiens que l’entendement n’est pas moins déterminé
à suivre le vray, que la volonté à suivre le bien et qu’il repugne autant à la nature de l’homme
d’admettre les deux prémisses dans un syllogisme théorétique, sans admettre la conclusion, que dans
un syllogisme practique.”
74

See Pajon, “De natura,” MS. Rawlinson D. 840 no. 8, p. 37 (decima quinta ratio): “Omne
enim peccatum est ab ignorantiâ aliquâ, et omnis qui peccat, peccat ignarus.”
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it is a matter of the intellect seeing a true object as if it were false, or else a false object as if
it were true.

Locating Inability: Ideas and Thoughts
As a preface to Pajon’s conception of what human inability does consist in, one
should note that the concepts of inability and sin are closely related: “the inability of man to
believe and to divest himself of his sin is in no way different from his sin itself.”75 Inability
is thus the more general term in that people are both born with it (i.e. as part of original sin)
and remain trapped by it (i.e. habitual sin, or the disposition resulting from actual sins).76
Pajon insists that this inability is moral in nature, and in support of this claim he cites
passages from Cameron, Amyraut, Daillé and Desmarets, where they insist on the same.77
Not surprisingly, he also cites de la Place in this connection, pointing out that his former
Saumur professor did not define original sin as some corruption or shortcoming in the
faculties as such.78 Where, then, does this moral inability reside?

75

Pajon, “Traité de l’opération,” §135: “[...] l’impuissance de l’homme à se convertir et
dépouiller son péché, n’est point différente de son péché mesme [...].”
76

See Pajon, “Sommaire,” §8 (Mailhet, La théologie protestante, 72): “Il soutient seulement
que cette impuissance de l’homme ne consiste pas dans l’extinction de ses facultés: mais dans les
vicieuses habitudes du péché, soit originel, soit acquis; [...].” Similarly, [Lenfant?], “Relation de ce
qui se passa,” LC 6, p. 124: Pajon “commença par les passages de l’Écriture, et il en allégua dix,
dont les cinq premiers se raportent au péché originel en particulier, et les cinq autres à l’impuissance
de l’homme à faire le bien en général [...].”
77

78

Pajon, “De la nature du péché originel,” LC 7, p. 180.

Pajon, “De la nature du péché originel,” LC 7, pp. 180-81: “[...] je n’y voy point de
corruption, ni de dépravation de nos facultez à les considérer en elles-mesmes, et en les distinguant
d’avec nos pensées.”
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The most detailed and ordered treatment of the issue of inability is found in the “De
la nature du péché originel et de l’impuissance de l’homme à se convertir.” In this treatise
Pajon considers the location of human corruption in terms of the psychology of the faculties,
and thus takes his place in the tradition of the Saumur theologians from Cameron onwards
who gladly integrated faculty psychology into their theology.79 What is more, Pajon ends up
being much more specific in locating the place of the inability of original sin in the soul than
what one finds in the works of his contemporaries.80 He notes that the corruption resulting
from sin must be either in the body or else in the soul. Considered in itself, the body is
corrupted in that it becomes subject to death, but this cannot be identified as human inability
since it does not prevent people from converting. Secondly, in its relation to the soul, the
body must be considered both as the organs the soul uses to imagine, and as the ideas of the
things it imagines. As to the organs, they may be altered as evident in the change in
temperament a violent fever can effect, but this corruption neither prevents us from being
able to distinguish between good and evil, nor does it make us guilty from the womb as
original sin is said to.81 However, if evil ideas which prevent someone from seeing that God

79

See Proctor, The Theology of Moise Amyraut, 138; Rex, Essays on Pierre Bayle, 77-120;
and Armstrong, Calvinism and the Amyraut Heresy, 242.
80

See, for example, Antonius Walaeus, Enchiridion, in idem, Opera omnia, 2 vols. (Leiden:
Franciscus Hackius, 1643), 1:12b-14a; idem, Loci communes, in ibid., 220a-b; Gisbert Voetius, De
propagatione peccati originalis (respondens: Samuel Lydius; 2 July 1636), in Selectae disputationes
theologicae, 5 vols. (vols. 1-4, Utrecht/Amsterdam: Joh. à Waesberge, 1648-1667; vol. 5,
Amsterdam: Antonius Smytegelt, 1669) 1:1078-1118 ; Turrettini, Institutio, 9.10.1-9.11.23.
81

Pajon, “De la nature du péché originel,” LC 7, pp. 174-75. Pajon’s admission of ideas as
a part of sin’s effect on the body (admittedly, in its relation to the soul) emphasizes that the terms
“physical” and “moral” do not refer to body and soul, respectively. They belong to different
categories.
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is good can be transmitted from parents to their children, Pajon is convinced that these ideas
form a part of original sin.82
As to the corruption in the soul, it cannot be in its substance, because then the soul
would by definition be destroyed, nor, for that same reason, in the faculties of which it is
composed: “The only place which thus remains for us to locate man’s corruption in regards
to his soul are thoughts, whether these thoughts are actual or else only habitual.”83 Once
again, the challenge is to understand how thoughts, like ideas, are passed on from parents to
children. Although his opponents may have ridiculed this view by claiming that children are
incapable of thoughts,84 Pajon takes an argument from experience by pointing out that certain
aversions or fears are communicated by mothers to their children during pregnancy. He is
thus certain that this happens (i.e. the effect), but as to the way in which this happens (i.e. the
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Pajon, “De la nature du péché originel,” LC 7, p. 175: “Si donc il se peut faire que les
pères et les mères transmettent de telles idées à leurs enfants, ce que nous examinerons tantost, il ne
faut point douter qu’elles ne fassent partie du péché originel, et qu’elles n’en soient point la source,
et le vray moyen par où l’âme contracte ce qu’elle a de corruption dans la naissance.”
83

Pajon, “De la nature du péché originel,” LC 7, p. 175: “Il ne reste donc plus que les
pensées où nous puissions loger la corruption de l’homme, et ce qui concerne son âme, soit que ces
pensées soient actuelles, ou qu’elles soient habituelles seulement.” Similarly, in [Lenfant?],
“Relation de ce qui se passa,” LC 6, p. 124, Pajon is reported to have cited ten biblical texts which
“font tous consister et cette impuissance et ce péché originel qui en soit la principale partie dans le
dérèglement de nos pensées.”
84

[Guyraut], “Remarques,” Arch. Turrettini, 2nd ms under the shelfmark 1/Gb.1.32.XIII, [pp.
16-17]: “Cependant je suis le plus trompé du monde si les enfans sont capables d’idées [...].”
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cause) he is unsure. As a hypothesis – and nothing more!85 – he suggests that the child while
in the womb somehow participates in the idea which produces the thoughts.86
To summarize: “Human inability is thus not a physical inability [...] but a moral
inability which consists in his evil dispositions, in his prejudices, in his errors, in his false
thoughts, in his evil designs and in his malice.”87 When the faculties are considered
separately, in the will these ideas and thoughts manifest themselves as a love for the world
and a hatred of God, and in the intellect as an ignorance of the things that must be known or
else an error contrary to what must be known.88
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See the qualifying statements in Pajon, “De la nature du péché originel,” LC 7, pp. 176,
177, 178; see also idem, “De l’efficace de la Parolle,” LC 6, p. 287.
86

Pajon, “De la nature du péché originel,” LC 7, p. 175: “pourroit-on bien expliquer de
quelle manière les passions, et les mouvements de la mère se communiquent à l’enfant qu’elle porte?
Néantmoins, l’effet est certain; on sçait que les enfants ont les mesmes antipathies que leurs mères
ont euës pendant leur grossesse, les mesmes mouvements d’aversion ou d’amour qu’elles ont eus:
pourquoy ne croiroit-on pas que les autres passions, qui font une grande partie de nostre corruption
se puissent communiqer aussi aisément que la peur? Or les passions ne sont jamais sans quelque
pensée qui les précède ou qui les suive. || J’ay souvent fait réflexion sur cet événement de la nature,
et considérant que la peur de la mère avoit eu pour sa cause prochaine et immédiate, l’idée confuse
mais terrible qu’elle avoit conceuë de quelque objet comme d’une cause dont il pouvoit lui venir
beaucoup de mal; j’ay conclu avec beaucoup de nécessité ce me semble que cette peur ayant esté
communiquée à l’enfant, il falloit aussi que l’enfant eûst participé à cette idée [...]. ”
87

Pajon, “De la nature du péché originel,” LC 7, p. 179: “Ainsi l’impuissance de l’homme
à se soûmettre à la loy de Dieu, n’est pas une impuissance physique [...]; mais une impuissance
morale qui consiste en ses mauvaises habitudes, en ses préjugez, en ses erreurs, en ses fausses
pensées, en ses mauvais desseins et en sa malice.” Similarly, idem, “De natura,” MS. Rawlinson D.
840 no. 8, p. 65 (quarta obiectio): “[...] tenebrae mentis nihil aliud sunt quam praeconceptae
opiniones, homini scilicet videntur divitiae, voluptates, honores totam foelicitatis essentiam
constituere”; and idem, “De l’efficace de la Parolle,” LC 6, pp. 287: “Cette corruption accidentelle
de nos facultez, consiste dans des pensées actuelles, ou habituelles, dans les vices, les passions, la
convoitise, le vieil homme, dont les membres sont la paillardise, la souilleure, l’appétit déréglé,
l’avarice, etc.”
88

Pajon, “Traité de l’opération,” §16: “Pour moy je conçois dans la volonté l’amour du
monde, et l’aversion contre Dieu, dans l’entendem[ent], l’ignorance des choses qu’il faut sçavoir ou
l’erreur contraire à ce que nous devrions sçavoir.”
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Between Flacius Illyricus and Pelagius
The importance of the distinction between the “physical” and “moral” nature of
inability in Pajon’s argument can hardly be underestimated. Convinced that the intellect as
such always seeks the true or else it would not no longer be the intellect, he charged that
those who denied this necessarily identified human inability as being physical. In a
strategically savvy move, Pajon subsequently connected their position on (what he regarded
as) physical inability to the errors of Matthias Flacius Illyricus (1520-1575), a sixteenthcentury Lutheran theologian who had argued that sin was substantive rather than accidental,
so that in regenerating a person the Holy Spirit implanted new faculties in him or her.89 Pajon
appears first to have applied this argument rather directly in the lost “Annotationes”90;
afterwards it became nearly ubiquitous, even if he does appear to have become more careful
in the way he worded it.91
89

For Flacius Illyricus in general, see Oliver K. Olson, Matthias Flacius and the Survival
of Luther’s Reform, Wolfenbütteler Abhandlungen zur Renaissanceforschung, vol. 20 (Wiesbaden:
Harrassowitz Verlag, 2000). For his doctrine of original sin and an overview of the controversies,
see Johann Wilhelm Preger, Matthias Flacius Illyricus und seine Zeit, 2 vols. (Erlangen: Theodor
Bläsing, 1859-1861), 2:310-412; and a brief summary of his view on original sin in Robert J.
Christman, “Competing Clerical Efforts to Secure Lay Support in the Flacian Controversy Over
Original Sin,” in The Formation of Clerical and Confessional Identities in Early Modern Europe,
ed. Wim Janse and Barbara Pitkin (Leiden: Brill, 2005), 225-38, there 228 n. 12.
90

See Pajon, “Annotationes” (for bibliographical details, see ch. 5 n. 71) as cited in
[Guyraut], “Remarques,” Arch. Turrettini, 2nd ms under the shelfmark 1/Gb.1.32.XIII, [p. 18]:
“Equidem [...] si te aeque actu me, haereseos insimulare vellem, possem verè affirmare quod iam
satis superque probatum est, sententiam tuam monstrum esse quoddam [...] ex Flacii naturam ipsam
hominisque substantiam à peccato corruptam esse affirmantis [...] conflatum est.”
91

While the accusation in the “Annotationes” was very direct, in the “Traité de l’opération,”
§190, Pajon writes: “Je ne vous accuse de rien premièrement, et les objections que je vous fais sont
pour esclaircir la vérité sans vous soupçonner d’aucune hérésie. [...] Mais il me semble que par
vostre sentiment, vous ne sçauriez éviter de tomber ou dans l’opinion de Flacius, si vous voulez que
l’impuissance de l’homme soit quelque chose de différent avec son péché et ses erreurs [...].” The
“De la nature du péché originel” begins by recalling the 100-year anniversary of the publication of
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Pajon’s reduction of the opposing view to the absurdity of a Flacian anthropology
was, of course, denied by the proponents of immediate grace. They agreed that there
remained in humanity even after the fall a physical ability in the continued presence of the
faculties. Rather, as one early opponent stated, the problem was that Pajon’s version of
physical ability actually denied moral inability.92 While a defect in the faculty or in the object
on which the faculty acts would indeed constitute a physical inability,93 “there is another
inability in sinful man which we call a ‘moral inability’ [...] which consists in the universal
corruption of all our faculties, in an extreme malice which is born with us which gives us an
aversion to the good and an inclination towards evil, and in the carnal and sensual affections
which render us unable of the teachings of faith. And to a certain being accustomed to doing
evil.”94 It is to this moral inability of the corruption of the faculties, he argued, that such

Flacius’s work on original sin, with Pajon adding that there are some today who continue to follow
him, albeit unwittingly (LC 7, pp. 167-68, 174). The connection to Flacius Illyricus can also be
found in “Sommaire,” §7 (Mailhet, La théologie protestante, 71); idem, “Estat des questions,” de
Budé 2010, pp. 3, 9, 13; “De l’efficace de la Parolle,” LC 6, pp. 283-84; and many other places.
Guyraut notes the changed tone of Pajon’s accusations in “Remarques,” Arch. Turrettini, 2nd ms
under the shelfmark 1/Gb.1.32.XIII, [p. 18].
92

[Guyraut], “Remarques,” Arch. Turrettini, 2nd ms under the shelfmark 1/Gb.1.32.XIII, [p.
21]: “[...] en posant la faculté ou la puissance physique, il a nié l’impuissance morale comme nous
le verrons ci-après [...].”
93

[Guyraut], “Remarques,” Arch. Turrettini, 2nd ms under the shelfmark 1/Gb.1.32.XIII, [p.
21]: “[L’impuissance physique] est double. L’une vient d’un défaut de faculté, comme quand nous
disons qu’un aveugle ne peut voir, qu’un paralitique ne peut marcher et choses semblables; l’autre
vient du défaut de l’objet sur lequel la faculté doit agir. C’est en ce sens-là que Saint Paul disoit
jadis, Comment croiront-ils en celui duquel ils n’ont point ouï parler, présupposant que cela est
impossible.”
94

[Guyraut], “Remarques,” Arch. Turrettini, 2nd ms under the shelfmark 1/Gb.1.32.XIII, [p.
22]: “Il y a une autre impuissance dans l’homme pécheur que nous apelons une impuissance morale
[...] qui consiste en la corruption universelle de toutes nos facultez, dans une extrême malice née
avec nous qui nous donne de l’aversion pour le bien et une pente au mal très violente et dans des
affections charnelles et sensuelles qui nous rendent incapables des enseignements de la foi. Et
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passages of Scripture as Jn. 6:44, Jn. 15:5, Mt. 7:18 || Lk. 6:43, and Jn. 5:44 refer.95 The issue
in the Pajonist controversies was thus not whether human inability was physical or moral in
nature. Rather, the question was what could or could not be described as a moral inability in
respect to the faculties. While Pajon’s opponents could conceive of some sort of corruption
in the faculties which preceded that caused by the impression of ideas or thoughts as moral,
Pajon himself charged that any such corruption was by definition physical.96
In light of this, Pajon’s appeal to the most renowned French theologians’ insistence
(i.e. Cameron, Amyraut, Daillé, Desmarets) on the moral and voluntary nature of human
inability does not as such mean that their writings actually supported his view. The principle
as such was denied by no one in Reformed orthodoxy; it did, on the other hand, imply
different things for Pajon. That his appeal to at least Amyraut was at the very least
misleading is something of which he himself seems to have been aware.97 Pajon’s reference
finalement dans une certaine acoutumance à mal faire.”
95

[Guyraut], “Remarques,” Arch. Turrettini, 2nd ms under the shelfmark 1/Gb.1.32.XIII, [p.

22].
96

In addition to the above citations from Guyraut’s “Remarques,” that a major point of
contention was the understanding of the terms “physical” and “moral” is clearly evident in Pajon’s
1676 conference with Claude as described in [Lenfant?], “Relation de ce qui se passa,” LC 6, pp.
121-29; esp. 126: Pajon “allégua [...] que cette corruption de l’homme que Monsieur Claude pose,
et l’impuissance qu’il lui attribuë sont absolument incompréhensibles, étant impossible de s’en
former aucune idée puisque de la manière qu’il en parle il faut qu’elles soient physiques, quoiqu’il
les nomme morales; car il les considère comme un mauvais état de l’âme [...] d’où il s’ensuit qu’elle
est physique et non pas morale. Monsieur Claude interrompoit là Monsieur Pajon pour lui dire, que
ce mauvais état de l’âme, cette corruption et cette impuissance sont des choses morales parce
qu’elles se raportent aux moeurs; mais Monsieur Pajon répliqua que [...].”
97

In response to de la Bastide, Pajon in 1676 thus pointed also to the inconsistency in
Amyraut’s treatment of inability; see [Lenfant?], “Relation de ce qui se passa,” LC 6, p. 128.
Amyraut appears not to have published significantly on original sin, and his views have not been
significantly treated in scholarship. According to correspondence cited by Van Stam (The
Controversy Over the Theology of Saumur, 180), he followed his colleague de la Place in denying
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to de la Place, on the other hand, is slightly more valuable. The latter’s description of what
is passed on from parents to children is indeed in line with Pajon’s claim that inherited
original sin consists not in the faculties as such but in its ideas and the resulting thoughts.98
Yet in the end, also the extent of his dependence on de la Place is difficult to determine, since
his identification of original inability in ideas and thoughts is at a level of detail to which the
former Saumur theologian did not attain in his disputation on Adam’s sin. Conversely, it
cannot be determined from Pajon’s writings whether he, like his former teacher, limited
original sin to the inherited proclivity to evil while denying the immediate imputation of
Adam’s sin. Thus, in spite of Pajon’s appeals to different leading French theologians, it is
Paul Testard who remains the most significant influence on him in spite of the fact that he
is rarely ever mentioned. Pajon’s view on original sin and human inability is only a greater
working out of what can already be found in the Eijrhnikovn.
Both this French background to Pajon’s thought and the degree of specification at
which he arrived in connection with original sin are important in this regard. His location of
original inability in the ideas and thoughts of the soul of course resulted in a rather positive
anthropology and, not surprisingly, accusations of Pelagianism were frequently leveled

the immediate imputation of Adam’s sin. A major source which would enable us to answer this
question is the “De l’imputation du péché d’Adam, par. M. Amyraut,” Paris, Arsenal Ms 5423 n°
1 (Conrart, vol. XIV), a manuscript which to my knowledge has remained untapped.
98

See esp. de la Place, Theses theologicae de statu hominis lapsi ante gratiam, thes. XX:
“Sequuta est igitur lapsum universalis omnium facultatum moralium mutatio & depravatio, Mentis
practicae ignorantia pravae dispositionis circa summum bonum: voluntatis aversio à vero sine seu
summo bono, tanquàm sibi malo, & conversio ad creaturas sensibiles tanquam ad summum suum
bonum: Appetitus extra limites à natura positos evagatio infinita.”
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against him.99 Yet in his defense Pajon could point out that he, just like the third/fourth
chapter of the Canons of Dort, saw human corruption as affecting both the will and the
intellect. Further, his locating the faculties’ inability in ideas and thoughts went to a level of
detail to which the Canons did not attain, so that he did indeed have a case when he claimed
that his view did not contravene the latter.100 The universalists in France, certainly from the
perspective of one outside of the kingdom, already had a rather positive anthropology. This
could provide an opening for the somewhat generous reading of the articles of Dort which
Pajon needed to maintain his claim to stand within the bounds of orthodoxy.

The Power of the Gospel Truth
As Argument Against Immediate Grace
Just as with his doctrine of original sin, Pajon’s view of the Word as the Spirit’s
means in conversion witnesses the twofold conviction that an immediate divine act is both
absurd and unnecessary. The charge that the view of the proponents of immediate grace on
original sin leads them necessarily to the anthropology of Flacius Illyricus, is in his writings
often accompanied by the remark that their doctrine of conversion leads them to the
absurdities of the enthusiasts. For if, in addition to the Spirit’s communication of the truth
99

See, for example, Pajon’s defense against it in his “Traité de l’opération,” §§ 4, 90, 92 and
126; as well as the bibliographical references to the charges made by opponents in ch. 5 n. 89. Of
course, “Pelagianism” should be understood as a non-specific term designating any doctrine which
betrays a weakened doctrine of sin and a positive appreciation of human ability.
100

Pajon, “Traité de l’opération,” §197 (Mailhet, La théologie protestante, 135): “Le 3e.
[article – AG] exalte l’impuissance de l’homme à se retirer du péché, mais sans renverser les articles
précédents qui n’ont posé aucune impuissance en l’homme que celle de son péché et de ses erreurs.”
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by the means of the Word, an immediate and internal act preceding it is required, what does
that look like? Pajon repeatedly suggests that it must be something like the unmediated
divine inspirations to which the enthusiasts, Anabaptists, and Schwenkfeldians lay claim.101
It is worth adding that, although Pajon will no doubt have found the theological insult
these names constituted in the seventeenth century an effective way to undermine his
opponents’ position, his writings also reveal a deeper concern: that the concept of immediate
grace was detrimental to the anti-Catholic polemical program of the Reformed. As has been
pointed out, in the debates over the canon and the authority of Scripture, the Catholics had
asked how the so-called testimony of the Holy Spirit to which the Protestants appealed for
identifying the books that are and are not divine was any different from the internal and
unmediated revelations of a “particular Spirit” the enthusiasts claimed to have. Since in the
Cameronian intellectualist tradition the seat of faith lies primarily in the intellect which
recognizes the divinity of the Scriptures, the thesis of an additional, immediate operation of
the Spirit preceding the intellect’s assent could give the Catholic controvertists precisely the
“proof” which would confirm their suspicions. Pajon more than others seems to have been
aware of this threat, and his entire program regarding immediate grace can in one sense be
summed up as a push for consistency in the locus de fide and the locus de Scriptura.102 Thus,
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See, for example, Pajon, “Annotationes,” as cited in [Guyraut], “Remarques,” Arch.
Turrettini, 2nd ms under the shelfmark 1/Gb.1.32.XIII, [p. 18]; idem, “Traité de l’opération,” §§29,
128, 176, 190-91 (Mailhet, La théologie protestante, 110, 121, -, 132); idem, “Estat des questions,”
de Budé 2010, pp. 4, 9, 13; idem, “De la nature du péché originel,” LC 7, p. 184.
102

Similarly, Laplanche, L’Écriture, le sacré et l’histoire, 76: “[...] Pajon, cet irritant rejeton
de Saumur, demandera tout haut, à partir de 1666, si la lumière du Saint Esprit et la clarté des raisons
de croire ne seraient pas par hasard une même et unique réalité.”
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already at the end of his “De natura” he listed among the uses of the doctrine (usus
doctrinae) that his view on conversion made it possible to refute the Papist charge that the
Reformed claim a peculiar Spirit for themselves and are thus “enthusiasts”103 – the
implication regarding immediate grace being clear, even if unstated. Years later he also wrote
a response to precisely this charge as it had been made by Louis Maimbourg in his Traité de
la vraye Parole de Dieu (1671).104 Written as a defense of the Reformed testimonium Spiritus
Sancti against Catholic attacks, Pajon’s manuscript work indirectly functioned as an attempt
to illustrate how important it was for his coreligionists to deny some such notion as
immediate grace in their doctrine of faith and conversion.
That immediate grace not only leads to absurd theological positions, but is also
unnecessary, is evident from the secunda ratio of Pajon’s “De natura.” This argument
consists simply in pointing out that the Bible attributes nothing to the Holy Spirit in
producing conversion which is not also attributed to the Word. For, it is the Word which is
said to illumine the mind (Ps. 19105), to open the eyes (Acts 26:18), to sanctify the heart (Jn.
17:17), to give wisdom to the simple (Ps. 19:8; Eng., vs. 7), to regenerate and to renew man
(Jas. 1:18; 1 Pet. 1:23) and to work efficaciously in him (1 Thess. 2:13). Pajon’s cry “And
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Pajon, “De natura,” MS. Rawlinson D. 840 no. 8, p. 92: “Utilis est ad Pontificiorum
calumniam quâ nos, quasi nobis Spiritum peculiarem assumeremus, enthousiasmosque ostentaremus,
insectantur, propellendum.”
104

Claude Pajon, “Défense du 4. article,” LC 6, pp. 211-25. This work is undated, but a firm
terminus a quo can be established at the publication of Maimbourg’s work in 1671.
105

The reference must be to Ps. 19:9 (Eng. vs. 8: “illumining the eyes”) in the sense of
illumination of the eyes of the mind; cf. Pajon, “De natura,” MS. Rawlinson D. 840 no. 8, p. 8.
Elsewhere, Pajon sees the illumination of the mind referred to also in Ps. 119:130; see ibid., p. 5
(addition in margin from the hand of Pajon).
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what can it not do?” – since the Word is said to be sharper than a two-edged sword (Heb.
4:12), since the Gospel is the power of God for the salvation of all who believe (Rom. 1:16),
and since the weapons we fight with have divine power to demolish strongholds (2 Cor.
10:4-5) – is further evidence of his conviction concerning the power of the Word which
makes that which his opponents identify as “immediate grace” entirely unnecessary.106
Of course, Pajon’s conviction regarding the power of the Gospel as the sufficient
means by which the Holy Spirit works to convert a person cannot be divorced from his
doctrine of human inability as outlined above; they are two sides of the same coin. The
connection between the two is particularly evident from the way in which Pajon closed the
quarta ratio in the “De natura” where, as seen above, he had identified inability as a
determination of the faculty by a disposition.107 Expanding on this, he explained that while
in actu secundo (i.e. when active) there can be in the faculty no act contrary to its
determination, such contraries are able to co-exist when the faculty is in actu primo (i.e.
when at rest). As result, Pajon argued, no disposition is by nature unchangeable, and any
unchangeability would have to come from the perpetual presence of external objects that
incline the faculty to that disposition, which objects he nevertheless denies to be present.108
As for the innate dispositions of sin which are confirmed by the long practice of sin, they are
indeed stronger than any other disposition. However, the Gospel object is much stronger than
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Pajon, “De natura,” MS. Rawlinson D. 840 no. 8, pp. 9-10 (secunda ratio). Virtually the
same passages (i.e. 1 Thess. 2:13; 1 Pet. 1:23; Rom. 1:16; Heb. 4:12; 2 Cor. 10:4-5; Jer. 23:29) are
drawn on in connection with the Word’s superior power in ibid., p. 43 (decima octava ratio).
107

Pajon, “De natura,” MS. Rawlinson D. 840 no. 8, pp. 11-14 (quarta ratio).
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Pajon, “De natura,” MS. Rawlinson D. 840 no. 8, p. 14 (quarta ratio).
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any object whatsoever so that its truth is necessarily recognized, especially by those who are
overwhelmed by the miseries of life and feel God’s fatherly castigations.109 Pajon thus
concludes: “I admit that man is from birth hindered by corrupt dispositions and determined
by those dispositions to do evil. But I deny that that determination (and so the disposition
which is born from it) is insuperable to the Gospel Word so that it is impossible for him,
when those dispositions are present, to use his faculties in order to admit the Gospel
Word.”110 Later on in the “De natura,” Pajon expands on his view that the force of the Gospel
is superior to that of sin, so that an immediate act of the Spirit is not needed to overcome sin.
The Gospel contains invincible demonstrations which can elicit assent from the intellect; to
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Pajon, “De natura,” MS. Rawlinson D. 840 no. 8, pp. 14-15 (quarta ratio): “Non me latet
habitus illos peccati à naturâ insitos longoque peccandi usu confirmatos multò tenaciores esse quovis
alio habitu. Sed nec etiam latere debet contrariae sententiae authores obiectum Evangelicum multò
potentius esse quovis alio obiecto. Si ergo habitus in rebus vel naturalibus vel moralibus etiam,
obiectorum naturalium vi et efficacia, mutantur, quidni posset etiam mutari habitus vel ab ipsâ naturâ
insitus, vel naturaliter acquisitus, vi et efficacia obiecti planè supernaturalis ac divini? Quid? Nonne
tantam speciem summi boni prae se fert obiectum Evangelicum ut non possit eius agnosci veritas
quin ametur? Nonne potest etiam (iis praesertim qui miseriis humanae vitae pressi, castigationumque
Dei paternarum sensu afflicti atque perculsi, non ita rerum mundanarum cupiditate vel amore
excaecati tenentur) ita clarè atque distinctè explicari ut necessariò agnoscatur eius veritas? Ego sanè
nullus dubito [...].”
110

Pajon, “De natura,” MS. Rawlinson D. 840 no. 8, p. 16 (quarta ratio): “Sic igitur istam
disputationem concludo fateor hominem ab ortu pravis esse habitibus praepeditum, et ad male
agendum ab habitibus illis determinatum, sed nego determinationem illam (ac proinde habitus unde
nascitur) esse Verbo Evangelico prorsus insuperabilem; ita ut impossibile sit hominem habitibus illis
praepeditum, vi et efficacia Evangelii, eo modo quo electis proponitur, oblati, actus edere habitibus
illis contrarios; quorum actuum frequenti repetitione habitus illi, si minùs omninò tolli possint,
plurimùm saltem imminuantur, habitusque fidei in eorum locum introducatur.”
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deny this is to do an injury to the divine truth.111 Pajon’s conviction that the force of the
Gospel truth renders immediate grace unnecessary thus recurs time and again.

Spirit and Word: Common Notions, Certainty and Circumstances
The more important question is, of course, how Pajon did understand the Spirit to
restore the intellect in conversion if it was not by way of some immediate act. As a brief
reminder, we note that according to his doctrine of inability, in the state of sin both of the
faculties of the soul are corrupted. Since the will always follows the last judgment of the
practical intellect, the Spirit’s work is concentrated on the latter. Furthermore, as the
intellect’s corruption consists in ignorance or false knowledge, the Holy Spirit delivers it by
the introduction of true knowledge.112 Thus, simply stated, the Spirit uses the Word which
contains the truth in order to introduce the knowledge that overcomes human corruption left
by sin.
Pajon’s response is as such very simple and, up to this point, identical to what one
finds in the theses 224-242 of Testard’s Eijrhnikovn. However, Pajon’s writings fill in some
of the gaps in that they show how both how conversion fits into a broader epistemological
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Pajon, “De natura,” MS. Rawlinson D. 840 no. 8, p. 23 (decima ratio): “quid-ni pariter
assensum elicient ab intellectu nostro veri demonstrationes invictae, quae in Evangelio habentur: illi
igitur iniuriam veritati divinae faciunt qui, cum fateantur hominem integrum potuisse, solâ
obiectorum externorum vi, in errorem induci, negant tamen hominem peccatorem, sola veritatis
demonstratione, posse ab errore in viam veritatis reduci; quasi veritas non esset mendacio multò
validior potentiorque multò.”
112

See Pajon, “Traité de l’opération,” §17 (Mailhet, La théologie protestante, 108): “Pour
délivrer l’entendement de ses erreurs, il faut [...] que le Saint Esprit nous délivre de nostre ignorance,
et de nos erreurs, et oste ainsy les mauvaises dispositions de nos âmes par l’introduction de la
connoissance dans nos entendements.”
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theory and precisely how he conceives of the Spirit’s work. As was common in the period
of Reformed orthodoxy,113 for Pajon the starting-point for knowledge is found in the
“common notions” (notions communes), that is, things – such as knowledge of God’s justice
(droit; Rom. 1), his kindness (placabilitas), or else the law of nature (Rom. 2)114 –
concerning which there can be no doubt. For the intellect to be moved by a theoretical or
practical syllogism, the truth must be presented in the syllogism in such a way that the faculty
sees the truth of the syllogism’s premises. Those premises are either common notions
themselves, or else propositions which depend on those common notions. In conversion, the
work of the Spirit is to give people the proof of these syllogisms.115 To put it succinctly:
The economy of the Holy Spirit in our conversion consists in awakening the
sentiment of these common notions and in presenting in our souls at the same time
the doctrines of the Gospel and the arguments which prove them, which he does by
the idea he forms of it in our intellects – with his most wise dispensation of both the
Word and of the other objects accompanying the Word coming in between – in such
a way that the link and connection which the Christian truths have with the common
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See the discussion on natural theology in Muller, PRRD, 1:278-305. Roussellier’s claim
that the rationalism Pajon created by way of the “notions communes” was what led to the
condemnation of Pajonism as opposed to Amyraldianism is for that reason hardly tenable
(introduction to Traité, xix). Fatio, “Claude Pajon,” 214, traces the concept of the “notions
communes” back to Stoic philosophy.
114

See Pajon, “De natura,” MS. Rawlinson D. 840 no. 8, p. 24 (undecima ratio; “communis
ejnnoiva” = “notion commune”); and idem, Pajon, “Traité de l’opération,” §47.
115

See Pajon, “Traité de l’opération,” §20: “Si donc la volonté est nécessitée par le
syllogisme practique, à suivre le bien, pourquoy l’entendement ne les sera-t-il pas par un syllogisme
théorétique à suivre le vray? La difficulté est de luy mettre ce syllogisme ou théorétique ou practique
dans l’âme, en telle sorte qu’il voye la vérité des prémisses, mais je dis que ces prémisses sont ou
des notions communes dont personne ne peut douter, ou des propositions qui sont appuyées sur des
notions communes, et qui se peuvent prouver invinciblement par des notions communes, de sorte
que pourveu que le Saint Esprit nous en mette la démonstration dans l’âme (ce qu’il ne fait point par
une action immédiatte, sans le ministère de la Parole) il faut nécessairement que nous y
acquiéscions.”
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notions is made to be seen by us necessarily, such that we cannot reject the Christian
truth without at the same time rejecting these common notions.116
An example of how this works can be found in the “De natura.” In a passage similar to what
we saw in Testard, Pajon illustrates how even the acceptance of doctrines that surpass the
force of the human mind and whose “How?” cannot be understood depends on principles that
are either naturally known or known most easily. In the case of the Trinity, there are two
principles: 1) that which God taught in Scripture is true; 2) God taught in Scripture that there
are three persons in the same divine essence. The first principle is naturally known and based
on the conception of God as a perfect and most wise being, while the second can be known
by meditation on Scripture.117 The missing link in this chain is, of course, how Scripture is
recognized to be divine to begin with. Somewhat surprisingly, Pajon does not address this
in his “De natura.” However, his later writings clearly place him in the line of Reformed
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Pajon, “Traité de l’opération,” §47: “L’oeconomie du Saint Esprit dans nostre conversion
consiste à réveiller le sentiment de ces notions communes, et à présenter en mesme temps de telle
manière à nos âmes, les dogmes de l’Évangile et les raisons qui les prouvent, ce qui se fait par l’idée
qu’il en forme dans nos entendements, médiante tam Verbi quam aliorum objectorum Verbum
comitantium sapientissima dispensatione, que la liaison et la connexion que ces véritez chrestiennes
ont avec les notions communes, se face voir nécessairement à nous, en sorte que nous ne puissions
rejetter la vérité chrestienne, sans rejetter en mesme temps ces notions communes.” See also ibid.,
§§103, 110.
117

Pajon, “De natura,” MS. Rawlinson D. 840 no. 8, p. 29 (decima tertia ratio): “Unde
sequitur pendere veritatem istius conclusionis, v.c. ergo tres sunt personae in eadem essentiâ divinâ,
à duobus istis principiis; quod Deus in Scriptura docuit verum est: atqui tres esse personas in eadem
essentiâ divinâ Deus in Scriptura docuit: quorum principiorum veritas non potest agnosci, quin
continuo agnoscatur et conclusionis necessitas. Principiorum autem istorum prius naturaliter notum
est. Quis enim Deum esse unquam cogitavit, quin statim cogitaverit etiam eum esse perfectissimum,
ac proinde veracissimum? Posterioris verò potest agnosci veritas ex sola Scriptura Sacra attentâ
meditatione [...].” See, similarly, idem, [“Remarques sur quelques thèses de M. de Beaulieu”], LC
7, pp. 164-65, there p. 164. Cf. Testard, Eijrhnikovn, thes. 236 (and ch. 3 above).
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orthodoxy as he appeals to the classical marks of Scripture’s divinity.118 The books of the
Bible testify of their divinity by both internal (e.g. it fills the mind with admirable
knowledge, embraces the will with love for God, and sanctifies the affections119) and external
marks (e.g. the fulfillment of prophecy, the perfect harmony between books written by
different authors120).
Significant is the way in which Pajon at various times in the “De natura” draws a
direct parallel between the way knowledge is acquired in faith (i.e. conversion) and in the
sciences in general. Just as in the natural sciences – e.g. the question as to whether or not the
earth turns around its own axis – no immediate act is necessary for a person to pass from the
incorrect to the correct view but is moved by suitable proofs, so also nothing is necessary for
conversion except the proofs that lead to faith.121 For this Pajon will have drawn the ire of

118

See on this topic Laplanche, L’évidence du Dieu chrétien, 133-37; idem, L’Écriture, le
sacré et l’histoire, 77; and Muller, PRRD, 2:265-83.
119

Pajon, “Traité de l’opération,” §113: “Un livre qui remplit l’entendement de
connoissances admirables, qui ambrase la volonté, de l’amour de Dieu, qui sanctifie toutes les
affections, qui console la conscience, qui verse dans l’âme une joye et une tranquillité que le monde
ne sçauroit troubler, en un mot qui change entièrement les dispositions de l’homme et en fait un
homme nouveau, est vrayement un livre divin. Or l’Escriture qu’on appelle sainte fait cela en moy.
Donc etc. La majeure de cet argument est claire à quiconque la voudra considérer sans passion. La
mineure est certaine à celuy qui la ressent.” See, similarly, idem, “Défense du 4e. article,” LC 6, p.
221.
120

Pajon, “Traité de l’opération,” §142: “Après cela je soustiens qu’il n’y a jamais eu
d’homme qui ait bien entendu le to; legovmenon des oracles du Vieux Testament et des doctrines du
Nouveau que nous entendons aujourd’huiy qui n’ait esté persuadé comme nous le sommes, par la
parfaitte harmonie qu’il a trouvée entre l’un et l’autre, qu’ils sont tous deux vrays, et qu’ils ont esté
dictez par un mesme Esprit. C’est l’argument dont tous nos maistres se sont servis.” Both the internal
and external marks are mentioned together in the syllogism as found in idem, “Estat des questions,”
de Budé 2010, p. 7 (Mailhet, La théologie protestante, 78-79).
121

Pajon, “De natura” MS. Rawlinson D. 840 no. 8, p. 28 (decima tertia ratio): “Disputatur
in scholis an terra moveatur circa proprium centrum. Ponamus nunc affirmativam partem esse veram.
Annon in eo casu eius mens depravatur et caeca fit, quoad istam quaestionem, qui negativam
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his opponents,122 which is not surprising given that out of an antirationalistic interest the
tendency in Reformed orthodoxy was to avoid such a direct comparison between the
knowledge of faith and the knowledge obtained in the sciences in general.123
Relatedly, Pajon insisted that faith is based on demonstrations which are no less
convincing than those of mathematics: even if faith is based on testimony, that testimony is
based on reason.124 It is not so that, in terms of the definitions current at that time, the
certainty of faith is mathematical (or: metaphysical). For saving faith, a moral certainty
suffices although this moral certainty is just as demonstrative as mathematical
demonstrations are. In fact, all proofs of historical fact are as a class as demonstrative as
mathematical demonstrations.125 With this, Pajon broke with the paradigm of Reformed

sententiam amplectitur, falsis argumentationibus, quas putat esse veras, deceptus? Potest tamen istam
sententiam mutare qui amplexus est, contrariamque sequi, si nempe rationibus idoneis ei
demonstretur contrariae sententiae veritas. [...] Quidni igitur idem fiet in hominis conversione?” See
also ibid., pp. 48 (prima obiectio), 67-68 (quinta obiectio).
122

Note the qualifying addition Pajon made in the margin immediately following his
comparison to the natural sciences in “De natura” MS. Rawlinson D. 840 no. 8, p. 48 (prima
obiectio): “Quanquam hic discrimen aliquod notandum est, ne mihi quis ex illa responsione invidiam
creet. [...] Nemini igitur inde concludendum relinquo, Deum nihil amplius facere, in eo quem fidelem
efficit, quàm in alio, quem reddit solummodò Philosophum [...].”
123

See on this Muller, PRRD, 2:141-42, 328-31.

124

Pajon, “Traité de l’opération,” §145: “J’estime qu’elle [i.e. faith – AG] est fondée sur des
démonstrations, qui ne sont pas sensibles à la vérité, comme quelques unes de celles de
mathématique, mais qui ne sont pas moins convaincantes, quand une fois on les a comprises. Je say
bien que fides nititur testimonio. Mais je say aussy que ce tesmoignage est fondé sur la raison.”
125

Pajon, “De l’efficace de la Parolle,” LC 6, p. 289: “[...] une certitude morale de la divinité
de l’Escriture me suffit pour m’asseurer, qu’en m’y assujettissant, je serai éternellement heureux;
[...] Et quoyque cette asseurance ne soit que morale, elle ne laisse pas d’estre plus inébranlable, que
si elle estoit fondée sur une démonstration mathématique; parce que nous la croions bien plus
importante, et que nous en avons des preuves démonstratives, car ce qui regarde le salut et le
bonheur éternel, est sans contredit de plus grande conséquence, que ce qui ne fait rien au salut. A
quoy on peut ajouter que les preuves de fait sont en leur genre aussi démonstrative, que les
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orthodoxy such as is evident in François Turrettini, for example, who identified the certainty
of faith as theological – as based on the testimony of divine revelation, which cannot escape
one who is illumined by the Spirit – rather than mathematical/metaphysical or else moral.126
Pajon’s silence regarding a “theological certainty” should not come as a surprise; it is only
an extension of his conception of the Spirit’s testimony purely in terms of the self-evidence
of Scripture and what I have earlier described as Pajon’s attempt at perfect consistency
between the locus de fide (conversion) and locus de Scriptura (testimony of the Holy Spirit).
Pajon discards a separate category of “theological” certainty, and places faith in the context
of general epistemological certainty. His insistence, in contrast to Louis le Blanc de Beaulieu
for instance,127 on the equivalent demonstrative value of moral and metaphysical proofs is
entirely in this line as well. In light of the above, it is possible to underline what had been
remarked in chapter three above in regards to an intellectualist theology such as that of

démonstrations mathématiques. Or tous les faits de l’Evangile, ont leur preuves certaines, etc.” A
very similar passage occurs in idem, [“Remarques sur quelques thèses de M. de Beaulieu”], LC 7,
p. 164. For the implicit criticism of Cartesian doubt concerning the reliability of historical
knowledge Pajon’s argument seems to entail, see below.
126

Turrettini, Institutio, 2.4.22; and discussion in Muller, PRRD, 2:330. See also how
Leydecker similarly understands the certainty of faith, which he nevertheless characterizes as moral,
as surpassing mathematical certainty also because of the testimony of the Spirit; Melchior
Leydecker, preface to Veritas evangelica triumphans de erroribus quorumvis saeculorum. Opus
historico-theologicorum, quo principia fidei Reformatae demonstrantur (Utrecht: Rudolph a Zyll,
1688), vii-viii, as cited and discussed in J. Martin Bac, Perfect Will Theology: Divine Agency in
Reformed Scholasticism as Against Suárez, Episcopius, Descartes, and Spinoza (Leiden: Brill,
2010), 41-43.
127

See Louis le Blanc de Beaulieu, Theses theologicae de authoritate Scripturae
(respondent: Joseph Pithous; 18 November 1652), pars secunda, thes. VIII, in idem, Theses
theologicae, 2:13-54: “Etenim lux illa Scripturae, de quâ jam quaestio est, moralis est tantum
quaedem evidentia, quae mentem non ita convicit ut principia per se nota, aut demonstrationes
Logicae seu Mathematicae, ac proinde non parem certitudinem gignit.”
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Testard which denies the necessity of a separate act of the Spirit on the intellect in order to
make it capable of the Gospel truth. Since it is the rationality of the Gospel message as such
which, admittedly as administered by the Holy Spirit, produces conversion, both Testard and
Pajon place faith in a context where that rationality is of primary importance and diminish
the size of the jump needed to end up in the climate where reason indeed becomes a norm
or principle rather than an instrument.
A final issue to consider in this context is the potential difficulty with which Pajon’s
Cameronian understanding of the faculties in conversion (in which the will necessarily
follows the intellect), together with his doctrine of original sin (in which the intellect
necessarily receives the truth), could leave him. Given this chain of necessary connections,
how can it be that not all people are converted when they hear the same Word preached to
them? In that Testard does not to address this issue explicitly, Pajon indeed surpassed him
although he did see the solution formulated in a passage from Cameron.128 Already in the
status quaestionis of the “De natura,” Pajon had warned that his insistence on the Spirit’s use
of the Word was not to be understood as the Word alone: “when you hear that the Word is
the proximate and sufficient [adaequatam] cause of our conversion, understand [by it] the
Word together with all those circumstances and aids which accompany it according to the
providence of God which ordains [them] in this way. For only in this way is it an efficient

I.e. Cameron, Responsio ad [...] epistolam, in Ta Swzomena, 744b: “Nam persuasionem
fieri quidem volo per rationes, sed tam accomodaté propositas, tamque, ut ita loquar, ex parte ipsius
persuasionis, efficaciter, ut non possit non sequi assensus in mente, obsequium in voluntate [...].”
Pajon cites this passage in “De natura” MS. Rawlinson D. 840 no. 8, p. 52 (prima obiectio).
128
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instrument of the Holy Spirit.”129 People are born with different intellectual capacities,
receive a different education, or else find themselves in a different situation at the time when
they hear the Word, and so their minds are differently constituted when that same Word or
sermon reaches their ears.130 Thus, the Spirit’s task in conversion is not only the external
proposition of the Word as such, but also an internal ministry of providence in the
arrangement of the circumstances so that the mind of the elect sees the necessary connection
between the Gospel and the common notions.131 The Spirit’s arrangement of the
circumstances is thus the way in which God works out the decree of predestination.

Cartesian Influence?
The above description allows us to return to the question of Cartesian influence in
Pajon for which, as noted in chapter one, scholarship has indeed tended to see evidence.
129

Pajon, “De natura,” MS. Rawlinson D. 840 no. 8, pp. 6-7 (status quaestionis): “Quando
igitur Verbum in hac-ce mea dissertatione tantis laudibus eferri videbis, quando illud esse
conversionis nostrae causam proximam et adaequatam audies, intellige quaeso Verbum omnibus illis
circumstantiis et adminiculis, quae illud, providentia Dei sic ordinante, comitantur, stipatum. Eo
enim tantùm modo Spiritus Sanctus est efficax instrumentum.”
130

See, for example, Pajon, “De natura” MS. Rawlinson D. 840 no. 8, pp. 52-53 (prima
obiectio): “Non enim omnes eodem animo Verbum audiunt nec habent mentem eodem modo
affectam. Nam praeter id quod iam diximus, varias istas circunstantias, quae Verbum comitantur,
varios itidem animi motus in nobis excitare, certum est etiam tum variam esse hominum, â teneris
unguiculis ad aetatem usque adultam, institutionem et educationem: unde varia profluxit itidem
mentis dipositio, quae varium potuit reddere etiam praedicationis effectum; tum quoque varium esse
in hominibus corporis temperamentum, quod quantum conferat, ad ipsius animi mores vario atque
vario modofingendos, in belluis ipsis videre est. [...] Cum ergo tanta sit naturalis ingeniorum
varietas, tanta adventitia â variâ institutione profecta, tanta denique accidentalis, â variis vocationem
comitantibus circunstantiis orta, quid mirum si varius est etiam praedicationis Evangelii in variis illis
ingeniis effectus?”
131

Pajon can thus maintain that, in line with Cameron (and the Reformed tradition), he does
hold to both an external and internal ministry of the Spirit; see “Traité de l’opération,” §§100, 103,
106. In ibid., §110, he attributes this work of providence to God the Spirit.
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Before considering the material question, several prefatory remarks can be made. In the
extant sources, the first explicit reference to Descartes or the Cartesians occurs in the “De
la nature du péché originel” of 1667.132 As argued in chapter two, Pajon’s philosophical
education while at Saumur was entirely in the Aristotelian tradition, so that any Cartesian
influence would have come from elsewhere. If there is such influence, a thesis which still
needs to be tested, there are indications suggesting that scholarship may have been correct
in pointing to Chouet as the one through whom this influence was exercised. In a 1674 letter,
Pajon claims to be largely ignorant of (post-) Cartesian views on causality, adding that the
only thing he knows came from discussions he had held with Chouet.133 Such discussions
could hardly have fallen at any other time than in the years 1665 to 1667 when Pajon was at
the Academy of Saumur together with Chouet. Of course, the citation above is limited to the
issue of causality and, more importantly, since Pajon in fact comes out against the (post-)
Cartesian view, does anything but suggest actual influence. All the same, it does make clear
that Chouet and Pajon discussed the new philosophy together while they were at Saumur, and
that this constitutes the context in which the latter could have been introduced to any ideas
he may have taken up into his theology.
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Pajon, “De la nature du péché originel,” LC 7, p. 173: “[...] il y a dans la nature de deux
sortes de propension; l’une qui porte les corps vers un certain lieu [...] qui est brute et sans
connoissance, comme celle d’une pierre qui tend en bas sans en sçavoir de raison, soit qu’elle y soit
meuë par un principe interne, comme l’a voulu Aristote, soit qu’elle y soit poussée par les corps
supérieurs, comme le veulent les Cartésiens.”
133

Letter (excerpt) from [C. Pajon] to P. de Villemandy, n.p., 8 March 1674, LC 6, p. 190
(transcription in Belgrado, Sulla crisi, 157): “Pour moi, je vous confesse que je n’ai jamais rien lu
de Descartes sur cette matière, et que tout ce que j’en sçais je l’ay appris dans quelques entretiens
avec Mr. Chouet [...].”
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As to the more important question as to Cartesian influence itself, it bears noting that
the above description of Pajon’s views suggest at least a number of convergences. His basic
characterization of the Spirit’s work as the removal of the prejudice (or: preconceived
opinions)134 in which original sin and inability consist can thus easily be connected to
Descartes’s epistemology as laid out in Meditation V. Also the role common notions have
in Pajon’s epistemology, which for the unregenerate person remain hidden under prejudices,
would appear to have a positive relationship with Cartesianism. Terminologically, Pajon’s
regular use throughout his writings of the couplet “clarity and distinction”135 are nearly
impossible to imagine without some connection to Descartes.
In spite of the apparent points of convergence, a certain hesitancy is nevertheless
required in describing the nature of the relationship between Pajon’s epistemology and
Cartesian thought. Entirely in line with the scholarship that has suggested that more attention
should be given to the common (scholastic) tradition on which both Descartes and the nonCartesians drew,136 it is not necessary to point to the French philosopher as the source for
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See, for example, Pajon, “Traité de l’opération,” §25 (Mailhet, La théologie protestante,
109): “À cet égard-là, l’action de l’Esprit consiste à empescher que nous ne prenions de tels préjugez
[...]. Et ces nouvelles idées qui nous forcent de renoncer à nos préjugez, ne sont pas formées en nous
par l’action immédiate de l’Esprit [...].”
135

See Pope, “Aspects of Controversies,” 309. The passage which Pope cites does not
actually use the typically Cartesian couplet clair et distincte, but Pajon says that the sentiment of
Scripture’s divinity which the Spirit gives us is “trop vif et trop clair, pour que nous puissions le
soupçonner d’estre faux” (Pajon, “Défense du 4e. article,” LC 6, pp. 224-25). However, the
specifically Cartesian formula is indeed found in its various forms in, for example, Pajon “De natura
gratiae,” MS. Rawlinson D. 840 no. 8, pp. 15 (quarta ratio), 36 (decima quarta ratio); idem, “Estat
des questions,” de Budé 2010, p. 17 (Mailhet, La théologie protestante, 83).
136

E.g. Étienne Gilson, Index scolastico-cartésien, 2nd ed. (Paris: J. Vrin, 1979); and Roger
Ariew, Descartes and the Last Scholastics (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1999).
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Pajon’s positive use of common notions. For, even if Pajon integrated their function more
fully into his epistemology, Testard too had insisted on the continuing presence of certain
“common remnants” in the state of sin.137 In that with its 1633 publication date the
Eijrhnikovn precedes even Descartes’s Discours de la méthode (1637) by several years,138 it
seems to constitute a more natural precedent for Pajon’s use of them, given especially that
his dependence on his father-in-law is attested both materially and formally. Further, Testard
too had spoken of the root of inability in terms of “prejudices” which lead people to err and
sin.139 Another precedent relating to the role of prejudices can be found in Jean Mestrezat,
who was along with Cameron and Testard named as an influence of first order on Pajon,140
and whose Traité de l’Écriture just like the Eijrhnikovn undoubtedly stands independent of
influence from Descartes.141
See Testard, Eijrhnikovn, thes. 45: “[...] reliquias quasdam communes cordi naturaliter
impressas de Deo, providentiâ, bonitate, autoritate, imperio, iudicio iusto Dei, de virtute & vitio,
&c.” Note that in Pajon’s translation of (selections of) Testard’s Eijrhnikovn he rendered “reliquias
communes” as “notions communes”; see “De la manière dont la grâce efficace opère la conversion?
Traduit du latin de l’Irenicon de Monsieur Testard,” LC 7, p. 78.
137
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The Regulae ad directionem ingenii may have begun early in Descartes’s life but were
not published until after his death in1684; see Giovanni Crapulli, ed., “Introduction,” Regulae ad
directionem ingenii (The Hague: Martinus Nijhoff, 1966), i-xvi.
See Testard, Eijrhnikovn, thes. 47: “[...] radix nihil aliud est quàm praeiudicium istud
carnale [...]”; and “[...] sic qui lumine intellectui concesso non utitur bene, praeiudiciis praepeditus,
semper errat & in peccata labitur.”
139

140

141

Papin, Les deux voies, 18.

Note the striking passage in Jean Mestrezat, Traicté de l’Escriture saincte, où est
monstrée la certitude et plenitude de la foy & son independance de l’authorité de l’Eglise. Contre
les pretendues demonstrations Catholiques du Iesuite Regourd. En quoy est comprise la refutation
du troisiesme livre de la Replique du Cardinal du Perron touchant les traditions (Geneva: Jaques
Chouët, 1633), 71: “La lumiere naturelle avoit des petits rayons & commencemens de ces veritez,
mais qui demeureroient en chemin, & encor estoient obscurcis en la pluspart, & du tout estouffez
en plusieurs par les convoitises & passions charnelles & les preiugez des coustumes & inventions
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Admittedly, the question “What makes someone a Cartesian?” is more tricky than it
at first seems to be. While on the whole Pajon’s promotion of a progression a notioribus ad
ignotiora is certainty entirely in line with Cartesian thought,142 the epistemological
framework to his view on the Spirit’s operation in conversion does not for the rest offer
anything specific enough to be justified in calling it Cartesian. Of course, his use of the
couplet “clarity and distinction” cannot in the 1660s be considered without reference to
Descartes. However, in themselves the terms hardly make of Pajon a Cartesian in his
epistemology as Pope had taken it to be143 – that is, unless one is prepared to do the same for
other major French theologians such as Amyraut, de la Place, Daillé and Mestrezat in whose
writings the same can be found, which circumstance suggests at most a consolidation in the
use of these Cartesian terms and a tendency to prefer them to other similar terms when
speaking of the perception of truth.144 Moreover, the above analysis has also delivered a
number of distinctly non-Cartesian elements in Pajon’s epistemology, such as the radical
intellectualism of the Cameronian tradition which he had inherited from Testard and which

humaines.”
142

See Pajon, “Traité de l’opération,” §§ 45, 47, 48 (from Cameron).

143

Pope, “Aspects of Controversies,” 309.

144

The following all speak of a “claire & distincte connoissance” (or: “intelligence”): Moïse
Amyraut, Six livres de la vocation des pasteurs (Saumur: J. Lesnier, 1649), 158; Josué de la Place,
Examen des raisons pour et contre le sacrifice de la messe. Pour servir d’eschantillon du vray
moyen de nous reünir en mesme religion (Saumur: Isaac Desbordes, 1639), 355; Jean Daillé,
Explication du chapitre troisième de l’Evangile selon Saint Jean, en XI sermons, prononcez par Jean
Daillé, a Charenton, l’an 1662 & 1663. Avec IX autres sermons du mesme, sur divers textes de
l’Ecriture (Geneva: Jean Ant. & Samuel de Tournes, 1666), 220; and Jean Mestrezat, Traitte de
l’eglise (Geneva: Pierre Chouet, 1649), 109, 618.
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stands in contrast to Descartes’s model where judgment is considered an act of the will.145
Further, Pajon’s insistence that the moral certainty of faith is as demonstrative as the
certainty of mathematical demonstrations may indeed be reflective of an attempt to ground
religious knowledge in a post-Descartes climate,146 yet his inclusion of the facts of history
– where one must in connection with faith think first of all of the revelation of Scripture –
among that which has such a moral certainty nearly equivalent to mathematical
demonstrations appears to be at odds with the doubt in the Cartesian camp (notwithstanding
attempts from within to rehabilitate it147) concerning historical knowledge.148 In the third
place, we point to an exchange between Pajon and Chouet in the mid to late 1670s on the
Cartesian notion of divine liberty, where Pajon explicitly rejected Descartes’s position

145

On the role of the will in Descartes’s account of judgment, see Bernard Williams,
Descartes: The Project of Pure Enquiry (Sussex: The Harvester Press, 1978), 163-83; James M.
Petrik, Descartes’ Theory of the Will (Durango: Hollowbrook Publishing, 1992), passim; Desmond
M. Clarke, Descartes’s Theory of Mind (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 2003), 135-57. My assertion of
a Cameronian rather than Cartesian rationalism in Pajon is contra Haase, Einführung, 66; Barnes,
Jean Le Clerc, 56.
146

Note in this regard the lack of clarity in scholarship on the relative difference between
moral and metaphysical certainty; see the definitions in Roger Ariew et al., Historical Dictionary
of Descartes and Cartesian Philosophy, Historical Dictionaries of Religions, Philosophies, and
Movements 46 (Lanham: The Scarecrow Press, 2003), s.v. “certainty”; and in Richard Davies,
Descartes: Belief, Scepticism and Virtue (London: Routledge, 2001), 251. Peter Markie has argued
that for Descartes, moral certainties fall just short of being metaphysical certainties; see Descartes’s
Gambit (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1986). This position was criticized by E. M. Curley,
“Certainty: Psychological, Moral, and Metaphysical,” in Essays on the Philosophy and Science of
René Descartes, ed. Stephen Voss (New York: Oxford University Press, 1993), 11-30, there 16-17.
147

See on this Carlo Borghero, La certezza e la storia: cartesianismo, pirronismo e
conoscenza storica (Milan: Franco Angeli, 1983).
148

As Curley has pointed out, the traditional scholastic distinction regarding certainty was
threefold (i.e. moral, physical and metaphysical); Descartes of course rejects the intermediate
physical certainty out of his skepticism regarding the senses (“Certainty,” 15). Pajon’s silence on
the category of physical certainty would appear not to betray a similar skepticism, but rather to be
because it is inapplicable in a discussion on the certainty of faith.
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whereby eternal truths are dependent on God’s will149 – although one does well to remember,
of course, that this was among the most contested of doctrines for Descartes’s own followers
as well.150 It is for this reason advisable to do away with the bald characterization of Pajon
as a “Cartesian.”151 This is advisable on the basis of his epistemology as examined above
alone, without having yet considered his mechanistic view of the universe in which
scholarship has seen a second field of presumed Cartesian influence.

Immediate Grace and the Doctrine of Concursus
One final issue which needs to be addressed, and which in fact concerns the very
question of Pajon’s metaphysics, is the more distant consequences of Pajon’s view on the
operation of the Spirit in conversion which Chouet claimed it to have in a letter to his uncle
Louis Tronchin.152 Among them would appear to be the doctrine of concursus. Divine
concurrence was generally held to apply to both the realm of nature and of grace, the latter

149

See Claude Pajon, “Considérations sur la nature de la liberté de Dieu contre le sentiment
de Monsieur Descartes,” Arch. Tronchin 53, fols. 62r°-64v°. Sina has identified discussions between
Pajon’s nephew Papin and Chouet as the background to this document; see his “Il tema della libertà
divina,” which also includes a transcription. An insightful analysis of the same text can also be found
in Heyd, “From a Rationalist Theology,” 538-42.
150

For some of the systematic difficulties which remain even after a most charitable reading,
see E. M. Curley, “Descartes on the Creation of the Eternal Truths,” The Philosophical Review 93
(October 1984): 569-97. See also Bac, Perfect Will Theology, 211-30, and the literature cited there.
151

152

As, for example, in Israel, Enlightenment Contested, 117.

Letter from J.-R. Chouet to L. Tronchin, Saumur, 6 April 1666, in Sina (ed.),
Corrispondenza, 39: “Mons.r Paion a ie ne sçay quels sentimens particuliers, sur tout sur la manière
d’agir du St. Esprit dans nos coeurs en nostre conuersion, qui s’étendent fort loin dans la Theologie
[...].”
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being a particular application of the former. Since God was considered to concur with the
human faculty both in awakening its potency to act (i.e. the faculty in actu primo) and in its
concrete act (i.e. the faculty in actu secondo),153 immediate grace can be identified as the
divine concurrence with the faculty in actu primo in the realm of grace. Among the
Reformed orthodox, concurrence was thus often understood as praecursus, praemotio or
even praedeterminatio,154 a notion whose origins lay in the Molinistic controversy of the late
sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries.155 When Pajon rejected immediate grace, his
153

On this distinction, see Rodolph Goclenius, Lexicon philosophicum, quo tanquam clave
philosophiae fores aperiuntur (Frankfurt: Matthias Becker, 1613), s.v. “actus”: “Actus alicuius
primus est potentia actiua ad secundum. Primus enim est facultas, secunda est operatio, vt facultas
loquendi, scribendi, est actus primus: locutio, scriptio est acus secundus”; and Richard A. Muller,
Dictionary of Latin and Greek Theological Terms: Drawn Principally from Protestant Scholastic
Theology (Grand Rapids: Baker, 2006), s.v. “in actu.” Pajon clearly understands the distinction the
same way: “Per habitum in actu primo intelligo habitum in quiete, qualis est in homine dormiente,
vel aliud agente. Per habitum verò in actu secundo, intelligo habitum dum actu agit, seu habitum in
exercitio.” (“De natura,” MS. Rawlinson D. 840 no. 8, p. 14 [addition in margin from Pajon’s hand])
154

See Gisbertus Voetius, Disputatio philosophico-theologica, continens quaestiones duas,
de distinctione attributorum divinorum, & libertate voluntatis (Utrecht: Joh. à Waesberge, 1652),
thes. IV: “[...] physical premotion to act is nothing else than the applied power of God that awakens
the creature that has a potency to the second act. According to a double understanding this applied
power is either as principle, namely an awakening principle, to be distinguished from our [willing]
principle; or as action that is virtually passing over to us, it is to be identified with our action as it
is considered. It is called precursus or premotion in so far as God in the first structural moment
moves us and awakens the same power (virtus) that, by virtue of his conserving power (vis), exists
in us—though slumbering, as it were. It is labeled concursus in so far as it accompanies our action
and actualizes the effect as first universal cause.” This translation of the disputation, whose text was
not available to me, comes from Van Asselt, Bac and Te Velde, Reformed Thought on Freedom, 151;
for commentary, see ibid., 165-67; and Andreas J. Beck, Gisbertus Voetius (1589-1676): Sein
Theologieverständnis und seine Gotteslehre (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 2007), 419-20.
For the understanding of concursus as praecursus in Reformed orthodoxy, see also Aza Goudriaan,
Reformed Orthodoxy and Philosophy, 1625-1750: Gisbertus Voetius, Petrus van Mastricht, and
Anthonius Driessen, Brill’s Series in Church History 26 (Leiden: Brill, 2006),155-57 (on Petrus van
Mastricht, 1630-1706); and P.C. Hoek, “Melchior Leydecker (1642-1721): Reformed Scholasticism
of a Catholic Character in Calvin’s Footsteps,” CHRC 91 no. 1-2 (2011): 193-201, there 198 (on
Leydecker).
155

See Wolgang Hübener, “Praedeterminatio physica,” in Historisches Wörterbuch der
Philosophie, ed. Karlfried Gründer, Joachim Ritter and Gottfried Gabriel, 13 vols. (Darmstadt:
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theology threatened by implication to throw the structure of concurrence into disarray.
However, at the very outset of the “De natura” he somewhat surprisingly remarked that this
was not the case:
when I deny immediate grace I do not exclude from the causes of our conversion that
general concursus of God by which we are said to be, to move, and to live [cf. Acts
17:28], [and] which is thought by the philosophers to concur with all secondary
causes to their acts. This concursus is to be most sharply distinguished from
immediate grace, which I reject, for that concursus is common to all; immediate
grace is thought to be particular except perhaps by him whom Amyraut refutes in his
Dissertatio de gratia particulari.156 Concursus is withheld from no creature except
perhaps in order for the purposes of accomplishing something miraculous outside of
the regular order, as in the furnace of Babylon where the fire did not have the force
of burning [cf. Dan. 3]; immediate grace is bestowed only on the elect, it is withheld
from all others. Concursus does not determine the action of a second cause, but is
itself rather determined by the second cause; immediate grace is thought to determine
and to necessitate the faculties to believe.157

Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft, 1971-2007), 7:1216b-1226a.
156

I.e. the German theologian Johann Bergius (1587-1658); for this identification, see Van
Stam, The Controversy Over the Theology of Saumur, 214-16. Amyraut’s “Dissertatio de gratia
particulari” was first published in Dissertationes theologicae quatuor (Saumur: Isaac Desbordes,
1645; dedicated to André Rivet, 7 December 1644) and reprinted in Dissertationes theologicae sex
(Saumur: Isaac Desbordes, 1660).
157

Pajon, “De natura,” MS. Rawlinson D. 840 no. 8, p. 6 (status quaestionis): “Primum enim
cum nego dari gratiam immediatam non excludo a causis conversionis nostrae generalem illum Dei
concursum, quo dicimur in eo esse moveri et vivere, quo putatur à philosophis cum omnibus causis
secundis ad earum actiones [a whole line has been struck out here] concurrere. Qui concursus est â
gratiâ immediatâ quam nego apprimè distinguendus, nam concursus iste omnibus est communis:
gratia immediata particularis esse putatur; nisi fortè ab eo quem refellit clarissimus Amiraldus
dissert. de gratia particulari. Concursus nulli creaturae denegatur nisi fortè extra ordinem ad aliquod
miraculum patrandum, ut in fornace Babylonis ubi ignis vim urendi non habuit: gratia immediata
electis tantum indulgetur. Denegatur omnibus aliis, concursus non determinat actionem causae
secundae, imò determinatur ipse â causâ secundâ: gratia immediata determinare et necessitare
[putatur] facultates ad credendum.” This paragraph can also be found in all other copies of the “De
natura,” with the exception of that in the Boyle Papers. For more on this, see n. 172 below.
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The significance of Pajon’s claim that he does not deny divine concurrence, which he repeats
in the “Traité,”158 becomes evident when we consider the events of the 1670s. When a
number of provincial synods and academies condemned his view in 1677-1678 (yet without
naming him), some of them mentioned the denial of concursus along with immediate grace
in their statements.159 Entirely in this line, Pajon has come to be known for rejecting not only
immediate grace, but also immediate divine concurrence.160
Given the apparent discrepancy between Pajon’s statement in the “De natura” and the
anti-Pajonist decisions of the late 1670s, a recent publication from Anna Minerbi Belgrado
deserves mention. In the context of her analysis of Jurieu’s battle with Pajon’s nephew and
follower Isaac Papin, she suggested that, while Pajon did deny an immediate operation of the
Spirit in conversion, the wider issue of immediate concursus in general was beyond his
intellectual horizon. This second step was rather taken by followers of Pajon, including
Papin, whose rejection of concursus she claimed to detect in a series of documents she came
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Pajon, “Traité de l’opération,” §149: “[...] car je n’ay jamais eu dessein d’oster ce
concours générale de Dieu dont parle Saint Paul quand il dit que nous avons tous en Dieu la vie,
l’estre et la mouvement [...].”
159

Both the Provincial Synod of Île-de-France and of Normandy included the issue of
concursus in their decision; the excerpts of the acts quoted above are found in Chauffepié, Nouveau
dictionnaire historique, 3:7-8 n. D sub “P”; and [Paul Lenfant?], “Examen d’un jugement rendu par
le synode des églises réformées de l’Isle de France, Picardie, Champagne, etc., assemblée à
Charenton au mois d’avril et de may 1679,” LC 7, pp. 33-34. The original 5 January 1678 decision
of the Academy of Saumur did not mention concurrence (original lost; see [Lenfant?], “Examen,”
LC 7, p. 35), its reaffirmation of this decision on 23 June 1683 does add it (“Registre du Conseil
académique,” A.M.S. I A 4, fol. 1r° = p. 3). This contra Belgrado, Sulla crisi, 22, who writes that
the synodical decisions only mentioned the immediate concursus of the Spirit in conversion.
160

See, for example, Chauffepié, Nouveau dictionnaire historique, 2:6 n. B sub “P”;
Schweizer, Protestantischen Centraldogmen, 2:572, 576.
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across in the Charles le Cène collection in London.161 She points out that her thesis is entirely
in line with Jurieu’s Traitté de la nature et de la grâce of 1688.162 Not only is it so that Jurieu
speaks of multiple opponents in connection with this issue, he also remarks that “in the
beginning it seemed that these theologians only denied the particular concursus of grace, and
not at all the general concurrence of providence.”163
Belgrado’s thesis, which drives a wedge between Pajon and his followers on divine
concurrence, seems at first to find confirmation when Jurieu continues by distinguishing
between those followers of Pajon who only deny immediate grace and those who also deny
immediate concursus, where the latter are according to him at once more consistent and more
heretical.164 Jean Claude and other opponents of Pajon similarly argued that the rejection of
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I.e. “De la providence et du concours immédiat,” LC 7, pp. 187-206. For my argument
that the main interlocutor of this collection of documents is Claude Pajon himself, rather than his
nephew and follower, Isaac Papin, see Appendix 2.
162

This treatise originates from Jurieu’s lectures held at Sedan a decade earlier (see ibid.,
7), of which a manuscript copy has been preserved in the Charles le Cène collection under the title
“Examen de la doctrine condamnée dans les Synodes de Normandie, de l’Isle de France et d’Anjou,
sur la providence générale et particulière” (LC 7, pp. 395-444). On this manuscript, see Belgrado,
Sulla crisi, 21-22 (although the reference to this manuscript as LC 7, pp. 187-206 in note 5 needs to
be corrected). The existence of the manuscript lectures was already known to Prosper Marchand,
Lettres choisies de Mr. Bayle, avec des remarques, 3 vols. (Rotterdam: Fritsch and Böhm, 1714),
2:397-98 n. 9, who gives its title as “Examen de la doctrine condamnée dans les Synodes de l’Isle
de France, de Normandie et d’Anjou, &c.”
163

164

Belgrado, Sulla crisi, 22-23 (citing Jurieu, Traitté de la nature et de la grace, 37).

Jurieu, Traitté de la nature et de la grace, 38: “Il faut remarquer en second lieu que si
quelques-uns de ces Théologiens ne vouloient pas nier le concours général de la Providence, & le
vouloient retenir, en niant pourtant le concours particulier de la grace, leurs principes seroient mal
liez ils ne raisonneroient pas conséquemment. C’est pourquoi il faut avouër de bonne foi que ceux
d’entr’eux qui nient l’un & l’autre concours, ont mieux médité leur sujet, & font paroître plus de
pénétration & plus de droiture de jugement.”
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immediate grace implied the rejection of concursus as well.165 The connection between
immediate grace and providence is also evident from the perspective of Pajon’s followers.
In his Essais de la théologie, written to defend his uncle, Papin attacked Jurieu’s acceptance
of physical premotion and included at the end a French translation of the arguments against
it from the English Puritan, Richard Baxter (1615-1691).166 Further, while Paul Lenfant’s
main point in a long letter to Claude was that the issue of concursus is not a confessional one
and that the provincial synods therefore had no right to pronounce one particular view
orthodox, it is clear that he denies immediate concursus.167 Thus, insofar as Pajon’s followers
are concerned, Belgrado’s thesis is correct in pointing to their denial of immediate concursus.
With respect to Pajon himself, it is important to recognize that Belgrado’s remark
consists of two separate, but related, elements: 1) that the broader issue of concursus was not
on his horizon; and 2) that he therefore also did not deny it. The first claim does not hold, for
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In his 1676 conference with Pajon, Claude was recorded as saying: “Le 3e. inconvénient
que Monsieur Claude trouva dans la doctrine de Monsieur Pajon, fut que ne posant point d’opération
immédiate pour nous déterminer au bien, il semble qu’il ne conçoive point de différence entre le
concours de la providence à l’égard des bons, et celui de cette mesme providence à l’égard des
méchants, parce que Dieu [...].” ([Lenfant?], “Relation de ce qui se passa,” LC 6, p. 119) Jurieu
similarly reported that, at the 1677 secret meetings held against Pajon, the participants, including
Claude, were agreed that “vous [i.e. Lenfant and Pajon – AG] ruiniez entièrement la nature de la
providence: 1°. parce qu’en niant la concours particulier de la grâce, vous vous engagiez à nier le
général concours de la nature puisque celui qui nie le plus doit nier le moins.” (letter [extract] from
P. Jurieu to P. Lenfant, Paris, 7 July 1677, in [Lenfant?], “Examen,” LC 7, p. 32)
166

Isaac Papin, Essais de théologie sur la Providence et la grâce où l’on tâche de délivrer
M. Jurieu de toutes les difficultés accablantes qu’il rencontre dans son système (Frankfurt: Frederic
Arnaud, 1687). On the organization of this work, see Guillemin, “Isaac Papin,” 329-31; and
Belgrado, Sulla crisi, 41-42. For Baxter’s rejection of physical premotion, see J. I. Packer, The
Redemption and Restoration of Man in the Thought of Richard Baxter: A Study in Puritan Theology
(Carlisle: Paternoster Press, 2003), 199-201.
167

See the letter from P. Lenfant to J. Claude, Châtillon-sur-Loing, 1 January 1678, LC 7,
pp. 1-27; it is also referred to by Belgrado in Sulla crisi, 37-38 nn. 72, 74.
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the above citation from the “De natura” – which Belgrado appears not to have consulted –
illustrated that Pajon began to reflect on it from very early on. This same quote would, on the
contrary, seem to confirm the second element, that not Pajon but his followers denied
immediate divine concurrence. Nevertheless, documents from a later period make it clear
that also Pajon himself began to question this doctrine. In a 1678 letter he wrote to a certain
Thorman, who seems to have suggested that Pajon’s view on human (in)ability eventually
made God responsible for Adam’s sin, Pajon remarked that this same difficulty faces those
who “today posit the necessity of a present and immediate concursus of providence”168 –
implying, of course, that he himself did not hold to this notion. Pajon also composed a
manuscript work entitled “Questions sur le concours immédiat” (undated),169 which questions
are intended to ridicule the concept.170 These indications are important, because they
establish Pajon’s reservations from sources other than the collection of documents which

168

Letter from C. Pajon to Thorman, n.p., 5 August 1678, Arch. Tronchin 53, fol. 79v°:
“Cependant je vous prie de remarquer que votre objection est invincible contre ceux qui posent
aujourdhuy la nécessité d’un concours présent et immédiat de la providence, comme ils parlent pour
toutes les actions des creatures. Car dans leur hypothèse ce concours qui détermine les créatures à
toutes leurs actions, leur est si nécessaire, qu’il est de leur essence et de leur condition naturelle de
ne pouvoir estre déterminées, par une autre cause que par ce concours. De sorte que la détermination
au mal tombe nécessairement sur Dieu, aussi bien que la détermination au bien.”
169

I.e. [Claude Pajon], “Questions sur le concours immédiat,” LC 7, pp. 490-92 (prb.
incomplete). Although the manuscript does not identify Pajon as the author, it seems to be beyond
doubt given not only its location in the Charles le Cène papers, but also that this precise title is listed
among his manuscript works ([Goujet], Supplément, 2:4 [#11]).
170

See, for example, the very opening: “1. Si outre l’eau qu’un homme qui se noye avale,
il faut encore un concours immédiat pour le faire mourir? et si outre que cet homme tombe tout nud
dans l’eau, il faut encore un concours immédiat pour le mouïller? || 2. Si outre le coup de fusil qui
casse la teste d’un passereau, ou qui lui perce le coeur, il faut encore un concours immédiat, pour
lui oster la vie, afin de vérifier ce qui est dit: qu’il ne tombe pas à terre, sans la volonté du Père
céleste.” ([Pajon], “Questions sur le concours immédiat,” LC 7, p. 490)
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Belgrado used to establish Papin’s opposition to concursus, but which almost undoubtedly
should be attributed to Pajon himself.171 The evidence thus leads us to conclude that, while
Pajon first denied immediate grace alone but explicitly maintained the concursus of
providence, he later saw the rejection of the latter as well as a logical consequence. In the
end, this trajectory is entirely in line with the evidence from the “De natura,” when the
manuscript copies are considered diachronically. For, the paragraph in which Pajon insisted
that he did not deny immediate concurrence was consciously excised some time in the mid1670s, as evident from the manuscript copy whose text represents the latest available stage
of redaction.172
The development in Pajon’s thinking on concursus appears to be reflective of a wider
intellectual development. It was early on in his career as a theologian, perhaps even before
his ordination as pastor, that he took over Testard’s more consistently intellectualist version
of a Cameronian view on conversion. As might be expected, he developed the metaphysical
implications of this theological position over the course of the years.173 If in the “De natura”
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See Appendix 2 below for my arguments.

172

See Pajon, “De natura,” BP 6, fol. 222r° (for the dating of this revision to 1676 or later,
see n. 172 above). The fact that in this manuscript Pajon states that he would like to advise his
readers of one thing (rather than two, as in all other manuscripts; the second point, concerning the
role of circumstances, is the only one retained in BP 6) makes it clear that the omission of the
paragraph on concursus was conscious rather than inadvertent (i.e. a copyist’s error).
173

Note in this the interesting complaint Étienne Gaussen voiced concerning his new
colleague Pajon shortly after the latter’s arrival in Saumur in his letter to É. Bouhéreau, [Saumur],
n.d. [probably in the winter of 1666-1667], Dublin, Marsh’s Library, Bouhéreau Papers
Z.2.2.17(13)/22 (non-foliated): “Je remets à vous parler de Mr Pajon au printemps. S’il n’eut pas tant
aymé la métaphysique je serois le plus heureux homme du monde, car c’est justement un collègue
selon mon coeur.” Given the dates of Pajon’s (rather short) stay at Saumur, this letter evidently
written at a time when Gaussen had been working together with him for a certain period can hardly
have come from another time than the winter of 1666-1667.
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Pajon did insist on retaining general divine concurrence, how he understood it is not entirely
clear from the quoted passage. If anything, his description of concurrence as being
determined by rather than determining the second cause is not in line with the common
Reformed understanding of it as physical premotion, and instead suggests influence from the
Molinist camp.174 If this would have been worrying to his Reformed orthodox colleagues to
begin with,175 where he ended up was even less acceptable. For, Pajon adopted a rather
mechanistic view of the universe which in some ways anticipates that of the eighteenthcentury deists,176 which earned him from Jurieu a comparison with Stoic fatalism.177 What
path he traveled in order to get there, and how he situated himself vis-à-vis the theories that
circulated in his day (e.g. the post-Cartesian occasionalists),178 are thus more properly the
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For Francisco Suarez’s account of concurrence which rejects the notion of physical
premotion, see Disputationes metaphysicae, disp. 22, sect. 2; translation in On Creation,
Conservation, & Concurrence: Metaphysical Disputations 20, 21, and 22, trans. and ed. Alfred J.
Freddoso (South Bend: St. Augustine’s Press, 2002), 169-208; see also the editor’s helpful analysis
in ibid., xcv-cxv.
175

Of course, Molinist middle knowledge was accepted by Jacobus Arminius. See on this
Evert Dekker, Rijker dan Midas. Vrijheid, genade en predestinatie in de theologie van Jacobus
Arminius (1559-1609) (Zoetermeer: Boekencentrum B.V., 1993 [Ph.D. diss., University of Utrecht]);
and Richard A. Muller, God, Creation, and Providence in the Thought of Jacob Arminius: Sources
and Directions of Scholastic Protestantism in the Era of Early Orthodoxy (Grand Rapids: Baker,
1991), 154-66. In his work against the Pajonists, Jurieu explicitly rejected the Molinist account of
concurrence in favor of the Thomist one (Traitté de la nature et de la grace, 54).
176

So also Heyd, “From a Rationalist Theology,” 540, on the basis of Pajon’s
“Considérations sur la nature de la liberté de Dieu” (transcribed in Sina, “Il tema della libertà
divina,” 132-39). Pajon’s mechanism is also evident in the documents in the “De la providence et
du concours immédiat” (LC 7, pp. 187-206, esp. 199-201; Belgrado, Sulla crisi, 151-81, esp. 17075).
177

See Jurieu, Traitté de la nature et de la grace, 89-91, where the marginal note (p. 89)
reads: “L’Opinion de M. P. est la destinée des Stoïciens.”
178

Notwithstanding her erroneous attribution to Papin (instead of Pajon), Belgrado’s
contextualized analysis of the “De la providence et du concours immédiat” remains very useful.
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object of a subsequent study on the 1670s. For now, the most important element to retain is
that during the 1660s, Pajon explicitly maintained the immediate divine concurrence. During
this decade, Pajon’s theory on grace had thus not been fully unfolded and this, as will be
argued in the final chapter, was of determinative importance for the course of the first phase
of the Pajonist controversies.

Pajon and Reformed Orthodoxy
In light of the above examination of Pajon’s doctrine, Fatio’s assessment of Pajon’s
thought as a careful balance between innovation and traditional elements can be confirmed.179
Pajon’s thought appears on the whole to fit within Reformed orthodoxy broadly conceived,
in spite of the rather striking appreciation for him expressed at a later time in circles of a
rather questionable status when it comes to orthodoxy.180 In fact, in light of his more radical
followers, Pajon’s own simple assertion that the reading of Scripture supports the classical
doctrine of the Trinity might strike one as naive.181 Of course, this is not to deny that his view
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Fatio, “Claude Pajon,” 216, 217.
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For Charles le Cène and Jean Le Clerc, see Fatio, “Claude Pajon,” 221-22. Note also
Philippus van Limborch’s positive reference to him in his letter (minute) to Philipp Hieronymus
Andreae, Amsterdam, 18 February 1693, in Amsterdam, Bibliotheek van de Universiteit van
Amsterdam, UBA III D17, fol. 143r°: “In Gallia ministri aliquot ad sententiam Remonstrantium
propius accedebant [...] intus quos Pajonus minister Aurelianensis doctissimus [...].” Also striking
is the wish expressed by the Socinian Antoine Vattemare that Pajon would see the falsity of three
distinct persons in one God and apply the rhetorical style of his Examen against the Catholics to the
trinitarians; see his letter to J. Le Clerc, London, 30 June 1685, in Sina (ed.), Jean Le Clerc:
Epistolario, 1:286.
181

See also Pajon, “Traité de l’opération,” §141: “Pour exemple si Socin avoit entendu le
to; legovmenon de cette sentence de J.C. avant qu’Abraham fust je suis, il auroit entendu que J.C.
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on the Spirit’s work in conversion meant a more consistent intellectualism which in turn gave
his theology a more rationalistic form, which could already be felt in Testard’s Eijrhnikovn
but came to more explicit expression particularly in Pajon’s frequent comparison between
theology and the natural sciences. If from the perspective of the intellectual historian this is
a significant observation in that it makes of Pajon a child of his times on the eve of the
Enlightenment, such a bent is difficult to quantify and accordingly appears as such not to
have played a role in the Pajonist controversies.
While not entirely unrelated to the above, what did indeed play an explicit role was
the apparent Pelagianism which Pajon’s view on the Spirit’s work and the accompanying
doctrine of human inability and original sin entailed. Here his opponents were faced with a
conundrum. Pajon’s rejection of an immediate operation of the Spirit as such did indeed have
certain similarities with the Remonstrant position as rejected by the Canons of Dort. After
all, the synod insisted in the twelfth article of the third/fourth chapter that the work of
conversion is not only by the use of external means. On the other hand, the explanation
which the same article goes on to give by noting that such a moral suasion leaves it up to a
person to be converted clearly does not apply to Pajon given his undisputed
predestinarianism which in the end even manifested itself in a radically mechanistic view of
the universe!182 A similar difficulty, as has already been noted above, can be detected in

vouloit dire, qu’il existoit desjà avant que le patriarche Abraham parust dans le monde car c’est là
le to; legovmenon de cette sentence de J.C. [...].”
182

See Canons of Dort III/IV, art. 12 (for text, see Bakhuizen van den Brink, De Nederlandse
belijdenisgeschriften, 256): “Ea [i.e. regeneration – AG] autem neutiquam fit per solam forinsecus
insonantem doctrinam, moralem suasionem, vel talem operandi rationem, ut post Dei (quoad ipsum)
operationem in hominis potestate maneat regenerari vel non regenerari, converti vel non converti
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connection with his doctrine of original sin. Pajon’s opponents were clearly uncomfortable
with his locating inherited inability in ideas and thoughts, which they thought to evidence an
overly positive, that is Pelagian, anthropology. They insisted that there was some sort of
corruption in the faculties themselves which was still moral and did not change their
substance, yet their claim remained as vague as it was persistent, as they appear to have been
at a loss to respond to the level of detail involved in Pajon’s analysis.
The difficulties involved in attaching a label to Pajon’s doctrine meant that in
principle the reaction could go either way, and that the course history would take was to be
heavily determined by the particular situation and circumstances. That Pajon during the first
phase of controversy escaped official condemnation of his views at a synodical level in spite
of considerable opposition is, in my estimation, due to at least two factors. As we will see
in the following chapters, not only did Pajon put up a convincing case that his view had been
promoted by someone of no less a stature than John Cameron, but also the church-political
circumstances in which the controversies took place were in certain quarters favorable to a
mitigated response.

[...].” Note that Pajon himself makes this argument in “Traité de l’opération,” §206 (Mailhet, La
théologie protestante, 137): “Vous voyez bien que mon sentiment est directement opposé à celuy-là,
puisque j’estime que Dieu dispense de telle manière la Parole [...] sans qu’il soit possible qu’il tombe
jamais dans l’esprit de l’homme d’aller à l’encontre [...].”

Chapter Five
The Renaissance of the Academy: The Battle For Cameron’s Legacy

Introduction
At the end of May 1665, the Provincial Synod of Anjou met in the city of Saumur.
At its completion, Chouet, who had become professor of philosophy at the Academy of
Saumur in 1664 and reported regularly on the events there to his uncle Tronchin, wrote:
“Never has there been a more famous synod than this one, either on account of the people
who compose it or on account of the things that were done.”1 The decisions to which Chouet
alluded will no doubt have been those pertaining to the academy, specifically in regards to
its professorial corps. One of the items on the synod’s agenda was the examination of two
men for finalizing their appointment to the faculty of theology. In following the polity of the
Reformed churches, there were also deputies from the four adjacent provincial synods
present.2 The synod of Poitou was thus represented by Jean Chabrol and Abraham Gilbert,
Normandy by Étienne le Moine and le Sauvage,3 Bretagne’s delegation included Gotron,4

1

Letter from J.-R. Chouet to L. Tronchin, Saumur, 12 May 1665, in Sina (ed.),
Corrispondenza, 24: “Jamais synode provincial ne fut plus célèbre que celuy-ci, soit pour les
personnes qui le composent, soit pour les choses qui y ont esté faites.”
2

The National Synod of Alençon in 1637 first stipulated that deputies from the four
neighboring provincial synods were to be present at the examination of professors of theology. See
Isaac d’Huisseau, La discipline des églises réformées de France. Ou l’ordre par lequel elles sont
conduites et gouvernées (Geneva/Saumur: Isaac Desbordes, 1667), 140-41.
3

Gilles le Sauvage (1632-after 1685), first pastor at Blois (i.e. provincial synod of Orléans
and Berry), and at the time pastor of Alençon. See Lux Daireaux, “Aspects du protestantisme en
Normandie à la veille de la révocation de l’édit de Nantes. Actes du synode provincial tenu à
Quevilly et procès-verbaux des commissaires catholique et réformé y assistant (septembre 1682),”
Cahiers Léopold Delisle 51 no. 3-4 (2002): 50 n. 167, 107. It is possible to be more precise than
Daireaux who remarks that le Sauvage’s arrival dates from 1668 or earlier. For, at the date of 8
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and, most significantly, Claude Pajon was one of the delegates from the synod of Orléans and
Berry.5 Also important to note is the presence of one of the regular delegates, Jacques
Guyraut, pastor to the church of Loudun.6 Guyraut was a friend of Paul de la Fons, pastor of
Blois, the very same person to whom Pajon had sent his “De natura.” Increasingly worried,
it would seem, about Pajon’s views on grace, de la Fons wrote up a response to the “De
natura”7 which he sent to Guyraut, who in turn showed it to his colleagues at Loudun.8 De
la Fons’s act, which may well have followed the letter of Pajon’s request not to show the “De
natura” to anyone but was certainly against its spirit, set in motion a chain of events that led
February 1665, the registers of the church at Blois mention the need to fill the vacancy left by his
departure (see the registers in de Félice, La Réforme en Blaisois, 44-45).
4

Gaspard Gautron (dates unknown), educated at Saumur, at the time pastor of Rennes and
Le Bordage. See Desgraves, “Les thèses soutenues,” 87; and B. Vaurigaud, Essai sur l’histoire des
églises réformées de Bretagne, 1535-1808, 3 vols. (Paris: Joel Cherbuliez, 1870), 2:217, 273.
5

These names are mentioned by Jean-Robert Chouet in his letter to L. Tronchin, Saumur,
12 May 1665, in Sina (ed.), Corrispondenza, 24. Unless otherwise noted, I follow the identifications
proposed by Sina.
6

Little information is available on Guyraut (Guiraud, Giraud). According to the handwritten
notes of Auzière, he was pastor at Loudun from at least 1660, when his name appears in the list of
pastors in France, until 1683, when his request to be released from office was granted (see BPF Ms.
5451 [Auzière], fol. 239r°). It is possible that Guyraut was at the Academy of Saumur at the same
time as Pajon and de la Fons; the theses De inferioribus ministrorum ecclesiasticorum ordinibus
which he defended were reprinted in the 1651 edition of the collected Saumur theses (Desgraves,
“Les thèses soutenues,” 88).
7

8

I have not been able to find a copy of de la Fons’s work.

Letter from J.-R. Chouet to L. Tronchin, Saumur, 25 October 1666, in Sina (ed.),
Corrispondenza, 50: “Il auroit asseurément à souhaitter que cet Escrit ne fut iamais sorti de son
cabinet: cependant il le communiqua à Mons.r de la Fond Pasteur à Blois, qu’il croyoit son intime
ami, pour en sçauoir sa pensée, mais auec la Promesse que personne ne le verroit que luy. Mons.r de
la Fond n’en usa pas tout à fait bien, car il ne se contenta pas de refuter cet Escrit par un autre Escrit,
mais de plus il enuoya son ouurage à Mons.r Guiraud Pasteur à Loudun, qui en fit part à ses
Collegues, lesquels furent extremément scandalisés des opinions de Mons.r Paion, de la maniere que
le raportoit M.r La Fond.” These colleagues can be identified as Jacques de Brissac sieur des Loges,
and Claude Fautrart, both of whom reappear in the narrative below.
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to a vivid personal polemic especially between Pajon and the pastors of Loudun. A first step
was taken by Guyraut when he confronted Pajon at the 1665 synod.

The Provincial Synod of Anjou (1665)
The Question of Succession
Given the responsibility of the Academy of Saumur to teach the future pastors of the
French Reformed churches, the decisions concerning it taken by the 1665 Provincial Synod
of Anjou will have been important in any circumstances. However, especially in light of the
situation in which the academy found itself at the time, they took on even greater significance
than normal. The fact of the matter was that by the year 1665, the academy no longer enjoyed
the splendor it had acquired through the renown of de la Place, Cappel and Amyraut. Not
only had these three theologians of renown all died between 1655 and 1664, tensions among
the pastors and professors of Saumur had prevented definitive measures from being taken to
replace any of them. As early as the beginning of the 1650s, it was recognized that some
preparations ought to be made in view of the advanced age of the professors.9 However, the
efforts made in that time to have the Saumur pastor Bérard de Beaujardin (1618-1693) made

9

A(n incomplete) overview of these events can be found in Pittion, “Intellectual Life,” 14549. For the concern regarding the professors’ age, see Pièces authentiques et décisives de la question
à qui doivent être imputées les troubles de l’Église réformée de Saumur, imprimées par le soin du
consistoire de ladite église (Saumur: I. Desbordes, 1659; I was unable to consult this work; citation
taken from Pittion, “Intellectual Life,” 145), 29: “il falloit mettre en considération que les trois
professeurs en théologie qui sont maintenant ici sont désormais vieux et infirmes et qu’il y a de la
prudence à ce qu’il y ait quelqu’un de prêt qui serve à cette profession, à la première occasion qui
s’en présentera [...].”
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available to teach at the academy, if need be, met with great resistance from the other Saumur
pastor, Isaac d’Huisseau (1607-1672).10 In the background appear to have been tensions
especially between d’Huisseau and Amyraut, which further led to the creation of two
opposing parties.11 The implication of these internal tensions began to become evident when,
in 1655, de la Place became the first member of the professorial triumvirate to pass away.
On 24 August of that year, a formal call was extended to Jacques de Brissac sieur des Loges
(?-1667) as his successor, but it was contested by a party led by d’Huisseau.12 After some
time, and as a sort of compromise, Isaac du Soul (1596-1676) was proposed at the
recommendation of Amyraut to join the theology faculty together with de Brissac. This move
met with the same resistance. More than a year passed before the opposition from the
d’Huisseau group was overcome, and finally, in October of 1656, du Soul came to Saumur.13
De Brissac, on the other hand, turned down his appointment, supported by his consistory at
10

Pittion, “Intellectual Life,” 144, appears to be in error when referring to de Beaujardin as
a “student in theology” in 1655, for he was already given “la moictié de la charge du ministère de
M. Amyraut” in 1643; see the letter from L. Cappel to A. Rivet, Saumur, 22 April 1643, Leiden, BPL
300/33, in Jean-Luc Tulot, “Correspondance de Louis Cappel à André Rivet” (part 2), Cahiers du
Centre de généalogie protestante no. 112 (2010): 170-207, there 203; cf. and de Chavigny, L’Église
et l’académie, 35. For Beaujardin, see also Haag/Bordier, La France protestante2 , 2:21-22; and
Stelling-Michaud, Le livre du recteur, 2:150.
11

Cf. the letter from J.-R. Chouet to L. Tronchin, 25 February 1665, Saumur, in Sina (ed.),
Corrispondenza, 19: “[...] Mons.r Amyraut, de qui Mons.r d’Huisseau a tousiours esté ennemi [...]”;
and of 12 May 1665, in ibid., 24: “[...] de Mons.r d’Huisseau contre Mons.r Amyraut, dans les
grandes querelles que vous sçaués qu’ils ont eu ensemble.”
12

“Registres de l’académie protestante de Saumur,” A.M.S., I A 1, fol. 159v° (24 August

1655).
13

Du Soul arrived on 28 October 1656 (“Registres de l’académie protestante de Saumur,”
A.M.S., I A 1, fol. 166r°). Although he is identified as Paul du Soul by some (Bourchenin, Étude sur
les académies protestantes, 464 and 470; Haag/Bordier, La France protestante2 , 5:1072; Stauffer,
L’affaire d’Huisseau, 6 n. 3), the correct identification is Isaac Du Soul (see Stelling-Michaud, Le
livre du recteur, 208; and the Saumur “Registres,” 2nd [!] fol. 184r° [30 October 1662]).
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Loudun which preferred not to see him go, either.14 The situation was hardly different in
connection with Cappel, who served as professor of theology and of Hebrew. While his son
Jacques was installed to the latter chair, the vacancy in theology remained unfilled at his
death in 1658.15 The tensions continued to mount, in the course of which d’Huisseau was
suspended from office by his own consistory of Saumur in March 1659, and reached their
climax later that year when this affair made it onto the agenda of the National Synod of
Loudun. The synod largely sided with Amyraut, but all the same chided his party along with
that of d’Huisseau and restored the latter to office. In a significant move, the synod also
confirmed that the question of succession was to be left in the complete freedom of the
academy.16
Given that the 1659 national synod sided with the Amyraut party, but at the same
time restored d’Huisseau to the ministry, Saumur will have remained a hotbed of tension.
14

De Brissac des Loges had as a student in theology already been used to teach philosophy
(i.e. in the preparatory years for the study of theology proper) in 1626, which he continued to do
until 1628 when he took a church at Loudun (“Registres de l’académie protestante de Saumur,”
A.M.S., I A 1, fols. 71v°, 75r°-v°, 82r° [4 February and 11 December 1626, 2 August 1628]). The
conflicts surrounding de Brissac can be traced through the Saumur registers from his appointment
on 24 August 1655 until November 1656 when the academy finally decided to abandon its pursuit
of him (see ibid., fols. 159v°-167r°).
15

On 4 September 1657, Louis Cappel, who had served as professor of theology and of
Hebrew, asked to be relieved of the former charge due to his illness (“Registres de l’académie
protestante de Saumur,” A.M.S., I A 1, fol. 168v°). Less than a year later, he asked that he also be
replaced as professor of Hebrew by his youngest son, Jacques (ibid., fol. 169r°). While all steps were
taken for Jacques Cappel’s establishment, the search for someone to fill Louis Cappel’s post as
professor of theology was at some point abandoned. Amyraut did initiate proceedings to begin a
search on 26 July 1658 (ibid., fol. 169v°), and upon the approval from the Provincial Synod held at
Preuilly the council of the academy made a decision on 18 August 1658 to seek a replacement as
soon as possible (ibid., 170r°). Yet, after this decision no further mention is made of a search for a
professor of theology until 10 February 1664, and then in order to replace Amyraut who had passed
away the month before (ibid., fol. 187v°).
16

Aymon, Tous les synodes, 2:765-68.
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This no doubt explains why the sensitive issue of succession continued to be avoided for
some time after. De la Place’s replacement, Isaac du Soul, simply taught alongside Amyraut
for nearly a decade without being examined or fully installed as professor,17 while the quest
for a successor to Cappel was abandoned in spite of the synodical approval the academy had
received to seek a replacement. It was only when, or more probably because Amyraut passed
away on 13 January 1664 that a flurry of initiatives was undertaken to remedy the situation
that had resulted from the enormous tensions of the past decade.18 A search was made for a
successor to Amyraut, and according to Étienne Gaussen (ca. 1638-1675), Chouet’s
predecessor as professor of philosophy, rumor had it that the names of Crégut,19 Varnier,20

17

Before his appointment was finalized in 1665, du Soul served as rector of the académie
on two occasions for a period of some four years (1658-1659, 1661-1663), notwithstanding his initial
protests that he was only professeur désigné. In 1664, he was likewise chosen and approved as
principal of the collège (see “Registres de l’académie protestante de Saumur,” A.M.S., I A 1, fols.
169r°, 170r°, 172r°, 182v°, the 2nd [!] fol. 184r°, 186v°, 188v°).
18

I thus challenge Pittion’s periodization when he writes that during the period 1660-1670
the academy “enjoyed a certain measure of stability at the local level” (“Intellectual Life,” 143).
19

Antoine Crégut (1637-1681), first pastor at Montélimar, then professor at the Academy
of Die (1651-1664), from where he moved to Holland. He served as professor of theology at
Heidelberg from 1679 until his death in 1681. I have not been able to determine where he was
educated. See Haag/Bordier, La France protestante2 , 4:876-78; and Eugène Arnaud, Bibliographie
huguenote du Dauphiné pendant les trois derniers siècles (Grenoble: Xavier Drevet, 1859), 32-33.
20

Jean Varnier (1626/1629-1697), educated at Saumur, and at the time pastor at Issoudun.
On him, see Desgraves, “Les thèses soutenues,” 96; and Jacques le Brun, “Un jugement protestant
inédit sur le débat entre Richard Simon et Jean Le Clerc,” in De l’Humanisme aux Lumières, Bayle
et le protestantisme: Mélanges en l’honneur d’Elisabeth Labrousse, ed. Michelle Magdelaine,
Maria-Cristina Pitassi, Ruth Whelan and Antony McKenna (Paris: Universitas / Oxford: Voltaire
Foundation, 1996), 463-73, there 472-73.
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Pajon, Guitton,21 Merlat,22 and Gousset23 were all being considered.24 Gaussen’s added
remark that, irrespective of who was going to be elected, his only wish was that no dispute
(brigue)25 would break out, makes it clear that the disasters involving the succession of de
la Place and Cappel were still fresh in his mind.26 In the end, it was Gaussen himself who

21

Probably Isaac Guitton (?-?), at the time pastor at Sion. See Vaurigaud, Essai sur
l’histoire, 3:lxxxiii; and Haag, La France protestante1 , 5:418.
22

Élie Merlat (1634-1705), who had studied theology at Saumur and Montauban, and was
at the time pastor at Saintes. According to Pierre Bayle, he was considered in 1675 as a candidate
to succeed Gaussen as well (letter to J. Bayle, [Paris], 21 July 1675, in Labrousse et al.,
Correspondance de Pierre Bayle, 2:246). On Merlat, see Hubert Bost and Dider Poton, “Le rapport
des réformés au pouvoir au XVIIe siècle: Élie Merlat ou la fin du monde,” in Genève et enjeux de
la laïcité, Jean Alsandi, ed. (Geneva: Labor et fides, 1990), 31-57, there 33-34; reprinted in Hubert
Bost, Ces Messieurs de la R. P. R.: Histoire et écritures de huguenots, XVIIe-XVIIIe siècles (Paris:
Champion, 2001), 149-174; Stelling-Michaud, Le livre du recteur, 4:511; and Haag, La France
protestante1 , 7:334-38 (pagination error, to be corrected to: 374-78).
23

Jacques Gousset (1635-1704) from Blois, who had studied at Saumur, and was considered
as a replacement to Gaussen in 1675 (but he refused before an official offer was made; see the letter
from É. de Brais L. Tronchin, Saumur, 15 June 1675, Arch. Tronchin 48, fols. 141v°), and offered
a chair in 1679 to succeed de Brais (so Haag, La France protestante1 , 5:343, with a reference to
Archives nationales, TT 239). For Gousset, see especially F.R.J. Knetsch, “Gousset (Gussetius),
Jacques (Jacobus,” in BLGNP 5:211-13; idem, “Een salmuriaan in Groningen: Jacques
Gousset/Jacobus Gussetius (1635-1704) nader verkend,” Nederlandsch theologisch tijdschrift 53,
no. 2 (1999): 99-116.
24

Interestingly, with the exception of Crégut, all were part of Pajon’s network as evident
from Goujet’s list of his manuscript works: “18. Ecrit latin à M. Varnier”; “28. Considérations sur
une Lettre de M. à M. Autres réponses à Mrs. Merlat, du Paisy, de la Font, Guitton & de Brais,
Tardif, de la Treille”; and “29. Conférence avec M. Gousset.” (Supplément, 2:5)
25

According to the Trésor de la langue française informatisé, the word “brigue” has the
range of meaning “querelle,” “dispute,” “controverse,” and even “ensemble des manoeuvres
frauduleuses utilisées lors des élections.” (Available online at:
http://atilf.atilf.fr/dendien/scripts/tlfiv5/advanced.exe?8;s=1420555530; accessed 26 February 2011).
26

É. Gaussen to É. Bouhéreau, Saumur, [16? February 1664], Bouhéreau Papers
Z.2.2.17(13)/5 (non-foliated): “Pour nos affaires de l’Académie: le bruit de la ville désigne 5 ou 6
Messieurs: Crégut, Varnier, Pajon, Guitton, Merlat, Gousset. [...] Tout de bon je ne sçay ce qui en
arrive; mais tant y a qu’il n’y a pas la moindre brigue. Priés Dieu qu’il nous assiste.” I thank Ruth
Whelan for communicating me her notes on this letter (and others), which provides the highly
interesting – and up to the present unknown! – fact that Pajon was considered for a professorate at
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was appointed on 14 April 1664 to begin some lessons and to preside over some disputations
in theology, and this with a view to his permanent establishment as professor of theology.27
Gaussen had been a firm supporter of Amyraut in his quarrel with d’Huisseau. For that
reason, his appointment appears not to have passed without difficulties and to have raised
considerable animosity against him.28 Nevertheless, the agenda for the Provincial Synod of
Anjou of 1665 included his examination for this position, as well as a number of formalities
to be completed in the case of the aging du Soul.29 The decisions made by this provincial
synod thus constituted an attempt to revive the academy after internal, personal conflicts had
crippled it at a critical time when steps should actually have been taken to replace the great

Saumur already in 1664. Earlier, Gaussen had written to Bouhérau that he thought Gousset was the
preferred candidate. See the letter from É. Gaussen to É. Bouhéreau, [19 January 1664?], as cited
in Pittion, “Intellectual Life,” 155 (which he identifies as being in Bouhérau Papers, Z.3.3.6): “La
semaine prochaine l’on délibera sur qui on doit jeter les yeux. Pour moi, je sais déjà assurément où
la plupart des voix iront, et je vous le dirai à l’oreille, à condition que vous me gardiez le secret: ce
sera Monsieur Gousset, car il est aimé et estimé en cette ville.” I have as yet been unable to track
down this letter.
27

See “Registres de l’académie protestante de Saumur,” A.M.S., I A 1, fol. 189v°. Gaussen
taught philosophy as early as 1661 (ibid., fol. 180v°), and in fact continued to do so in addition to
his new duties in the faculty of theology until he stepped down from his chair in philosophy on 11
July 1664 (see ibid., fol. 192r°-v°).
28

See Pittion, “Intellectual Life,” 154-58, who also cites (ibid., 156) a letter from Thuron
de Beyrie to É. Bouhérau, n.p.?, 21 July 1665 (reference given: Bouhéreau Papers, Z.2.2.16[19]),
who remarks: “je ne m’étonne pas que Monsieur Gaussen ait eu des opposants à sa réception.”
29

The Provincial Synod of Anjou (Châtillon-sur-Indre) of 1664 remitted the question as to
whether or not du Soul ought to be examined as prescribed by the national synods to the assembly
of 1665, which decided that “parce qu’outre qu’il est en un age tres aduancé, ses grandes
incommodités ne luy permettent pas de trauailler autant qu’il faudroit pour subir un tel examen selon
toutes les formes, elle a esté necessairement obligée a l’en dispenser a cause de ses infirmtés
corporelles.” For that reason, du Soul only had to give “une leçon dans l’assemblée,” upon which
he was unanimously given the title of professor of theology. See the extracts of the acts copied out
in “Registres de l’académie protestante de Saumur,” A.M.S., I A 1, fols. 191v°, 201r°. Cf. also the
letter from J.-R. Chouet to L. Tronchin, Saumur, 12 May 1665, in Sina (ed.), Corrispondenza, p.
24.
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personages who had contributed to its renown. For this reason it comes as no surprise when
we read Chouet’s report that the synod had vowed not to disband until it had restored order
to the academy and placed it in a greater state of flourishing than ever before.30
The synod, it appears, lived up to the high expectations. Both du Soul and Gaussen
sustained their examinations, so that the academy once again had two fully-appointed
professors of theology. But, good to its resolution, it also made additional decisions to
strengthen the academy. It reestablished the chair in Greek, and appointed the brilliant
Tanneguy le Fèvre (1615-1672) to fill it.31 Finally, on “seeing the need of the academy and
judging that, in the state in which it presently found itself, it had need of a third professor of
theology,”32 the synod went on to make yet another significant decision by reestablishing the
third chair in theology. To this position, it appointed no one other than Pajon who, as noted
before, had been on the short list to replace Amyraut the year before, but who was passed

30

Letter J.-R. Chouet to L. Tronchin, Saumur, 12 May 1665, in Sina (ed.), Corrispondenza,
p. 24: “Et comme le Synode a pris une ferme resolution de ne point se separer qu’il n’ait mis dans
l’Académie tout le bon ordre possible, et qu’il ne l’ait mise en estat d’estre aussi florissante que
iamais [...].”
31

“Registres de l’académie protestante de Saumur,” A.M.S., I A 1, fol. 202r°, in Sina (ed.),
Corrispondenza, 325.
The chair in Greek appears to have been one of the first casualties whenever the academy
was in time of need, and as Bourchenin, Étude sur les académies protestantes, 425, and 315, 318,
remarks, there is lack of clarity as to when it was and was not filled. From the session of the conseil
held on 19 April 1651, it is clear that le Fèvre had earlier already taught at the academy in some
capacity or another (“Registres de l’académie protestante de Saumur,” A.M.S., I A 1, fol. 147v°).
The last mention of his name in the conseil-registers until his appointment by the synod of 1665 is
during the session of 28 October 1655 (ibid., fol. 160r°). What le Fèvre’s relationship – if any – to
the academy was during the intervening years is not clear.
32

“Registres de l’académie protestante de Saumur,” A.M.S., I A 1, fol. 202r°, in Sina (ed.),
Corrispondenza, 325: “La Compagnie auec tous ceux qui composent le Conseil Academique, voyant
la necessité de l’Academie et jugeant que dans l’estat ou elle se trouuve presentement, elle a besoin
d’un troisiéme Professeur en Theologie [...].”
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over in favor of Gaussen. The initiative emphasizes once again the degree to which the
academy had suffered in the past decade. For, on the one hand, the synod was motivated by
the desire to restore the academy – and, in that respect, its decision regarding Pajon was
welcomed. On the other hand, in doing so it encroached upon the academy’s prerogative to
appoint its professors, which power the national synod of 1659 had just confirmed to it in
light of the very troubles which the provincial synod was now trying to resolve – and, in that
respect, some complaints were indeed raised by the academy concerning the procedure.33
Pajon’s appointment was thus a key component in the revival of the academy, and this
element would continue to play a determinative role in the controversies surrounding his
thought in the years that followed.

Pajon’s Sermon – Cause of Controversy?
In addition to receiving an appointment as professor, Pajon also had the honor of
preaching a sermon to the assembly. There is no explicit indication in either the acts or the
other sources as to when he held this sermon. Theoretically it could have been before his
appointment, between his appointment and his acceptance,34 or after his acceptance. This is
not an insignificant question, since the relationship of the sermon to Pajon’s appointment and
33

Cf. [Chouet], Untitled account concerning Étienne Gaussen and Claude Pajon, Arch.
Turrettini, 3rd ms under the shelfmark 1/Gb.1.32.XIII, [p. 4], where Chouet remarks concerning
Pajon’s election: “ce qui fut agréablement et unanimement accepté par le conseil académique; qui
ne laissa pas de se plaindre de ce procédé du synode, prétendant que ce n’étoit point à lui de nommer
les professeurs, mais uniquement aux corps acad.”
34

The acts note that Pajon took some time to consider his appointment. See “Registres de
l’académie protestante de Saumur,” A.M.S., I A 1, fol. 202r°, in Sina (ed.), Corrispondenza, 325:
“Surquoy ledit sieur Pajon après avoir pris quelque temps pour y penser à cause de l’importance de
cette vocation [...].”
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especially to the troubles that followed is important. From an early time, this sermon, which
was published in 1666,35 has commonly been identified as the cause of the opposition which
arose at this synod. John M. Pope appears to have been the first to distance himself from this
supposition, claiming instead that “Pajon’s sermon before the Synod of Saumur in 1665 [#1]
did not begin the controversy but it did bring Pajon to the public notice, [#2] helped him gain
his position at the Academy of Saumur, and [#3] made him more dangerous than ever before
in the eyes of those who had already taken exception to his concept of grace.”36 Although
certainly an improvement on the earlier scholarship,37 Pope’s own position appears not to be
without difficulties, either. For, even on the face of it, it seems strange that (as his account
would have it) the very same sermon would at once have recommended Pajon to his
audience, and yet made him more dangerous to those who already knew of his specific
conception of the operation of grace. An important issue is thus whether, or to what extent,
this conception was apparent in the sermon.

35

The only extant copies of which I am aware are held at the Andover-Harvard Theological
Library (Harvard Divinity School) and at the Bibliothèque wallonne (Leiden University Library).
36

Pope, “Aspects of Controversies,” 134; see also ibid., 37-38, where he maintains that those
“who were aware of Pajon’s controversial ideas could have been disturbed by the message” of the
sermon.
37

For an overview of this supposition in the history of scholarship, as well as the
confirmation of at least part of Pope’s position, see Gootjes, “Un épisode méconnu.” In addition to
Pope, note also Pittion, “Intellectual Life,” 310: “De Beaujardin and Du Soul [i.e. the Saumur
delegates – AG] were impressed by Pajon’s performance and reported his ‘grande capacité’ to the
Conseil. The Conseil offered him the third chair of theology.” Pittion’s reference to “grande
capacité” suggests he is basing himself on the acts as found in the Saumur registers, which is indeed
the only source listed in the endnote (ibid., 323 n. 10). The connection between sermon and
appointment cannot be determined from the acts as such, however. In light of the conseil’s
displeasure at the synod’s encroachment upon its prerogative to appoint professors (see above, n.
33), this interpretation in fact seems doubtful.
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There is no doubt a close relationship between the sermon and the position Pajon had
developed in the earlier “De natura.”38 In fact, he takes up a subject he had introduced in the
latter’s usus doctrinae-section, claiming that his view on the operation of the Holy Spirit in
conversion was useful for asserting both free choice and the irresistibility of God’s grace.39
He now develops the first element, freedom, in this sermon on the basis of 2 Cor. 3:17, a
text which he considers programmatic for the topic. Paul, he remarks, is speaking here of
freedom in general, “that freedom of which he speaks being not only for him and for the
other ministers of the Gospel, but generally for all believers, for the Corinthians and for you
who are listening to me now, ‘For where the Spirit of the Lord is, there is freedom.’ Let us,
therefore, consider this freedom in a more extended sense.”40 From this perspective, Pajon’s
sermon is indeed “Pajonist.” In it, he gave an exposition of his solution to the age-old
problem of divine sovereignty and human responsibility by reconciling freedom and
necessity, which solution the “De natura” showed to have been rooted in his view on the
nature of the Spirit’s operation in conversion. All the same, the reconciliation of freedom
with necessity as such was not exclusive to Pajon but was common to Reformed orthodoxy,41
and could be integrated into a variety of theological frameworks within the Protestant camp.

38

A lengthy analysis of the Sermon can be found in Pope, “Aspects of Controversies,” 134-

39

Pajon, “De natura,” MS. Rawlinson D. 840 no. 8, p. 91.

45.

40

Pajon, Sermon, 22: “la liberté, dont il parle, n’estant pas seulement pour luy, & pour les
autres Ministres de l’Euangile, mais generalement pour tous les fideles, pour les Corinthiens, & pour
vous qui m’escoutez maintenant; car là où est l’esprit du Seigneur, là est la liberté.”
41

See on this the recent monograph of Van Asselt, Bac and Te Velde, Reformed Thought
on Freedom.
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Further, the entire sermon is indeed entirely in harmony with Pajon’s thought as set
out in the earlier “De natura,” or else the other works composed afterwards and surveyed in
the preceding chapter. As examples we need to point only to his insistence on the will
necessarily following the last judgment of the intellect,42 his positing – in layman’s terms!
– the distinction between moral and physical inability,43 his situating freedom in
knowledge,44 or the paradox he sees resulting from the determination of the will by the
intellect and the location of freedom in knowledge, namely, that the more an action is free,
the more it is necessary.45 All of these points of contact no doubt explain why most scholars

42

Cf. Pajon, “De natura” MS. Rawlinson D. 840 no. 8, pp. 23-24 (nona ratio), where he
states this position explicitly; with idem, Sermon, 25, where he remarks: “N’escoutons point icy cette
Philosophie erronée, qui veut rendre la volonté maistresse de ses actions, sans avoir égard à ce que
luy prescrit la raison.”
43

Cf. Pajon, “De natura” MS. Rawlinson D. 840 no. 8, pp. 12-16 (quarta ratio); with idem,
Sermon, 31-32. Note also the accuracy of Pope’s observation that “Pajon has avoided such terms as
physical or natural ability and moral inability which may be attributed to the fact that he is speaking
to laymen as well as the clergy, students, and professors. Indeed, he stated at the beginning of his
sermon that he wished to express himself in such a way that all would be able to follow his thinking
though they might not be theologians. However, he has treated the material in such a way that he has
been able to arrive at the above conclusion which expresses the distinction made by Cameron and
Amyraut before him with regards to natural and moral inability.” (“Aspects of Controversies,” 228
n. 25)
44

Cf. Pajon, “Traité de l’opération,” §210: “La liberté n’[estant rien] (à mon avis) que
facultas agendi praeeunte cognitione. Si cette connoissance qui nous guide est [fausse], c’est une
fausse liberté, d’où vient que l’Escriture appelle les pécheurs serfs du péché, parce que [le] péché
se fait par erreur. Mais si la connoissance est vraye, elle engendre une vraye liberté, d’où vient ce
mot la vérité affranchira”; with idem, Sermon, 22-23: “La liberté dépend tellement de la
connoissance, que là où il n’y a point de connoissance, il n’y a point aussi de liberté, & nous
mesurons très iustement l’estenduë de la liberté, par celle de la connoissance.”
45

Cf. Pajon, “De natura” MS. Rawlinson D. 840 no. 8, p. 91 (epilogus): “Dico tertiò ad
utramque [scilicet arbitrium liberum atque necessitas – AG] simul demonstrandam. Eadem enim illa
causa quae efficit ut arbitrium liberè agat, summa nempe pulchritudo obiecti in Evangelio revelati,
quae facultatem allicit, efficit etiam ut necessariò agat: in quantum tanta est ea obiecti pulchritudo
ut non possit facultatem arbitriumque non allicere”; with idem, Sermon, 26: “parce que la mesme
cause qui la rend libre, est, celle qui la rend necessaire. Elle est libre, parce qu’elle est faite auec
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have identified “Pajonism” in this sermon, and subsequently understood it as a controversial
work.46 However, a most important point to remember, as pointed out by Pope, is that
although Pajon expresses himself in his sermon “in such a way as to reveal that his structure
of thought supports” his doctrine against immediate grace, he on the other hand “never
definitely expresses the distinctive idea that was to be the crux of his controversy: his belief
that the Spirit of God never acts immediately upon the soul of man but always operates
through means, mainly the Word, to bring about conversion.”47 It is thus more accurate to
characterize Pajon’s sermon as “Cameronian” – broadly Cameronian, in fact, since Pajon did
not touch the specific issue of the operation of grace in which an Amyraldian and a
Testardian line could be distinguished. While in places outside of France where Cameron’s
doctrine as such was under suspicion the sermon would not have been welcome, before a
synod whose body was quite likely largely composed of Cameronians, many of whom will
even have been trained by Cameron, Cappel, de la Place and Amyraut themselves, it will no
doubt have been well received. By preaching to the synod, Pajon will not only not have
provided the occasion of accusations against him, he also will not have made himself “more

connoissance; & plus la connoissance du bien que nous recherchons est grande, plus l’inclination,
qui nous porte à le rechercher, est forte & invincible.”
46

See Schweizer, Protestantischen Centraldogmen, 2:571: “Damals sah man nichts
Heterodoxes in diesen Auesserungen, obwol sie in der That nichts geringeres beabsichtigen, als die
von der objectiven Gnade underschiedene subjective aufzuheben, was man sich unter der letztern
vorstellte, in die erstere aufgehen zu lassen”; Lacheret, Claude Pajon, 17: “En effet, si l’on examine
avec attention ce sermon de circonstance, on remarque aisément que dans l’oeuvre de la conversion,
aucune place n’est faite à la grâce immédiate”; and Roussellier, Traité de l’opération de l’Esprit,
iii: “Tout le ‘Pajonisme’ est déjà virtuellement présent,” whose analysis is also thrown off by his
apparent ignorance of the “De natura.”
47

Pope, “Aspects of Controversies,” 37, 144-45.
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dangerous than ever,”48 where it should further be noted that at the outset of the synod,
Guyraut alone was aware of Pajon’s particular views.
These observations based on the contents of the sermon content are confirmed by the
events of the synod. There is no indication whatsoever that Pajon’s preaching ruffled the
feathers of anyone present. Chouet’s reports concerning the Pajonist controversies never
draw a connection to it. Rather, he noted that Guyraut approached Pajon because of what he
knew of the “De natura” through the excerpts and refutation he had received from de la Fons.
In fact, in all of the extant documents pertaining to the Pajonist controversies in their entirety
that were available to me, there is very little discussion of it at all.49 The only negative
remarks I have encountered come from Guyraut, who accused Pajon of denying the
invincibility of grace in a number of writings, among which he lists the Sermon.50 However,
this work dates from well after the synod of 1665, and by this time Guyraut had himself

48

Cf. Pope, “Aspects of Controversies,” 134.

49

Chouet sends a copy to Tronchin, asking him for an evaluation which his uncle appears
never to have given; see the letter from J.-R. Chouet to L. Tronchin, Saumur, 6 April 1666, in Sina
(ed.), Corrispondenza, 39. It is worth noting in this context that the sermon appears to have been
printed in a rather limited run. See the letter from C. Pajon to [J. Lenfant], n.p., [4 June 1683], Arch.
Tronchin 53, fol. 22v° (autograph) and 107r°-v° (copy): “Je ne vous saurois envoyer d’exemplaire
de mon sermon n’y en ayant plus chez l’imprimeur, et n’en ayant qu’un pour moy. J’en ay envoyé
à Genève et Monsieur Tronchin en doit avoir un, aussi bien que Monsieur Chouët.” Writing in the
early- to mid-eighteenth century, Chauffepié remarked that the sermon was “très-rare” (Nouveau
dictionnaire historique, vol. 3, sub “P,” p. 6, n. B).
50

[Guyraut], “Remarques,” Arch. Turrettini, 2nd ms under the shelfmark 1/Gb.1.32.XIII, [p.
9]: “Il nous répète encore la même chose dans le sermon qu’il a fait imprimer. Nous demandons à
Dieu qu’il opère en nous avec efficace, nous le prions qu’il touche lui-même la dureté de nos coeurs,
mais nous demandons aussi votre consentement pour cela, car après tout, quelque puissante, quelque
forte, quelque invincible que soit la grâce de votre Dieu, elle ne vous convertira point en dépit de
vous, elle n’amolira point vos coeurs tandis que vous lui serez rebelles.” The citation “Nous
demandons [...] serez rebelles” is from Pajon, Sermon sur ces mots, 46. For the dating of the
“Remarques” to the first half of 1667, see Gootjes, “Un épisode méconnu,” 223 n. 64.
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corresponded extensively with Pajon and had drawn out the bad consequences which he saw
latent in his view on the operation of grace. But at the Provincial Synod of Anjou in 1665,
the situation rather seems to have been such that, as Pope did indeed also note, Pajon’s
exegetical and rhetorical display was appreciated by the delegates, and in fact recommended
him to them for the third chair in theology. Although Pajon had of course already been
considered as a possible successor to Amyraut the year before, the acts report that he was
chosen on the basis of recommendations in his favor, as well as the evidence the synod had
itself seen of his ability.51 The latter could, of course, refer to his actions during the
deliberations, but it is just as likely, or perhaps even more likely, that the acts here refer
indirectly to Pajon’s preaching – which in turn suggests that the sermon was held before the
appointment. This hypothesis that the sermon was positively received appears to find further
support in the preface to the printed version, where Pajon remarks that he published it at the
urging of his friends52 – friends, one would be tempted to say, who were present at the synod
and heard his preaching. The evidence for the positive contribution of the Sermon to Pajon’s
appointment as professor admittedly remains somewhat tenuous, yet that it played no role
as origin for the following controversies is all but beyond doubt.

51

“Registres de l’académie protestante de Saumur,” A.M.S., I A 1, fol. 202r°, in Sina (ed.),
Corrispondenza, 325: “[...] et ayant ouï les tesmoignages aduantageux qui ont esté rendus a M.r
Claude Pajon, Pasteur de l’Eglise de Marchenoir, ayant aussi veu des preuues de sa grande capacité
a jetté les yeux sur luy [...].”
52

Cf. Pajon, Sermon, dedicatory epistle (non-paginated).
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Objection ... Overruled – The First Signs of Trouble
Upon reading the acts of the Provincial Synod of Anjou, one would think that Pajon’s
appointment passed without incident. Only by reconstructing the events from other sources
does one learn of the objections which were raised regarding his doctrine. According to
Chouet, after the synod decided to offer the newly reestablished third chair in theology to
Pajon, the Loudun pastor Jacques Guyraut took action, armed with what he had learned of
his doctrine through the refutation of the “De natura” which de la Fons had sent to him.53 It
is significant to note the moment at which Guyraut decided to act, that is, after Pajon’s
appointment. This suggests that Guyraut would have been willing to tolerate his doctrine as
long as he served simply as pastor, but that he could not allow him to be placed in a position
where he could propagate his views to the next generation of pastors. In this context, it is
likewise relevant to note that the polemics against Pajon all but disappeared late in 1667 –
at least, for nearly a decade – when he left the Academy of Saumur again in favor of the
pastorate at Orléans. In any case, during the time allotted to Pajon to consider his call,
Guyraut complained of this choice to the pastors Jean Chabrol54 and Abraham Gilbert, the

53

Unless otherwise noted, the information in this paragraph comes from the letter from J.-R.
Chouet to L. Tronchin, Saumur, 25 October 1666, in Sina (ed.), Corrispondenza, 50: “M.r Guiraud
qui estoit deputé de Loudun ne put s’empescher de témoigner, non pas veritablement à l’assemblée,
mais à quelques uns de ses amis en particulier, et sur tout a Mess.rs Chabrol et Gilbert, Deputés de
Poitou, combien peu il estoit satisfait de l’Election qu’auoit faite le Synode, et leur dit les raisons
qu’il en auoit. Ces Mess.rs creurent qu’ils en deuoyent parler à M.r Paion, et en effect le firent: cela
obligea ce dernier a en parler le lendemain au Synode, et à se iustifier; et il le fit d’une maniere dont
le Synode fut satisfait, de sorte que les choses qui auoyent esté faites furent encore approuuées et
confirmées.”
54

Jean Chabrol (not Isaac; contra Armstrong, Calvinism and the Amyraut Heresy, 110),
pastor of Thouars, had been a supporter of Amyraut to whom the latter dedicated two works (see
Pittion, “Intellectual Life,” 64). Although in a different provincial synod, Thouars lies only some 25
km from Loudun. According to Haag/Bordier, La France protestante2 , 4:1097-98, Chabrol married
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deputies from Poitou. Chouet reports that the latter, on the basis of Guyraut’s reports,
understood Pajon’s doctrine to be contrary to Scripture, the Confession of Faith, and the
Canons of Dort, and that they decided to approach Pajon about his views. The seriousness
of this private discussion between Guyraut, Chabrol, Gilbert and Pajon is evident in that
Pajon decided on the following day to address the synod and to clear his name in public,
before the entire assembly. This he evidently did to the satisfaction of the delegates so that,
in spite of the turmoil, the earlier decision was upheld and they confirmed his election.55
As result, Pajon was indeed named professor of theology to Saumur, and this as a
move to help restore the struggling academy. The synod of 1665 was clearly thought to have
accomplished what it had intended to do, as two letters written immediately upon its closure
evidence. There were high hopes for a bright future especially in Gaussen and Pajon. While
Jean Daillé (fils) wrote that they were surely capable of bringing to the academy the renewal

a woman from Loudun, and their marriage was blessed by no one less than Jacques de Brissac sieur
des Loges, who in 1665 was a colleague of Guyraut at Loudun and would become one of Pajon’s
greatest opponents of the 1660s.
55

Compare the above account of the events to Chouet’s recollection of them in a work from
1721 which, in spite of the numerous factual errors (e.g. that Pajon did not respond to the
accusations during the synod; that Pajon was pastor at Mer, which in fact was a place not far from
Marchenoir), corroborates my reconstruction above and remains interesting in its own right:
“Cepandant, aussi-tôt après cette élection, et avant la séparation du synode, il se répandit un bruit
sourd, dont quelques ministres de Loudun furent les premiers auteurs, que Monsieur Pajon avoit des
sentimens particuliers sur la grâce, et sur l’opération du Saint Esprit dans la conversion du pécheur;
qu’il les avoit manifesté dans un écrit; et qu’on devoit examiner la chose, avant qu’il entra en
possession de la chaire. || Ces bruits ne manquèrent pas de venir aux oreilles de Monsieur Pajon;
mais sans s’y arrêter, il s’en alla, aussi bien que les autres membres du synode, dans son église de
Mer, pour mettre ordre à ses affaires domestiques.” ([Chouet], Untitled account concerning Étienne
Gaussen and Claude Pajon, Arch. Turrettini, 3rd ms under the shelfmark 1/Gb.1.32.XIII, [p. 4]) Note
that Chouet here emphasizes that the grumbling at this synod was an undercurrent (cf. “bruit sourd”
= “hidden grumbling”).
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it needed and that they were worthy successors of those whom they replaced,56 Chouet could
report that some in fact saw in them Amyraut and de la Place redivivi.57

Between Marchenoir and Saumur: Pajon’s Private Polemics
Upon electing Pajon, the Provincial Synod of Anjou also decided to write to his
church at Marchenoir and its provincial synod of Orléans and Berry to request his release so
that he could come to Saumur as soon as possible.58 An official request was made on 26 July
1665, which the church of Marchenoir remitted to the following provincial synod59 – a

56

Letter from Jean Daillé (fils) to Francis Turretin, Paris, 2 June 1665, Geneva, BGE, Ms
Fr 486 fols. 261-262: “Je ne sçay si vous avez sceu que le Synode d’Anjou vient de recevoir en la
charge de professeur en Théologie M. Gaussen, qui l’estoit desjà par désignation et qu’on luy a
mesme ajouté un 2nd collègue, outre M. du Soul, assavoir M. Pajon, pasteur de Marchenoir, qui
assurément à tous les dons nécessaires pour servir avec succès dans cest employ. Par ce moyen voilà
la povre académie de Saumur comme renouvellée & rajeunie. Dieu luy a suscité des ouvriers qui
marcheront dignement sur les pas de ceux dont ils remplissent la chaire.” (transcription from
Jean-Luc Tulot, http// :pagesperso-orange.fr/jeanluc.tulot/Daillefils.pdf, consulted on 15 January
2009)
57

Letter from J.-R. Chouet to L. Tronchin, Saumur, 3 June 1665, in Sina (ed.),
Corrispondenza, p. 27: “quelques uns ont dit qu’en Monsieur Gaussen on verroit renaistre Mons.r
Amyraut et en Mons.r Paion M.r De la Place.” The conspicuous absence of du Soul’s name in
connection with the hopes for the academy appears to be explained by Chouet: “ce même synode [...]
aiant fait réflexion que Monsieur Gaussen, quelque mérite qu’il eut, et quelque espérance qu’on put
concevoir de lui pour l’avenir, étoit encore fort jeune; et que Monsieur Du Soul étoit vieux, et peu
propre pour son emploi, crut qu’il y avoit de la nécessité, pour le bien de l’Académie, de leur donner
un troisième collègue, et jetta pour cet effect les yeux sur Monsieur Pajon.” ([Chouet], Untitled
account concerning Étienne Gaussen and Claude Pajon, Arch. Turrettini, 3rd ms under the shelfmark
1/Gb.1.32.XIII, [p. 4]).
58

See the extract of the acts copied in the “Registres de l’académie protestante de Saumur,”
A.M.S., I A 1, fol. 202v°, in Sina (ed.), Corrispondenza, 325.
59

Letter from [Claude IV?] Pajon to [Philippe Drouyn?], n.p., n.d., Paris, Arsenal Ms 5633,
fol. 244r°.
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meeting which would not take place until the next year. Even if the academy was
disappointed in its attempt to obtain Pajon’s permanent release immediately,60 it did manage
to obtain his services on a temporary basis, and he arrived at Saumur on 11 February 1666.61
Charged with the task of giving lessons in the Old Testament, Pajon began lecturing on
Jeremiah 31.62 Both his colleague in theology, Étienne Gaussen, and his colleague in
philosophy, Jean-Robert Chouet, spoke highly of his pedagogical abilities. While the former
remarked that he had a certain “clarity in spirit which is most suitable for the School,”63 the

60

Chouet had hoped that as a best case scenario Pajon might arrive by la Saint Martin (i.e.
11 November), but the decision of Marchenoir obviously presented an obstruction; see the letter
from J.-R. Chouet to L. Tronchin, Saumur, 3 June 1665, in Sina (ed.), Corrispondenza, 27.
61

This date can be deduced by combining the data from a letter written by Gaussen and the
Saumur academy’s registers. In a letter from Élie Bouhéreau, Gaussen reports that “Monsieur Pajon
arriva icy jeudy dernier.” This letter is marked 20 February 1666 in the hand of Bouhéreau, which
quite likely represents the date of reception. Since Gaussen goes on to remark that Pajon “fit hier sa
premiere leçon,” the notice in the Saumur registers of Sunday, 14 February 1666, that Pajon was to
begin his “exercices” at three o’clock in the afternoon on the following Tuesday (i.e. 16 February)
allow us to conclude that Pajon arrived at Saumur on Thursday, 11 February. These same data safely
places the date of the Gaussen letter at Wednesday, 17 February 1666. See the letter from É. Gaussen
to É. Bouhéreau, [17 February 1666], Bouhéreau Papers Z.2.2.17(13)/19 (non-foliated); and
“Registres de l’académie protestante de Saumur,” A.M.S., I A 1, fol. 205r°-v°, in Sina (ed.),
Corrispondenza, 330 .
62

Letter from É. Gaussen to É. Bouhéreau, [17 February 1666], Bouhéreau Papers
Z.2.2.17(13)/19 (non-foliated): “Monsieur Pajon arriva icy jeudy dernier, il fit hier sa premiere leçon
sur le 31 chap. de Jerem. qu’il a dessein d’expliquer en leçons.” Given Pajon’s reported intention
to lecture on Jeremiah 31, it is interesting to note that the list of his manuscript works includes a
“Idée d’un Traité des alliances de Dieu” which appears no longer to be extant ([Goujet], Supplément,
2:4, #46)
63

Letter from É. Gaussen to É. Bouhéreau, [17 February 1666], Bouhéreau Papers
Z.2.2.17(13)/19 (non-foliated): “C’est un homme qui paroit avoir beaucoup de douceur en son
humeur, qui est bien persuadé de ce qu’il enseigne et qui a je ne sçay quelle netteté dans son génie
qui est fort propre pour l’Echole.”
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latter noted that “one of his best qualities [is] to have a clear and organized spirit, and with
great ease to make his listeners understand what he wants them to understand.”64
In spite of the initial success of Pajon’s teaching, this period was one of instability
as it involved multiple trips back and forth on his part to cover the ca. 170 kilometer distance
that separated Marchenoir and Saumur. Thus, less than two months after he began to teach,
Pajon requested permission from the academic council of Saumur to return to Marchenoir
so as to settle his personal affairs and to obtain release from the Provincial Synod of Orléans
and Berry.65 His synod granted this release on 24 May 1666, and on 1 June he was officially
received into his new synod, that of Anjou, whose meeting that year was held in SaintAignan.66 More journeys between Marchenoir and Saumur appear to have followed, for it
was not until the fall that he arrived at Saumur together with his two children,67 leading
Chouet at one point to wonder whether his new colleague would ever join the faculty.68
64

Letter from J.-R. Chouet to L. Tronchin, Saumur, 6 April 1666, in Sina (ed.),
Corrispondenza, 39: “une de ses meilleures qualités est d’avoir l’esprit clair et net, et de faire
comprendre ce qu’il veut à ses Auditeurs avec beaucoup de facilité.”
65

“Registres de l’académie protestante de Saumur,” A.M.S., I A 1, fol. 205v°, in Sina (ed.),
Corrispondenza, 330 (session of 7 April 1666).
66

Letter from [Claude IV?] Pajon to [Philippe Drouyn?], n.p., n.d., Paris, Arsenal Ms 5633,
fol. 244r°.
67

[Chouet], Untitled account concerning Étienne Gaussen and Claude Pajon, Arch.
Turrettini, 3rd ms under the shelfmark 1/Gb.1.32.XIII, [p. 4]: “Ce qui étant fait, il revint à Saumur
dans l’automne suivante 1665, avec sa famille consistant en deux enfans, fils et fille, de l’aage
d’environ 10. à 12. ans. Il avoit perdu Madame sa femme quelques années auparavant.” Although
this is an important, first-hand account containing certain details absent elsewhere, Chouet does
make a number of factual errors: for example, the year 1665 is no doubt an error for 1666, and, given
that Catherine Pajon was born in 1660 and is known to have married Pierre-Samuel Crommelin,
there would also appear to be an inaccuracy in the approximate age he gives for the children.
68

Letter from J.-R. Chouet to L. Tronchin, Saumur, 29 September 1666, in Sina (ed.)
Corrispondenza, 45: “[...] il est tousiours dans son Eglise, quoy qu’elle soit pourueüe d’un autre
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From De la Fons to Guyraut
The events that took place during this period of transition make it clear that the
objections against Pajon which Guyraut had raised at the synod of 1665 represented more
than merely a slight bump in the road to his establishment as professor of theology at the
Academy of Saumur. For, both Pajon and his opponents busied themselves in writing and
other polemical activities. In spite of the journeys made between Marchenoir and Saumur and
the beginning of his work at the academy, Pajon found the time to respond to the criticism
of his doctrine. He thus revised the “De natura” by removing arguments that suddenly
seemed weak, inserting new ones, or else clarifying terms, etc.69 However, Chouet also
reports that Pajon “believed that what he had said at the Synod of Saumur did not suffice, but
that, in order to justify himself fully and to satisfy these men from Loudun, he had to respond
to the work of de la Fons, and so he made certain annotations which he sent to Guyraut
asking him to show them only to his colleagues.”70 The “Annotationes,” which have

Pasteur [...].” The fall 1666 arrival of Pajon is further confirmed by Belton, on the basis of the
consistory records of Lorges and Marchenoir: “Le 15 juin 1666, les deux églises [de Lorges et de
Marchenoir – AG] sont séparées; Gautier est nommé pasteur à Lorges; Pajon reste à Marchenoir
jusqu’au mois de Septembre, époque à laquelle il est remplacé par Barbin.” (“Notes sur l’histoire,”
182) See also [Chouet], Untitled account concerning Étienne Gaussen and Claude Pajon, Arch.
Turrettini, 3rd ms under the shelfmark 1/Gb.1.32.XIII, [p. 4]: “[...] il revint à Saumur dans l’automne
suivante 1665 [...],” where the confusion in the dates (1665 for 1666) is typical of the factual errors
in this account.
69

On the nature of the changes Pajon introduced, see my forthcoming article “Polemics,
rhetoric and exegesis.”
70

Letter J.-R. Chouet to L. Tronchin, Saumur, 25 October 1666, in Sina (ed.),
Corrispondenza, 50-51: “Cependant Mons.r Paion, lorsqu’il fut de retour chez luy, creut que ce qu'il
auoit dit dans le Synode de Saumur ne suffisoit pas, mais que pour son entiere justification et pour
la satisfaction de ces Mess.rs de Loudun, il devoit respondre à l’Escrit de M.r de La Fond, de sorte
qu’il fit certaines Notes qu’il addressa à M.r Guiraud, et le pria de ne les faire voir qu’à ses
Collègues.” Chouet’s remarks would appear to suggest that Pajon wrote the “Annotationes” soon
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unfortunately been lost,71 represented nothing but a fierce counter-attack against de la Fons’s
refutation of the “De natura.”72
Even if their text is no longer extant, the “Annotationes” remain significant for the
course of the controversies as they developed. Especially noteworthy is the rather precise
detail offered by Chouet that Pajon wrote them to respond to de la Fons, but then sent them
to Guyraut. This points to a definitive shift in the opposition against Pajon. In spite of de la
Fons’s important role in the very beginning of the controversies as Pajon’s first interlocutor
and as the one who set things in motion by informing Guyraut of Pajon’s objectionable
doctrine, he seems to have disappeared entirely from the scene thereafter. In the remaining
extant documents from the Pajonist controversies, there is no evidence that de la Fons played

after his return from the Provincial Synod of Anjou in May 1665. It would seem that the following
work (no longer extant) listed by Goujet also represented a defense of the “De natura”: “An rectè
dictum fuerit: Soli Deo salutem nostram atque conversionem, seriò & ex animo optanti, sit laus,
honor & gloria” (Supplément, 2:4 [#16]). The phrase under examination is precisely the benediction
found at the very end of the “De natura gratiae,” MS. Rawlinson D. 840 no. 8, p. 94. The insertion
by Pajon’s own hand of the words “eamque in fidelibus efficacissimè procuranti” (between “optanti
[...] and sit”) in this manuscript would appear to reflect the concern of the work listed by Goujet.
71

The only thing that remains of it are several extremely brief excerpts in [Guyraut],
“Remarques,” Arch. Turrettini, 2nd ms under the shelfmark 1/Gb.1.32.XIII, non-paginated, [p. 8, 1518]; and, most likely, at the bottom of Pajon, “De natura,” LC 6, p. 29 (although the “P. L.” in the
margin was [later – note the darker ink] resolved by le Cène as “Paul L’enfant,” and should probably
be read as “Paul de Lafons” instead). The annotations are listed by Goujet among the manuscripts
held by Pajon’s family under the following title: “In responsionem doctissimi viri P. B. ad
dissertationem de natura gratiae efficacis annotationes” ([Goujet], Supplément, 2:4 [#17]). I
understand “P. B.” to stand for “pastoris Blaesensis.”
72

Note Guyraut’s remarks concerning its virulent nature in “Remarques,” Arch. Turrettini,
2 ms under the shelfmark 1/Gb.1.32.XIII, [p. 2]: “[...] au contraire [Pajon] a défendu toutes ses
propositions et tous ses argumens avec tant d’emportement contre son aversaire, qu’il [i.e. de la Fons
– AG] s’est senti obligé d’implorer le support de ses frères à cette occasion.” Cf. ibid, [p. 18]: “En
me répondant [Pajon] a dit, je l’avoue un peu plus doux et un peu moins emporté que quand il a écri
contre Monsieur de la Fons. Néanmoins il dit qu’il faut [...].”
nd
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any further role at all.73 It was not the case that de la Fons moved elsewhere or passed away;
he remained pastor at Blois until his death on 26 November 1683.74 One can only
hypothesize as to why de la Fons was no longer involved. He may have considered that, in
spite of his objections to Pajon’s view, taking official action against him was unwarranted.
Another possibility is that de la Fons was shocked by the vehemence of Pajon’s
“Annotationes,” and thus preferred to withdraw himself from the polemics which only
threatened to become more heated. Other reasons, perhaps in combination with one of the
above, could have been related specifically to his pastorate at Blois. Not only had Claude
Pajon taken his view from de la Fons’s direct predecessor at the church of Blois, Paul
Testard, but Claude’s brother, Henry Pajon sieur de Léjumeau, was also an elder there.75
Whatever the case may have been, de la Fons appears no longer to have played a role in the
controversies surrounding Pajon from that point on. Yet, precisely where de la Fons receded
into the background, Guyraut to whom Pajon had sent the “Annotations” assumed a leading
role.

73

At most, a personal correspondence may have continued between them. See the
“Considérations sur une lettre de M. à M. Autres Réponses à Mrs. Merlat, du Paisy, de la Font,
Guitton & de Brais, Tardif, de la Treille” listed among Pajon’s papers ([Goujet], Supplément, 2:4-5
[#28], while the “Annotationes” appear separately (ibid., #17).
74

75

Belton, “Notes sur l’histoire,” 161.

The presence of Henry Pajon on the consistory of Bois is testified throughout the registers
of the consistory as found in de Félice, La Réforme en Blaisois, 44-59, 69. See also Mallein, “La
famille de Claude Pajon,” 190, who gives the date of Henry Pajon’s death as 7 August 1668 (i.e.
after the end of the first phase of the Pajonist controversies).
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The Shaping of a Debate
Pajon may well have thought that, in sending his “Annotationes” to Guyraut, he could
satisfy the concerns of the latter and of the other Loudun pastors, since their knowledge of
his views was after all based on the second-hand report they had received from de la Fons.
If this was indeed his intention, it failed miserably. Soon Jacques de Brissac, the very same
pastor whose appointment as successor to de la Place had been blocked by d’Huisseau, sent
him a letter to express his concerns.76 Guyraut himself also wrote a letter to which he
appended a list of objections, the latter of which is extant and must be counted among the
most significant sources for the Pajon controversies of the 1660s.77 For, in contrast to the
regular circumstances, of which the Pelagian controversies are the classic example, it is not
Pajon’s thought but that of his orthodox opponents from this period for which the sources
are rather scant and which must be largely reconstructed indirectly from what is found in
76

See the mention of this letter in Pajon, “Traité de l’opération,” §130. The letter is lost,
with the exception of excerpts of it are cited in Pajon, “Estat des questions,” de Budé 2010, p. 1 (cf.
Mailhet, La théologie, 74-75).
77

I have found three copies of these objections: 1) “Objections d’un ami à son ami,” Geneva,
Arch. Turrettini, 1st ms under the shelfmark 1/Gb.1.32.XIII, non-paginated, [p. 1-5] (hand unknown),
which has been catalogued together with Pajon’s “Traité de l’opération” as “Polémique entre M.
Pajon et M. Guyraut sur la question de la grâce” in Dominique Ferrero, Unpublished inventory of
the Archives Turrettini, Fonds 1 (Introduction dated: Genève, 1993); 2) as part of “De l’opération
de l’Esprit de D. et de la conversion de l’homme,” Geneva, BGE, Fonds de Budé 2010; 3) as pp. 714 of “Traité de l’opération de l’Esprit et la conversion de l’homme.” Geneva, MHR, Arch. Tronchin
135 (p. 1-6 have been cut out; hand unknown).
A (sometimes paraphrased) transcription can be found in Mailhet, La théologie, 97-105;
since this work is quite accessible, I will include the corresponding page numbers with my citations.
Another transcription, incomplete because it is based on the Arch. Tronchin copy, can be found in
Roussellier, Traité de l’opération de l’Esprit, 1-4.
Pajon mentions the letter, which is no longer extant, in his response to Guyraut’s
“Objections”: “Vous confessez vous mêmes dans la lettre dont vous avez accompagné vos assertions
et vos remarques [...].” See Pajon, “Traité de l’opération,” §178, as found in Arch. Tronchin 135,
p. 127; the copy in the Arch. Turrettini (non-paginated) only speaks of “vostre lettre.” For the full
bibliographical information of the “Traité,” see n. 79 below.
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other sources.78 Guyraut’s “Objections” were not ignored, for Pajon responded with his most
lengthy manuscript writing, the “Traité de l’opération de l’Esprit de Dieu en la conversion
de l’homme.”79 This “Traité,” which was composed over the course of several months late
in 1665 or early in 1666,80 was the primary document used by both Mailhet and Pope in the

78

In addition to Guyraut’s “Objections,” the only other complete work written by one of
Pajon’s opponents which is extant is the “Remarques” of the same Guyraut (see ch. 6, n. 39 below
for bibliographical details). Aside from these, the most significant source is represented by Pajon’s
“Estat des questions” (see ch. 6, n. 43 below for bibliographical details) which includes at times
lengthy quotations from the letters his opponents addressed to him.
79

There are three extant copies: 1) Geneva, Arch. Turrettini, 1st ms under the shelfmark
1/Gb.1.32.XIII, non-paginated, [pp. 9-70] (hand unknown; title and some corrections from the hand
of Pajon; last page missing), which has been catalogued together with Guyraut’s “Objections” as
“Polémique entre M. Pajon et M. Guyraut sur la question de la grâce” in Ferrero, Unpublished
inventory of the Archives Turrettini; 2) “De l’opération de l’Esprit de D. et de la conversion de
l’homme” (hand unknown; complete), Geneva, BGE, Fonds de Budé 2010; 3) “Traité de l’opération
de l’Esprit et la conversion de l’homme,” Geneva, MHR, Arch. Tronchin 135, pp. 14-150 (hand
unknown; pp. 150-54 are missing). In contrast to the “De natura,” no significant text-critical issues
intervene between these copies. That, beginning with §133, the de Budé copy is one off in
numbering with respect to the other two (i.e. §136 in the de Budé copy = §137 in the Tronchin and
Turrettini copies), represents merely a difference in numbering rather than content. In what follows,
I will base myself on the Arch. Turrettini manuscrip unless noted otherwise.
There are two (partial) transcriptions of the “Traité.” The first was effected in the late
nineteenth century by Mailhet, La théologie, 97-142, and is rather incomplete due to the large
sections that have been paraphrased or omitted. Although Mailhet was aware of the Arch. Tronchin
copy, the fact that the variant of the title he follows matches that of the de Budé copy indicates that
he based his transcription on the latter. His apparent unawareness of the identity of Pajon’s
interlocutor as Guyraut suggests that he not see the copy in the Arch. Turrettini, which is the only
one to include this detail. The second transcription is found in Roussellier, Traité de l’opération, 586, and is also incomplete at the end because it was based on the Arch. Tronchin copy. As with
Guyraut’s “Objections,” I will supply (where applicable) the corresponding page references from
Mailhet.
80

As to dating, a relative terminus a quo can be established in that it must have come after
the reception of Guyraut’s “Objections,” which in turn were composed after the latter received
Pajon’s “Annotationes” which he wrote some time after his return from the synod of May-June 1665.
Since Guyraut remarks elsewhere that a demand was made for Pajon to surrender this work at a
meeting of the Academy of Saumur’s council on 8 November 1666 (“Remarques,” Arch. Turrettini,
2nd ms under the shelfmark 1/Gb.1.32.XIII, [p. 1]), an absolute terminus ad quem can be established
at this date. See also Gootjes, “Un épisode méconnu,” 219 n. 44. This is contra Roussellier who
suggest that the “Traité” was addressed to Louis Tronchin and dates from somewhere between 1680
and 1683 (Traité de l’opération de l’Esprit, i, vi).
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reconstruction of Pajon’s thought.81 While it is indeed an important source, the polemical
context of the “Traité” should not be overlooked, as Pajon was less concerned to provide a
thetical description of his own thought as he was to emphasize its legitimacy in the French
Reformed tradition against the challenge made to this by Guyraut. Further, this work bears
the marks of being written in haste as acknowledged by Pajon himself,82 which should come
as no surprise given that the time of composition coincided with the arrangements for his
move to Saumur and the beginning of his teaching at the academy.
Although these and other works of the 1660s have already been culled in the previous
chapter for reconstructing Pajon’s views, several further observations pertaining more strictly
to the development of the controversies can be made here. One thing that becomes clear is
the second-hand nature of Guyraut’s information concerning Pajon’s thought, owing to the
fact that he had never read the “De natura” but only de la Fons’s critique of it.83 This no
81

While the “Traité” was indeed the most extensive of Pajon’s works available to Mailhet,
Pope did have a large quantity of other manuscripts available but identified it as “one of the most
important manuscripts used during this research” and used it accordingly (“Aspects of
Controversies,” 231 n. 99).
82

For the circumstances of composition, see Pajon, “Traité de l’opération,” §19: “Il y a
tantost un mois que j’estois parvenu jusques icy dans cet escrit. Il m’est survenu des occupations,
que je n’ay pu remettre qui l’ont interrompu, et ne me voyait pas en estat d’y pouvoir travailler de
longtemps avec l’attention que je m’estois promise; je m’en vay vous dire en peu de mots ce que je
pense de la nature de la chose, vous priant d’excuser le désordre que vous trouverez dans mes
expressions, et de trouver bon que je mesle quelquefois la latin avec le françois parce que souvent
le latin m’est plus aisé.” And ibid, §221 (Mailhet, La théologie, 142; this passage is only in the de
Budé copy, pp. 159-60): “[...] si mon écrit est diffus et embarrassé, imputez-le au peu de loisir que
j’ay eu d’y travailler, et dites de moy ce qu’on a dit autrefois d’un autre, que je n’ay pas eu le loisir
d’en faire un patet. Vous y trouverez quelques répétitions, c’est que je suis venu jusqu’à la fin sans
relire [...].”
83

In a later work, Guyraut remarks of himself: “[...] ayant ses deux derniers écrits [i.e. the
“Annotationes” and the “Traité de l’opération” – AG] entre mes mains. Et un extrait des arguments
qu’il a employé dans sa première [i.e. the “De natura” – AG]”; see “Remarques,” Arch. Turrettini,
2nd ms under the shelfmark 1/Gb.1.32.XIII, [p. 2]. The brief excerpts of the “Annotationes” which
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doubt explains why the first five articles of Guyraut’s “Objections” are entirely beside the
point. He argues in them that it is not absurd to suppose that the Holy Spirit can act
immediately on body and soul, citing Jesus’ conception in Mary, the way John the Baptist
leapt in Elizabeth’s womb, and the inspiration of the prophets and apostles as examples.84
Yet, in the “De natura” Pajon had explicitly noted that he was speaking of the Spirit’s work
in bringing a person ordinarily to salvation, and not of the immediate work of the Spirit in
giving revelations to the apostles.85 For this reason, he can simply brush Guyraut’s first five
articles aside.86 The same circumstance explains why Pajon found himself forced to repeat
the status quaestionis,87 although he had already laid it out clearly in the “De natura,” and
further repeats numerous other principles and arguments from this first work.88 The lack of

remain further suggest that it was a rather occasional work.
84

Guyraut, “Objections d’un ami à son ami,” arts. 1-5 (cf. Mailhet, La théologie, 97-99).

85

Pajon, “De natura,” MS. Rawlinson D. 840 no. 8, p. 17 (quinta ratio): “Quid ergo efficit
Spiritus immediatè? An aliquam efformat veritatis ideam sine Verbo? Id fit quidem in Enthousiasmo,
id factum est in Apostolis quos immediatè Deus docuit quae numquam audiverant, id factum est in
Petro cui Spiritus dixit ecce tres viri quaerunt te &c., Act. 10:19. At id rarum est, et extra ordinem.
Loquimur autem de eo quod fit ordinariè. Id etiam saepenumerò nihil pertinet ad salutem: loquimur
autem de gratia salutari.”
86

Pajon, “Traité de l’opération,” §§ 51-55 (Mailhet, La théologie protestante, 113-14). The
same is true for Guyraut’s seventeenth article, which Pajon also dismisses summarily in ibid., §189.
87

88

Pajon, “Traité de l’opération,” §§1, 5-12 (Mailhet, La théologie protestante, 105-07).

See, for example, the claim that the intellect is no less determined to the true than the will
is to the good (cf. “Traité de l’opération,” §20 and 45, with “De natura gratiae efficacis,” MS.
Rawlinson D. 840, p. 21-22 [nona ratio]); that the Gospel truths have a necessary connection with
universal knowledge drawn from nature (cf. “Traité,” §31, with “De natura,” p. 67 [quinta obiectio]);
that the difference between those who hear the same sermon is accounted for by the difference in
the manner it is proposed and by the circumstances accompanying it (cf. “Traité,” §32-38, with “De
natura,” p. 51-54 [prima obiectio]); that one must proceed from the more known things to the lesser
known things (a notioribus ad ignotiora) (cf. “Traité,” §45, with “De natura,” p. 67 [quinta
obiectio]; that when Scripture says that we are dead in sin, the “death” of the soul resulting from sin
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first-hand knowledge of Pajon’s thought would continue to play a factor in the controversies
as they developed. While Pajon argued more than once that his opponents had not understood
his thought, those same opponents tried to force him to surrender his works to permit them
to verify their information so that they could proceed with action against him.
More important yet is to recognize the character of the debate as it developed between
Guyraut and Pajon. Guyraut considered his Marchenoir colleague’s thought to incline heavily
towards Pelagianism or Remonstrantism.89 Without downplaying this theological aspect of
the controversy, the writings they exchanged nevertheless show that a central question in
their polemical correspondence was the interpretation of John Cameron. Guyraut’s
“Objections” confirm what could already be felt in the “De natura,” namely, that Pajon
proposed his Cameronism as an alternative to – and an implicit criticism of! – the
Cameronism defended by Amyraut. The view on the Spirit’s conversion Guyraut sets out in
articles six through nineteen of his work is a version of that which Pajon had rejected in the

is not the same as the physical death of the body (cf. “Traité,” §49, with “De natura,” p. 56 [secunda
obiectio]); that sin does not remove the faculties of the soul, nor the ability to use them (cf. “Traité,”
§49, with “De natura,” p. 11-12 [quarta ratio]), and that an intellect without ability (capacité or
duvnamiV) is no longer an intellect (cf. “Traité,” §131, with “De natura,” p. 11-12 [quarta ratio]); the
comparison of God’s use of the Word accompanied by the force of the Spirit with a man who uses
an axe accompanied by his own force (cf. “Traité,” §56, with “De natura,” p. 72 [sexta obiectio]);
the exegesis of 1 Cor. 2:14 by way of a comparison to the way one’s inability in the maths or
sciences is taken away (cf. “Traité,” §144, with “De natura,” p. 67 [quinta obiectio]); and Pajon’s
insistence that his view on immediate grace does not mean he seeks to remove the general concursus
of God’s providence (cf. “Traité,” §149, with “De natura,” p. 6 [status quaestionis]).
89

Cf. Pajon, “Traité de l’opération,” §4. In his later “Remarques,” Guyraut continually tries
to show the similarity of Pajon’s thought to that of the Pelagians, Albertus Pighius and the
Remonstrants; see “Remarques,” Arch. Turrettini, 2nd ms under the shelfmark 1/Gb.1.32.XIII, [pp.
3, 5, 10 and passim].
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status quaestionis of the “De natura.”90 A most clear indication that Guyraut followed
Amyraut is his treatment of the interrelationship between Spirit, will and intellect. He argues
that the Spirit acts mediately on the will by a purely moral act through the illumination of the
intellect. He adds: “But it is not the same with the intellect. The Spirit acts immediately upon
it in order to make it capable of the impression of the truth of God by an act which is neither
moral nor physical, but supernatural and ineffable.”91 Especially the latter characterization
of the Spirit’s operation makes one think strongly of Amyraut. In his theses on faith, he had
similarly refused to call the Spirit’s act either “moral” or “physical,” preferring instead to
settle on the term “hyperphysical” as something of a via media.92 The supporting quotations
Guyraut provides further make it clear that he understands this to have been Cameron’s view.
Numerous citations are found in the margin to no less than thirteen of the nineteen articles.
Yet, the names of only two theologians appear, and, with the exception of a single quotation

90

Cf. Pajon, “De natura gratiae,” MS. Rawlinson D. 840 no. 8, p. 4.

91

Guyraut, “Objections d’un ami à son ami,” art. 13 (cf. Mailhet, La théologie, 102): “mais
il n’en est pas de mesme de l’entendement. L’Esprit agit immédiattement sur luy pour le rendre
capable de l’impression de la vérité de Dieu, par une action qui n’est ni morale, ni physique; mais
surnaturelle et ineffable.”
92

Amyraut, Theses theologicae de fide, pars posterior, thes. XX: “Quamobrem si rebus quas
non satis accuratè tenemus nomina imponere licet, malim istam operationem appellare
hyperphysicam, quàm vel moralem, quia non fit per objectorum repraesentationem, vel physicam,
quia tametsi propiùs accedit ad naturam actionis physicae quàm moralis, est tamen extra ambitum
rerum & actionum naturalium, neque cum ijs in omnibus consentit.” That Pajon understood
(Amyraut’s) hyperphysica and (Guyraut’s) surnaturelle to be materially equivalent is clear from his
“Traité de l’opération,” §150, where in writing to Guyraut he comments Cameron’s Responsio ad
praecedentem viri docti anonymi epistolam, in Ta Swzomena, 745b, “[...] physicam appellas
J’ajouste moy, vel hyperphysicam et supernaturalem au sens que vous l’entendez.” See also my
discussion in ch. 2 above. The term “ineffable” appears in a similar context in Cameron, ibid., 743ab, where he writes that “respectu mentis, nec eum [motum] Physicum quidem ego dixerim, sed
ineffabilem potius.”
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from Jean Mestrezat, all are taken from John Cameron. Guyraut thus directly challenged
Pajon’s bold claim to have the Scottish theologian on his side, having learned of it through
the information he had gained about the “De natura” or otherwise.93
Pajon took up this challenge in the “Traité,” as evident in his description of the
structure of this treatise: first, he will lay out the state of the question; second, he will
describe his own view, but with the explicit goal of seeing whether Cameron’s expressions
agree with it; and, third, he will comment on Guyraut’s objections to see where they agree
and disagree with his own, and to consider whether the Cameron passages Guyraut had cited
really do support his view.94 Not surprisingly, also in terms of length the Cameron-question
is what by far most occupies his attention in the “Traité.”95 Once again, rather than being

93

Cf. Pajon, “De natura,” MS. Rawlinson D. 840 no. 8, p. 52: “[...] doctissimus Camero qui
ubique ferè sententiam nostram amplexus est [...].” The claim to Cameron was similarly reported by
Chouet, who claimed to base himself on Pajon’s own testimony; see the letters from J.-R. Chouet
to L. Tronchin, Saumur, 6 April and 25 October 1666, in Sina (ed.), Corrispondenza, 39, 50.
Mestrezat is reported to have been a source or inspiration for Pajon’s thought in [Guyraut],
“Remarques,” Arch. Turrettini, 2nd ms under the shelfmark 1/Gb.1.32.XIII, [p. 13]: “c’est ainsi
qu’ont parlé tous nos docteurs, Messieurs Cameron et Mestrezat même entre les autres. Quoique
Monsieur Pajon se soit imaginé qu’ils sont été dans ses sentimens”; and Papin, Les deux voies, 18:
“Monsieur Pajon croioit avoir de son côté le synode de Dordrecht, Cameron, Testard, Mestrezat, et
plusieurs autres anciens ministres.”
94

Pajon, “Traité de l’opération,” §§1-3: “Premièrement je vous exposeray, le plus nettement
que je pourray, l’estat de la question dont il s’agit, sans la connoissance duquel, j’estime qu’on ne
peut bien raisonner en cette matière non plus qu’en aucun autre, dont la question n’est pas bien
connue. || Secondement je vous expliqueray la nature de la chose, comme je la conçois, afin de voir
si les expressions de Monsieur Cameron s’y ajustent, ou s’il leur fault nécessairement donner un sens
esloigné de mes pensées, que je crois conformes à la vérité des choses. || En troisième lieu je ferai
quelques réflexions sur vos assertions, pour voir en quoy vos pensées s’accordent avec les miennes,
et en quoy elles pouvent différer, et quelle est la force des passages de Monsieur Cameron pour
prouver les vostres.”
95

The “Traité” is divided into the three sections as follows: section 1 = §§5-11; section 2
= §§12-50; section 3 = §§51-193, to which is appended a brief “Pajonist” reading of the Canons of
Dort III/IV in §§194-222 (or §221 in the Fonds de Budé version). In that Mailhet used the “Traité”
as his basic source for reconstructing Pajon’s thought, his transcription/paraphrase omitted precisely
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placed in the framework of a struggle between a rigid and a liberal form of Calvinism,96 the
Pajonist controversies of the 1660s are much more accurately portrayed as a “battle over
Cameron’s intellectual legacy.”97 With them, the tensions which had existed within the
Cameronian camp between – or, at the very least, in the time of – Amyraut and the more
radical Testard and of which certain echoes seemed to sound as early as the 1630s and 1640s,
were developing into a clearly-defined rift.

The Battle over Cameron’s Intellectual Legacy

the extensive passages in which Pajon discussed the passages from Cameron. This shortcoming was
correctly noted by Pope, “Aspects of Controversies,” 191; see also Roussellier, Traité de l’opération
de l’Esprit, i.
96

Contra Mailhet, La théologie, 105, who did not perceive that Guyraut defended the – so
to speak – “liberal Calvinist” view of Amyraut, and instead remarked after his transcription of
Guyraut’s “Objections”: “Telle est à grand traits une esquisse de la doctrine calviniste; c’est bien
son étroitesse, son inflexible rigueur, ses insondables mystères; mais c’est aussi sa beauté sévère,
sa grandeur et sa mâle énergie.” Mailhet misread this document in its entirety, for he thought it to
be a summary by Pajon of his opponents’ viewpoint (see ibid., 97). He may be partly excused on
account of the fact that only the copy in the Arch. Turrettini explicitly identifies the nineteen
objections as being from Guyraut, and that – to my knowledge – no Pajon scholar has consulted this
manuscript before my discovery of it.
97

I have taken this very useful phrase from Van de Schoor, The Irenical Theology, 67, who
identifies another such case in the debates between Amyraut, Mestrezat, Testard and de la Milletière.
It is at present not possible to follow the rest of the battle between Pajon and Guyraut over Cameron.
Nevertheless, from a later work it is clear that Guyraut did respond to the “Traité,” for Pajon
prefaces a citation from a letter Guyraut wrote to him with: “Je luy avois demandé si Dieu luy avoit
dit quelques fois des choses par son Esprit, qu’il n’eust pas trouvées auparavant dans sa Parolle [...]”
(“Estat des questions,” de Budé 2010, p. 7), which is clearly a reference to “Traité de l’opération,”
§117 (ibid., 119). Nothing survives of this letter except for the brief citations in the “Estat.”
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This development in the Pajonist controversies not only supports Laplanche’s appeal
for every study of seventeenth-century French Reformed theology to begin with Cameron,98
but also raises the question as to where Cameron himself is most legitimately placed in light
of the tradition(s) that followed him. The explicit attempts by Pajon and Guyraut to pull
Cameron on their side make this a valid consideration, although one must no doubt proceed
carefully – not only to avoid a “Cameron versus the Cameronians”-framework with the
methodological pitfalls of the old scholarship which tended to use Calvin as the measure for
all later developments in Reformed theology,99 but also because the specifics of the Pajon
controversies suggest that the relationship between Cameron and his followers is most
intricate. This is already suggested by the fact that, although scholarship appears to be all but
unanimous in its reading of Cameron’s view on conversion à la Amyraut,100 one of the
proponents of this view at one point does remark about Cameron that he in a certain passage
comes very close to the later Pajonists.101

Cameron On the “Ethical” Work of the Spirit
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Cf. Laplanche, “Antiquité et vérité,” 131.
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I refer, of course, to the older “Calvin versus the Calvinists” paradigm, which has been
seriously challenged in scholarship of the past few decades. Of particular importance in reorienting
the historiography is Muller, “Calvin and the ‘Calvinists’,” which includes an extensive survey of
the relevant bibliography.
100

101

See the bibliographical details in ch. 2, n. 100, 99.

Rex, Essays on Pierre Bayle, 94 n . 40 (referring to Cameron, Praelectiones de ecclesia,
in Ta Swzomena, 214a).
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Cameron seems first to have given special attention to the operation of grace in the
context of the dispute for the chair of theology at Saumur in 1618. As was customary, he was
to give one lecture each on a passage from the Old and the New Testament assigned to him
by the examiners (i.e. Phil. 2:12-13; Ps. 68:19), which were held on 11 and 13 August,
respectively. The choice of a soteriologically important passage as that from Paul’s letter to
the Philippians (vs. 13 – “For it is God who works in you to will and to act according to his
good pleasure”) is not surprising given the background of the ongoing Arminian
controversies, and that the Synod of Dort would in fact be convoked only several months
later. The same holds true for the topic on which Cameron was to defend a disputation on 14
August 1618 as part of that same examination, namely, grace and free choice.102
Cameron completes his first praelectio with two propositions. In the first, he affirms
the efficacy and irresistibility of God’s work, in the process clearly revealing his
understanding of faith primarily as the assent of the intellect to the truth, where the will then
necessarily follows the intellect.103 In the second, Cameron defines the manner (modus) of
this efficacy of God’s work as persuasion: “Let the second proposition be, God does all these
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For Cameron’s nomination, see Wodrow, Collections, 2/2, 124-27. The Praelectio ad
Philipp. Cap. II. Vers. 12. 13., can be found in Cameron, Ta Swzomena, 337-43; the Praelectio in
Psal. LXVIII. Vers. 19, in ibid., 344-54; and the Theses de gratia et libero arbitrio, in ibid., 331-36.
Cameron, Praelectio ad Philipp. Cap. II. Vers. 12. 13., in Ta Swzomena, 343a-b:
“Denique fateantur necesse est, intellectum non posse non assentiri veritati agnitae, aut verò
nondum agnitae assentiri. Itaque etiam necesse est, eum qui agnoverit veritatem non posse non
credere. [...] Idemque Apostolus alibi totum genus in duas partes divisit, eos nempe qui servantur,
& eos qui pereunt: & horum oculos à Doe huius saeculi excaecatos, ut ne adspiciant Evangelii
lucem, illorum contrà oculos, ut eandem intueantur lucem, à Deo illuminatos docet 2. Cor. 4.3.4.5.6.
[...] Unde sequitur neque voluntatem sic affectam posse reluctari.” Note also the editor’s marginal
notes: From “Spiritus sanctificantis efficacia” to “est irresistibilis quod probatur” to “quia intellectus
irresistibiliter illuminitur” to “Voluntas autem sequitur intellectum.”
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things by persuading. This movement of God is a persuasion, but most powerful, most
vigorous, most efficacious, by which the will is inclined, bent, led and finally seized.”104
Cameron notes that some call this movement “physical,” others “ethical.” He himself prefers
the latter, not because he disagrees with the position of those who call it “physical,” but
because for some this implies a brute movement as in animals who are only moved by their
appetites, or even of stones which are drawn downwards by a force of which they are
ignorant.105 Of course, Cameron here refers to the accusation commonly made by the
Remonstrants that the Contra-Remonstrant view of predestination reduced people to stocks
and blocks. Yet Cameron is also aware that the Remonstrants, whom he calls the “new SemiPelagians” (novos semi-Pelagianos) call their notion of “suasion” in the work of conversion
an “ethical” movement. He insists, however, that there is a difference between his
“persuasion” and their “suasion,” since the latter is either the mere proposition of objects or
else produces in people the will but not the act (i.e. whether or not they are actually converted
is up to them). In his concept of persuasion, on the other hand, both the volition and the act

Cameron, Praelectio ad Philipp. Cap. II. Vers. 12. 13., in Ta Swzomena, 343b: “Secunda
propositio haec esto, Deus ista omnia facit persuadendo. Motus hic Dei persuasio est, sed
potentissima, valentissima, efficacissima, quâ voluntas inclinatur, flectitur, ducitur, rapitur
denique.”
104

Cameron, Praelectio ad Philipp. Cap. II. Vers. 12. 13., in Ta Swzomena, 344a: “Hunc
motum alii Physicum, alii Ethicum dicunt, nos magis propriè Ethicum quàm Physicum appellari
posse putamus: non quod ab eorum mente, qui Physicum eum vocant, dissentiamus, sed quia eorum
menti exprimendae haec vox non modò visa est parùm commoda, sed etiam reddere calumniae
vehementer obnoxiam. Qui enim motum Physicum dici audit, quid aliud statim significari putabit
quàm motum brutum, qualist est pecudum, quae appetitu ducuntur, aut lapidum, qui feruntur
deorsum impetu naturae, quae sui nescia est?”
105
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of which Phil. 2:13 speaks are produced.106 During the disputation of the Theses de gratia
et libero arbitrio held several days later, Cameron in thesis ten likewise insisted on the
“ethical” rather than “physical” nature of grace.107 This mechanism was also the point of
departure for his debate with Daniel Tilenus in 1621.108

The Public and the Private Cameron?
As has been noted before, when the Leiden faculty of theology learned of Cameron’s
views upon their consultation of the amica collatio with Tilenus while it was being prepared
for publication, André Rivet sent a letter on their behalf to express their concerns. Their
summary of Cameron’s position betrayed that they interpreted him as teaching that the Spirit
works on the intellect alone without admitting any immediate influence (influxum) on the
will, which was the same position defended by Amyraut.109 André Rivet points out what they
would like to see from Cameron: “For, even if we also establish the moral motion as

Cameron, Praelectio ad Philipp. Cap. II. Vers. 12. 13., in Ta Swzomena, 344a-b: “Itaque
suasionem illam suam parum convenienter motum vocarunt; illa enim suasio in salutis causa, est
nuda duntaxat rerum propositio (ut cùm describitur Christus & Christi beneficia) nil praeterea est:
aut si est aliquid ampliùs, inclinatio quaedam animi est ut velit, non etiam ut perficiat. At nos
persuasionem intelligimus, quae efficiat & velle & perficere qualis fuit illa Paul persuasio [...].”
106
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Cameron, Theses de gratia et libero arbitrio, thes. X: “Satis haec evidenter ostendunt [...]
nullamque in hoc negotio intervenire virium humanarum cooperationem, nullum gratiae & liberi
arbitrii concursum, qui quidem possit efficere ut sociae causae locum obtineat, cùm tamen moveri
à gratia liberum arbitrium necesse sit, sed motu, ut ita loquar, Ethico, non Physico, qui motus tamen
sit tam efficax quàm si Physicus foret. Nequi enim animo percipi non potest, quo pacto liberum
arbitrium (quod principium ethicum est) aliter quàm ethicè moveri possit [...].”
108

The core debate between Cameron and Tilenus in the Amica collatio revolves around the
former’s view that the will necessarily follows the intellect, specifically in the context of conversion.
Cf. especially Amica collatio, in Ta Swzomena, 697a-699a.
109

See my discussion in ch. 2 above.
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necessary, nevertheless the application of it alone to the will of natural man hardly seems to
agree with the Scriptures; they testify (as even our opponents say) to some immediate
influence of God in changing it [i.e. the natural will], and to not only a moral, but a real and
proper (so to speak) causality of grace. If you acknowledge it also, and establish God as the
cause of the consent of the will in conversion not only metaphorically but also really [ o]ntwV],
there will be no quarrel between us in this matter of which you know how important it is to
explain it carefully and clearly.”110 When they add immediately after that they want Cameron
in a preface to the published version of the amica collatio to express his acquiescence to the
doctrine of the Synod of Dort,111 the reason for their concern is clear. For, the Canons target
the Remonstrant conception of suasion, and condemn those who maintain moral grace
alone.112 Of course, Cameron himself had been fully aware of the danger in this terminology
when he defended it in his praelectio on Phil. 2:12-13, taking care to emphasize the
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Letter from the faculty of theology of Leiden to J. Cameron, Leiden, 10 February 1622,
in Ta Swzomena, 709a (cf. translation in Wodrow, Collections, 2/1:147): “Nam etsi moralem
motionem necessariam esse statuamus, solam tamen in ea re adhiberi naturali voluntati, Scripturis
consentaneum minimè videtur, quem (ipsis fatentib. adversariis) influxum immediatum Dei, in ea
immutanda testantur, & gratiae non tantum moralem, sed veram & propriam (ut ita loquamur)
causalitatem. Quam si tu concedas, & Deum non solum metaphoricè, sed etiam o]ntwV, causam
consensus voluntatis in conversione statuas, nihil erit inter nos controversia in ea rea, quam nitidè
& perspicuè explicari sci ipse quantum intersit.” The same insistence that the Spirit’s operation is
not only moral (i.e. through the proposition of the object to the intellect) which the scholastics called
a “metaphorical” causation, but also involves an immediate influence on the will can be found in
Rivet, De fide & perseverantia sanctorum, thes. IX.
111

Letter from the faculty of theology of Leiden to J. Cameron, Leiden, 10 February 1622,
in Ta Swzomena, 709a (cf. translation in Wodrow, Collections, 2/1:147-48).
112

Cf. Canons of Dort III/IV, error 7 (text in Bakhuizen van den Brink, De Nederlandse
belijdenisgeschriften, 262): “Qui docent, Gratiam, qua convertimur ad Deum, nihil aliud esse quam
lenem suasionem seu (ut alii explicant) nobilissimi agendi modum in conversione hominis et naturae
humanae convenientissimum esse, qui fiat suasionibus, nihilque obstare quo minus vel sola moralis
gratia, homines animales reddat; imo Deum non aliter [...].”
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difference over against the novos semi-Pelagianos. The Leiden theologians were thus above
all concerned about Cameron’s description of the operation of grace as “ethical,” and wanted
to be sure that he did understand grace in an orthodox manner notwithstanding the dubious
terminology.
In his response, Cameron insisted that they were wrong to suppose that his view left
no room for God’s influence (influxus) or causality on the will. According to the scholastics,
the faculties’ dependence on their forms as if on a cause does not destroy God’s influence
on them. So also, Cameron writes, his insistence on secondary causality and a certain order
(i.e. in that God works on the will through the intellect) does not mean that God’s
influence/force/causality does not extend to the will.113 Rivet’s Synopsis, written in the
context of the later controversies surrounding Amyraut and Testard, suggests that Cameron’s
explanation satisfied the Leiden request for acknowledging the real efficiency involved in
his notion of suasion. Rivet explains that Cameron’s explanations cleared away his earlier
misgivings, pointing especially to the latter’s 1624 response to the anonymous letter sent to

Letter from J. Cameron to the faculty of theology of Leiden, London, n.d., in Ta
Swzomena, 710a (cf. translation in Wodrow, Collections, 2/1:149-50): “Istam gratiam non ad mentem
tantùm verum etiam ad ipsam pertinere voluntatem, indeque novas tum in mente, tum in voluntate
ingenerari facultates, habitus inquam, quamvis non sine cevsi quadam & ordine [...]. Neque vero sic
tollitur (ut scribit vestro nomine VV. RR. Rev. D. Decanus [i.e. André Rivet – AG]) influxus &
causalitas Dei (sic enim loquitur) in ipsam voluntatem. Absit, absit. Nam ut exemplo utar notissimo
atque obvio, rerum facultates quas in Scholis proprietates vocant à formis suis tanquam à causa &
oriuntur & pendent, neque verò continuò tollitur Dei influxus (libet enim uti verbo Rev. D. Decani)
in ipsas proprietates. Profecto scio VV. RR. Scio Dei beneficio & agnosco lubens (neque unquam
aliter sensi) Deum omnia sustinere, in omnibus exerere vim suam, omnia in omnib. agere, hactenus
tamen ut ne turbetur ac tollatur earum causarum secundarum quae inter se aptae sunt & connexae,
ut à se invicem, ne mentis quidem cogitatione, queant divelli. Atque ita & agnosco & praedico vim
Dei & influxum, & causalitatem, seu quo alio nomine eam libet apellare, in ipsam voluntatem.”
113
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him by Simon Episcopius, the Remonstrant scholar.114 There Cameron showed that the
operation of grace really did extend to the will “properly and, as they say, really speaking”115
– which is precisely the point Cameron had also made in his letter to the Leiden faculty. A
second reason Rivet gives for the abating of his concern was that Cameron in that same
response to Episcopius expressed certain reservations concerning the term “ethical,” insisting
that he did not intend to use the term in an absolute sense.116
It was necessary to follow the exchange between Cameron and Rivet in some detail
in order to perceive what was, and what was not discussed. The Leiden faculty assumed that
Cameron allowed an immediate operation of the Spirit on the intellect. Their concern was
that Cameron’s position on the relationship of necessity between intellect and will meant that
there was no “real” divine causality on the will, and specifically this issue was debated. The
fact of the matter is, however, that even if Rivet was satisfied with Cameron’s clarifications,
a certain ambiguity in his use of the term “ethical” still remained. Cameron appears in his
Praelectiones, Theses and Amica collatio to use it categorically, without specifying whether

It is printed as Epistola viri docti ad amicum in Cameron’s Ta Swzomena, 721a-33b. For
an overview of the Episcopius-Cameron exchange, see also Wodrow, Collections, 2/2:197-207.
114

115

Rivet, Synopsis, in Opera, 850: “Non defuerunt, qui Dom. Cameronis Ethicam sive
moralem suasionem, etiam persuasionem, suspectam habuerunt [...]. Sed quia Dom. Camero
sententiam suam plenius sic aperuit in defensione contra virum doctum, ut in Thesi 7. praefixa,
expressè statuerit, hanc gratiam non modo mentem afficere, sed etiam voluntatem, idque modo
propriè dicto, atque ut loquuntur reali [...] de eius sana mente non dubitamus.” The reference
corresponds to Cameron, Ta Swzomena, 720b.
116

Rivet, Synopsis, in Opera, 850: “Cum etiam pag. 57. quod dixerat de motu Ethico, se non
dixisse notat absolutè, sed adhibita cautione, ut ita dicam, qua profitetur se DURAM locutionem
emollire studuisse; & pag. 59. Se ter tantum poena fastidiose eam adhibuisse nomenclaturam; non
existimamus eo nomine ejus manes, beatè in domino dormientis, sollicitandos.” The references
correspond to Cameron, Ta Swzomena, 737a,b, where he shows that he used the term “ethical”
ratione termini, ratione modi and ratione subiecti.
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it applied to the intellect, to the will, or to both! Even if this ambiguity is important for us in
light of our interest in the much later Pajonist controversies, it is not so that this perspective
introduces a foreign element into Cameron’s own context. For, the issue of the specific
application of the word “ethical” to the intellect and/or will was debated between Cameron
and Episcopius. In 1624, the Remonstrant scholar had written an anonymous letter to
Cameron, charging that his French counterpart was not in line with the Canons of Dort on
conversion in his amica collatio with Daniel Tilenus117 – a clever attack, given that Cameron
had been called upon by the French churches to defend Dort against Tilenus. Not
surprisingly, key in his argument is Cameron’s definition of conversion as occurring by
persuasion, an “ethical movement.”118 Episcopius considers his interlocutor’s position
absurd, because Cameron maintains the particularity of election with his notion of
persuasion, although in that Cameron claims persuasion to occur only by way of arguments
(per rationes) he does not in fact differ from the notion of suasion which commonly elicits
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Episcopius refers to Canons of Dort III/IV, art. 11, and errors 2 and 3 (Epistola viri docti
ad amicum, in Ta Swzomena, 722a-b).
Episcopius, Epistola viri docti ad amicum, in Cameron, Ta Swzomena, 722a:
“Regenerationem enim per solam persuasionem quam appellat motum ethicum fieri passim vult,
adeò ut dicat non tantum Thesi. 3 in collatione habita cum Tileno statim in initio, Fidem proficisci
ab illuminatio spiritus sancti, sed etiam animo percipi non posse quo pacto liberum arbitrium quod
principium Ethicum est, aliter quam Ethicè moveri possit. Verba sunt ipsius Cameronis expressa in
Thesi x. ipsius de efficacia gratiae Dei, quae clariora adhuc vide pag. 631. [sic; l. “65”] col. 1. & 2.
praelectionis ipsius prioris habitae Salmurii 11. Augusti ibid. & per totam cum Tileno habitam
collationem.” The first two references are to Cameron, Amica collatio, 1 (= Ta Swzomena, 612a-b)
and Theses de gratia et libero arbitrio, thes. X (= ibid., 332b). The “pag. 631” in reference to the
Praelectio ad Philipp. Cap. II. Vers. 12. 13. is no doubt a misreading on the part of the typesetter
of “pag. 65” in the original manuscript, referring to the 1618 Theses de gratia et libero arbitrio
(Saumur: Tomas Portaeus, 1618) which also included the two praelectiones (the last page of the
praelectio on Phil. 2:12-13 is p. 65 [= Ta Swzomena, 343b-44b]; see Swinne, John Cameron, 126).
Episcopius thus noted virtually the same passages analyzed above.
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accusations of Pelagianism.119 When Episcopius summarizes Cameron’s view on the
operation of grace, he gives it a – to speak anachronistically! – “Pajonist” interpretation:
Therefore, according to the hypothesis of Cameron it is brought about that the
objective revelation of the divine will alone, without any other internal grace which
is impressed immediately on either his mind or his will, suffices to convert man. In
the end this view must fall back into the sentiment of Pelagius, with only this
difference that Cameron wants this revelation or persuasion to occur from the
unqualified intention of saving those for whom it occurs and in such a way that the
effect cannot not obtain, while Pelagius does not.120
While acknowledging that Cameron is a predestinarian, Episcopius nevertheless insists that
his anthropology which denies the necessity of any internal grace on either intellect or will
is entirely Pelagian.121

Episcopius, Epistola viri docti ad amicum, in Cameron, Ta Swzomena, 724a: “dico,
Cameronem ista locutione & phrasi quâ utitur, non evadare crimen Pelagianismi quod illi impingitur.
Quod sic ostendo. Persuasio illa aut est actio moralis, aut est alia, Physica sive potius non moralis
actio. Si moralis est actio, iam aut aliud quid est quàm suasio, aut nihil nisi ipsa suasio. Si aliud quid
est, quid illud quaeso erit, si moralis actio erit? Nunquam id explicabit Camero neque percipi potest
animo quod aliud quid esse possit, quam motio pure pute Physica, qua motione tamen moveri
voluntatem non posse credit Camero. Et certe persuasio etiam suasio est. [...] Quod si persuasio
reipsa nihil nisi suasio est, relinquitur certe Cameronem aliud nihil requirere ad regenerationem
quam Pelagius olim requisivit. [...] Hoc si ita sit, iam facile videre quivis potest, quàm sit absurda
Cameronis sententia.”
119

Episcopius, Epistola viri docti ad amicum, in Cameron, Ta Swzomena, 724b-25a:
“Efficitur itaque iuxta hypothesin Cameronis solam obiectivam divinae voluntatis revelationem ad
convertendum hominem sufficere sine ulla alia interna gratia quae immediate aut menti, aut voluntati
ipsius imprimatur: quae opinio in ipsissimam sententiam Pelagii tandem recidat necesse est, manente
tantum hoc discrimine quod Camero revelationem aut persuasionem hanc fieri velit ex praecisa
salvandi eos quibus fit intentione, & ita ut non possit non sortiri effectum; Pelagius non.”
120
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Given Pajon’s appeal to Cameron (see below), it is interesting that precisely the same
comparison, but then between Pajon’s doctrine and that of the Remonstrants, would later be drawn
by Frédéric Spanheim: “Ità, statuere se Gratiae efficaciam invincibilem, quod non statuant
Remonstrantes; dum in modo operationis externo, morali, suasivo, consensus est; [...].” See his
Controversiarum de religione cum dissidentibus hodie Christianis, prolixe & cum Judaeis, elenchus
historico-theologicus rationem hujus elenchi praemissa series materiarum indicabit (Basil: Joh.
Lud. Brandmüller, 1719), 387; reprinted in Opera, quatenus complectuntur geographiam,
chronologiam, et historiam sacram atque ecclesiasticam utriusque temporis, 3 vols. (Leiden:
Cornelius Boutestein, 1701-1703), 3:888.
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Just as important as Episcopius’s accusations is Cameron’s defense. He vehemently
denies that his notion of persuasion is essentially the same as the Remonstrant suasion.
Episcopius’s mistake, he claims, is in basing this on his understanding that the same
arguments are proposed to those who are only partially moved as well as to those who are
fully moved. The fact of the matter is that, even if the arguments are the same, the Holy Spirit
applies them in different ways so that the outcome is different.122 Cameron’s main concern
in his defense is to counter the accusation of Pelagianism. However, he does also address
Episcopius’s understanding that his view of conversion as persuasion implies there to be no
immediate grace on either intellect or will. Cameron remarks that Episcopius should have
read the Praelectio, the Theses, and the Amica collatio more carefully. There the
Remonstrant would have noticed that he never spoke of persuasion as a moral movement in
respect to the mind, but only with respect to the will. Cameron adds that, if he were indeed
to give a description of the movement with respect to the mind, he would not call it

Episcopius, Epistola viri docti ad amicum, in Cameron, Ta Swzomena, 744b: “Negas
hanc persuasionem, qua ego statuo necessariò flecti voluntatem, aliam esse posse quàm Pelagianan,
hoc est vestram reiectam & damnatam suasionem moralem. Cur id neges hanc unam affers rationem,
quod fiat per rationes; id verò inde probas quod eam dixerim ese motum Ethicum, motus autem
Ethicus fiat per rationes, sed enim suasio eiusmodi non differt in se & intrinsecus à persuasione, sed
effectu tantum & eventu. Hoc eo probas, quod eaedem adhibentur rationes apud eos quibus suadetur
tantum, & eos quibus etiam persuadetur, unde fit ut in se eadem res sit suasio & persuasio. [...] at
vide quam labili & fluxo fundamento tu hanc molem inaedificaveris. Sumis enim quod ego non do,
persuasionem fieri per rationes utcunque propositas, quod à me mente tam abest longè quàm quod
longissimè. Nam persuasionem fieri quidem volo per rationes, sed tam accommodatè propositas,
tamque, ut ita loquar, ex parte ipsius persuasionis, efficaciter, ut non possit non sequi assensus in
mente, obsequium in voluntate [...]. Id quia verò non contingit in omnibus, hinc fit ut etsi eaedem
sint rationes, tamen quia non sunt à Dei Spiritu aequè accommodatè apud omnes adhibitae, non
sequatur par in omnibus eventus.” As noted in ch. 4 above, this passage functions as the startingpoint for Pajon’s notion of “circumstances.”
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“physical,” but “ineffable.”123 Cameron’s rejection of the term “physical” is no doubt
motivated by the same fear that he had expressed earlier, namely, that it appears to reduce
human beings to animals or rocks.124 However, it hardly needs pointing out that Cameron’s
proposal of the term “ineffable” does not address whether he actually denied the immediate
operation of the Spirit on both intellect and will. One cannot help but be left with the
impression that he skirts the issue. The same is true when Cameron comes back to the
application of the term “ethical” in two subsequent passages. Again he insists that he had
never called persuasion an “ethical movement” in respect to the mind, but only in respect to
the will. But now Cameron also goes so far as to state that there are good reasons for calling
the movement in conversion “ethical” also in respect to the mind – while insisting that even
then Episcopius would be wrong to conclude that his notion of persuasion is the equivalent
of the Pelagian-Remonstrant suasion.125
Cameron, Responsio ad praecedentem viri docti anonymi epistolam, in Ta
Swzomena,743a-b: “Iam si à me requiras (nam ut moralis dici possit hic motus respectu voluntatis
iam dixi) possitne idem motus ratione mentis in qua primùm & immediatè (utpote persuasio)
suscipitur, possitne, inquam, hic motus, ut ita dicam, Ethicus vocari, hoc si quaeris, primùm illud
respondebo quod etiam res est, nunquam me mentis respectu eum motum dixisse moralem, sed
voluntatis duntaxat, quamvis etiam respectu mentis, nec eum Physicum quidem ego dixerim, sed
ineffabilem potius.”
123

Cf. Cameron, Praelectio ad Philipp. Cap. II. Vers. 12. 13., in Ta Swzomena, 344a: “Qui
enim motum Physicum dici audit, quid aliud statim significari putabit quàm motum brutum, qualis
est pecudum, quae appetitu ducuntur, aut lapidum, qui feruntur dorsum impetu quodam naturae,
quae sui nescia est?”
124

Cameron, Responsio ad praecedentem viri docti anonymi epistolam, in Ta
Swzomena,745a: “Primùm, quod iam supra negavi iterum & hîc nego, nego, inquam, me
persuasionem hanc respectu mentis usquam Ethicum motum vocasse, tantum fateor vocasse me eum
respectu voluntatis motum Ethicum [...]. Sed verò etsi motum Ethicum etiam respectu mentis hanc
persuasionem vocassem, nec tu efficeres quod voluisti, nec esset quod me valdè poeniteret illius
nomenclaturae. Ethicus enim dici possit quia [...].” Cf. ibid., 747a: “dixi enim conversionem quidem
fieri propositis rationibus non utcunque, sed certo quodam modo & conversis peculiari, eumque
motum Ethicum dici posse respectu voluntatis, quae scilicet hoc pacto commovetur, etiam
125
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The above means that there is an ambiguity in Cameron as to whether he denied the
immediate work of the Holy Spirit in conversion only in respect to the will, or in respect to
both will and intellect alike. The data from his exchanges with both Rivet and Episcopius
make it tempting to hypothesize as to who the true Cameron really was. As he pointed out
to Episcopius, in his Theses, Praelectio and Amica collatio he had called the Spirit’s work
“ethical” only in the context of discussing the will, notwithstanding his failure to state the
point explicitly. This circumstance no doubt explains why Rivet, who seems in general to
have been surprisingly favorably disposed towards Cameron,126 presupposed in his Saumur
colleague’s thought a direct act upon the intellect and understood him to deny an immediate
operation on the will alone. This view was already rather problematic for Rivet and his
Leiden colleagues, who wanted Cameron to admit that the nature of the Spirit’s work on the
will did indeed involve a “real” causality. The exchanges between these parties thus focused
on the will, and did not touch the intellect. Several years later, Episcopius understood
Cameron to deny the immediate operation on both intellect and will, charging that this
constituted the Remonstrant notion of suasion. In his response, Cameron focused himself on
refuting the latter charge. In respect to the former, more specific charge, he never stated his
actual view, insisting only that he had never called the movement “ethical” in respect to the

(quanquam hoc neque in Thesibus, neque in Praelectionib. dixeram) respectu mentis, quia mentis
vitium, quod hoc modo corrigitur, Ethicum est, & mens ipsa facultas rationalis.”
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Note, for instance, that it appears to have been through Rivet’s influence that Cameron
was not deposed from the ministry for refusing to sign the statements of the National Synod of Privas
(1612) and that of Tonneins (1614) on the imputation of the active obedience of Christ (against the
views of Piscator); see Wodrow, Collections, 2/2:107-10. On Cameron’s view, see also the letter
from J. Cappel to L. Tronchin, Saumur, 29 November 1666, in Sina (ed.), Corrispondenza, 55 n. 2.
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intellect, although he did allow that it was possible to do this. This most careful – or,
calculated, one would be tempted to say! – response was further framed in a discourse where
he affirmed the unhappy nature of the term “ethical” as such,127 to the obvious satisfaction
of Rivet. That Testard, whose closeness to Cameron with whom he lodged was reported on
by a fellow student, defended the more “radical” Cameronism which Episcopius had already
sensed and which Cameron himself never explicitly denied, leads one to wonder whether
Cameron was indeed not more radical than he publicly let on.

From Cameron to Pajon
Whatever the ambiguity in Cameron’s thought may have hidden, that ambiguity as
such means that Pajon could indeed legitimately claim support from Cameron as he did. In
his debate with Guyraut, Pajon first had to deal with the passages cited against him. In
numerous cases, Pajon correctly points out that the text is not decisive and can be made
compatible with both of their views. A case in point is when Guyraut notices that Cameron
distinguishes the external ministry of the Word from the internal ministry of the Spirit.128
Pajon counters, while acknowledging that this passage must be explained with “great
subtlety” (beaucoup de subtilité), that for it to support Guyraut’s view, it would have to be

Cf. Cameron, Responsio ad praecedentem viri docti anonymi epistolam, in Ta
Swzomena,736a-738a, where he insists especially on the fact that in thesis ten of the Theses de gratia
et libero arbitrio he had qualified the admittedly controversial word “ethical” with “so to speak” (ut
ita loquar; cf. ibid., 332a).
127

128

Guyraut, “Objections d’un ami à son ami,” §6, citing Cameron, Responsio ad [...]
epistolam, in Ta Swzomena, 764b: “Neque enim ista sunt seiungenda quae coniunxit Deus, externum
Verbi ministerium ab interno Spiritus ministerio [...].”
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clear that Cameron understands the Spirit’s internal ministry to be immediate. This, however,
is not the case. Pajon goes on to add that a later statement makes one think that Cameron
understands the external-internal distinction in the following way: the ideas imprinted by the
Word are the external ministry of the Word (i.e. the matter), while the appearance of the truth
is what is worked by the Spirit (i.e. the form).129 A similar situation occurs when Guyraut
cites a passage from Cameron’s letter to the Leiden theologians in which he had stated that
the depravity of the intellect can only be overcome by grace.130 Pajon responds that, since
Cameron does not address whether this operation of grace is mediate or immediate, it does
not support Guyraut. He then asks why Cameron, if he denies an immediate operation on the
will as he does in that letter, would admit such an operation on the intellect.131
The passages that were examined earlier form Pajon’s most important argument in
favor of his claim that he faithfully represents Cameron’s thought. He thus points to the
Scottish theologian’s categorical definition of the movement to conversion effected by the
Holy Spirit as “ethical” in the Theses de gratia et libero arbitrio,132 and to his insistence in
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Pajon, “Traité de l’opération,” §100 (cf. ibid., 106), seeing the matter-form distinction
in Cameron, Responsio ad [...] epistolam, in Ta Swzomena, 764b: “Ita planè se res habet in
intellectu practico, ut is persuadetur requiritur interna illuminatio necessariò, sed & illa requirit
exhortationem, ut materiam quam veluti informet, ut efficax sit apud nos persuasio.”
130

Guyraut, “Objections d’un ami à son ami,” §13, citing the letter from J. Cameron to the
faculty of theology of Leiden, London, n.d., in Ta Swzomena, 710a: “[...] hominis mentem,
voluntatem, affectus, quod ad salutis negotium attinet, esse penitus depravatos? Eam pravitatem
inolitam atque inexpugnabilem sola Dei gratiâ possi vinci [...].”
131

132

Pajon, “Traité de l’opération,” §147.

Pajon, “Traité de l’opération,” §110, citing Cameron, Theses de gratia et libero arbitrio,
thes. X, in Ta Swzomena, 332a.
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the praelectio on Phil. 2:13 that conversion occurs by way of “persuasion.”133 Not
surprisingly, he finds particularly strong evidence in Cameron’s response to Episcopius,
stating that the two agreed that Cameron denied an immediate operation on both intellect and
will, but disagreed only as to whether or not this constituted Pelagianism.134 While in light
of my reading above one must conclude that Pajon certainly overstates his case when it
comes to Cameron’s agreement with Episcopius’s understanding of his position, it is at any
rate true that Cameron did not deny not admitting an immediate work of the Spirit on either
intellect or will.
From all the passages cited by Guyraut, there is only one which is problematic for
Pajon. This is when Cameron in his Theses de gratia et libero arbitrio states: “However, that
the ministers of the Gospel are called God’s co-operators (1 Cor. 3:9) applies in another way.
For by it a comparison is established between the external preaching of the Word, and its
force and efficacy in the mind of men, of which the former is indeed from God but by the
intervention of a human work, [while] the latter proceeds immediately from the Spirit of God
alone. In this some image of cooperation appears, with man speaking externally, the Spirit
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Pajon, “Traité de l’opération,” §188, referring to Cameron, Praelectio ad Philipp. Cap.
II. Vers. 12. 13., in Ta Swzomena, 343b-344b.
134

Pajon, “Traité de l’opération,” §150, referring to Cameron, Responsio ad [...] epistolam,
in Ta Swzomena, 743b, 745b: “[Cameron] dit bien qu’il n-a jamais appellé ce mouvement-là moral
à l’égard de l’entendement mais il ne dit pas qu’on ne l’y puisse appeller: au contraire il soustient
que si, et le prouve par mes raisons.” The importance of the exchange between Cameron and
Episcopius is also evident in ibid, §155, referring to Cameron, ibid., 744b; and in Pajon’s 1676
conferences with Jean Claude, as reported in [Lenfant?], “Relation de ce qui se passa,” LC 6, p. 128,
and in [de la Bastide?], “Conférence touchant la nature et la grâce,” LC 6, p. 99 (for text, see n. 140
below). Finally, see also what Paul Lenfant, one of Pajon’s greatest supporters, wrote in his to J.
Claude, Châtillon-sur-Loing, 1 January 1678, LC 6, p. 20: “Monsieur Cameron s’etoit entierement
eloigne de cette hypothese de la grace immediate, en disputant contre son vir doctus, comme il est
aise de le voir dans l’epistre qu’il lui ecrit.”
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persuading internally.”135 Pajon maintains that this passage can be understood in line with
his view. For, the internal and immediate work of the Spirit to which Cameron refers is most
likely to be understood as the work by which the Spirit dispenses the circumstances that lead
a person to accept the Gospel, which is externally proposed by the ministers.136 To be fair,
Pajon prefaces this explanation with an admission that this passage is difficult for him, and
for that reason suggests two mitigating factors which could explain Cameron’s apparent
incoherence. First, Cameron may have tried to adopt more orthodox-sounding language given
the context of his examination at which his orthodoxy was already questioned by some.
Secondly, the wording may be reflective of an early stage in Cameron’s career at which he
had not yet thought the issue through well enough.137 In the end, however, Pajon’s
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Cameron, Theses de gratia et libero arbitrio, thes. XX: “Quod autem Evangelii ministri
Dei cooperarii (1 Cor. 3:9) dicuntur, aliorsum pertinet, sic enim instituitur comparatio inter
externam verbi praedicationem, eiusque in hominum animis vim & efficaciam, quarum prior à Deo
quidem est, sed operae humanae interventu, altera immediatè à solo Dei Spiritu proficiscitur: in quo
apparet imago quaedam cooperationis, homine extrinsecus loquente, Spiritu intus persuadente.”
Cited in Guyraut, “Objections d’un ami à son ami,” §13; he cites it again in his “Remarques,” Arch.
Turrettini, 2nd ms under the shelfmark 1/Gb.1.32.XIII, [p. 27]. Years later, also François Turrettini
cited precisely these words in the context of his discussion of Pajon (without naming him), claiming
that they “apertè gratiam immediatam supponunt” (Institutio, 15.4.37).
136

Pajon, “Traité de l’opération,” §152-53: “Mais dittes vous Monsieur Cameron parle d’une
action, quae immediatè a solo Dei Spiritu proficiscitur. Distinguez immediatè, c’est-à-dire sans
l’entremise des ministres, mais non pas sans l’entremise des autres causes secondes [...]. Les
circonstances et la contexture du passage monstre clairement que cet immediatè, excludit operam
humanam, cuius interventu Verbum praedicatur mais ne prouve pas que excludat etiam alia media,
quibus uti Deo libet. [...] Le Saint Esprit se sert donc bien des causes secondes et particulières pour
dispenser chacun de ses moyens en particulier. Mais pour faire que ces moyens-là concourrent tous
ensemble, certo illo modo ad conversis peculiari le Saint Esprit ne se sert d’aucun moyen [...].”
137

Pajon, “Traité de l’opération,” §151: “Le 5e. passage que vous citez de la p. 332. th. 20.
est plus difficile que les autres. J’avoue qu’il m’a quelquefois donné de la peine, et j’avoue qu’il a
de l’obscurité quand on ne le considère pas avec assez d’attention. Peut-estre Monsieur Cameron
l’a-t-il n’affecté, il estoit alors dans son examen, et vous sçavez le soupçon que l’on avoit contre luy
qu’il favorisoit les Pélagiens. Afin donc de ne pas choquer ceux qui l’examinoient, il s’est
accommodé autant qu’il a peu à leurs termes sans trahir pourtant ses sentiments, mais quand il
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interpretation of the difficult passage rests on his conviction that the rest of Cameron’s works
support his view: “Whatever the case may be, if Cameron had contradicted himself, one
single passage could not legitimately overrule an infinity of other passages we have seen,
where I think he is clearly for me.”138
The battle over Cameron’s intellectual heritage proved not to be an isolated incident
between Guyraut and Pajon.139 A decade later an almost identical discussion seems to have
been held. This time the debate was oral, and Jean Claude, the renowned pastor of
Charenton, took the place of Guyraut. In spite of these differences, from the records it is clear
that the very same passages from Cameron stood at the center of the discussion.140 To the

dispute contre les Arminiens, contre Tilenus, Episcopius, et Courcelles ne craignant plus d’estre
accusé de les favo[riser] en réfutant leurs erreurs, il a mis nettement au jour toutes ses pensées [...].
[Peut-] estre aussy qu’il n’a peu éviter l’obscurité où il est icy tombé, et qu’il n’avoit pas encore
alors si bien médité la matière, qu’il a fait depuis.”
138

Pajon, “Traité de l’opération,” §151: “Quoyqu’il en soit si Monsieur Cameron s’estoit
contredit luy-mesme un seul passage ne pourroit legitimement prévaloir à une infinité d’autres, que
nous avons veu, où je pense qu’il est nettement pour moy.”
139

In his “Remarques” from late 1666 or early 1667, Guyraut does not address Pajon’s
reading of Cameron in his “Traité,” although he does refer to this work multiple times. The
“Remarques” are remarkably silent on the important passages from Cameron’s response to
Episcopius. Just as striking is that Guyraut does mention Pajon’s interpretation of the difficult
passage from Cameron’s Theses de gratia et libero arbitrio (thes. XX), but then only to show that
if Pajon does speak of an internal, immediate act of the Spirit in conversion, this is not “immediate
grace” as it is commonly understood; see [Guyraut], “Remarques,” Arch. Turrettini, 2nd ms under
the shelfmark 1/Gb.1.32.XIII, [p. 27]. In regards to Cameron, Guyraut’s greatest efforts are devoted
to proving that Pajon speaks just as Tilenus did against Cameron in their amica collatio.
140

There are two different records of this set of three meetings held in July of 1676. Both
accounts illustrate that the crux of the debate surrounded Cameron’s definition of the Spirit’s work
as “ethical” in his Theses de gratia et libero arbitrio, thes. X (Ta Swzomena, 332a) and especially
his Responsio ad [...] epistolam, ch. 4 (ibid., 743a-747b), which favored Pajon; and Cameron’s
reference to an internal, immediate operation of the Spirit in thesis XX of the aforementioned theses
(ibid., 332b-333a), which seemed to favor his opponents. See [Lenfant?], “Relation de ce qui se
passa,” LC 6, p. 128: “Après Monsieur Amyraut, Monsieur Cameron vint aussi sur les rangs, chacun
s’efforçant de le tirer à son parti; Monsieur Claude cita pour lui ses thèses inaugurales de grat. et lib.
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degree that, as I have suggested, Pajon had reason to claim Cameron as a source for his
thought especially in the response to Episcopius’s anonymous letter, his reading of the
difficult passage cited against him by both Guyraut and Claude from the Theses de gratia et
libero arbitrio in light of the response to Episcopius can also be accepted. If one does not
agree with Pajon’s definition of the internal, immediate work of the Holy Spirit to which
Cameron refers as such, the methodology behind it must at any rate be recognized as sound.
In the private polemics in which Pajon became embroiled in 1665, a core question
was thus whether Cameron’s thought was most faithfully represented by the views of
Amyraut as they were widely held in French Protestantism at the time, or whether the more
radical interpretation promoted by Pajon who joined the academy one year after Amyraut’s
death was more accurate. Framed in this way, there are numerous connections between
intellectual and institutional history. Not only did the controversy over Pajon’s thought break
out with his election to the Academy of Saumur (and, at least for nearly a decade, end with
his departure), his appointment was also part of an attempt to revive the academy to its glory
days in the time of Amyraut – an irony given that Pajon proposed his view in (implicit)

arb. et Monsieur Pajon allégua les mesmes thèses qu’il creût favorables à son sentiment, et la
réponse ad Epistolam viri docti, et particulièrement le 4e. chap. où il soutînt que Monsieur Cameron
est tout pour lui.” Cf. with [de la Bastide?], “Conférence touchant la nature et la grâce,” LC 6, p. 99:
“et au contraire Messieurs Claude et de la Bastide opposèrent les thèses de Cameron de grat. et lib.
arb. où ils prétendent qu’il a parlé selon leur sentiment, ce que Monsieur Pajon a dit devoir estre
interprété par les parolles de Cameron resp. ad V. doctum.” A marginal note specifies in regards to
the latter: “resp. ad Epist. viri docti, C. 4.”
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opposition to Amyraut. The history of the academy, and Pajon’s place within that history,
continued to play a role in the reception of his “radical” Cameronism. This will become
evident when we trace out how his personal polemics grew into an attack on the academy
itself.

Chapter Six
From Acquittal to Condemnation? Crisis at the Academy

Introduction
Given the situation from which the Academy of Saumur was trying to recover in
1665, and that specifically Pajon had been appointed as a key part of its renaissance, the
interest of the school would have been in keeping the fierce polemic that was developing
between him and two of the Loudun pastors (i.e. Guyraut, de Brissac) quiet. A conscious
attempt appears to have been made by its faculty to do so. While Guyraut and de Brissac
spread their dissatisfaction to their colleagues in the Poitou,1 Chouet does not speak of the
controversies in the updates he regularly sent to Tronchin about the situation in Saumur until
6 April 1666. Even then he begged Tronchin not to speak of them to anyone out of
consideration for the academy’s reputation,2 which is an obvious indication that, as far as he
knew, awareness of them was not widespread. The academy’s interest in quashing the whole
affair is more clearly expressed by Gaussen in a letter from around the same time. Having

1

Letter from É. Gaussen to É. Bouhéreau, [Saumur], [17 February 1666], Bouhéreau Papers
Z.2.2.17(13)/19 (non-foliated): “Mandés moy, je vous prie, si l’on n’a pas fait de bruit en vostre
Saint. [i.e. Saintonge?] du sentiment dont vous oüites parler en nostre Synode. À l’heure que je vous
parle il y a des gens qui en murmurent terriblement dans le Poitou.” From Chouet’s letters we know
that it was “sur tout a Mess.rs Chabrol et Gilbert, Deputés de Poitou” to whom Guyraut first
communicated his concerns about Pajon at the 1665 Provincial Synod of Anjou, and that Guyraut
and de Brissac sent extracts of Pajon’s works to “un Pasteur de Poitou” following the meeting of the
same provincial synod in 1666. See the letter from J.-R. Chouet to L. Tronchin, Saumur, 25 October
1666, in Sina (ed.), Corrispondenza, 50-51.
2

Letter from J.-R. Chouet to L. Tronchin, Saumur, 6 April 1666, in Sina (ed.),
Corrispondenza, p. 39: “Mais il faut que ie vous die une chose qui nous fait furieusement craindre
l’auenir, et que ie vous prie tres-humblement qui demeure entre nous; parce qu’il est de la derniere
importance pour nostre Academie qu’elle demeure secrette, autant qu’il se pourra: c’est que Mons.r
Paion a [...].”
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stated two years earlier that he did not really care who succeeded Amyraut as long as there
would be no dispute,3 he now remarked about Pajon’s doctrine: “As for me, I do not even
want to know what it is. It seems to me that I have better things to do. It will be up to Mr.
Pajon to get himself out of it as he can.”4 Since the academy was finally re-entering a period
of stability, any questions concerning the orthodoxy of a professor were most damaging.
While waiting for things to blow over, the other professors were best served by blissful
ignorance and to refrain from judgment so as to avoid creating new tensions either within or
outside of the academy.

Saumur under Siege
Prelude: The Provincial Synod of Anjou (Saint-Aignan, 1666)
Pajon’s failure to appease the Loudun pastors with his “Annotationes” and “Traité”
meant that the tensions which had up to that point remained limited to private
correspondence were sure to explode publicly. A first sign of the building pressure came at
the Provincial Synod of Anjou, whose 1666 assembly was held in Saint-Aignan. As was
noted earlier, this synod officially received Pajon on June 1. It also set in motion the
proceedings for establishing him permanently in the chair of theology, no doubt in order to

3

Cf. the letter from É. Gaussen to É. Bouhéreau, Saumur, [16? February 1664], Bouhéreau
Papers Z.2.2.17(13)/5 (non-foliated).
4

Letter from É. Gaussen to É. Bouhéreau, [Saumur], [17 February 1666], Bouhéreau Papers
Z.2.2.17(13)/19 (non-foliated): “Pour moy je veux ignorer ce que c’est. Il me semble que j’ay de
meilleures choses à faire. Ce sera à Monsieur P[ajon] à s’en tirer comme il pourra.”
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avoid awkward circumstances similar to those in which it had found itself in regards to du
Soul. The acts copied out in the Saumur registers note that the synod remitted to its assembly
of the following year the task of establishing a date for Pajon’s official examination, but it
in the meantime “exhorts him to go to the Academy of Saumur as soon as possible in order
to take possession of the chair in theology in advance, doubting in no way at all that he will
fulfill it with honor and with great satisfaction and edification for the public as he has in fact
already begun to do.”5 Just as with the Provincial of Anjou in 1665, however, the acts of
1666 omit to mention some of the events which took place in the background and which in
fact cast a shadow over the optimism. As it turns out, during this assembly Pajon was again
confronted on his doctrine. Also this time the initiative originated from the church of
Loudun.
Although Guyraut and de Brissac were decided opponents of Pajon’s doctrine, neither
of them appears to have been delegated to the synod of 1666. Instead, Loudun was
represented by a third member of its pastoral corps, Claude Fautrart. According to Chouet,
Fautrart came with several “writings against [Pajon], which contained 30 propositions taken
from his works, which hardly seemed orthodox,” adding that “it had been left to the prudence

5

See the extract of the 1666 acts copied in the “Registres de l’académie protestante de
Saumur,” A.M.S., I A 1, fol. 209r°-v°, in Sina (ed.), Corrispondenza, 339: “La Compagnie remet au
prochain Synode de cette Province a determiner du temps de l’examen de Monsieur Pajon pour sa
reception en la charge de Professeur en Theologie, et apres luy auoir tesmoigné la joye qu’elle a
receuë de le voir au milieu d’elle, l’exhorte de se rendre le plustost qu’il pourra en l’Academie de
Saumur pour y prendre par avance possession de la chaire Theologique de cette Escole, ne doubtant
point qu’il ne la remplisse comme il a commencé de faire auec honneur et auec une tres grande
satisfaction et edification pour le public.”
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of this pastor [...] to do with them as seemed fitting to him.”6 No doubt Guyraut and de
Brissac were the ones who communicated this material to Fautrart and urged him to act. In
the absence of specific instructions, however, Fautrart opted for the road of moderation. He
gave the work composed by his colleagues to the deputies from Saumur and several others,
who nevertheless thought that this matter should not become public in the assembly itself if
some other solution could be found.7 For that reason, these men decided to take things into
their own hands: “they came to an agreement with Mr. Pajon: first, that he would keep his
writings to himself, and in the future keep them hidden so that no one would see them; in the
second place, that he in his lectures would not only not teach his view in any way, but also
abstain entirely from the least propositions which were not common to our theologians and
could for that reason be suspect; in the third place, that he would sign all the articles, one-byone, of the Confession of Faith, and even of the [Church] Order; and, finally, that he would
also sign the Synod of Dort. Mr. Pajon agreed to all of this.”8

6

Letter from J.-R. Chouet to L. Tronchin, Saumur, 16 June 1666, in Sina (ed.),
Corrispondenza, 41-42: “depuis, le Synode de cette Prouince s’est tenu, où un des Pasteurs de
l’Eglise de Loudun vint chargé de memoires contre luy, qui contenoyent trente propositions extraites
de ses Escrites, qui paroissoyent peu orthodoxes: mais comme on auoit laissé à la prudence de ce
Pasteur, qui estoit Mons.r Forras [sic; l. “Fotras”] d’en user comme il trouuveroit à propos [...].” No
trace remains of the documents to which Chouet refers.
7

Letter from J.-R. Chouet to L. Tronchin, Saumur, 16 June 1666, in Sina (ed.),
Corrispondenza, 42: “il les communiqua aux Deputés de Saumur et à quelques autres, qui creurent
qu’on ne deuoit pas faire esclatter cela dans une assemblée de cette nature, si on trouuoit quelque
autre moyen de remedier à cela.”
8

Letter from J.-R. Chouet to L. Tronchin, Saumur, 16 June 1666, in Sina (ed.),
Corrispondenza, 42: “c’est pourquoy ils conuinrent auec Mons.r Paion premierement, qu’il garderoit
ses Escrits et les chacheroit à l’auenir, a fin que personne ne les vit; en second lieu que dans ses
leçons, non seulement il n’enseigneroit point son sentiment, mais s’abstiendroit absolument des
moindres propositions, qui ne seroyent pas communes parmi nos Theologiens, et qui par consequent
pourroyent estre suspectes: en troisieme lieu, qu’il signeroit tous les Articles de la Confession de
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While the Provincial Synod of Anjou in 1666 thus moved ahead officially in
establishing Pajon at the Academy of Saumur, unofficially restrictions were already being
placed on him. It is worthwhile noting that the men who approached Pajon did not pursue
his view as such, but that they sought to promote peace by demanding a promise that he
would follow the received doctrine and utter nothing that could initiate further controversy.
Given his proximity to Guyraut and de Brissac, Fautrart’s attempt at moderation no doubt
witnesses uncertainty regarding the threat posed by Pajon’s doctrine. While the motives of
the “several others” mentioned by Chouet remain in the dark, the deputies from Saumur, who
can be identified as the pastor de Beaujardin and the professor William-Daniel Doull,9 would
clearly have had an interest in peace. Upheavals and tensions had tormented the academy for
nearly one-and-a-half decades, and the appointment of Pajon formed part of an initiative to
restore its peace and reputation. From that perspective, the best solution was indeed simply
to keep Pajon from discussing the views which had raised the ire of some, and the Saumur
delegates managed to obtain it. A compromise thus seemed to have been reached. Officially
no actions had been taken in respect to Pajon’s doctrine, and as yet there was no official

Foy, et mesme de la Discipline, un par un: enfin qu’il signeroit aussi le Synode de Dordrek Mons.r
Paion accorda tout cela.” Cf. the letter from J.-R. Chouet to L. Tronchin, Saumur, 25 October 1666,
in ibid., 51: “Les choses ayant esté pendant quelque temps en cet estat-là, le Synode d’Aniou se tint
à S.t Aignan il y a six mois, où le Deputé de Loudn, comme ie crois vous l’auoir escrit, vint chargé
de Memoires contre M.r Paion: cependant comme son Consistoire laissa à sa prudence d’en user
comme il trouueroit à propos, il se contenta d’en parler à cinq ou six Pasteurs, qui firent promettre
à M.r Paion qu’il chacheroit ses Escrits, qu’il ne parleroit iamais de son sentiment ni en public ni en
particulier, et qu’il signeroit la Confession de Foy et le Synode de Dordrech, article par article.”
9

“Registres de l’académie protestante de Saumur,” A.M.S., I A 1, fols. 206v°, 207v°, in Sina
(ed.), Corrispondenza, 332-33, 335 (sessions of 19 May and 6 June 1666). William-Daniel Doull
was professor of eloquence and rhetoric from 1646 to 1677 (Bourchenin, Étude sur les académies
protestantes, 464).
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paper trail. All the same, Pajon had agreed to follow the received doctrine, a promise
witnessed by a number of individuals of whom at least two (i.e. de Beaujardin, Doull) had
close ties to the academy and could ensure a certain degree of enforcement.

Letters From Bretagne, Loudun and Preuilly
The delicate peace which appeared to have been achieved was soon shattered.
Although Claude Fautrart had been given the freedom to act as he deemed fit at the
provincial synod of 1666, his colleagues were unsatisfied with the way he used that freedom.
Chouet reports that de Brissac and Guyraut sent “to a pastor of Poitou an extract of several
treatises they had, concerning the view of Mr. Pajon, so that this minister might show it to
the synod of his province.”10 This Provincial Synod of Poitou which met in September of
1666, Chouet wrote, “named four commissioners for examining those of [Pajon’s] writings
which are available, in order next, if they judge it to be fitting, to come and make an
objection to his calling before our academic council.”11 Also the Provincial Synod of
Bretagne, which was assembled around the same time, decided to take action against Pajon

10

Letter from J.-R. Chouet to L. Tronchin, Saumur, 25 October 1666, in Sina (ed.),
Corrispondenza, 51: “Mess.rs de Loudun ne furent pas satisfaits de la procedure de leur Deputé, et
n’en demeurerent pas là: car quelque temps apres ils enuoyerent à un Pasteur de Poitou un Extrait
tiré des Traittés qu’ils auoyent entre les mains, touchant le sentiment de M.r Paion, afin que ce
Ministre le fit voir au Synode de sa Prouince.”
11

Letter from J.-R. Chouet to L. Tronchin, Saumur, 29 September 1666, in Sina (ed.),
Corrispondenza, 45: “Le Synode de Poitou, qui s’est tenu ces iours passés, a nommé quatre
Commissaires pour examiner ceux de ses escrits qu’on pourroit auoir, afin ensuite, s’il<s> le
iug<e>oyent à propos, de venir faire opposition à sa vocation deuant nostre Conseil Academique.”
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on the basis of extracts, so Chouet suspected, it had received from elsewhere12 – if true, these
no doubt came from Loudun. That Guyraut and de Brissac addressed themselves particularly
to these synods is not difficult to understand. Not only did they neighbor the territory of the
synod of Anjou, they were for that reason also represented at the 1665 assembly, with
Chabrol and Gilbert from the Poitou even numbering among those who had supported
Guyraut in his opposition to Pajon there.13 Chouet had also heard rumors that the
appointment of Pajon was going to be opposed by the synod of Saintonge,14 and could further
report that the Loudun pastors disseminated letters to “virtually all the pastors they know,
and in particular those of Paris.”15 Guyraut and de Brissac were building as broad a base of
opposition as possible against Pajon, where the Paris pastors in their status in France as primi
inter pares could be counted on to play a key role.16

12

Letter from J.-R. Chouet to L. Tronchin, Saumur, 25 October 1666, in Sina (ed.),
Corrispondenza, 51: “Le Synode de Bretagne qui s’est tenu presque en mesme temps que celuy de
Poitou, a aussi parlé de cette affaire, sur des Extraits qui luy furent semblablement enuoyés.”
13

See the letter from J.-R. Chouet to L. Tronchin, Saumur, 25 October 1666, in Sina (ed.),
Corrispondenza, 50.
14

See the letter from J.-R. Chouet to L. Tronchin, Saumur, 16 June 1666, in Sina (ed.),
Corrispondenza, 42. Note that earlier in the year, Gaussen had asked whether such plans were in the
works (cf. the letter from É. Gaussen to É. Bouhéreau, [Saumur], [17 February 1666], Bouhéreau
Papers Z.2.2.17(13)/19 (non-foliated): “Mandés moy, je vous prie, si l’on n’a pas fait de bruit en
vostre Saint. [i.e. Saintonge?] du sentiment dont vous oüites parler en nostre Synode.”). I have not
been able to trace what happened at this synod.
15

Letter from J.-R. Chouet to L. Tronchin, Saumur, 25 October 1666, in Sina (ed.),
Corrispondenza, 51: “Voilà qui s’espand dans toutes les Priuinces voisines, car ils [i.e. les pasteurs
de Loudun – AG] escriuirent presque à tous les Pasteurs de leur cognoissance, et particuliérement
à ceux de Paris.”
16

Cf. the letter from the celebrated pastor of Charenton, Jean Daillé (père) to C. Pajon,
[Paris], 4 August 1667, LC 6, p. 276, where Daillé complains about how “d. L.” – which initials no
doubt hide the name of “des Loges” – had tried to involve him in the Pajon-affair, and had tried to
turn his moderate reaction to his own purposes.
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With the synods of Poitou and Bretagne, a “file” had thus been opened on Pajon.
Soon after, the first official opposition to his appointment was also registered with the
academy. On 24 October 1666 it received a letter from the Provincial Synod of Bretagne
concerning Pajon. In that it coincides closely with Pajon’s arrival in Saumur after his release
from the church of Marchenoir,17 the date of this letter is noteworthy. For, it emphasizes what
has been noted before, namely, that the concern of Pajon’s opponents in respect to his
doctrine was especially connected to his position as teacher to the next generation of pastors.
The letter from Bretagne was judged to be so important that treatment of it was remitted to
a later meeting when the council’s numbers would be more complete.18 The reason for this
care becomes evident from the details Chouet provides of the letter:
They ask us to make Mr. Pajon give the manuscripts which he has composed and
from which were taken the extracts which they saw, and to examine them; and then,

17

On 29 September 1666, Chouet still reported that Pajon “est tousiours dans son Eglise”;
see his letter from this date to L. Tronchin, Saumur, in Sina (ed.), Corrispondenza, 45 (Sina’s
identification [46 n. 4] of this church as Orléans should be corrected to Marchenoir). The earliest
indication for Pajon’s presence at Saumur dates from 30 October; whether he was there already on
24 October cannot be determined with certainty. See the “Registres de l’académie protestante de
Saumur” at these dates (A.M.S., I A 1, in ibid., 337-38).
18

“Registres de l’académie protestante de Saumur,” A.M.S., I A 1, fol. 208v°, in Sina (ed.),
Corrispondenza, 337: “Deux lettres ayant esté leuës dans la Compagnie, l’une du Synode de
Bretange au sujet de Mons.r Paion, et l’autre de celuy de Poictou au suiet des pensions, on a jugé ces
affaires de telle importance et surtout la premiere qu’elles ont esté renuoiées à une autre seance ou
la Compagnie seroit plus complete.”
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to send them to three of their pastors – Guitton,19 de la Roche20 and de Brais21 –
whom they have named for this purpose; next they add that if these manuscripts are
found to conform to the extracts, that they from this very moment oppose the
reception of Pajon. [They add] that if we do not send them, or if Pajon refuses to give
them, they will break [their relationship] with us, do not want any tie with Saumur,
will no longer send even a single student of their province, and will not contribute

19

The same Isaac Guitton, pastor at Sion, who was considered as a candidate to replace
Amyraut in 1664 (see ch. 5, n. 21).
20

Matthieu (de) Larroque (1610-1684), pastor of Vitré between 1644 and 1670 (see
Vaurigaud, Essai sur l’histoire, 3:lxxxvi; Albert Sarrabère, Dictionnaire des pasteurs d’Anjou,
Maine, Touraine & de Bretagne [n.p.: C.E.P.B., 2006], 175; and n. 100, 99 below).
21

Étienne de Brais (1635-1679), pastor of Vieillevigne. There is also a Samuel de Brais
(1642-1725?), the brother of Étienne, and the biographies of the two appear to have become
intertwined over the course of time. While some sources place Samuel at Vieillevigne (Vaurigaud,
Essai sur l’histoire, 3:lxxix; Haag/Bordier, La France protestante2 , 3:90), and distinguish him from
Étienne as pastor of Nantes which is likewise in Bretagne (Haag/Bordier, La France protestante2 ,
3:90), Sarrabère identifies Étienne de Brais as the one who is mentioned as pastor of Nantes during
the National Synod of Loudun (1659), and then at Viellevigne between at least 1664 and 1673, until
he appears at Saumur in 1674 (Dictionnaire des pasteurs, 159).
As far as the purposes of this study are concerned, it is at any rate certain that the de Brais,
who appears as accuser of Pajon at the Provincial Synod of Anjou (Preuilly, 1667) and is identified
in the acts as the pastor of Vieillevigne (cf. “Extraits des actes du synode des provinces d’Anjou,”
Arsenal Ms 5423, vol. XIV, p. 1361), is the same de Brais who would take a leading – but as yet,
unexplored! – role in the second wave of the Pajonist controversies in the mid-1670s. For, a
document from the outbreak of this second wave identifies professor de Brais of Saumur as the very
same one who together with several other pasteurs objected to Pajon’s establishment at the academy,
“se disans députez des provinces de Poitou et de Bretagne” ([Lenfant?], “Relation de ce qui se
passa,” LC 6, p. 112). Since there is no doubt that the professor is Étienne, the representative at the
synod of 1667 can also be identified without hesitation as Étienne. It also seems natural to assume
that he was part of the 1666 commission from Bretagne. Samuel, on the other hand, was only 24
years old in 1666, so that his age seems to exclude him as a possible candidate. Further, Samuel is
known to have been pastor at Condé-sur-Noirea from 1671 to 1680 (see Daireaux, “Aspects du
Protestantisme,” 49 n. 165; cf. Benjamin Robert, L’Église réformée d’Alençon: études historiques
[Alençon: Corbière & Jugain, 1940], 89), which in the absence of further details would appear to
have been his first church. Samuel also appears among the subscribers of the anti-Pajonist articles
of the Walloon Synod of Rotterdam of 1686 (Haag/Bordier, La France protestante2, 90).
I offer the above as a correction to my “Un épisode méconnu,” 220 n. 51, where I had
criticized Pope’s identification as de Brais as Étienne (cf. “Aspects of Controversies,” 124 n. 83),
which turns out to have been correct after all.
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anything for the maintenance of the academy – and, in fact, they are not sending us
what they owe us this year, until we have satisfied them.22
The threats of the synod of Bretagne could not be taken lightly. The registers of the Academy
of Saumur witness constant financial problems around this time, and at the Provincial Synod
of Anjou held several months before the reception of this letter, the academy’s deputy noted
that the funds did not suffice for Pajon’s salary.23
Less than a week later, on 30 October, another official complaint was lodged against
Pajon’s appointment, this time originating from the church of Loudun itself. The academy’s
registers of this date note the arrival of two elders (du Geay and Montaut), bearing a letter
from their church which asked the academy to take note of several works composed by
Pajon. The council heard these deputies out, gave Pajon a chance to respond, and decided
that the matter was of the same nature as the letter from Bretagne, and that the two would

22

Letter from J.-R. Chouet to L. Tronchin, Saumur, 25 October 1666, in Sina (ed.),
Corrispondenza, 51: “Ils nous prient de nous faire donner de M.r Paion les manuscrits qu’il a
composés et d’où ont esté tirés les Extraits qu’ils ont veu, et de les examiner; puis en suite de les
enuoyer à trois de leurs Pasteurs qu’ils ont nommés pour cela; assauoir Mess.rs Guitton, De la Roche,
et De Bray; puis aioûtent que si ces Manuscrits se trouuent conformes aux Extraits, qu’ils opposent
des apresent à la reception de M.r Paion. Que si nous ne leurs enuoyons pas, ou que M.r Paion refuse
de les donner, ils rompent auec nous, ne veulent plus auoir liaison auec Saumur, n’enuoyeront plus
aucun Escolier de leur Prouince, et ne contribueront plus pour l’entretien de l’Academie, et en effet
ne nous enuoyent pas ce qu’ils nous doiuent cette année, iusques à ce que nous les ayons satisfaits.”
23

See the extract of the “Registres de l’académie protestante de Saumur,” A.M.S., I A 1, fol.
209v°, in Sina (ed.), Corrispondenza, 339: “Le Deputé de l’Academie ayant representé qu’il n’y a
pas assez de fonds pour faire les gages de Mr Pajon nommé a la profession de Theologie par le
Synode de Saumur, la Compagnie a creu que suiuant l’intention du Synode et l’esperance que Mons.r
du Soul donna, il doibt estre prié de relascher 300 liures pour faire partie des gages du nouuveau
Professeur, et les Synodes de Berri et Bretagne seront sollicités d’executer les promesses que leurs
Deputés firent au dit Synode de porter leurs Provinces de faire quelque petit fonds pour aider la
subsistance de ce Professeur.” When Pajon was appointed at the synod of 1665, Étienne Gaussen
and Tanneguy le Fèvre offered to give up part of their wages in order to facilitate his establishment.
Although he would leave the academy in late 1667, Pajon would not be fully paid until 20 January
1670 (ibid., fols. 202v° [Sina, 325-26], 221r° [not in Sina]).
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again be remitted to a meeting when the company would be full.24 Another two days later,
on 1 November, a third letter was received. This one came from the consistory of the church
of Preuilly, which like Loudun belonged to the provincial synod to which the academy was
attached (i.e. Anjou). It charged, among other things, that Pajon held the same errors as
Pelagius.25 It, too, was added to the letters from Bretagne and Loudun to be dealt with at a
later meeting.26

The Meeting of 8 November 1666: Support from the Academy
By the beginning of November 1666, therefore, the Academy of Saumur found itself
under great pressure from within its own synod, as well as from Bretagne, and was aware of
the further potential threat posed by the synods of Poitou and Saintonge.27 On 8 November
the conseil ordinaire et extraordinaire met in order to treat this explosive affair. Not
surprisingly given what was at stake, the academy’s registers contain a detailed record of this

24

“Registres de l’académie protestante de Saumur,” A.M.S., I A 1, fol. 208v°, in Sina (ed.),
Corrispondenza, 337-38.
25

The letter no longer survives. Pajon appears to have composed a brief response to this
accusation, whose text is found immediately following the “Sommaire” in the Charles le Cène
collection. The opening sentence runs as follows: “Monsieur Pajon ayant esté accusé par le
consistoire de Preuilly d’avoir toutes erreurs des Pélagiens, il a jugé à propos pour faire voir le peu
de fondement qu’il y a dans cette accusation, de faire ici un parallèle de sa doctrine avec celle de
Pelagius.” The comparison between Pelagius and Pajon is followed by citations taken from the
canons of the Second Council of Milevi (416) against Pelagius and Celestius. See LC 6, pp. 77-78.
26

“Registres de l’académie protestante de Saumur,” A.M.S., I A 1, fol. 209v°, in Sina (ed.),
Corrispondenza, 339.
27

Although the delegation from Poitou did not arrive at Saumur until the next year (9 July
1667; see below), Chouet already expressed his fear that the Provincial Synod of Poitou would deal
with Pajon in his letter to L. Tronchin from 16 June 1666 (see Sina [ed.], Corrispondenza, 42).
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meeting. The council noted that the three letters all requested it to take account of the work
Pajon had sent to de la Fons (i.e. the “De natura”), and that the synod of Bretagne also
demanded that Pajon be forced to surrender a copy of it. Pajon was then given an opportunity
to justify himself against the accusations.
In spite of the pressure under which the Academy of Saumur found itself, its decision
clearly extended support to Pajon, stating that the academic council was “neither able nor
required” (ne pouuoit et ne deuoit) to enter into an examination of Pajon’s work. It gave four
reasons for this decision, the first two of which pertained to the academy’s relationship to the
synods. For, the academy felt that if it acceded to the accusers’ demands, it would infringe
upon the higher authority of the provincial synods: first, of the assembly of 1665 (Saumur),
which had been satisfied with the explanation Pajon had given it of the “De natura”; second,
of the 1666 assembly at Saint-Aignan, which had confirmed Pajon’s calling in spite of the
earlier disturbances.28 Two more reasons for the academy’s decision pertained to Pajon
himself. It agreed with his claim that he was not obliged to produce a work which he had
made in his youth without his current mature reflection, and of which he might well reject
some elements today. Finally, it noted that Pajon said he would hold himself inviolably to

28

“Registres de l’académie protestante de Saumur,” A.M.S., I A 1, fol. 201v°, in Sina (ed.),
Corrispondenza, 341: “Toutes choses meurement pesées et examinees, a esté dit que la Compagnie
ne pouuoit et ne deuoit aucunement entrer dans l’examen de cest escript, pour ces raisons
principales: 1° que le dit S.r Pajon ayant esté nommé par le Synode de la Prouince pour exercer la
charge de professeur en Theologie en ceste Academie, et s’estant deia expliqué sur les matieres
contenues en cest escript lors de sa nomination, en sorte que le Synode en parut satisfait, ce seroit
entreprendre sur l’authorité d’une Compagnie superieure, si la mesme vouloit prendre cognoissance
de ce que le Synode a deja comme preiugé. 2° que le dernier Synode de la Prouince tenu a S.t Agnan
auoit confirmé la vocation du dit S.r Pajon, nonobstant les bruits qui s’estoient repandus de ceste
doctrine, et les ordres que quelque Eglise de la Prouince avoit donné a ses deputez sur ce sujet, et
qu’ainsy le Conseil Academique auoit les mains liees par une puissance superieure.”
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the terms he had used in the explanations he gave before the synod of 1665, and that he
elucidated them more particularly and distinctly in a work he intended to send to all who had
complained about him, being confident that it would satisfy them.29
Although it refused to enter into an examination of Pajon’s doctrine, the academy did
decide to send the entire case to the next provincial synod, with the request that it be held as
soon as possible. In the meantime, it imposed on Pajon’s professorial activities restrictions
similar – but even more stringent! – to those that had been agreed upon earlier in the year by
Beaujardin and Doull during the synod held at Saint-Aignan. The promise was obtained from
him that “he will teach neither directly nor indirectly, neither in public nor in private, neither
in sermons nor in teaching and conversations, any doctrine but that which is contained in our
Confession of Faith, and other public documents received by our churches. That, even while
waiting for the synod, he will either remain absolutely silent on the issues in question, or if
on some occasion he does speak about it, it will be in keeping himself to the terms,
expressions and tradition of all our teachers, so that no disagreement – not even the
semblance of disagreement! – can be detected among us.”30 The explicit desire to present a

29

“Registres de l’académie protestante de Saumur,” A.M.S., I A 1, fol. 201v°, in Sina (ed.),
Corrispondenza, 341:”3° que M.r Pajon declaroit qu’il n’estoit pas obligé a reporter un escrit qu’il
auoit fait en sa jeunesse auant que digeré les matieres de Theologie comme il a fait, et ou il pouuoit
y auoir diuerses choses qu’a present il jmprouueroit. En fin qu’il se tient inuiolablement dans les
termes de ce qu’il a declaré en presence du Synode sur ces matieres, les quelles il pretend esclaircir
plus particulierement et distinctement par escript dont il a dit vouloir enuoier copie à tous ceux qui
se sont plaints contre luy en cest egard, et pretend qu’ils en demeureront entierement satisfaits.”
30

“Registres de l’académie protestante de Saumur,” A.M.S., I A 1, fol. 201v°, in Sina (ed.),
Corrispondenza, 341: “Elle a creu neantmoins de son deuoir [...] de tirer parole solonnelle de M.r
Pajon, comme elle a fait, qu’il n’enseignera ni directement, ni indirectement, en public, ni en
particulier, en presches, ni en leçons et conuersations autre doctrine que celle qui est contenuë dans
nostre Confession de foy, et autres escripts publics rescûs en nos Eglises. Que mesmes en attendant
le Synode, ou il se tairra absolument des matieres dont il est question, ou s’il en parle en quelque
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united front betrays a clear political element involved in the academy’s decision. This is
equally reflected in the determination that a member of the council would be present at
Pajon’s lectures, disputations and other activities in the time leading up to the synod. The
registers outright state that the purpose was to be able to give a good account of itself before
the synod which would deal with the affair, and to cover itself against all reproach.31
All in all, the decisions taken by the academy in November of 1666 reflect the same
policy Beaujardin and Doull had adopted earlier that year: to preserve at all costs the unity
and peace of the academy. The difference was, of course, that the issue could no longer be
kept hidden now that official complaints had been raised from various corners, and that with
significant financial ramifications. From the side of the academy, everything had been done
to minimize the attacks on the newest member of its theological faculty, which had hoped
in 1665 finally to have overcome the earlier internal tensions and to have achieved a degree
of stability. Because of the level the conflict had reached, an official decision at the synodical
level appeared to be the only option for settling the affair.

occasion que ce soit, ce sera en se tenant dans les termes, expressions, et traditiue de tous nos
docteurs, affin qu’il ne se puisse remarquer aucun dissentiment, non pas mesmes apprance de
dissentiment entre nous.” Cf. also the letter from J.-R. Chouet to L. Tronchin, Saumur, 15 December
1666, in Sina (ed.), Corrispondenza, 54.
31

“Registres de l’académie protestante de Saumur,” A.M.S., I A 1, fol. 201v°, in Sina (ed.),
Corrispondenza, 341: “A esté de plus resolu qu’on assistera soigneusement de la part de ceste
Compagnie aux leçons, disputes et autres exercices du dit S.r Pajon en attendant le prochain Synode
pour luy pouuoir rendre, et a tous autres, un bon Compte de notre conduite en ceste occasion, et nous
mettre a couuert de tous blasmes.”
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Interlude: November 1666-July 1667
Pajon’s Attempt at Conciliation
Pajon’s composition and distribution of a brief work, the “Sommaire de la doctrine
du Sieur Pajon sur le sujet de la grâce,”32 to satisfy his accusers shows that he was equally
interested as the academy in calming the controversies. His public parading of it is striking,
especially when one remembers how he had kept the “De natura” from the public eye as
much as possible, and had likewise instructed Guyraut to keep the “Annotationes” to himself
with the exception of his Loudun colleagues. The way Pajon presented the “Sommaire” at
the council’s meeting of 8 November shows that he intended to set straight the common
understandings this restricted dissemination had caused. For that reason, Chouet reports that
he sent copies of this latest piece throughout France.33
That the “Sommaire” would end up having the opposite of the intended effect can be
understood upon consideration of its contents. The first six articles of the “Sommaire” are

32

Two autograph copies of this work are extant: 1) “Sommaire de la doctrine du Sieur Pajon
sur le sujet de la grâce,” Arch. Tronchin 53, fols. 44r°-45v° (hand unknown; signed by Pajon), which
Chouet included with his letter to L. Tronchin. Saumur, 15 December 1666, in Sina (ed.),
Corrispondenza, 54; 2) “Sommaire de la doctrine du Sieur Pajon sur la grâce,” Arch. Tronchin 53,
fols. 23r°-24v° (hand of Isaac Papin [as determined by Thomas Guillemin]; signed by Pajon), which
Pajon included with his letter to L. Tronchin, Orléans, 3 November 1679 (cf. Arch. Tronchin 53, fol.
35v°). In addition, there are two contemporary – but not autograph – manuscript copies: 3)
“Sommaire de la doctrine du Sieur Pajon sur le sujet de la grâce,” LC 6, pp. 76-77 (hand of le Cène);
4) “Sommaire de la doctrine du Sieur Pajon sur la grâce,” in Jacques-Georges de Chauffepié,
“Mémoires pour servir à l’histoire de la vie et des ouvrages de Mr. Jurieu,” BWA 49 A 1 Ms. A 10,
pp. 11-12 (hand of Chauffepié). Transcriptions can be found in: a) Chauffepié, Nouveau dictionnaire
historique, vol. 2, p. 164 n. C sub “C”; b) Mailhet, Claude Pajon, 69-73. There are no variants of
any import between any of these texts, although Chauffepié erroneously omits a negative in §3
(“possible” for “impossible”).
33

Letter from J.-R. Chouet to L. Tronchin, Saumur, 15 December 1666, in Sina (ed.),
Corrispondenza, 54: “Ie uous enuoye quelques propositions touchant sa doctrine, telle qu’il les a fait
voir au Conseil Academique, et qu’il les a enuoyées en diuers endroit du Royaume.”
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positive, the undertone being to illustrate that Pajon did not mean to take anything away from
God’s sovereignty and give (too much) room for human freedom.34 Two further articles treat
particular accusations, namely, that he denied original sin and human inability. Pajon insists
in them that he only wished to combat the view that these consist in the corruption of the
substance of the soul or in the extinction of the faculties, as Flacius Illyricus used to argue,
proposing instead that original sin and inability are the wicked dispositions of sin, whether
original or acquired. This forms the basis for his claim that he does not betray an overly
optimistic (i.e. Pelagian or Arminian) view of humanity. Any remaining human ability only
refers to the continuing existence of the faculties, which cannot move towards the good
without the Spirit of God.35
Just like the seventh and eight articles, the ninth article responds to a particular
accusation, this time that he denied the immediate work of the Spirit in conversion. Pajon
claims, however, that “he has never denied every immediate act of the Spirit of God; he
denies only an immediate operation which excludes the use and ministry of the Word, or
which makes of the Word an external sign, and without action from the immediate virtue of
God.”36 It is not difficult to see how especially this article would have angered his opponents.

34

Cf. Pajon, “Sommaire,” §§1-6 (Mailhet, La théologie protestante, 69-71), which affirm
that God is the author of all good; God’s particular efficacy in the elect; that this efficacy is an allpowerful operation of the Holy Spirit; that some accept the Word is not from their free choice but
from the Spirit; and that this efficacy is an effect of God’s decree.
35

36

Pajon, “Sommaire,” §§7-8 (Mailhet, La théologie protestante, 71-72).

Pajon, “Sommaire,” §9 (Mailhet, La théologie protestante, 72): “Il n’est pas mesme vray,
que dans l’explication de la manière en laquelle le Saint Esprit agit en nous [...] il ait jamais nié toute
opération immédiate de l’Esprit de Dieu; il nie seulement une opération immédiate, qui exclue
l’usage, et le ministère de la Parole, ou qui face de la Parole un signe externe, et sans action de la
vertu immédiate de Dieu.”
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Admittedly, Pajon does express his view that the Spirit works mediately on both the intellect
and the will. In this respect, the words “which excludes the use and ministry of the Word”
are unambiguous. However, there are at least two elements which will not have been well
received. In the first place, Pajon’s use of the word “immediate” was no doubt deliberately
ambiguous. In admitting an immediate act of the Spirit, he seemed to make a concession to
his adversaries. However, this only masked that what followed specified that this immediacy
was only in respect to the faculties (i.e. directly on the intellect, as opposed to the work on
the will and affections through the intellect) – and not in respect to the Spirit, which was the
point in question.37 Secondly, Pajon’s detractors would hardly have been pleased with his
insinuation in article nine that all other views reduce the Word to nothing but an external
sign. In light of this, the eloquent declaration that Pajon was willing to subscribe all the
articles of Dort, of the Confession, of the Catechism, and all the forms for public prayers
with his blood, and that he stood to be corrected,38 will have been for nought.

Failure
In the end, the “Sommaire” was indeed a failure, and, contrary to Pajon’s (naive?)
expectation, it aroused numerous negative reactions. Not surprisingly, a harsh attack was

Note that Testard had similarly used this distinction in Eijrhnikovn, thes. 228: “Immediatè,
inquam, non quidem respectu Spiritus, qui adminiculis istis supra expositis utitur erga intellectum,
sed respectu facultatum, quae ductui intellectus subiiciuntur.” In light of the ambiguities in the
“Sommaire,” I also do not consider this document the best standard by which to measure the
moderate nature of Pajon’s theology in comparison to that of his disciples as was done by
Chauffepié, Nouveau dictionnaire historique, vol. 2, p. 164 n. C sub “C.”
37

38

Pajon, “Sommaire,” §10 and conclusion (Mailhet, La théologie protestante, 72-73).
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launched against it by Guyraut who challenged Pajon’s very integrity.39 First, he questioned
his opponent’s claim before the Saumur council on 8 November 1666 that the “De natura”
was a work of his youth which he no longer fully stood behind today. For, Pajon himself told
him that he had reflected on the issue for a period of some twelve or thirteen years before
committing it to writing, and in his “Annotationes” to de la Fons he did not back down on
anything except for his exegesis on Jn. 6:44.40 Moreover, in Guyraut’s eyes the “Sommaire”
39

I.e. [Guyraut], “Remarques sur la confession de foi de Monsieur Pajon, sur la question de
la grâce,” Arch. Turrettini, 2nd ms under the shelfmark 1/Gb.1.32.XIII, [pp. 1-27]. The attribution to
Guyraut is proven by the author’s identification of himself as the addressee of the “Traité” (see ibid.,
pp. 7, 9). The fact that Guyraut does mention the 8 November 1666 meeting of Saumur’s council,
but is silent on the Provincial Synod of Anjou held in July 1667 (and on Pajon’s departure in
October of 1667) allow us to place the date of composition somewhere between these dates with a
certain amount of confidence. Cf. Gootjes, “Un épisode méconnu,” 223 n. 64.
40

[Guyraut], “Remarques,” Arch. Turrettini, 2nd ms under the shelfmark 1/Gb.1.32.XIII, [pp.
1-2]: “Sur cela on peut faire diverses réflexions. 1. Monsieur Pajon n’a fait un seul écrit sur la
matière de la grâce, il en a fait trois. Et l’on requéroit qu’il les rapportât tous. 2. Il n’est pas vrai qu’il
ait fait le premier en sa jeunesse devant que d’avoir bien digéré les matières de théologie, car il n’y
a pas plus de cinq ou six ans qu’il les mit entre les mains de Monsieur de la Fons après avoir roulé
plus de douze ou treize ans entiers cette doctrine en son esprit, comme il me l’a confessé et après
l’avoir communiqué à plusieurs de ses amis pour sonder leurs sentimens. 3. Il ne s’expliqua pas assez
nettement quand il dit qu’il y peut avoir diverses choses en ce premier écrit qu’il improuveroit
maintenant, car il peut être plus vrai qu’il n’y a rien dans cet écrit-là qu’il improuve aujourd’hui. En
effet Monsieur de la Fons lui ayant envoyé une réponse à cette première dissertation, par laquelle
il combat la grâce immédiate de toutes ses forces, nous n’avons pas vu que dans les annotations qu’il
a faites sur cette réponse il ait rien retraité, au contraire il a défendu toutes ses propositions et tous
ses argumens avec tant d’emportement contre son aversaire, qu’il s’est senti obligé d’implorer le
support de ses frères à cette occasion. La seule choses qu’il a improuvée si j’ai bonne mémoire c’est
l’exposition qu’il avoit donnée à ces paroles du 6me. de Saint Jean, Nul ne peut venir à moi si le Père
qui m’a envoyé ne le tire. Mais celle qu’il a donnée à ces paroles dans son dernier écrit n’est pas
moins embarrassée ni éloignée du sentiment commun de nos interprètes que la précédente. 4. Posé
que ce qu’il dit soit véritable, il semble que c’étoit de sa charité de retracter généreusement les
choses mal dites qu’il avoit sémées dans son écrit à l’imitation de Saint Augustin. Et que cette
procédure auroit été sans comparaison plus raisonnable que celle qu’il a voulu suivre.”
That Pajon changed his exegesis of the passage in the Gospel of John is evident from the
Rawlinson Papers copy of the “De natura,” where pages 83-88 (which contained the original
exegesis) are missing from MS. Rawlinson D. 840, no. 8, and where a new exegesis has been
introduced into the margin of pages 82 and 89. A note from a seventeenth-century French hand
makes it clear that this (unidentified) reader already found the manuscript in that state at the time
of reading: “en cet endroit il y a 3 feuilles coupés dans l’original depuis la page 82 jousques à 89”
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was nothing but a deceptive document: “Long ago Jacob took his brother’s garments in order
to wrest Isaac’s blessing from him. Pajon used a similar ruse, he has hidden himself under
the garments of his brothers. He has imitated their voice, he has spoken their language in
order to take by surprise those who have no knowledge of his doctrine and, so to speak, to
wrest their approval from them. I admit that if I had not read and examined his writings, I
would easily have been deceived by this ruse. [...] I thought it my duty to straighten out those
who by reading his confession will have imagined that he follows the view which is
commonly received and approved in our churches.”41 The rest of the “Remarques” is devoted
to exposing the deceptive nature of the “Sommaire,” with Guyraut proceeding to illustrate
this in the case of each and every article.42

(p. 82 = fol. 73r°).
41

[Guyraut], “Remarques,” Arch. Turrettini, 2nd ms under the shelfmark 1/Gb.1.32.XIII, [pp.
2-3]: “Jacob emprunta jadis les habits de son frère afin de lui ravir la bénédiction d’Isaac. Monsieur
P[ajon] s’est servi d’un artifice semblable, il s’est caché sous les habits de ses frères. Il a contrefait
leur voix, il a parlé leur langage afin de surprendre ceux qui n’ont aucune connoissance de sa
doctrine et leur ravir s’il faut que je parle ainsi leur approbation. J’avoue que si je n’avois pas lu et
examiné ses écrits, j’aurois été facilement deceu par cet artifice. Mais sachent très bien quels sont
ses sentimens, il ne m’a pas été difficile d’appercevoir la ruze de ce personnage ayant ses deux
derniers écrits entre mes mains. Et un extrait des arguments qu’il a employé dans sa première. || J’ai
cru qu’il étoit de mon devoir de désabuser ceux qui en lisant sa confession auront pu s’imaginer qu’il
est dans les sentimens communément receus et approuvez dans nos églises.”
42

It is not sure whether Pajon ever responded directly to the “Remarques.” However,
Guyraut’s accusations seem to be addressed partly in two separate works. The first is a 1667 treatise
on original sin, where Pajon counters the charges that human corruption cannot consist in thoughts
because children have no thoughts in their mother’s womb, and that he denies moral inability.
Guyraut had made both of these accusations; cf. Pajon, “De la nature du péché originel,” LC 6, pp.
170,181-82, with [Guyraut], “Remarques,” Arch. Turrettini, 2nd ms under the shelfmark
1/Gb.1.32.XIII, [pp. 17, 20]. Secondly, given that Guyraut in the “Remarques” continually draws
parallels between Pajon’s thought and that of Pelagius (against Augustine) and Pighius (against
Calvin), and to a lesser extant the thought of Tilenus (against Cameron), one wonders whether the
“Contra gratiam immediatam” (LC 7, pp. 484-87) which consists precisely of a long list of
quotations from Calvin (against Pighius) and Augustine (against Pelagius) does not represent Pajon’s
response. The contents would also seem to make it justified to identify this as the work listed by
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It was not this long-time opponent of Pajon alone who was angered by the
“Sommaire.” Rather than calming the opposition in the months leading up to the synod
which was to decide on his doctrine in July of 1666, Pajon managed by it only to raise the
opposition against him. This is evident from the “Estat des questions qui doivent estre
disputées entre le Sieur Pajon et ses accusateurs,”43 which Pajon composed in April of 1667,
most likely as a preparatory exercise for his defense before the synod.44 In the opening
paragraph he expresses his surprise that, in spite of the fact that the “Sommaire” received
approval from several learned men, others continued to raise complaints about his doctrine
and tried to raise as many enemies as possible against him – the purpose of which, he adds,

Goujet as “Calvin contre Pighius & S. Augustin” (Supplément, 2:4 [#19]).
This manuscript in the Le Cène Collection should at any rate not be confused with a Pajon
manuscript (copy) with the similar title “Contra gratiam immediatam disputatio indirecta” (Arch.
Tronchin 53, fols. 64r°-65r°). The latter is virtually identical to a Pajon autograph entitled
“Arguments et réponses sur l’impuissance de l’homme à se convertir” (Arch. Tronchin 53, fols. 25r°28v°), which Pajon included with his letter to J.-R. Chouet, Paris, 23 February 1678, Arch. Tronchin
53, fols. 18r°-19v°.
43

There are four extant copies of the “Estat,” of which the first is an autograph: 1) “Estat
des questions qui doivent estre disputées entre le Sieur Pajon et ses accusateurs,” pp. 1-40, Geneva,
BGE, Fonds de Budé 2010, loose document in the bundle “Manuscrits concernant Pajon” (hand of
Pajon); 2) “État des questions qui doivent être disputées entre le Sieur Pajon et ses accusateurs,”
Geneva, BGE, Fonds de Budé 2010, 1st document in the parchment-bound volume entitled “Papiers
qui regardent Mr. Pajon” (unknown hand); 3) “Estat des questions à disputer entre Monsieur Pajon
et ses accusateurs,” Geneva, BGE, MHR, Arch. Tronchin 53, fols. 66r°-75v° (unknown hand); 4)
“Estat des questions à disputer entre Monsieur Pajon et ses accusateurs,” LC 6, pp. 1-26 (hand of
Charles le Cène). A partial transcription, interspersed with paraphrases, can be found in Mailhet, La
théologie protestante, 73-97. There are no variants of any import between any of these texts; the
absence of two longer sections in Arch. Tronchin 53, fol. 73r°-74v° (questions 21, 22) appears to be
a copyist’s error.
44

My earlier hypothesis that the phrase “À Saumur en avril 1667,” which appears (with
slight variation) at the top of every manuscript copy, is an indication of place and date of
composition rather than an actual meeting which took place (“Un épisode méconnu,” 222 n. 63), has
since been confirmed by the discovery of the de Budé copy. For, it closes with “Amen. Fait à Saumur
avril 1667” (p. 40).
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is “to obtain by the number of opponents to my vocation that which they do not think they
can obtain by the justice of their cause.”45 The structure of the “Estat” shows that Pajon
considered his best defense to be to launch an offensive of his own. Pajon cites excerpts from
letters he received, and poses questions designed to illustrate that immediate grace is
untenable and that his opponents at times contradict each other in their case for it. The
identity of these six correspondents is not surprising. In fact, Pajon set his sights on members
of each and every delegation which had officially objected to his vocation to Saumur. In
addition to Guyraut and de Brissac sieur des Loges from the church at Loudun,46 Pajon

45

Pajon, “Estat des questions,” de Budé 2010, p. 1 (Mailhet, La théologie protestante, 7374): “Il y a sujet de s’estonner, qu’ayant présenté un sommaire de ma doctrine, conceu dans les
termes les plus forts que l’on se puisse imaginer, pour combattre les erreurs des Pélagiens, et celles
des Arminiens, duquel plusieurs personnes d’un savoir exquis et d’un mérite très rare, ont témoigné
estre extrêmement satisfaits, il s’en trouve néanmoins quelques autres, qui ne laissent pas de
continuer leurs plaintes, et qui s’efforcent de tout leur pouvoir, de me susciter partout des ennemis,
afin d’obtenir par le nombre des opposants à ma vocation, ce qu’ils ne croyent pas pouvoir obtenir
par la justice de leur cause.”
46

Pajon mentions two letters from Guyraut (the first is the “Objections”; the second is the
lost response to Pajon’s “Traité” – see Gootjes, “Un épisode méconnu,” 223 n. 64) and two letters
from de Brissac (both lost); see Pajon, “Estat des questions,” de Budé 2010, pp. 6-7, and pp. 4-5, 1-2,
respectively (cf. Mailhet, La théologie protestante, 80, 74-77).
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likewise responds to de la Treille, pastor at Preuilly,47 and to Guitton48 and de Brais,49 two
pastors from the province of Bretagne. A last opponent he identifies only as “another
antagonist,” adding that there are reasons why he cannot name him.50
The composition and distribution of the “Sommaire” turned out to have been a bad
strategical move, and that on several levels. With the exception of the Loudun pastors (and
de la Fons), Pajon’s opponents had only had indirect access to his views so that the Bretagne
delegation, for example, tried to force him to produce the “De natura.”51 The “Sommaire”

47

Pajon cites one letter (now lost) from René Colas sieur de la Treille (cf. Haag, La France
protestante1 , 4:502; A. Dupin, “Une église réformée disparue: Preuilly en Touraine (1544-1684),”
Bulletin historique et littéraire 40 (1891), 23-36, there 31) in “Estat des questions,” de Budé 2010,
pp. 10-16 (Mailhet, La théologie protestante, 81).
48

Pajon cites one letter (now lost) from Guitton in “Estat des questions,” de Budé 2010, pp.
8-9 (absent in Mailhet, La théologie protestante; note that Mailhet’s reference to “M. Guirault” on
p. 79 ought to read “M. Guitton”). Although the opening paragraph of the “Estat” draws a direct
connection between the necessity of its composition and the “Sommaire,” only in the case of
Guitton’s letter is it explicitly clear that he was reacting to the latter; cf. ibid., p. 8: “Voicy ses [i.e.
Guitton – AG] termes sur le 1r article de mon sommaire.”
49

Pajon cites one letter (now lost) from de Brais in “Estat des questions,” de Budé 2010, pp.
18 (Mailhet, La théologie protestante, 84).
50

Cf. Pajon, “Estat des questions,” de Budé 2010, pp. 25 (cf. Mailhet, La théologie
protestante, 88): “Outre tous ces Messieurs-là j’ay encore un autre antagoniste, que quelques raisons
particulières m’empêchent de nommer [...]”; Pajon speaks of his “écrits” (plural). As I have noted
elsewhere, the names of de la Fons (cf. Mailhet’s proposal in ibid., 88 n. 1), or Gousset and Jean
Claude (cf. the marginal note in the “Estat” copy of the Le Cène collection, LC 6, pp. i, 17), have
all been proposed, but no definitive identification can as yet be made (cf. Gootjes, “Un épisode
méconnu,” 223 n. 69). Perhaps the best case can be made for de la Fons, if only because his name
is the most remarkable omission from among Pajon’s major opponents from the 1660s listed in the
“Estat.” If this identification is correct, Pajon’s refusal could reflect the apparent complete
disappearance of de la Fons from the controversies after the Synod of Anjou in 1665 as noted in ch.
5 above.
51

The importance for verifiably authentic source material is likewise illustrated by the later
arrival of a delegation from Poitou, which was likewise sent to examine Pajon’s writings (which it
did not itself have). Cf. “Registres de l’académie protestante de Saumur,” A.M.S., I A 1, fol. 212r°,
in Sina (ed.), Corrispondenza, 344 (session of 9 July 1667).
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meant that a document signed by Pajon himself52 was available which, in spite of its
generally conciliatory tone, did explicitly deny the immediate operation of the Holy Spirit
in conversion. The wide distribution which he intended for it and appears indeed to have
effected only compounded the negative impact, spreading the knowledge of his views even
further. By the time the Provincial Synod of Anjou met in July of 1667, the Academy of
Saumur was facing a situation that was even more critical than when it had remitted this
question to the synod. The fact that the opposition came from both within its synod and from
the adjacent provincial synods hardly boded favorably for Pajon.

Acquitted by Synod
A Delegation from Poitou
When at its meeting of 8 November 1666 the Academy of Saumur decided to remit
the examination of Pajon’s doctrine to the Provincial Synod of Anjou, it added the request
that it be held as soon as possible. In spite of the hope that the issue would be settled quickly,
the synod did not convene until eight months later, that is, in July of 1667.53 As we saw,
during this time the opposition against Pajon seems only to have become more widespread,
so that he saw himself forced to prepare for his defense by way of the “Estat.” The writing
52

The extant autograph copies both include Pajon’s signature, preceded by “J’aprouve tous
ces articles” or “J’approuve tout ce que dessus”; see “Sommaire,” Arch. Tronchin 53, fols. 24r°,
45v°.
53

Writing in December of 1666, Chouet expected that the synod would be held in May of
1667; see his letter to L. Tronchin, Saumur, 15 December 1666, in Sina (ed.), Corrispondenza, 54.
Unfortunately, there is no account from Chouet of the events of this synod; no letters are extant
between 15 December 1666 and 12 November 1667.
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of this work would appear to have been in parallel with a polemical correspondence.54 The
silence of the academy’s registers on the affair during these eight months nevertheless imply
that he was for the rest able simply to concentrate on his charge as professor, albeit under the
strict supervision set in place by the council. The academy was satisfied with the way Pajon
did his work, and continued to stand behind the newest member of its faculty. For that
reason, it decided to supply him for the upcoming synod with a “very advantageous”
attestation concerning his life and morals, the diligence with which he fulfilled his
professorial duties, and – most significantly! – his doctrine.55
Only days before the synod was to convene, yet another delegation appeared before
the academy’s council to complain about Pajon. The registers note that the pastors
Chauffepié56 and Charles57 “presented themselves to this company as deputies on behalf of
the commissioners named by the last synod of Poitou for examining several writings of
Pajon, and presented an act from these same commissioners for forming opposition to his

54

The list of writings held by Pajon’s family in the eighteenth century strongly suggests that
he responded to the accusers named in the “Estat” not only in this work, but also through personal
correspondence. After all, this list includes not only the “Estat” (#9), but also “Considérations sur
une lettre de M. À M. Autres Réponses à Mrs. Merlat, du Paisy, de la Font, Guitton & de Brais,
Tardif, de la Treille” ([Goujet], Supplément, 2:5 [#28]).
55

“Registres de l’académie protestante de Saumur,” A.M.S., I A 1, fol. 211r°, in Sina (ed.),
Corrispondenza, 342: “Mons.r Pajon designé professeur en Theologie ayant demandé tesmoingnage
a ceste Compagnie pour le presenter au prochain Synode lors qu’il sera question de son affaire, a esté
arresté qu’il luy en sera donné un tres aduantageux et selon qu’il le merite tant pour sa vie et moeurs,
que pour son assiduité dans les deuoirs de sa charge, et sa doctrine.”
56

Second Chauffepié (1610-1684), at the time pastor of de la Motte-Champdeniers. See
Haag/Bordier, La France protestante2, 4:244-45; and, especially, Auguste François Lièvre, Histoire
des protestants et des églises réformées du Poitou, 3 vols. (Paris: Grassart, 1856-1860), 3:55.
57

Michel Charles (d. 1682 or 1683), pastor of Châtellerault. See Haag/Bordier, La France
protestante2 , 4:53; Lièvre, Histoire des Protestants, 3:280.
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establishment in the charge of professor of theology in this academy.”58 After hearing out
Pajon’s response, the council decided that the matter was identical to that brought up by the
synod of Bretagne and the churches of Loudun and Preuilly, and to remit it to the synod
which was going to be held soon anyways.
A particular incident recorded in the Saumur registers gives clear insight into the
nature of the Poitou delegation’s mission. According to the registers, Pajon requested that
it be noted in them that he had asked Chauffepié and Charles to present in writing the
extracts of what they condemned in his doctrine, so that he could provide a written response
by the next morning. The two pastors responded that the instructions from their synod did
not include seeking a response from Pajon, and that the act they had presented on behalf of
the commissioners was clear enough.59 Pajon also requested it to be noted that he had asked
“these men to declare whether, in case he cleared himself [before the synod – AG], they had
the intention of pursuing the demand for his exclusion from the professorship in theology.”

58

“Registres de l’académie protestante de Saumur,” A.M.S., I A 1, fol. 212r°, in Sina (ed.),
Corrispondenza, 344 (session of 9 July 1667): “Mess.rs Chaufepied pasteur de l’Eglise de la Motte
Chandenier et Charles pasteur de Chastelleraud se sont presentez à ceste Compagnie comme deputez
de la part des Commissaires nommez par le dernier Synode de Poictou pour examiner quelques
escripts de M.r Pajon et ont representé un acte des dits Commissaires pour former opposition à son
establissement en la charge de professeur en Theologie en ceste Academie [...].”
59

“Registres de l’académie protestante de Saumur,” A.M.S., I A 1, fol. 212r°, in Sina (ed.),
Corrispondenza, 344: “Et quand aux actes que M.r Pajon à demandez qui portent tesmoingnage a
ce qu’il a desiré de ces Mess.rs, la Compagnie recognoist qu’il leur a demandé par escript les extraits
de ce qu’ils condamnent en sa doctrine, auec promesse qu’il y respondra dans demain matin, aussy
par escript. A quoy ces Mess.rs ont respondu qu’ils n’auoient pas cest ordre, et que d’ailleurs leur
acte c’expliquoit assez la dessus.” Note that several days later both the delegates of Poitou and
Bretagne would make basically the same claim at the meeting of the provincial synod. For, when
Pajon responded to their accusations, they remarked “qu’ils n’estoyent pas venus pour disputer
contre ledit Sieur Pajon, mais pour l’accuser d’avoir enseigné une très mauvaise doctrine” (“Extraits
des actes du synode des provinces d’Anjou,” Arsenal Ms 5423, vol. XIV, p. 1361).
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To this the Poitou delegates replied that they had no comment.60 These exchanges thus
illustrate that Pajon’s opponents were not interested in understanding his doctrine or in
correcting him, but were after his removal from the academy no matter what. While the
recording of these details could perhaps serve to bolster Pajon’s defense, they at the same
time demonstrate the critical nature of the opposition he was facing.

The Provincial Synod of Anjou (Preuilly, 1667)
Composition and Procedure
On Thursday, 14 July, the highly-anticipated Provincial Synod of Anjou met in the
town of Preuilly.61 This location is representative of the hostile environment into which Pajon
walked that day. The church of Preuilly was, of course, one of two churches which had
declared their official opposition to Pajon’s installation at the Academy of Saumur within
weeks of his arrival there. It was represented by René Colas sieur de la Treille, a decided

60

“Registres de l’académie protestante de Saumur,” A.M.S., I A 1, fol. 212r°, in Sina (ed.),
Corrispondenza, 344: “Et de plus recognoist encores la dite Compagnie que le dit S.r Pajon a
demandé à ces Mess.rs qu’ils eüssent a declarer si en cas qu’il se justifiast, ils pretendoient
poursuiure la demande de son exclusion de la dite profession en Theologie. Et ont respondu qu’ils
n’auoient rien à dire a cela.”
61

A copy of the extracts of the acts pertaining to Pajon can be found in “Extraits des actes,”
Arsenal Ms 5423, vol. XIV, pp. 1361-63; a paraphrase and partial transcription can be found in
Frank Puaux, Les precurseurs francais de la tolerance au XVIIe siècle (Paris: G. Fischbacher, 1881),
185-86. Although the Saumur “Registres” contain extracts of the acts pertaining to the academy from
1664, 1665 and 1666, for some reason the acts from the year 1667 are absent.
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opponent of Pajon’s doctrine,62 who was elected secretary to the assembly.63 The other
church from the province of Anjou to register an objection to the academy, that of Loudun,
was represented by no one other than Jacques Guyraut.64 To this opposition to Pajon from
within the province must be added at least one other delegate, de Lerpinière.65
The anti-Pajon contingent which already existed within Anjou was given an
unexpected boost from outside at the outset of the deliberations. When the pastors
Chauffepié and Charles from Poitou, as well as de Brais from Bretagne,66 presented
themselves to the synod, they were not only given the right to sit in on the synod, but also the
right to vote.67 This represented a departure from the order which was customarily applied

62

See Pajon, “Estat des questions,” de Budé 2010, pp. 10-16 (Mailhet, La théologie
protestante, 81).
63

See the note in the left-hand margin of Pajon, “De natura” LC 6, p. 75, which identifies
him as the “pasteur secrétaire.”
64

See “Extraits des actes,” Arsenal Ms 5423, vol. XIV, p. 1362.

65

See “Extraits des actes,” Arsenal Ms 5423, vol. XIV, p. 1362, where de Lerpinière is
delegated along with Guyraut to copy out the propositions from Pajon’s works which they consider
dangerous. This is probably Daniel de Lerpinière, pastor of the church at Mondoubleau and La
Fredonnière; see Daireaux, “Aspects du Protestantisme,” 38; and Sébastien de la Bouillerie, “Les
Protestants dans le Maine: Le temple et le cimetière de l’église de Mans et l’église d’Ardeny,” Revue
historique et archéologique du Maine 24 (1888): 49-60, there 57.
66

It would seem that de Brais, Chauffepié, Charles and Guyraut met and traveled together
to prepare for this synod. Note the postscript to de Brais’s Dissertatio de sabbatho deuteroprwvtw,
Luc. VI:1. Et de baptismo pro mortuis, 1 Cor. XV:29, which is dedicated and addressed to Jacques
Guyraut: “Atque haec ea sunt, Vir Clarissime, quae anno superiore iter faciens in tu & D. D. Secundi
De Chauffepie, & Michaelis Caroli Praestantium Theologorum eximiorumque Dei Servorum
comitatu, cum disseruissem [...]. Idib. Septemb. MDCLXVIII.” The text can be found in de Brais,
Opuscula, 348.
67

“Extraits des actes,” Arsenal Ms 5423, vol. XIV, p. 1361: “Messieurs de Chauvepié
pasteur de l’église de Chandenier, et Charles pasteur de l’église de Chastilleraut, députez par les
compagnies nommez au dernier Synode de Poitou, pour examiner un certain manuscrit composé par
Monsieur Pajon, désigné professeur en théologie pour l’Académie de Saumur, Monsieur de Brais
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in the French Reformed churches. That the provinces adjacent to Anjou should be
represented by members with voting rights was not unusual. However, Chauffepié, Charles
and de Brais were not the regular delegates, but the deputies from the special commissions
named by their respective provinces to examine Pajon’s doctrine.68 How and why this
decision was taken is not explained in the acts. It seems appropriate to remember, however,
that at its meeting of 8 November 1666, the Academy of Saumur had imposed both
restrictions on what Pajon could teach or discuss in public and private, as well as actual
surveillance on his teaching activities, with the explicit goal of transparency.69 The decision
made by the synod to give the extraordinary (anti-Pajon) commissioners the right to vote
appears to constitute a similar precautionary measure. Now the synods of Bretagne and
Poitou, the former of which had made significant financial threats against the academy,
would never be able to charge that their concerns were rendered impotent by the synodical
proceedings. Transparency was the order of the day, even if it was to the detriment of Pajon’s
position.

pasteur de l’église de Viellevigne, député des compagnies de la province de Brétagne, nommez aussi
pour l’examen du mesme manuscrit, s’estant présentez à la compagnie en cette qualité, et ledit
pouvoir ayant esté consacré, quoy qu’on ayt remarqué quelque défaut en la formalité, néanmoins ils
y ont esté admis et reconnus pour députez des desdites compagnies, estant priez d’y prendre séance
pour y avoir voix délibérative et décisive.”
68

This is above all clear in that the acts later mention a “Monsieur de la Sauvagerie [...]
député de la province de Poitou” in addition to the pastors Chauffepié and Charles. See “Extraits des
actes,” Arsenal Ms 5423, vol. XIV, p. 1363.
69

“Registres de l’académie protestante de Saumur,” A.M.S., I A 1, fol. 201v°, in Sina (ed.),
Corrispondenza, 341: “[...] en attendant le prochain Synode pour luy pouuoir rendre, et a tous autres,
un bon Compte de notre conduite en ceste occasion, et nous mettre a couuert de tous blasmes.”
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The question of voting rights was not the only issue that caused tension, however.
According to the acts, d’Huisseau, as pastor of Saumur and rector to the academy, began by
presenting the case in light of the decision the academy had taken on 8 November 1666, in
the process presumably presenting Pajon in as good a light as possible.70 After this,
Chauffepié, Charles and de Brais were given the chance to declare their opposition to his
establishment as professor on behalf of their provinces. As a third step, Pajon was allowed
to respond – although he was interrupted by the three deputies who declared that they had
not come to dispute with Pajon, but to accuse him of having taught a bad doctrine in certain
manuscripts, demanding that he present them.71 Seeing that much time would be lost if this
back-and-forth squabbling were not cut off, the synod acceded to the request of these

70

In addition to the extremely positive témoignage with which the academy’s council had
furnished Pajon (see above, n. 55), one should note that according to Isaac d’Huisseau (fils), his
father’s action prevented Pajon’s condemnation, which later led Pajon to write letters in support of
d’Huisseau (père) in regards to La réunion du christianisme. See the letter from I. d’Huisseau (fils)
to É. Benoit, London, 17/27 August 1695, in Stauffer, L’affaire d’Huisseau, 80-87, there 81-82.
D’Huisseau was named vice-chairman of the synod; see the note in the left-hand margin of Pajon,
“De natura” LC 6, p. 75.
71

“Extraits des actes,” Arsenal Ms 5423, vol. XIV, p. 1361: “Messieurs de Chauvepié,
Charles, et de Brais [...] ont déclaré, au nom de leurs provinces, qu’ils s’opposoyent à l’établissement
dudit Sieur Pajon dans l’Académie de Saumur, à cause de ses sentimens sur quelques points de
grande importance, qu’ils estimoyent dangereux, et contraires à la doctrine des églises réformées;
sur quoy il a esté arresté, qu’ils seroyent ouïs en leurs accusations contre ledit Sieur Pajon. || Suivant
cette résolution, lesdits Sieurs députez ayant amplement représenté tout ce qu’il leur a pleû,
Monsieur Pajon leur ayant répondu de vive voix, sur la remontrance desdits députez, qui ont déclaré
qu’ils n’estoyent pas venus pour disputer contre ledit Sieur Pajon, mais pour l’accuser d’avoir
enseigné une très mauvaise doctrine, en certains manuscrits qu’il a composez, et qui ont envoyé en
divers lieux, dont quelques uns estoyent tombez entre leurs mains, et demander qu’il eust à les
représenter, afin qu’ils fussent examinez.”
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provinces and ordered Pajon to present his “De natura,” the “Annotationes” and the
“Traité.”72
An important question was, of course, how the examination of Pajon’s doctrine
would proceed. The deputies from Bretagne and Poitou requested that the three manuscripts
be read in their entirety before the synod. The synod refused, however, to involve itself
unnecessarily in “a long and trying reading” (une longue et pénible lecture) – which is not
surprising, given that the “De natura” and “Traité” together already total more than 80,000
words! Instead, the special deputies from Bretagne and Poitou, together with de Lerpinière
and Guyraut, were to “make faithful extracts of the main propositions which they considered
dangerous and bad, on the basis of which the company would judge their accusations.”73 The
result was a document containing 46 articles.74 Upon presenting it, the deputies requested that
these be judged “without hearing further from Pajon, given that the sides had already spoken

72

“Extraits des actes,” Arsenal Ms 5423, vol. XIV, p. 1361: “La Compagnie, après ouÿ
patiemment tout ce qu’ils ont voulu dire de part et d’autre, voyant qu’il se perdoit beaucoup de temps
en cette dispute, a ordonné, que ledit Sieur Pajon représenteroit lesdits manuscrits pour estre
examinez. Ce qui ayant esté fait par luy, qui a mis entre les mains de la Compagnie trois différens
écrits, savoir, une dissertation latine; les annotations, aussi latines, sur un écrit de Monsieur de la
Fons pasteur de l’église de Blois, contre ladite dissertation; et un traitté françois addressé à Monsieur
Guiraut.”
73

“Extraits des actes,” Arsenal Ms 5423, vol. XIV, p. 1362: “Et lesdits Sieurs députez ayant
demandé, qu’ils fussent entièrement le[ûs] dans la Compagnie; il a esté arresté, que pour ne
s’engager pas, sans nécessité, dans une longue et pénible lecture, eux-mesmes, et Messieurs de
Lerpinière et Guiraut, feroyent des extraicts fidèles des principales propositions qu’ils estimoyent
dangereuses, et mauvaises, sur lesquels la Compagnie jugeroit de leurs accusations.”
74

This document is no longer extant. I have not been able to find any direct source for the
content of the objections made against Pajon’s doctrine at this synod, except for the brief note at the
end of the “De natura”-manuscript in the de Budé collection where Pajon remarks that his opponents
claimed that he misrepresented their view in stating that they exclude the Word from the illumination
of the intellect and the regeneration of the will (Pajon, “De natura,” Fonds de Budé 2010, fol. n.n.
r°-v°).
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enough and that the contents which were in these extracts had already been sufficiently
explained.”75 The synod decided for a compromise. Pajon was to be “questioned on each
article in order to know whether he acknowledged it or denied it, and if he wanted to explain
himself on a number of them, he would do so in very few words, only recalling to mind what
he had already said on the same subject.”76 This he did, adding also a signed work77
containing his annotations and explanations on each article. The synod then decided that the
deputies’ 46-article document, together with the annotations Pajon made on them, were to
constitute the evidence on which it would render its decision.78
At that point in time, the enormous tensions which lay hidden behind all these
attempts of the pro- and anti-Pajon parties to jostle for a better position broke out into the
open. The acts record that some delegates began to recuse others. Although the synod
declared that none of these recusals were valid and that all were to sit in judgment, the event
as such is noteworthy. The calls for recusal came from “both sides” (de pa[rt] et d’autre),

75

“Extraits des actes,” Arsenal Ms 5423, vol. XIV, p. 1361: “Lesdits extraits ayant esté faits
et représentez à la Compagnie, ju[s]qu’au nombre de 46. articles, et lesdits Sieurs députez ayant
demandé qu’ils fûssent examinez, et qu’on jugeast sur iceux, sans ouïr davantage Monsieur Pajon,
veû que les parties avoyent assez parlé, et que les matières qui estoyent dans lesdits extrai[ts]
avoyent esté suffisamment expliquées.”
76

“Extraits des actes,” Arsenal Ms 5423, vol. XIV, p. 1361: “la Compagnie a résol[u] que
ledit Sieur Pajon seroit interrogé sur chaque article, pour savo[ir] s’il le reconnoissoit, ou le rejettoit,
et que s’il se vouloit expliqu[er] sur quelques-uns, il le feroit en très peu de mots, remettant
seulement en mémoire ce qu’il avoit déjà dit sur un mesme sujet.”
77

This work is lost, but would appear to correspond to the following title in the list of
Pajon’s works given by Goujet: “Objections faites au synode de Preuilly, avec la Réponse, &
beaucoup d’autres Objections de differens Ministres avec les réponses” (Supplément, 2:5 [#27]).
78

See “Extraits des actes,” Arsenal Ms 5423, vol. XIV, p. 1362: “ [...] ce qui ayant esté fait,
et ledit Sieur Pajon ayant donné, dans u[n] écrit signé de sa main, ses annotations, et ses explications
sur chacun des articles; il a esté dit, qu’on jugeroit sur lesdits extra[its] et sur lesdites annotations.”
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indicating that those who sat in synod perceived that things would be close when it came to
a vote – so close, in fact, that the one party’s loss of several votes could swing the majority
in favor of the other. At that time, there will have been few Pajon-supporters present in the
sense that they actually shared his views.79 Yet among those who disagreed with his doctrine,
there were no doubt widely diverging views on what to do with it. Some, such as the
extraordinary deputies from Bretagne and Poitou, were intent on having Pajon removed from
Saumur at all costs. Among the regular delegates of the provincial synod of Anjou, there will
no doubt have been a greater interest in toleration for the sake of peace at the academy, as
well as more broadly within the French Reformed camp. The reasons behind the demands
for recusal are not given in the acts, but accusations of conflict of interest were of course
easily at hand – whether on account of a connection with Saumur (i.e. d’Huisseau, the other
Saumur deputy), or else on account of earlier involvement against Pajon (i.e. Guyraut, de
Brais, Colas sieur de la Treille, and perhaps Charles who had supported Guyraut at the 1665
assembly). In the end, however, there was only one recusal. Pajon’s principal opponent,
Jacques Guyraut, insisted on removing himself from the discussion while maintaining that,
whatever others had charged, his conscience did not present an obstacle to him.80

79

The only possible candidate of which I am aware is François du Vidal (d. 1721), at the
time pastor of Tours in the province of Touraine which was part of the provincial synod of Anjou
(see Haag, La France protestante1 , 4:528-29). That du Vidal was a Pajonist is certain (see Douen,
La révocation de l’édit de Nantes, 1:350); however, I have not been able to determine when he
adopted these views, or which pastor of Tours was delegated to the Provincial Synod of Anjou of
1667.
80

“Extraits des actes,” Arsenal Ms 5423, vol. XIV, p. 1362: “Et avant qu’on procédast à
l’examen de la doctrine, po[ur] en juger; plusieurs de la Compagnie ayant esté récusez de pa[rt] et
d’autre, toutes choses bien considérées; le Synode a déclaré, que les raisons des récusations
n’estoyent pas valables, et que tou[s] seroyent jugés de cette affaire. Et néanmoins, Monsieur
Guiraut a déclaré, qu’encore que sa conscience, à laquelle il avoit esté [renvoyé? – AG] ne luy
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Decision ... and Appeal
For the examination and judgment of Pajon’s thought based on the extracts taken
from his writings, the material was divided into four main points and to be discussed
separately. Given our analysis in chapter four, the list is not surprising with the possible
exception of the second point:
1. on the grace of God, and on the manner by which the Holy Spirit acts in man’s
conversion;
2. on the nature of faith, whether it is an infused disposition [habitude] or acquired81;
3. on man’s ability, or inability, for the things which concern salvation;
4. on original sin.82
Exactly how much time these discussions took cannot be determined. However, according
to at least one source the treatment of the entire Pajon affair took four days.83
At the conclusion of the deliberations, the acts record, it was decided by majority vote
(à la pluralité des voix) that there was nothing in Pajon’s writings which was opposed to the
doctrine of the Reformed churches as contained in their Confession, the liturgical forms, or
reprochast rien qui la deust empescher d’en estre juge, il se déportoit volontairement d’en
connoistre.”
81

Certainly compared with the others, this issue was of rather minor importance, but was
debated in Guyraut, “Objections d’un ami à son ami,” §15 (Mailhet, La théologie protestante, 103);
and Pajon, “Traité de l’opération,” §177-81 (ibid., 129-30).
82

“Extraits des actes,” Arsenal Ms 5423, vol. XIV, p. 1362: “Et pour procéder à l’examen,
et au jugement de la doctrine qui est contenue dans lesdits extraits, la Compagnie l’a disting[uée]
en 4. chefs, pour estre séparément considérez, dont le 1. de la grâce de Dieu qui fléchit la coeur, et
de la manière dont le Saint Esprit agit dans la conversion de l’homme; le 2. de la natur[e] de la foy,
si c’est une habitude infuse, ou bien aquise; le 3. de la puissance, ou de l’impuissance de l’homme,
pour les choses q[ui] concernent le salut; et le 4. du péché originel.”
83

See the letter from [Claude IV?] Pajon to [Philippe Drouyn?], n.p., n.d., Paris, Arsenal Ms
5633, fol. 244r°. Other sources also make it clear that the proceedings last long. See, for example,
the “Extraits des actes”; the letter from [P.] Piozet to [G.] le Sauvage, London, 5 July 1687, LC 6,
p. 277, who speaks of “un long examen”; and Chauffepié, who speaks of “de longues delibérations”
(Nouveau dictionnaire historique, vol. 3, p. 7 sub “P”).
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the decisions of Dort. Nevertheless, the synod added that “Pajon has expressed in his
writings certain curious views on the manner in which the Holy Spirit acts in us in order to
convert us, and on [the manner] in which sin passes from fathers to children, using several
unrefined expressions, different from those which are used by all to explain this doctrine –
which nevertheless, after a thorough examination and the explanations of Pajon, seemed
innocent and tolerable.”84 For that reason, the synod forbade Pajon to use a certain number
of such expressions it had identified in his works which were not ordinary and which
offended some, as he also promised to do.85 Because it acquitted Pajon of the charges of
heresy, synod also decided that the opposition registered by the neighboring synods of Poitou
and Bretagne did not suffice for opposing his establishment in the chair of theology.
Accordingly, Pajon was sent back to continue performing the functions of professor in
theology. The process to have him installed permanently was also continued. For, the synod
decided that at its next assembly he would be examined as required by the discipline
ecclésiastique, and assigned to him the topic for the theses he was to defend: “Grace and free
choice.”86
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“Extraits des actes,” Arsenal Ms 5423, vol. XIV, pp. 1362-63: “quoyque ledit Sieur Pajon
ayt exprim[é] dans ses écrits, des sentimens curieux, sur la manière dont le Saint Esprit agit en nous,
pour nous convertir; et sur celle dont le péch[é] passe des pères aux enfans, se servant de plusieurs
expressions rudes, et différentes de celles qu’on employe communément pour expliquer cette
doctrine; ce qui, néanmoins, après un diligent examen, et les expositions dudit Sieur Pajon, a paru
innocent, et supportable.”
85

“Extraits des actes,” Arsenal Ms 5423, vol. XIV, p. 1363: “Néanmoins, parce que ses
expressions ne sont pas ordinaires, et qu’il y a plusieurs qui s’en offensent, il luy a esté expressément
défendu de se servir de celles qui ont esté remarquées dans les extraits de ses écrits; ce qu’il a
promis.”
86

“Extraits des actes,” Arsenal Ms 5423, vol. XIV, p. 1363: “Si bien que la Compagnie ne
jugeant pas que ce fust une raison suffisante, à Messieurs les Commissaires nommez par les Synodes
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The assignment of grace and free choice as the topic on which Pajon was to defend
theses for his installation at Saumur is somewhat remarkable. On the one hand, not too much
should be read into this given that the topic was simply a common, oft-debated theological
locus of the seventeenth century. On the other hand, just as Cameron’s theses on the same
topic had proved a significant source for Pajon’s thought, the disputation would give him
every opening to treat the debated issues again.87 The resident threat for a renewal – or
continuation – of the controversies was emblematic of the events that followed immediately
after the official decision had been made. For, in spite of the synod’s evident efforts to be as
accommodating as possible to Pajon’s opponents,88 Chauffepié, Charles and de Brais
declared that they were appealing the decision on behalf of the synods of Poitou and
Bretagne, and were seconded in this by the regular Poitou delegate, de la Sauvagerie.89 Also

des provinces de Poitou, et de Brétagne, de supposer à l’établissement dudit Sieur Pajon dans
l’Académie de Saumur; il y a esté renvoyé, pour continuer et faire les fonctions de Professeur en
Théologie. Et afin qu’il soit entièrement revestu de cette charge, il sera procédé à son examen, au
synode prochain; et luy a esté donné pour sujet de ses thèses, le lieu commun de gratia et libero
arbitrio.”
87

In this regard, it is interesting to note what Jean Daillé, the great pastor of Charenton,
wrote shortly after the synod in his letter to C. Pajon, n.p., 4 August 1667, LC 6, pp. 275-76:
“Réservez à vos thèses et à la dispute qui se fera devant vos juges, tout ce que vous avez de pensées
et d’éclaircissemens pour les questions que l’on a relevées contre vous.”
88

In addition to the accommodating steps noted above, the synod had copies of Pajon’s “De
natura” made available for distribution. See the note at the end of the copy preserved in the Le Cène
Collection: “Cette dissertation fut présentée au Synode d’Anjou à Prueilli, au mois de juillet 1667
et signée Pajon, et paraphée dans l’original par les modérateurs et sécretaires du Synode, Vacher
modérateur, d’Huisseau adjoint, Colas pasteur sécretaire, et Piozet ancien sécretaire; et la minute de
cette copie a esté délivrée selon l’ordre du Synode d’en délivrer à ceux qui en demanderoient, par
les pasteurs et anciens de l’église réformée de Prueilly, sur la copie collationnée le huitième
novembre 1667 signée Fleuri pasteur, Colas pasteur, Piozet ancien, Raboteau ancien.” (LC 6, p. 75)
Whether copies were also made of the “Annotationes” and “Traité” is not known.
89

I.e. Jean de la Place, seigneur de la Sauvagerie, pastor of Chantonnay and Le Puybelliard
ca. 1663-1679. See Lièvre, Histoire des Protestants, 3:279.
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the church of Loudun declared that it would join the appeal.90 The appellants said they would
bring the case before the next synod of the province of Saintonge, threatening to take the
matter to the level of a national synod if that synod refused to recognize their appeal.91

Peace for the Academy: Pajon’s Departure from Saumur
A Delegation from Orléans
That the aggression of the opponents to Pajon’s establishment at the Academy of
Saumur only increased in spite of his acquittal by the Provincial Synod of Anjou makes the
events that followed somewhat less surprising than they might otherwise have been. For, a
little more than a month later, on 28 August 1667, two deputies from the Reformed church
at Orléans requested the academy’s consent to release Pajon for taking up the pastorate in

90

“Extraits des actes,” Arsenal Ms 5423, vol. XIV, p. 1363: “Le jugement rendu dans
l’affaire de Monsieur Pajon, ayant esté prononcé en présence de Messieurs Chauvepié et Charles,
députez des commissaires de la province de Poitou, et de Monsieur de Brais, député de celle de
Brétagne; ils ont tous trois déclaré, qu’ils en appellent, et Monsieur de la Sauvagerie, que comme
député de la province de Poitou, il se joignoit à leur appel, et l’autorisoit. Sur quoy, la Compagnie
a jugé qu’ils y seroyent receus, aussi bien que les députez de l’église de Loudun, qui fondez sur leur
mémoire, se sont joints audit appel comme intervenans.”
91

“Extraits des actes,” Arsenal Ms 5423, vol. XIV, p. 1363: “Messieurs les députez de
Poitou, et de Brétagne, et ceux de l’église de Loudun, ayant demandé, qu’il leur fust nommé deux
provinces, afin qu’ils en choisissent une, pour relever leur appel au premier synode qu’elle tiendra;
la Compagnie n’estimant pas que cette demande fust conforme au règlement des synodes nationnaux,
a refusé d’en nommer; et sur ce refus, lesdits Sieurs députez en ont eux-mêmes nomme deux, savoir
la Xaintonge, et la Guyenne, afin que la Compagnie en choisist une; ce que n’ayant pas voulu faire,
pour la mesme raison, ils ont déclaré, qu’ils choisissoyent la Xaintonge, et qu’au premier synode qui
s’y tiendroit, ils y relèveroyent leur appel; et citent cette Compagnie à y comparoir; déclarant, en
outre, que si la province de Xaintonge refuse de connoistre de leur appel, ils le relèveront au
prochain synode national.”
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their church.92 From the description in the registers, it is all too clear that the academy was
not happy to see him go – although it did give its conditional assent. Entirely in line with
Chouet and Gaussen’s remarks in their letters concerning Pajon’s qualities as a teacher, the
council expressed its “extreme pain” at this state of affairs, mentioning also the great benefits
the academy had derived from the talents with which God had endowed him.93 The condition
on which the academy insisted was that Pajon would only be lent on a temporary basis. In
the letter with which Pajon had provided the Orléans deputies, he invoked the lack of the
funds necessary for his salary as the reason for his decision to leave. The council consented
to a temporary release until the time when the Provincial Synod of Anjou would meet again,
at which assembly it hoped to resolve the financial problems. In that hope, it reserved for
itself the right to recall Pajon as professor of theology.94
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“Registres de l’académie protestante de Saumur,” A.M.S., I A 1, fols. 212v°-213r°, in Sina
(ed.), Corrispondenza, 344-45; see also the letter from [Claude IV?] Pajon to [Philippe Drouyn?],
n.p., n.d., Paris, Arsenal Ms 5633, fol. 244v°. Pajon was called in order to fill the place left vacant
by the death of Jean Perreaux, whose daughter Esther he would marry in 1670. In my “Un épisode
méconnu,” 226, I erroneously recorded the date of this request as 25 August 1667.
93

“Registres de l’académie protestante de Saumur,” A.M.S., I A 1, fol. 213r°, in Sina (ed.),
Corrispondenza, 345: “[...] la Compagnie [...] a tesmoigné premierement que ce ne peut estre
qu’auec une extreme douleur que’elle se voit obligée a consentir a la separation d’un tel personnage
d’auec cette Academie, pour quelque temps que ce puisse estre, veu les grands talens que Dieu luy
a departis, le grand fruit que cette Escole en retire, et la douce et agreable conversation de sa
personne [...].” The success of Pajon’s teaching is also evident in a letter from [P.] Piozet to [G.] le
Sauvage, le Mans, 27 September 1667, LC 6, p. 280: “[ses frères] l’ont attiré dans une Académie où
il étoit admiré, d’où ils le contraignent de se retirer au grand regret de tout le monde. Car ne croyez
pas Monsieur que les Saumurois ayent veû partir de leur ville ce bon personnage sans répandre bien
des larmes.”
94

“Registres de l’académie protestante de Saumur,” A.M.S., I A 1, fol. 213r°, in Sina (ed.),
Corrispondenza, 345: “que cependant ne voyant pas les moyens de pourveoir presentement a sa
subsistance, et ne trouuant pas raisonnable de retenir un personnage de tel poids au milieu de nous
sans voir aucun fonds assuré pour son entretien, elle a consenti a ce que le dit Sieur Pajon se donne
comme par prest a la dite Eglise, en attendant la tenuë du prochain Synode de cette Province, au bon
plaisir duquel nous remettons entierement cette affaire: Et de plus s’est reserué la dite Compagnie
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Pierre Piozet, pastor at Mans, was present when the Orléans delegation visited
Pajon,95 and later explained: “It was not at all the case that he accepted this call because of
the opposition which had been made against his establishment at Saumur, for it sufficed for
him to have been confirmed to it by the synod of this province; but he did accept it in order
to give peace to our churches and to prevent the ruin with which the academy was being
threatened.”96 According to his testimony, Pajon was thus confident of his own doctrine and
of the backing he could count on from the side of the academy, but also understood that his
continued presence there implied its potential ruin. For, the provincial synod of Bretagne had
not only threatened not to supply its contribution for Pajon’s chair, but also to refuse to pay
what it already owed the academy for that year,97 and upon Pajon’s acquittal de Brais had
initiated an appeal on behalf of Bretagne. Once the decision to leave was made, things
progressed very quickly. Pajon arrived in Orléans to begin his work there on 2 October 1667,
and, on 14 June 1668, his departure from the Academy of Saumur and the synod of Anjou

le droit de remander le sieur Pajon pour exercer en cette Academie les fonctions de Professeur en
Theologie lors que la providence de Dieu luy fera naistre les occasions d’esperer qu’il y puisse estre
auec joye en consolation.”
95

Piozet mentions his presence in a short account concerning the Pajon affair signed, and
dated 5 July 1687, in LC 6, pp. 277-78, there p. 277 (autograph?).
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Letter from [P.] Piozet to [G.] le Sauvage, le Mans, 27 September 1667, LC 6, p. 281: “il
a accepté cette vocation, non point à cause des oppositions qu’on a faites à son établissement à
Saumur; car il lui suffisoit qu’il y fust confirmé par le synode de cette province, mais il l’a acceptée
pour donner la paix à nos églises et pour empescher la ruine dont on menaçoit l’académie.”
97

See the letter from J.-R. Chouet to L. Tronchin, Saumur, 25 October 1666, in Sina (ed.),
Corrispondenza, 51.
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became permanent, notwithstanding the earlier hope that the financial situation would be
resolved.98
Although Pajon’s departure was in the end prompted by the opposition to his doctrine
with the accompanying financial threats, the permanence of his move to Orléans must largely
be attributed to the financial crisis at Saumur as such. For, the monetary constraints evidently
did not end once the threat of Bretagne (and other provinces?) in regards to Pajon had been
neutralized. The newly re-instituted third chair in theology which he had held remained
vacant for the years to come. The academy’s registers record no attempt to appoint a third
professor of theology until late in 1670, at which time a call was extended to Matthieu de
Larroque, pastor of Vitré in Bretagne. Striking is the fact that the call from the academy came
only after the church of Saumur had already decided to solicit his services.99 No doubt the
hope was that de Larroque’s time, and thus his salary, would be divided between the two –
just as in the 1650s, de Beaujardin had been called to the ministry with the intention that he
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For these dates, see the letter from [Claude IV?] Pajon to [Philippe Drouyn?], n.p., n.d.,
Paris, Arsenal Ms 5633, fol. 244v°.
99

“Registres de l’académie protestante de Saumur,” A.M.S., I A 1, fol. 224r°-v° (session of
17 November 1670): “Le mérite de Monsieur de la Roque ministre de l’église de Vitré étant
généralement reconnu pour etre capable non seulement d’exercer avec grande édification les
fonctions du Saint Ministère en quelque église que ce puisse être, mais aussi pour s’aquiter
dignement de la profession en théologie dans les plus célèbres académies: et l’église de Saumur aiant
résolu de l’appeler au milieu d’elle pour être son ministre, et envoiant des députés exprès pour lui
addresser cette vocation: au mesme temps le conseil ordinaire et extraordinaire s’est assemblé pour
voir qui l’on pourrait choisir pour etre professeur en théologie dans cette académie, veu le grand
besoin qu’elle en a, et a estimé d’un commun consentement qu’il ne pouvoit mieux faire que de ietter
les yeux sur ledit Sieur de la Roque qui servira fort bien et l’église et l’académie, comme très
suffisant pour soutenir la dignité et de l’un et de l’autre employ: et a ordonné qu’on priera de sa part
les mesmes deputés qui vont pour l’église de faire office au mesme temps pour l’académie : afin
qu’ainsi l’un et l’autre corps par le moien de ses députés face tous les efforts imaginables pour
obtenir au plustost un si excellent homme et rempli de talens si singuliers.” This paragraph is struck
out, but a marginal note reads: “Cet acte a esté biffé par méprise [...].”
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teach at the academy when necessary.100 That it could not really afford a third full-time
professor is also suggested by the records following Larroque’s decision to accept a call from
the church of Rouen instead.101 The academy’s registers record no further search for a third
professor to join du Soul and Gaussen. Although the notebook containing the registers
between 29 November 1673 and 23 June 1683 has been lost, it would seem that the next
search for a new member for the faculty came in 1675, and then not to find a third member
but rather to fill the vacancy left by the premature death of Gaussen.102 For the Academy of
Saumur, the Pajonist controversies thus ended when Pajon left for Orléans in the fall of 1667.

The End of the First Pajonist Controversies?
Did Pajon’s departure also bring an end to the Pajonist controversies as such? Upon
his acquittal by the Provincial Synod of Anjou in 1667, Jean Daillé (père) expressed the wish
that Pajon rather invest his talents in the extra-confessional controversies with Rome, which
were much more pressing.103 It would seem that Pajon indeed followed Daillé’s advice.
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See ch. 5, n. 105, 106 above.
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No further mention is made of de Larroque’s call in the Saumur registers; the information
concerning his preference for Rouen comes from Sarrabère, Dictionnaire des pasteurs, 175.
102
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On the succession of Gaussen, see n. 116 below.

Letter from J. Daillé to C. Pajon, [Paris], 4 August 1667, LC 6, p. 275: “Les questions
qui nous séparent de Rome, sont plus nécessaires qu’elles n’ont jamais esté, et tous généralement
désirent d’en estre éclaircis pour résister aux sophistes dont le nombre croist tous les jours. C’est un
champ où je souhaite que vous travailliez, ayant reconnu par l’échantillon que j’en ay, combien
heureusement vous y réussissez; car vous les sçavez manier d’une façon tout à fait nécessaire en ce
temps, c’est-à-dire avec une douceur agréable, mais accompagnée d’une lumière de raison si claire,
qu’elle force l’esprit de l’adversaire sans l’offenser.” I have not been able to determine which work
Daillé had seen, or could have seen, by 1667. This at any rate places a question mark behind
Labrousse’s claim that Pajon was attacked by Daillé (Pierre Bayle: Oeuvres diverses, xiv).
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When a major attack was launched against the Reformed with the publication of Préjugez
légitimes contre les Calvinistes (1671) by the Catholic theologian and controvertist Pierre
Nicole, Pajon responded in 1673 with Examen du livre qui porte pour titre Préjugez
légitimes contre les Calvinistes. This earned him great respect from his co-religionists as
evidenced by the praise Jurieu lavished upon it even at a time when he was a decided
opponent of Pajon’s doctrine of grace,104 and by its several reprintings.105 But Pajon also
continued to compose works on the debated issues. In late 1667, he wrote the rather
significant “De la nature du péché originel et de l’impuissance de l’homme à se convertir,”106
and then, in May of 1668, a response to criticism against it entitled “De l’efficace de la
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Pierre Jurieu, Préjugez légitimes contre le papisme: ouvrage où l’on considère l’Eglise
romaine dans tous ses dehors, & où l’on fait voir par l’histoire de sa conduite qu’elle ne peut être
la véritable Eglise, 2 parts in 1 (Amsterdam: Henry Desbordes, 1685), preface, *a v°.
105
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See ch. 1, n. 21 above.

[Claude Pajon], “De la nature du péché originel et de l’impuissance de l’homme à se
convertir,” LC 7, pp. 167-85. The manuscript does not identify Pajon as the author, but this appears
to be the work listed in Goujet’s list of Pajon manuscripts as “Traité du Peché originel” (Supplément,
2:4 [#1]). Similarly, after Pajon in a conference with Jean Claude explains how original sin consists
in the passing on of false ideas, Claude remarks that he had read this in “vostre traité du péché
originel” ([Lenfant?], “Relation de ce qui se passa,” LC 6, p. 123), which remarks easily corresponds
with “De la nature du péché originel,” LC 7, pp. 175-76. Also the location of this manuscript in this
volume of the Le Cène collection which contains numerous Pajon manuscripts should not be
underestimated. For the dating of this work, two separate indications both suggest late 1667 or early
1668. In the first place, Pajon’s remark that it was precisely 100 years ago that Flacius Illyricus
wrote his treatise on original sin. This appears to refer to the latter’s De peccati originalis aut veteris
Adami appellationibus et essentia in his 1567 Clavis Scripturae; for the date, see Preger, Matthias
Flacius Illyricus, 2:310. Secondly, the “De l’efficace de la Parolle dans la conversion du pécheur,”
whose opening paragraph identifies it as a response to criticism against the writer’s “traité du péché
originel” (and whose contents makes it all but sure that this is indeed the “De la nature du péché
originel”), is dated May 1668 (LC 6, p. 283). Pope, “Aspects of Controversies,” 118 n. 3, simply
assumes Pajon authorship, but does not hazard a guess at the date of composition.
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Parolle dans la conversion du pécheur.”107 Whether anything else remains from the years
immediately following Pajon’s departure from Saumur is not certain.108 In spite of these
latest compositions, one cannot ignore the rather pronounced silence in the sources from the
years intervening between his departure and the first signs of renewed trouble in 1676. This
suggests that Pajon indeed experienced peace during his early years as pastor at Orléans, and
this is largely confirmed by his second wife, Esther Perreault, who would write that they
spent the first five years of their marriage (i.e. 1670-1675) in tranquility before troubles and
controversies of different kinds broke out.109 From that perspective, it indeed seems justified
to identify Pajon’s departure for the pastorate at Orléans as the end of the first Pajonist
controversy not only for the Academy of Saumur, but also for the controversy as such.
From another perspective, however, the first phase of controversy never did end. For,
there is evidence that at least two provincial synods condemned Pajon’s views in 1667.
Furthermore, a line becomes visible which directly connects this first phase of controversy
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[Pajon], “De l’efficace de la Parolle dans la conversion du pécheur,” LC 6, pp. 283-89.
The evidence for Pajon’s authorship is related to the “De la nature du péché originel” as outlined
above in n. 105, 106. There is no corresponding title in Goujet’s list of Pajon manuscripts.
108

From among the undated Pajon manuscripts that I have found, on the basis of internal
evidence also the following may have been composed in or before 1668: “De la puissance, ou
impuissance à bien vivre, selon l’Escriture,” LC 7, pp. 153-56 (the manuscript does not identify
Pajon as the author, but note the following title in [Goujet], Supplément, 2:4: “Puissance, &
Impuissance” [#2]); and “Innocence de la doctrine qui nie la grâce immédiate,” LC 7, pp. 159-65
(again, Pajon is not identified as the author, but the very title occurs in ibid. [#5]).
109

Esther Perreaux (veuve Pajon), ““Abbrégé de ce qui est arrivé à Mr. Pajon depuis le 6me
de novembre 1670. Jusqu’au jour de sa mort. Fait par Mademoiselle Pajon sa femme 1686,” Arsenal
Ms 5633, fols. 245r°-248r°, there 245r°: “Depuis le 6me. de novembre 1670. que Dieu nous avoit
mis ensemble jusque à l’année 1675. nous avons passé nos jours assez tranquillement.” Perreaux
included a copy of this outline of her former husband’s life with a her letter (copy) to P. Jurieu, n.p.,
n.d. [but prb. 1686 or 1687], Arsenal Ms 5633, fol. 248r°-v°.
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to the second one which broke out into the open a decade later. The letter of Piozet
mentioned above is actually a defense of the Provincial Synod of Anjou’s decision to acquit
Pajon, and an attack on the condemnation of his views by the Provincial Synod of Normandy
(July 1667), of which his addressee, Gilles le Sauvage, was a member.110 It seems more than
coincidental that le Sauvage was the very same pastor of Alençon who had been present at
the synod of 1665 where Pajon was elected professor and where objections were first raised
against his doctrine.
Not surprisingly, also de Brais’s synod took action. In October/November of 1673,
the Provincial Synod of Bretagne (Rennes) read an act against Pajon’s doctrine made by the
previous111 assembly of 1667 (Sucé), and decided to uphold it and in fact to enforce it by
requiring subscription from all proposants.112 In the absence of a precise date for the 1667
assembly, it cannot be determined with certainty whether it preceded or followed the
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Letter from P. Piozet to G. le Sauvage, le Mans, 27 September 1667, LC 6, p. 280: “Vous
[i.e. les Messieurs de Normandie – AG] avez condamné un homme sans l’entendre, et ce qui est bien
plus criant, vous l’avez fait à la sollicitation de ses ennemis, qui ont brigué le suffrage des provinces
pour tascher de le perdre, qui vous ont envoyé des extraits peu fidelles, et des coppies qui doivent
estre suspectes venant de cette part.” Unfortunately, the acts of this synod held at Dieppe on 13ff.
July 1667 are not extant (so Daireaux, “Aspects du Protestantisme,” 99).
111

For the 1667-1673 gap, see Carluer, “Les actes des synodes provinciaux,” 624. Also,
since the In the absence of documentation, it cannot be determined whether Bretagne really did
appeal Anjou’s decision to the Provincial Synod of Saintonge.
112

“Actes du sinode provincial des eglises de Bretagne [Rennes, 1673],” Oxford, MS.
Rawlinson D. 640 no. 21, fols. 446r°-457v°, there fol. 450r°: “Sur la lecture de l’aresté du précédent
sinode, touchant la doctrine de Monsieur Pajon, la compagnie délibérant a esté d’avis que ledit aresté
demeurera comme il est, et que le sinode aportera on soing particulier à examiner les proposans qui
s’y présenteront sur ce sujet, et les obligera de souscrire à la condemnation de ladite doctrine, et de
celle du livre de La Réunion.” See also Jean-Yves Carluer, “Les actes des synodes provinciaux,
sources de l’histoire régionale protestante: l’exemple breton,” BSHPF 139 (1993): 621-33, there 628.
I wish to thank Jean-Yves Carluer for supplying me with the required excerpt.
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Provincial Synod of Anjou’s decision in July to acquit Pajon.113 All the same, Bretagne with
Normandy took the lead in the battle against Pajon’s doctrine.114 What is more, the role
Étienne de Brais played in procuring this condemnation links the first and second Pajonist
controversies. The latter phase, which would culminate with some kind of pronouncement
against Pajon’s doctrine from seven different provincial synods as well as two academies
in 1677 and 1678,115 begins in 1676 when Pajon learns that de Brais, who had come to
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In the absence of documentation, it also cannot be determined whether Bretagne really
did appeal Anjou’s decision to the Provincial Synod of Saintonge. If the 1667 Bretagne synod was
held after that of Anjou (as is perhaps more probable), it could well be that its decision against Pajon
constituted a sort of appeal against the latter.
114

Contra Carluer, “Les synodes provinciaux,” 628 n. 11, who writes about Bretagne’s
condemnation of Pajon: “Plus que la sanction d’un débat théologique qui aurait ébranlé les églises
locales, leur décision est une mesure de solidarité avec les provinces voisines.” For this reason, the
following statement by Paul Lenfant in his letter to J. Claude, Châtillon-sur-Loing, 1 January 1678,
LC 6, p. 20, is not entirely correct: “[...] quoique les provinces de Poitou, de Bretagne et quelques
autres se soient autresfois fort allarmées sur ce qu’on leur avoit raporté de l’opinion de Monsieur
Pajon, et qu’elles ayent envoié leurs députez chargez de mémoires pour l’examen de sa doctrine,
quand il fut appellé pour exercer la profession de théologie à Saumur. Jamais ces provinces n’ont
rien statué là-dessus, comme on a fait à vostre sollicitation depuis peu, et cela n’empescha pas que
Monsieur Pajon ne fust pleinement justifié au Synode d’Anjou, où assistoient les députez des
provinces que j’ay nommez.”
115

[Lenfant?], “Examen,” LC 7, pp. 29-67, lists the following provincial synods and
academies which made statements against Pajon’s doctrine, admittedly in differing degrees of
harshness: 1) Provincial Synod of Île-de-France, etc. (Clermont, 26ff. August 1677); 2) Provincial
Synod of Normandy (Rouen, 8ff. September 1677); 3) Academy of Sedan (18 September 1677 [for
the date, see Knetsch, Pierre Jurieu, 75 n. 260]); 4) Provincial Synod of Anjou, etc. (Saumur, 28ff.
October 1677); 5) Academy of Saumur (5 January 1678); 6) Provincial Synod of Saintonge (Jonsac,
31ff. August 1678). Other sources add also (more moderate) statements from 7) the Provincial Synod
of Bas-Languedoc (Nîmes, 12ff. October 1678; see Puaux, Les précurseurs, 187-88); and 8) the
Provincial Synod of Orléans, etc. (after 12 October 1678; see Chauffepié, Nouveau dictionnaire
historique, vol. 3, p. 8 n. D sub “P”); 9) the Provincial Synod of Bretagne (date unknown; see
reference in ibid.). The Academy of Puylaurens appears not to have responded to the request made
by the synod of Île-de-France.
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Saumur not long before,116 was stirring the academy’s students up against him in his
lectures.117
However, in late 1667 and early 1668, it not only appears that rather few French
provinces were touched by the Pajon affair, those in which it was an issue also reacted in
different ways. The Provincial Synod of Anjou had extended support to him, judging his
doctrine to be in line with the confessional documents of the French Reformed churches,
forbidding him only to use certain terms. For that reason it sent him back to the Academy of
Saumur, and prepared for his full establishment as professor there. The Provincial Synod of
Bretagne, however, threatened the academy with crippling financial sanctions. In line with
this, it effected a condemnation of his views, in which it was joined by the Provincial Synod
of Normandy. Seeing that the academy would only come under increasing and unbearable
116

When de Brais came to Saumur as pastor cannot be determined, but it would appear to
have been before 3 November 1674, the date at which he was elected rector to the academy (so
Haag, La France protestante1 , 2:499; Haag/Bordier, La France protestante2, 3:90). In a letter to L.
Tronchin, Saumur, 15 June 1675, Arch. Tronchin 48, fols. 141r°-142v°, de Brais discusses the
difficulty of filling the vacancy left by the passing of Gaussen, now that Gousset of Poitiers had
refused his appointment (on Gousset, see nn. 23 and 26 above). De Brais must thus have been
appointed to succeed Gaussen only after this date (contra Sarrabère, Dictionnaire des pasteurs, 159,
who dates the beginning of his professorate to 1674). This is entirely in line with Pajon’s complaint
in July of 1676 regarding de Brais’s teaching, which implies that the latter had been teaching since
at least the beginning of the 1675-1676 academic year. De Brais’s examination for his full
installation as professor was held at the Provincial Synod of Anjou (Saumur, 28ff. October 1677),
as recorded in the minutes of the king’s commissioner (BPF 543, fols. 181r°-191v° [copy effected
by Louis Auzière from the original held at Paris, Archives nationales TT 239]).
117

See [Lenfant?], “Relation de ce qui se passa,” LC 6, p. 111: “Le 16. juillet [1676],
Monsieur Lenfant et Monsieur Pajon ayant apris que quelques proposants les avoient extrêmement
déchirez dans un batteau en allant à Charenton, en les traitant de Pélagiens, d’Arminiens et mesme
de Sociniens [...]. || Cela leur fit prendre la résolution qu’ils exécutèrent le jeudi 16. juillet 1676.
d’aller trouver Monsieur Claude [...]. || Monsieur Claude dit qu’il croioit facilement ce qu’on avoit
raporté des proposants parce qu’il s’étoit trouvé lui-mesme en plusieurs compagnies où on avoit
raporté des choses qui approchoient de celles-là. Il fit plus car il leût une lettre que Monsieur de
Brais lui avoit écrite quelques jours auparavant, où il lui demondoit ses avis touchant la manière dont
on agiroit pour arester le cours de ces mauvaises opinions [...].”
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pressure, Pajon left for the pastorate in Orléans where his enemies appear first to have been
content to leave him alone. The widespread action against Pajon’s doctrine of the late 1670s
makes it clear that the earlier moderation was no longer thought to suffice. As I hope to show
in the following chapter, the transition from the first to the second phase of the Pajonist
controversies and their respective differences must be explained in light of the entire range
of intellectual and institutional elements which have already come up.

Chapter Seven
A Decade of Change: From Saumur to Orléans

Introduction
Although this study on Pajon’s thought and the resulting controversies was limited
to the 1660s, it was consciously set in the context of the events of the 1670s in order to be
able to consider one of the most intriguing questions which the Pajonist controversies raise:
how is that the Provincial Synod of Anjou acquitted him in 1667 and proceeded with the
steps necessary for his full establishment as professor at the Academy of Saumur, while little
more than a decade later this same province (and at least a half dozen others) and this same
academy (and that of Sedan) both promulgated statements directed specifically against his
theology? The explanation to this historical circumstance cannot be reduced to a single
element. I suggest that the factors pertain to different circumstances, combining elements of
both intellectual and institutional history. For, the decade that passed between Pajon’s
acquittal while professor at Saumur and the condemnation of his doctrine while pastor at
Orléans resulted in pivotal differences both in his own thought and in its reception.

Changing Winds at the Academy of Saumur
The first element of change pertains to the Academy of Saumur, which in 1665-1667
firmly stood behind Pajon as the newest member of its professorial corps, but in 1678
approved an act condemning the views of one of its former professors. In the 1660s, there
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were good reasons for the Academy of Saumur and anyone else with an interest in its wellbeing to be tolerant towards his doctrine. As chapter five illustrated, his appointment as
professor came at a critical period in the history of this institution. Although when they were
alive Cappel, de la Place and Amyraut were responsible for more than one serious
theological controversy, their deaths meant a crisis of a different sort, given the internal
tensions which brought the quest for their successors to a near standstill for an entire decade
(ca. 1653-1664). Pajon’s appointment was a part of the rebuilding process which could only
be begun after the death of Amyraut, and he himself was seen as someone who could help
restore the academy’s former glory. The events detailed in chapter six made it clear that this
element continued to play a factor throughout the controversies over his doctrine, which in
fact broke out immediately after his appointment and climaxed with his acquittal before the
Provincial Synod of Anjou of 1667. Before this meeting took place, the academy’s council,
and similarly the deputies it sent to the 1666 synod, employed a variety of evasion tactics in
order to suppress the troubles as long as possible. Gaussen, one of the members of the
council, even wrote explicitly that he did not want to know what the issue at the heart of the
objections to Pajon’s establishment as professor was. The above-mentioned escape routes
for refraining from condemning – in fact, even from judging! – his views were seized all too
eagerly.
Viewed as such, the decision the academy enacted against Pajon’s doctrine on 5
January 1678 appears indeed to constitute a denial of what Pittion called the “intellectual
independence that had been the very spirit of Saumur.”1 Further, that the academy took upon

1

Pittion, “Intellectual Life,” 315.
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itself the responsibility of doctrinal oversight could well be considered “an effect of the
disruption of the regular channels for discussion and the dismantlement of the machinery of
ecclesiastical power, which was brought about by the repression”2 – certainly, one should
add, when the prospects of royal permission for the holding of a national synod to whom this
prerogative actually belonged were very slim. However, to point specifically to the cut-off
ties between academy and provincial synods and the resultant financial situation in
connection with the need for doctrinal solidarity specifically as Pittion does,3 while insisting
that “the composition of the Conseil had not been radically altered,”4 is less than convincing.

2

Pittion, “Intellectual Life,” 315-16.

3

Pittion, “Intellectual Life,” 270-76. In his later “Les académies réformées,” 203-4, Pittion
argued that the increasing suppression before the Revocation of the Edict of Nantes played an
important role: “Devant le danger il fallait serrer les rangs: aussi peut-on suivre, dans les registres
de délibérations académiques qui ont survécu, les progrès d’une discipline et d’une censure interne
de plus en plus étouffante. Toute recherche doctrinale, toute originalité d’enseignement font naître
au sein des Conseils le soupçon de dissidence. L’enseignement théologique de Claude Pajon prit
ainsi une tournure clandestine et hétérodoxe en dépit de son auteur. Les conseils académiques de la
dernière période déployèrent des efforts quasiment maniaques pour débusquer les proposants
pajonistes. En 1675, ils imposèrent à leurs étudiants en théologie la signature du Consensus
helvétique où étaient condamnées des positions qui avaient paru acquises au synode de Loudun,
quinze ans auparavant.” In addition to the implicit criticisms of this portrayal offered by my account
below, I note that to my knowledge there is no evidence whatsoever that Saumur ever enforced the
Consensus.
4

Pittion, “Intellectual Life,” 315. He notes that “Gaussen, De Beaujardin and Druet were
already on the Conseil in 1667,” adding that “their authority could only have been enhanced, since
the other academic members all held, as we have seen, temporary appointments.” In addition to my
criticism below, I also suggest that Pittion’s claim that all other appointments were only temporary
stands in need of re-examination.
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Even if the financial situation may have played a factor,5 it is simply incorrect to maintain
that the conseil had seen no significant changes.
The fact of the matter is that the composition of the council had changed considerably
from 1667 to 1678, and that this had an impact on the balance of power in relation to Pajon.
The Saumur conseil ordinaire consisted of the pastors of the church, the professors of the
academy and the premier régent (usually the professor of eloquence). When the conseil
ordinaire was joined, in connection with certain matters, by several members of the
consistory or other officials from the town, it became the conseil extraordinaire.6 Although
the loss of the academy’s registers 1673-1683 makes it nearly impossible to reconstruct the
exact composition of the extraordinary council on the eve of 5 January 1678,7 by that time
Chouet had left for Geneva in 1669; Doull, the professor of eloquence, was forced to leave
the academy in 16718; d’Huisseau, pastor of Saumur, was deposed in 1671 over La réunion
du christianisme and passed away the following year; and, finally, the professors le Fèvre,

5

I do wonder, however, to what extent the decision of the État in 1674 which prevented the
Academy of Saumur from sending representatives to the Provincial Synod of Anjou really did play
a role, as Pittion suggested on the basis of Benoist’s Histoire de l’Édit de Nantes (“Intellectual Life,”
272). For, in 1683 Jean Druet as deputy of the Academy of Saumur proposed Jacques de Prez for
a chair in theology at the Provincial Synod of Anjou (Sorges, 2ff. June); see the acts copied out in
“Registre du Conseil académique,” A.M.S. I A 4, fol. 1v° = p. 4.
6

On the conseil ordinaire and extraordinaire, see Bourchenin, Étude sur les académies
protestantes, 279-80. Pittion, “Intellectual Life,” 330-31, is similar, although he speaks of the
principal rather than the premier régent as member of the ordinary council.
7

It seems natural to suppose that the decision concerning the Pajonist doctrine was made
by the conseil extraordinaire. At any rate, the 23 June 1683 reaffirmation of the original 5 January
1678 decision was made by the ordinary and extraordinary council together (see “Registre du
Conseil académique,” A.M.S. I A 4, fol. 1r° = p. 3).
8

On this, see Pittion, “Intellectual Life,” 273. Doull passed away in 1677.
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Gaussen, and du Soul passed away in 1672, 1675 and 1676, respectively. While there is no
evidence for how le Fèvre and du Soul acted, Chouet and Gaussen had clearly been content
to let Pajon be, while Doull had actively campaigned for toleration at synod in 1666 and
d’Huisseau had spoken in support of him before synod in 1667. A not-insignificant
contingent of the council from whom Pajon had received support in the 1660s thus no longer
had a seat in the council by 1678.
Among the members who sat in the council in both relevant periods in the 1660s and
1670s, we can mention the Saumur pastor, de Beaujardin; the Hebrew professor, Jacques
Cappel; and the professor of philosophy, Jean Druet. Once again, there is no evidence for
Druet’s inclination, but de Beaujardin had worked together with Doull at the 1666 synod to
suppress the Pajon affair, while also Cappel appears to have been inclined to seek peace.9
Among the known “new” members of the conseil in January of 1678, there were Chouet’s
replacement, Pierre de Villemandy; Gaussen’s successor in the chair of theology, Étienne de
Brais; du Soul’s successor in theology, Henri Philipponneau sieur de Hautecour (16461715)10; and, possibly, Jacques de Prez (1633?-?) as pastor of Saumur.11 While I have not

9

In his letter to J. Le Clerc, Bordeaux, 19 February 1684, in Sina (ed.), Jean Le Clerc:
Epistolario, 1:126, Isaac Papin remarks in connection with the academy’s decision to refuse him a
bon témoignage and to supply him with a special act instead: “Encore ne m’auroit-on pas accordé
cet acte, sans Mr Cappel, de qui j’ay autant de sujet de me louer que j’en ai de me plaindre des
autres.” Le Clerc himself describes him as “Viro Docto et Pacis amante ideoque zelotis exoso”; see
his letter to P. van Limborch, London, 28 November 1682, in ibid., 1:86. In his own correspondence,
Cappel only mentions that the Provincial Synod of Île-de-France had approved an act against those
who denied the immediate operation of the Spirit in conversion, without giving his evaluation of it;
see his letter to L. Tronchin, Saumur, 22 September 1677, Arch. Tronchin 41, fols. 22r°-23v° (there
22v°). Similarly, he only reports de Brais’s opposition to Pajon factually in his letter to the same,
Saumur, 8 May 1678, Arch. Tronchin 41, fol. 25r°-v° (see below).
10

For Philipponneau, who was named pastor of Saumur on 22 November 1671 and professor
of theology in 1677 (presumably as successor to du Soul, who had passed away in 1676), see Haag,
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been able to determine de Hautecour’s position, de Villemandy appears to have been at the
very least sympathetic towards Pajon’s doctrine,12 so that he, perhaps together with Cappel
La France protestante1, 8:225; and Bourchenin, Étude sur les académies protestantes, 463. A letter
from Jacques Cappel makes it clear that Philipponneau was teaching early in 1678; see the letter
from J. Cappel to L. Tronchin, Saumur, 8 May 1678, Arch. Tronchin 41, fol. 25r°: “Mr. de Brais fait
sa charge avec beaucoup de diligence et d’honneur: et Monsieur de Hautecour s’encourage par cet
exemple. Je m’imagine que nous n’aurons point Monsieur Barin.”
11

I have not been able to determine the precise date of de Prez’s arrival at Saumur, although
it would seem that he was de Brais’s replacement in this position when the latter moved to the
academy. In 1672 he was still pastor in the Calais area; see the record of his marriage on 28 February
1672, at the age of 39, in Victor Jules Vaillant, La révocation de l’édit de Nantes dans le Boulonnais,
le Calaisis, & les pays conquis & reconquis (Boulogne-sur-Mer: Simonnaire, 1885), 11. Guillemin,
“Un novateur,” 611 n. 47, finds the first evidence for his pastoral activity in the “État civil
protestant” (Archives départementales de Maine-et-Loir, I8) of Saumur in a record dated 29 January
1678. He is at any rate referred to as “ministre à Saumur” at the time when he was appointed
professor in June of 1683; see the acts of the Provincial Synod of Anjou (Sorges) copied out in the
“Registre du Conseil académique,” A.M.S. I A 4, fol. 1v° = p. 4 (and, similarly, BPF 543 [Auzière],
fol. 204r°). On the other hand, in his letter to his brother Joseph, [Sedan], 6 February [1680], in
Elisabeth Labrousse et al., eds., Correspondance de Pierre Bayle, 7 vols. (to date) (Oxford: Voltaire
Foundation, 1999-), 3:219, Pierre Bayle remarks: “La place de Mr de Brays sera remplie, comme on
vous l’a dit, par Mr Des Prez ministre de Calais.” In his letter to L. Tronchin, Saumur, 2/12 January
1681, Jean Le Clerc speaks of de Prez as the “dernier Vice-Professeur en Théologie de Saumur”
(cited in Fatio, “Claude Pajon,” 221). Note that de Prez also appears as one of Pajon’s
correspondents in Goujet’s list (Supplément, 2:5 [#31]). Cappel’s remark to Tronchin regarding
Barin (see n. 105, 106 above) suggests that Théodore Barin was not yet pastor at Saumur by January
1678, although Bourchenin gives the dates of his tenure at the academy (!) as 1677-1683 (Étude sur
les académies protestantes, 463).
12

In his letter to J. Le Clerc, Bordeaux, 19 February 1684, in Sina (ed.), Jean Le Clerc:
Epistolario, 1:126, Papin follows his praise for Cappel with the following about de Villemandy: “Mr
de Villemandy, qui me faisoit aussi la Grace de me protéger, étoit alors à Paris, pour l’affaire dont
le dernier Synode a été cause; [...].” This quote suggests that de Villemandy was inclined to support
Pajon’s followers, but was not present at the council’s session when it refused Papin his approbation.
Pittion, “Intellectual Life,” 319, has suggested the reference in the Saumur registers for 10 July 1683
to “les remarques faites par Monsieur Desloges [i.e. one of Pajon’s great opponents of the 1660s!
– AG] sur quelques traités de philosophie de M. de Villemandi” pertain to Pajonist elements in them
(see the acts as copied out in “Registre du Conseil académique,” A.M.S. I A 4, fol. = p. 1r° = p. 3;
and, similarly, BPF 543 [Auzière], fols. 201v°-202r°). ; cf. Papin’s letter cited above, where he
similarly remarks that “M. de Villemandy est hors de sa profession par un arrêt du Conseil”). In his
Traité de l’efficace des causes secondes: contre quelques philosophes modernes, dans lequel on
prouve cette efficace des principes égalements clairs & solides, & on détermine jusques où elle
s’estend (Leiden: Cl. Jordan, 1686), de Villemandy – who was Pajon’s privileged interlocutor in his
letters on concursus and secondary causality of the “De la providence et du concours immédiat”! –
appears to set forth a view quite similar to that of Pajon. See the brief discussion in Belgrado, Sulla
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and de Beaujardin, presumably accounts for the fact that Saumur’s anti-Pajon act was
approved by majority vote (à la pluralité de voix), rather than unanimously.13
In both de Brais and de Prez, on the other hand, the conseil gained two fierce antiPajonists. As was noted at the end of the last chapter, the outbreak of the second Pajonist
controversies can be traced back to de Brais. Having in the first phase of controversy treated
Pajon with “much incivility and in a very stinging manner” (beaucoup d’incivilité et d’une
manière fort piquante),14 he became pastor at Saumur early in the 1670s, was appointed
rector to the academy in November of 1674, and began to stir up the students against Pajon
from the very beginning of his teaching tenure when he succeeded Gaussen in late 1675.
Accordingly, even if his role in the controversies has been neglected in scholarship, in his
own time de Brais was recognized as one of Pajon’s main opponents.15 When he moved to
the academy, he received support in the form of his successor in the pastorate, de Prez,
whose status as a clear opponent of Pajon’s doctrine by the time of the 1678 act is beyond
doubt. For, in July of 1677 he had been invited to participate together with the likes of Jean

crisi, 80-81.
13

See the text as copied out in [Lenfant?], “Examen,” LC 7, p. 35.

14

See Pajon, “Estat des questions,” de Budé 2010, p. 18 (Mailhet, La théologie protestante,

84).
15

Note how a certain Courdille in his exchange with a certain Astruc, a Pajonist, refers to
de Brais as “le grand partisan de la grâce immédiate, et le fameux adversaire de Monsieur Pajon”;
see the collection of documents in “Réponse à l’argument proposé par Monsieur Pajon, avec la
réfutation de la réponse. Par Monsieur Astruc contre Monsieur Courdille,” LC 6, pp. 143-71, there
155. Note the undated letter (copy) from Pajon to a Monsieur Astruc in LC 6, pp. 175-81 (“Lettre
de Monsieur Pajon à Monsieur Astruc sur l’indiférence de la liberté”). An Astruc, whom Zuber
likewise failed to identify definitively, also appears in the correspondence of Papin (see Zuber,
“Papiers,”143 n. 33).
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Claude and Pierre Jurieu in a secret conference against his views.16 Of course, the decision
of 1678 is ultimate proof that their anti-Pajon campaign was successful. De Brais appears
even to have made the condemnation of Pajon’s views programmatic, for he devoted one of
the two lessons that formed part of his examination in 1677 to attacking Pajon’s doctrine.17
When de Brais died in 1679 and Gousset declined the offer to succeed him, de Prez himself
began to teach and continued the same anti-Pajonist policy.18 Within months of his official
appointment (June 1683),19 de Prez acted as Isaac Papin’s “interrogator” when he as student
refused to sign Saumur’s statement against his uncle’s doctrine, so that he was eventually
forced to leave.20 In fact, opposition to Pajonist doctrine appears by this time to have
represented nothing less than a prerequisite for a position as professor. The synod which

16

On this conference, see p. 292 below.

17

See the letter from J. Cappel to L. Tronchin, Saumur, 8 May 1678, Arch. Tronchin 41, fol.
25r°: “Mr. de Brais fait sa charge avec beaucoup de diligence et d’honneur: [...] Mr. de Brais fait
rimprimer ses thèses d’examen, avec ses deux leçons d’épreuve, dont la première à pour principale
visée de combatre le sentiment qu’on attribue à Monsieur Pajon.” This is confirmed by the reading
of the lecture of 1 November 1679, as printed in Exercitationes inaugurales tres 1° de necessitate
baptismi; 2° de auxiliis; 3° de poena peccati (Saumur: Henri Desbordes, 1678), 83-198; reprinted
in de Brais, Opuscula, 61-141 (separate pagination for the Exercitationes inaugurales). Pajon was
present at de Brais’s examination as deputy from his provincial synod and, although he praised de
Brais in his official report in 1679 (see “Actes du Synode de la province d’Orleans Berri assemblé
par permissions du Roy a Sancerre le vintneufiesme juin et jours suivants de l’année mil six cents
soixante et dixneuf,” Paris, Arsenal Ms 7463, fols. 142-53, there 145v°), there is evidence that the
tensions erupted in a skirmish between the two.
18

For Gousset’s refusal, see Haag, La France protestante1 , 5:343. Already in his letter to
Joseph Bayle, [Sedan], 6 February [1680], in Labrousse et al., Correspondance de Pierre Bayle,
3:218-19, Pierre Bayle mentions that de Prez would replace de Brais.
19

See the acts of the Provincial Synod of Anjou (Sorges, 2ff. June 1683) copied out in
“Registre du Conseil académique,” A.M.S. I A 4, fol. 1v° = p. 4 (and, similarly, BPF 543 [Auzière],
fol. 204r°).
20

See the analysis of Papin’s first-hand account of this meeting in Guillemin, “Un novateur”;
Papin was refused his bon témoignage on 10 September 1683.
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appointed de Prez not only reaffirmed its 1677 decision against Pajonism and enjoined the
academy to enforce it,21 the topic it assigned to him for his examination theses is clearly
suggestive of an anti-Pajonist spirit as well: De operatione Spiritus Sancti in hominis
conversione.22
Thus, if Pajon’s appointment in 1665 as part of an attempt to restore the Academy
of Saumur in wake of the complete blockage resulting from internal tensions would have
inclined the conseil to be tolerant towards him, this factor no longer played a role in the
1670s. By that time, Pajon was not a member of a professorial corps that stood in great need
of consolidation; if anything, the need of the hour in the 1670s appears rather to have been
outward solidarity with the provincial synods on which it relied for financial support.
Moreover, the academic council which decided to enact the 1678 condemnation had a
considerably different composition from that which a decade earlier had persistently stood
behind him. What remains to be investigated, of course, is how such radically different spirits

21

See “Registre du Conseil académique,” A.M.S. I A 4, fol. 1r° = p. 3: “[...] résolutions
prises dans le dernier synode de Saumur ainsy qu’il appert par son acte cy-devant inséré dans le
précédent registre folio 54. [i.e. the register which is lost – AG] lesquelles ont esté renouvellées
depuis peu au synode tenu à Sorges près d’Angers le 2e. du présent mois et dont l’exécution est très
particulièrement recommandée par ses actes, ainsy que Messieurs les commissaires du même synode
nommés pour visiter l’académie l’ont représenté depuis peu de jours dans la compagnie, addressant
même aux estudians en théologie sur ce sujet les exhortations nécessaires selon l’intention du
synode.”
22

See the acts of the Provincial Synod of Anjou (Sorges, 2ff. June 1683) copied out in the
“Registre du Conseil académique,” A.M.S. I A 4, fol. 1v° = p. 4: “La compagnie après les bons
témoignages qui ont esté rendus audit Sieur de Prez a approuvé et confirmé avc joye la nomination
faitte de sa personne pour second professeur, lequel Sieur de Prez cy-présent a accepté cette
nomination, et a receu pour sujet de ses thèses De operatione Spiritus Sancti in hominis conversione,
et ladite compagnie l’exhortant de continuer à fair valoir les riches talents que Dieu luy a départis
et le conseil académique de travailler à appeller un troisième professeur.” The text as copies out by
Louis Auzière is very similar; see BPF 543, fol. 204r°.
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as de Brais ended up at Saumur to begin with – where the researcher is severely hampered
by the unfortunate loss of the registers from the period of his nomination.23

Between Heresy and Bad Theology
As was suggested at the end of the last chapter, the first phase of the Pajonist
controversies more or less fizzled out when Pajon decided to leave the Academy of Saumur
late in 1667. The goal with which the opposing delegations had addressed themselves to the
conseil was now attained, albeit in an unexpected manner. Most seem to have been content
to let him serve as pastor without pushing in that time for a condemnatory statement against
his doctrine as such – although, of course, the Provincial Synods of Normandy and Bretagne
appear to have drawn up some kind of anti-Pajonist statement in 1667. The second phase of
controversy, it was also suggested, can be traced back to the Saumur professor Étienne de
Brais, although it is important to recognize that the statement made by his academy was not
the first in the 1670s. At its 5 January 1678 assembly, the conseil only enforced an earlier
decision already taken by the Provincial Synod of Anjou in 1677,24 which had itself been

23

De Brais appears to have had a certain penchant for stirring up trouble. He is cited in the
academy’s registers during his time as student for stirring up trouble and division; see “Registres de
l’académie protestante de Saumur,” A.M.S., I A 1, fol. 167r° (session of 21 November 1656).
24

Note the rather forceful nature of the act, as it has been reproduced in [Lenfant?],
“Examen,” LC 7, p. 34 (see also Chauffepié, Nouveau dictionnaire historique, vol. 3, p. 7 n. D sub
“P”): “Sur le rapport [...] qui a esté fait que quelques contestations s’étoient émeus en plusieurs lieux
de ce royaume sur la manière de l’opération de la grâce de Dieu dans la conversion de l’homme, la
compagnie ayant dessein de conserver autant qu’il lui est possible la pureté de la doctrine de nos
églises, et empescher toutes les innovations qui y pourroient préjudicier, après avoir examiné toutes
choses meurement et en la crainte de Dieu, a déclaré conformement à la Parolle de Dieu, et à la
Confession de Foy des églises réformées, que Dieu n’agit pas seulement par la prédication extérieure
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preceded by similar anti-Pajonist decisions enacted by the Provincial Synods of Île-de-France
and Normandy the same year.25 Thus, even if de Brais seems in 1675 to have been at the
origin of the events leading to these condemnations, by the second half of 1677 not only he,
but also the majority of delegates at the provincial synods, were convinced of the necessity
to act.

de l’Evangile et des circonstances qui l’accompagnent, mais déploye encore au-dedans une efficace
particulière et immédiate de son Esprit distincte de la Parolle et de toutes les circonstances qui
l’accompagnent pour illuminer l’entendement, et fléchir la volonté à l’obéïssance de Dieu, et de
nostre Seigneur Jésus Christ et condamne entièrement le sentiment de ceux qui la nient, et toutes les
autres opinions qui y sont contraires, comme opposées à la Parolle de Dieu, à nostre Confession de
Foy et aux autres déclarations de nos églises; et pour empescher que telles opinions se glissent plus
avant, on défend expressément à tous les ministres de cette province de parler ni en public, ni en
particulier pour les insinuer dans les esprits des peuples, ni les enseigner de vive voix ni par escrit,
enjoint aux consistoires d’y tenir la main et d’y veiller sur la conduitte des ministres à cet égard, et
en particulier aux ministres, aux professeurs en théologie, et aux autres membres du conseil de
l’académie de Saumur, d’avoir l’oeil sur la conduitte des estudiants en théologie, pour ne permettre
pas que ceux qui y sont ou qui y viendront d’ailleurs, insinuent ce sentiment. Et en général, elle a
arresté qu’à l’avenir aucun proposant ne sera receû pour exercer le saint ministère, qu’il n’ait
protesté de tenir la doctrine de la grâce immédiate et intérieure du Saint Esprit en la conversion de
l’homme, et de renoncer à l’opinion contraire.” According to Pierre Bayle, the Provincial Synod of
Anjou had been “le plus vigouruex” of all; see his letter to Jacob Bayle, [Sedan], 12 January [1678],
in Labrousse et al., Correspondance de Pierre Bayle, 3:1.
25

The Saumur act has been reproduced in [Lenfant?], “Examen,” LC 7, p. 35. “En
conséquence des lettres écrittes à cette compagnie par les derniers synodes de l’Isle-de-France et de
Normandie, et après la lecture de l’acte du dernier synode d’Anjou touchant la grâce immédiate que
Dieu déploye en la conversion de l’homme, a esté résolu dans cette compagnie, à la pluralité des
voix, que ci-après on ne donnera point de témoignage à aucun proposant, qui n’ait esté interrogé s’il
acquiesce à la décision de la doctrine contenue dans le susdit acte, et n’ait déclaré y acquiescer et
tenir la mesme doctrine: et quand un proposant viendra dans cette académie, les professeurs en
théologie l’avertiront d’abord de la présente résolution, laquelle leur sera déclarée publiquement
mercredi prochain, après l’exhortation pour se préparer à la Sainte Cène.” Very similar is the text
of the decision to reaffirm this act at the council’s session of 23 June 1683. Notable differences
include: 1) the mention of the denial of “le concours immédiat de la Providence” in addition to
immediate grace; 2) that the council decided “qu’à l’advenir les estudians en théologie qui auront
commancé leurs estudes en d’autres écholes ou académies ne seront admis à la proposition, ni
insérés dans la matricule, sans avoir auparavant apporté témoignage de leur orthodoxie, ou sans avoir
esté examinés.” See the “Registre du Conseil académique,” A.M.S. I A 4, fol. 1r° = p. 3.
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Of these opponents, it seems, some were at first inclined to let Pajon be in spite of
their disagreement with him on the nature of the Spirit’s work in conversion, and decided
only later that it was pernicious enough to deserve condemnation. Of course, it is a risky
venture to suggest that seventeenth-century theologians who were well-versed in the modes
of thought of their own time did not immediately grasp the consequences of Pajon’s views.
All the same, the historical evidence suggests that this was indeed the case for two of the
leading anti-Pajonists: Pierre Jurieu and Jean Claude. This circumstance of the 1670s in turn
suggests a further factor involved in his acquittal in the 1660s, namely, that not all of his
contemporaries – some of whom, as suggested above, were already inclined to a tolerant
approach for the sake of the academy to begin with! – were immediately convinced of the
need to act officially against his views.

Pierre Jurieu: From Friend to Foe
The first example of someone who took time to decide that Pajon and his followers
needed to be checked is no one less than Pierre Jurieu, whose reputation as an opponent of
Pajon hardly needs to be invoked. As has been noted in chapter four, Jurieu was pastor to the
church of Mer for some of the time that Pajon was pastor at Marchenoir. Concerning the
three to five years that they were part of the same classis (colloque), Jurieu himself writes
that they were close friends.26 From the account he gave of the course of his opposition to
Pajon many years later, occasioned by his bitter dispute with Papin, it appears that he was
at that time already aware of Pajon’s view on the nature of the Spirit’s work in conversion.

26

Jurieu, Apologie du Sr. Jurieu, 3: Pajon “étoit mon voisin & fort mon ami.”
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For, he writes that he begged Pajon to renounce the views, which were “very dangerous” and
“closely approached the Pelagian errors if they were not absolutely the same,” when his
colleague at Marchenoir was appointed professor at Saumur. According to Jurieu’s own
testimony, it was his friend’s (supposed) acceptance of d’Huisseau’s La réunion du
Christianisme (1670) that constituted a breaking-point. Throughout this account Jurieu
emphasizes that, until the publication of La réunion which proposed a so-called “indifference
of religions” which he also saw in Papin’s later La foy réduite à ses justes bornes, he thought
that the issue of grace was the extent of the errors to which Pajon and his followers held.27
In light of the above, it can be concluded that Jurieu knew of Pajon’s views on grace,
but evidently did not consider it necessary to act.28 One also wonders whether Jurieu was as
convicted an opponent of Pajon as scholarship would have us believe by the time of the
27

Jurieu, Apologie du Sr. Jurieu, 3-4: “La premiere étincelle de ce feu qui parut fut le Livre
intitulé de la reunion du Christianisme [...]. C’étoit la tolerance dans toute son étenduë pour toute
sorte de Sectes. C’étoit l’indifference des Religions toute pure [...]. D’abord & avant que le Livre
de la réunion parût je n’y comprenois autre chose que des erreurs sur la grace, tres dangereuses à
la verité, & fort approchantes des erreurs Pelagiennes; si ce ne sont absolument les mêmes. Lorsque
Mr. Pajon fut appellé Professeur en Theologie à Saumur, comme ces erreurs n’étoyent pas encore
connuës je le priay avec embrassement & avec larmes qu’il voulût renoncer à ses nouvelles
methodes, & suivre le chemin battu. Ce qu’il me promit de faire en pleurant. C’étoit la disje tout le
mal que j’avois compris dans le parti de ces Messieurs. Mais aprés que Monsieur Pajon eut
abandonné la profession de Theologie de Saumur [...] il vint servir l’Eglise d’Orleans. Et ce fut alors
que je commençai à reconnoître qu’il y avoit dans cette nouvelle Secte quelque chose de beaucoup
plus mauvais que je ne m’étois imaginé. Alors parut le Livre de la reunion du Christianisme dont
il a été parlé & dont M. Pajon faisoit son Vade mecum, c’est ainsi qu’il parloit.”
28

See, similarly, Knetsch, Pierre Jurieu, 28 n. 63, 31 n. 80, 59, who in fact suggests that not
even the d’Huisseau affair could have constituted an important change in Jurieu’s position towards
Pajon. In addition to the above passage from Jurieu’s Apologie du Sr. Jurieu, Knetsch points as proof
to the approbation Pajon (and Michel Janiçon, pastor of Blois) gave to Jurieu’s Esclaircissement de
quelques passages condamnés dans le livre de l’Examen de la Réunion du Christianisme. Avec
quelques reflections sur le dernier livre de Mr. d’Huisseau et sur un libelle qui l’avoit procédé
(Sedan: François Chayer, 1671). Of course, the latter piece of evidence carries much less weight if
– as seems to have been the case – the task of approbation was by assigned by a classis (colloque)
or synod.
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secret conference held against his views in July of 1677. This conference was also attended
by Jean Claude, de Langle,29 and Mesnard30, all of whom were pastors at Charenton in the
Provincial Synod of Île-de-France; by Gilbert, pastor in the Poitou31; by de Prez, pastor of
Saumur in the province of Anjou32; and by Pierre du Bosc, pastor to the church of Rouen in
Normandy.33 It further represented a decisive moment in the Pajonist controversies,34 as at

29

I.e. Samuel de l’Angle, pastor at Charenton since 1671; see Labrousse et al.,
Correspondance de Pierre Bayle, 3:122.
30

I.e. Jean Mesnard (1644-1727); for him, see Haag, La France protestante1 , 7:396.

31

I.e. Abraham Gilbert, who would thus appear to have been the same Gilbert, pastor of
Melle in the Poitou, who encouraged Guyraut at the Provincial Synod of Anjou in 1665 to protest
when Pajon was appointed professor. It is actually not sure when Gilbert came to Charenton.
According to the “Liste des pasteurs de l’église de Charenton,” BSHPF 12 (1863), 12, he was there
from 1671 to 1685. However, in his letter to Joseph Bayle, [Sedan], 6 February [1680], in Labrousse
et al., Correspondance de Pierre Bayle, 3:219, Pierre Bayle writes that Daillé’s place will be taken
by “Mr Guilbert ministre dans le Poictou.” Referring to this incident, Jurieu similarly says that
Gilbert was “encore Pasteur en Poytou & Deputé de sa Province” (Jurieu, Apologie du Sr. Jurieu,
3).
32

Note, however, the uncertainty with respect to the date of de Prez’s pastorate at Saumur
in n. 116 above.
33

Du Bosc hosted this meeting (see [Lenfant?], “Examen,” LC 7, p. 30; and the letter from
C. Pajon to the consistory of Charenton, Orléans, 2 February 1684, LC 6, p. 248), and later played
an important role in effecting the anti-Pajonist act of the Provincial Synod of Normandy held that
year in Rouen. See Philip le Gendre, La vie de Pierre du Bosc, ministre du Saint Evangile; enrichie
de lettres, harangues, dissertations & autres pieces importantes, qui regarden ou la theologie, ou
les affaires des eglises reformées de France, dont il avoit été long-tems chargé (Amsterdam: R. &
G. Wetstein, 1716), 96: “En passant par Rouën il prit des mesures avec les Ministres du lieu, comme
il avoit déjà fait à Paris, avec ceux qui étoient jaloux de la gloire de Dieu; pour faire condamner le
Pajonisme au Synode: car personne n’a été plus ennemi que luy des Heresies & des nouveautez.”
The synod of 1677
34

For this conference, see Chauffepié, Nouveau dictionnaire historique, 3:7 sub “P”; Douen,
La révocation de l’édit de Nantes, 1:352-54; and Pope, “Aspects of Controversies,” 72-75. An
important source is [Lenfant?], “Examen,” LC 7, esp. pp. 30-32; as well as the letter from C. Pajon
to the consistory of Charenton, Orléans, 2 February 1684, because he identifies all the participants
(see LC 6, p. 248). Jean Daillé (fils) was not mentioned by Pajon, which places question marks
behind the recurring assertion that he was present there (so Puaux, Les précurseurs, 86; Mailhet, La
théologie protestante, 25; Douen, La révocation de l’édit de Nantes, 1:353; Knetsch, Pierre Jurieu,
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its conclusion the participants all agreed to work within their province to stamp out the
Pajonist heresy35 – in which, as it turned out, they were rather successful.36 However, the
report Jurieu gave of it to Paul Lenfant, an ardent follower of Pajon, the day after leaves the
impression that he had not been one of the original invitees, but just happened to be in the
right place at the right time on other business.37 Further, the letter hardly has the character
of being written to a bitter opponent. In fact, Jurieu seems to be concerned to inform Lenfant
of the events that took place for his good, for he begins: “I feel obligated to give you an

74).
35

See the letter from P. Jurieu to P. Lenfant, Paris, 7 July 1677, in [Lenfant?], “Examen,”
LC 7, p. 32: “Mais je ne vous dissimulerai pas que je les vis tous [i.e. les autres participants – AG]
dans le sentiment, qu’après avoir tenté les voyes de douceur, on se serviroit des autres, et que chacun
dans sa province travailleroit à faire flestrir cette grande étérodoxie par une condamnation
proportionnée au péril dans lequel on croit qu’elle met nos églises”; the letter from P. Lenfant to J.
Claude, Châtillon-sur-Loing, 1 January 1678, LC 7, p. 1:“[...] il fut résolu que chacun travailleroit
dans sa province à empescher le progrez de cette doctrine [...]”; and the letter from C. Pajon to the
consistory of Charenton, Orléans, 2 February 1684, LC 6, pp. 247-48: “il se fit dans Paris le 6e. jour
de juillet 1677. une assemblée de sept ministres de plusieurs provinces, qui complotèrent entr’eux
de faire faire chacun dans sa province les décisions dont j’ay parlé, et qui résolurent aussi que si ces
décisions qu’ils appelloient les voyes de la douceur, ne suffisoient pas pour réduire les autres
théologiens à leur sentiment, on serviroit contr’eux des autres voyes, c’est-à-dire qu’on leur osteroit
la robe, et qu’on les priveroit de leurs emplois. Messieurs vos pasteurs vous peuvent instruire de la
vérité de ce que je vous dis, sans qu’il soit besoin que je vous en allègue les preuves que j’ay en
main.” The “preuves” to which Pajon refers is quite likely Jurieu’s letter of which Lenfant will have
given him a copy.
36

Only in regards to Gilbert’s Provincial Synod of Poitou is it not sure whether it acted
against Pajonism. Note also that Sedan was at the time not part of the kingdom of France, nor the
academy a part of the French provincial synods; this circumstance is explicitly referred to in
[Lenfant?], “Examen,” LC 7, p. 35.
37

See the letter from P. Jurieu to P. Lenfant, Paris, 7 July 1677, in [Lenfant?], “Examen,”
LC 7, p. 31: “étant venu ici [i.e. Paris – AG] pour quelques affaires particulières, je me trouvai hier
en visite chez un des députez des provinces qui sont ici pour nos affaires publiques. J’y rencontrai
la pluspart des pasteurs de cette église de Paris, avec plusieurs personnes de la mesme robe”; and,
similarly, Jurieu, Apologie du Sr. Jurieu, 4: “Et peu aprés mon établissement [à Sedan] ayant été
obligé de faire un voyage à Paris j’eus l’honneur d’y voir Mr. Claude [...].”
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account of a matter which took place, and in which you have a great part.”38 The fact of the
matter was that the meeting had been intended to be kept secret,39 and Jean Mesnard, one of
the other participants, thus wrote to reproach Jurieu because of the fact that Pajon and his
followers knew of the events on account of his letter to Lenfant.40 At the very least, Jurieu’s
letter was an effort on his part to try and warn Lenfant – and, indirectly, Pajon – of
impending action.41 In line with what was noted above, one wonders whether this is also not
unconnected to his earlier ambivalence to the consequences of the Pajonist doctrine.

38

Letter from P. Jurieu to P. Lenfant, Paris, 7 July 1677, in [Lenfant?], “Examen,” LC 7, p.
30: “Je suis obligé de vous rendre compte d’une affaire qui s’est faite, où vous avez beaucoup de
part.”
39

See, for example, the surprise Claude utters that Pajon and Lenfant knew of the meeting
held at du Bosc’s place: “Avant le Synode ces Messieurs avoient fait beaucoup de bruit sur
l’Assemblée qui se fit chez Mr. du Bosc, sans que j’aye appris par quel moyen ils l’avoient sçuë.”
(letter from J. Claude to [P. Jurieu], n.p., 2 October 1677, Chauffepié, 3:7 n. D sub “P”)
40

See the letter from Mesnard to [P. Jurieu], n.p., 11 October 1677, Chauffepié, 3:7 n. D sub
“P”: “Peu de jours après nostre Conférence chez Mr. du Bosc, Mr. Pajon sçut tout ce qui s’y étoit
passé, & s’en pleignit à plusieurs personnes. Quelque temps aprés il vint une Lettre [from F. du
Vidal to Mlle Dangeau – AG] [...] qui parloit de la manière du monde la plus emportée contre cette
Conférence, & qui témoignoit avoir eu connoissance de ce qui s’y étoit passé, par une Lettre que
vous aviez écrite à Mr. Lenfant, dans laquelle on prétendoit que vous aviez parlé trop fortement.”
41

This is in line with the thesis of Knetsch (Pierre Jurieu, 74-75) and Pope (“Aspects of
Controversies,” 74) who see in this letter Jurieu’s distinction between Jurieu’s friends as such and
the doctrine to which they hold. Knetsch connects this explicitly to the stated intention at the 1677
conference that the doctrine would be pursued but “qu’il falloit épargner les personnes de nos frères”
(see the letter from P. Jurieu to P. Lenfant, Paris, 7 July 1677, in [Lenfant?], “Examen,” LC 7, p. 32).
I at any rate disagree with Douen, La révocation de l’édit de Nantes, 1:353, when he speaks of this
letter as “une communication menaçante”; and similarly, Labrousse et al., Correspondance de Pierre
Bayle, 3:9-10 n. 3, who speak of “une lettre véhémente et maladroite.”
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Jean Claude: Two Conferences
As to Jean Claude, one in a long list of renowned pastors who served the great
Reformed church at Paris in Charenton, there is no doubt that he played a leading role in
effecting the condemnations of 1677 and 1678. The “Parisian pope of the Reformed”
(Reformatorum Papa Parisiensi), as Jacques Lenfant would qualify him,42 was one the
leading participants in the 1677 secret conference.43 He was further a force in the discussions
concerning Pajon’s doctrine at his church,44 which itself played an important role in securing

42

Letter from J. Lenfant to J. Le Clerc, Heidelberg, 26 April [1684], in Sina (ed.), Jean Le
Clerc: Epistolario, 1:169.
43

See the account given by Jurieu in his letter to P. Lenfant, Paris, 7 July 1677, in [Lenfant?],
“Examen,” LC 7, pp. 31-32; similarly, the letter from P. Lenfant to J. Claude, Châtillon-sur-Loing,
1 January 1678, LC 7, p. 1, suggests that it was on the basis of Claude’s report on Pajon’s and
Lenfant’s doctrine that the others decided to act against it : “[...] enfin sur vostre rapport il fut résolu
que chacun travailleroit dans sa province à empescher le progrez de cette doctrine [...].”
44

Claude took a leading role in the deliberations of his consistory, as suggested by what he
writes in a letter to his son Isaac Claude, Paris, 21 April 1684, Leiden, UBL, PBL 292II, no. 9, fol.
54r°-v°: “Envoyez-moy s’il vous plaît une copie de quelques mémoires que je fis autrefois sur les
opinions de Monsieur Pajon touchant la grâce, pour faire voir la suite de la tradition pour nostre
sentiment et quelque mémoire aussi que je fis sur le sujet de la providence immédiate et présente.
Je ne vous demande pas le traité contre Monsieur Pajon, où j’agite la question par l’Ecriture, car je
l’ay, mais je vous demande seulement ces mémoires, que je fis lorsqu’il m’en falut descouvrir dans
le consistoire.” In the collection of the Bibliothèque wallonne in Leiden, I have discovered what
could very well be one of the anti-Pajonist treatises of Claude in a piece (hand of Isaac Claude; I owe
this identification to a conversation with David van der Linden, to whom I express my thanks) with
the title “État de la question qui est entre Monsieur Pajon et nous,” found in “Recueil de divers
traités ou dissertations Françaises de matière théologique Protestante,” Leiden, BWA, 49 E 1, Ms
C 17, pp. 310-292 (the unusual numbering is due to the fact that this treatise is written upside-down
and backwards in this notebook). Paul Lenfant also charged that Claude had preached a sermon in
which he combated those who denied immediate grace “avec beaucoup d’émotion et de chaleur”
soon after promising, at the conclusion of his meeting with Pajon in 1676 (more on this below), to
remain silent; see his letter to J. Claude, Châtillon-sur-Loing, 1 January 1678, LC 7, p. 1.
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the anti-Pajonist decision of the Provincial Synod of l’Île-de-France in August of that year.
Claude even served as chairman to this synod.45
If Claude’s aggressive pursuit of Pajon’s views in 1677 and later is beyond doubt, it
is important to recognize that this represents a complete turnaround from only a year earlier.
In July of 1676, Claude met with Pajon to discuss his doctrine on three separate days.46 Even
if at the beginning he may not have had a clear understanding of Pajon’s doctrine,47 by the
end he certainly will have been filled in as to its details. For, when he during the first session
declared that he was satisfied and ready to shake Pajon’s hand, Paul Lenfant noted that they
had not yet touched the heart of the matter and insisted that Claude and Pajon treat the matter
more deeply.48 The surviving records of these conferences witness to the detail of the
discussions that followed. Then, at their conclusion, Claude stated that there was nothing

45

Douen, La révocation de l’édit de Nantes, 1:354. Claude seems overly “modest” when he
writes in his letter to [F. du Vidal], Paris, 15 January 1678, Leiden, UBL, PBL 292VI/6, fol. 160v°:
“[...] on me fait plus d’honneur que je ne mérite de me faire l’auteur de cette affaire où dans la vérité
je n’ai que la simple part que m’i a donné ma charge dans cette église et l’employ que j’ai eu au
dernier synode.”
46

For the 1676 conferences, see Chauffepié, Nouveau dictionnaire historique, 3:7 sub “P”;
Douen, La révocation de l’édit de Nantes, 352-54; and Pope, “Aspects of Controversies,” 63-72.
47

Note, however, that Claude does at one point mention having read Pajon’s “traité du péché
originel” ([Lenfant?], “Relation de ce qui se passa,” LC 6, p. 123). For my identification of this work
as the rather detailed “De la nature du péché originel et de l’impuissance de l’homme à se convertir”
(LC 7, pp. 167-85), see ch. 6, n. 105, 106 above.
48

[Lenfant?], “Relation de ce qui se passa,” LC 6, pp. 113-14: “Après toutes ces déclarations
de Monsieur Pajon, Monsieur Claude creût qu’il n’y avoit aucune diversité entre leurs pensées, et
qu’ils se devoient donner la main en témoignage de leur union; mais Monsieur Lenfant qui avoit plus
de connoissance de la querelle qu’on avoit faite à Monsieur Pajon, que Monsieur Claude, l’aresta
et dit qu’il n’étoit pas encore temps de s’embrasser, qu’il falloit éclaircir et aprofondir les choses un
peu davantage, et que jusques-là on n’avoit pas encore touché la difficulté, ni expliqué l’état de la
question.” This episode is not reported in [de la Bastide?], “Conférence touchant la nature et la
grâce.”
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dangerous in his interlocutor’s view – even if, he added, it had possible bad consequences
which Pajon himself did not admit.49 Particularly noteworthy is that when Pajon and Lenfant
first looked him up, Claude had already been warned of the supposed dangers of their
doctrine. For, he produced a letter from no one other than de Brais, whose obvious intent was
to try and enlist Claude in an anti-Pajonist endeavor.50 Claude thus had every reason to
express opposition to Pajon. However, he not only stated that Pajon’s doctrine as such was
not dangerous, he also promised to try and convince de Brais of his opinion.51
Claude, and certainly Jurieu, appear never to have agreed with Pajon. Nevertheless,
it was only well after they first encountered his views that they decided that action should be

49

[Lenfant?], “Relation de ce qui se passa,” LC 6, p. 138: “Après tous ces discours de part
et d’autre, l’heure de se retirer étant venue, Monsieur Pajon dit qu’il avoit encore à répondre aux
raisons que Monsieur Claude avoit alléguées contre lui dans la 2e. conférence, et qu’il falloit prendre
un autre jour pour cela; mais Monsieur Claude lui répondit que cela n’étoit pas du tout nécessaire,
qu’il voioit bien où les choses pouvoient aller; qu’il croioit que le sentiment de Monsieur Pajon à
qui il parloit, pouvoit avoir de dangereuses conséquences, mais qu’il ne seroit pas juste de les lui
imputer puisqu’il ne les avouoit pas; que pour lui il étoit disposé à un grand support et qu’il feroit
tous ses efforts pour y disposer ses amis, et en particulier qu’il en écriroit à Monsieur de Brais, et
il promit à Monsieur Pajon la continuation de son amitié.” See, similarly, [de la Bastide?],
“Conférence touchant la nature et la grâce,” LC 6, p. 107: “Après cette dispute amiable, Monsieur
Claude s’adressa à Monsieur Pajon pour lui promettre la continuation de son amitié, et pour
l’asseurer qu’il empescheroit autant qu’il pourroit, qu’on ne fist d’éclat contre lui, reconnoissant de
bonne foy, que son sentiment n’a rien de dangereux: il dit bien qu’il lui sembloit qu’on en pouvoit
tirer de mauvaises conséquences, mais il ajouta qu’il n’étoit pas juste de les imputer puisqu’il ne les
avouoit pas.”
50

[Lenfant?], “Relation de ce qui se passa,” LC 6, pp. 111-23: “Il fit plus car il leût une lettre
que Monsieur de Brais lui avoit écrite quelques jours auparavant, où il lui demondoit ses avis
touchant la manière dont on agiroit pour arester le cours de ces mauvaises opinions à l’occasion d’un
proposant qui avoit passé quelque temps près de Monsieur Lenfant [...]. La suitte de cette lettre
parloit aussi de Monsieur Pajon, et lui attribuoit des sentimens étérodoxes, ce qui fit connoistre que
Monsieur de Brais fomentoit ces mauvais bruits de tout son pouvoir et que sous prétexte de
demandes des advis, il travailoit à les répandre.” De Brais’s attempt to solicit Claude’s support is
not surprising given the status the Paris pastors enjoyed; the Loudun pastors had similarly tried to
enlist the Paris pastors in 1666 (see ch. 6, n. 15 above).
51

[Lenfant?], “Relation de ce qui se passa,” LC 6, p. 138 (as cited in n. 49 above).
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taken to condemn them. Of course, explanation is still needed to account for this change in
mind, especially in the case of Claude in whom it seems to have been most dramatic. At any
rate, given this ambivalence that can be detected in two of Pajon’s fiercest opponents from
the late 1670s, it is tempting to suppose that there was a similar uncertainty in the minds of
his judges from the province of Anjou in the 1660s – judges who, as noted, had extra reasons
for being tolerant towards him to begin with.

Pajon and the Problem of Concursus
The external factors above should not, however, be divorced from the internal
question concerning Pajon’s own thought. The denial of an immediate work of the Holy
Spirit in conversion, accompanied as it was by his view on the nature of human inability after
the fall, was laid out in chapter four largely on the basis of his “De natura,” but also later
works from the 1660s. Pajon’s conception of mediate grace implied a more positive view on
human ability, and thus earned him the (standard) accusations of Pelagianism and
Arminianism/Remonstrantism. As I have argued at the end of chapter four, even if his
anthropology did have similarities with the latter, this concern could be mitigated – certainly
in the situation which recommended that Pajon be left at the academy! – by the fact that he
did operate within a particularistic, predestinarian framework. The Cameronian context of
seventeenth-century French Protestantism in which he lived and worked was favorable to the
evaluation of his views. At least from the perspective of the Reformed orthodox in the
Netherlands, Switzerland and Geneva, the French theologians tended already to be rather
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positive in their anthropology to begin with. Pajon at one point explicitly showed awareness
of the somewhat delicate status of some of Cameron’s doctrines in light of the Canons of
Dort, for in his exchange with Guyraut he noted that the canons appeared to reject Cameron’s
view on the necessary link between intellect and will. Although he in the end was convinced
that this view was harmonious with Dort, he did suggest that the synod had not understood
the issue as well as it might have.52 Similarly, as noted in chapter five, Pajon appealed in his
defense to a precedent for the very issue of the Spirit’s work on intellect and will in Cameron
in the latter’s exchange with Episcopius. This he certainly would not have done had
Cameron’s status as a source been less than it was in France at the time. In addition to the
ambivalent status of Pajon’s supposed Pelagianism and the Cameronian context which he
shared with his opponents, the ability of the Provincial Synod of Anjou to be tolerant to his
doctrine of mediate grace in the 1660s will also have been helped by the rather high
metaphysical level of abstraction it involved. If Isaac d’Huisseau’s son is to be believed, at
least his father was of the opinion that the issue was too metaphysical in nature for Pajon’s
view to be worthy of condemnation.53

52

Pajon, “Traité de l’opération,” §213: “Dans la réjection du 3e. [i.e. Canons of Dort III/IV,
error – AG] il semble que le synode ait voulu condamner disertement cette connexion essentielle
entre l’entendement et la volonté que pose Monsieur Cameron, et vous et moy après luy, par laquelle
l’entendement estant bien esclairé et délivré de ses préjugés et de ses erreurs, la volonté aussy se
trouve libre, et en estat d’aimer le bien. Mais à regarder la chose de près, il ne nous est point
contraire. [...] De sorte que je soustiens que le synode a establi fortement l’opinion de Monsieur
Cameron et cet article-là, quoy qu’à dire les choses comme je les pense, après de grands hommes,
je ne croye pas que le synode aye bien entendu cette question.”
53

Letter from I. d’Huisseau (fils) to É. Benoit, London, 17/27 August 1695, in Stauffer,
L’affaire d’Huisseau, 81-82: “Arrive l’affaire de Mr Pajon touchant la manière de l’opération du St
Esprit dans la conversion de l’homme. Comme notre autheur jugea la question un peu trop
métaphysique pour être un fondement légitime de division parmi nous et de la condemnation d’un
homme qui avoit de très beaux talens, il employa son crédit et ses raisons pour empêcher cette
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An initial survey of the material from the 1670s and 1680s leads me to conclude that
Pajon did not change this doctrine of mediate grace, nor its corollary on human ability, which
the Provincial Synod of Anjou judged to be tolerable in 1667, but which it and other
ecclesiastical bodies condemned a decade later. In spite of this, as noted in chapter four, there
was change – change, that is, in the sense of a wider application of this doctrine. While Pajon
first emphatically maintained that the denial of immediate grace did not imply the denial of
divine immediate concurrence, by the mid-1670s he – entirely in line with the claims of his
opponents that logic required him to deny the latter together with the former54 – did precisely
that, and even edited the text of the “De natura” to reflect this change in his thinking.55 The
further rejection of concursus was a serious problem in the eyes of the representatives of
Reformed orthodoxy, who were for the most part already highly uncomfortable with the
Pelagianism they saw hidden in Pajon’s view on efficient grace.56 For, the denial of
concursus was seen by some as a way for Pajon to try and place humans in a certain state of

condemnation.” For the somewhat ambivalent status of metaphysics in Reformed orthodoxy, see Aza
Goudriaan, “Theology and Philosophy,” in A Companion to Reformed Orthodoxy, ed. Herman J.
Selderhuis (Leiden: Brill, forthcoming). I thank the author for making this article available to me
before publication.
54

See, for example, Jurieu, Traitté de la nature et de la grace, 38; and Claude’s remarks
during the 1677 secret conference against Pajon as reported by Jurieu in his letter to P. Lenfant,
Paris, 7 July 1677, in [Lenfant?], “Examen,” LC 7, p. 32.
55

Cf. Pajon, “De natura,” MS. Rawlinson D. 840 no. 8, p. 6, and idem, “Traité de
l’opération,” §149; with idem, “De natura,” BP 6, fol. 222r°. See the whole discussion in ch. 4
above. Thus, Pajon broadened his perspective from the particular to the general, rather than vice
versa as implied by Labrousse (Pierre Bayle, 1:154 n. 89) and Knetsch (Pierre Jurieu, 73).
56

Contra Fatio, “Claude Pajon,” 218-19, who quickly passes over the issue of concursus and
considers the accusation of a Pelagian view on original sin to have been “plus grave.”
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independence from God.57 Yet, for Reformed orthodoxy this doctrine at the same time
represented an important tool whereby, in spite of its emphasis on God’s sovereignty and
divine predestination, it could maintain the contingent nature of the events of the universe
and avoid a strict determinism.58 However, Pajon laid out a universe which in some ways
anticipates that of the eighteenth-century deists. In the beginning, God set in order a chain
of secondary causes whose effects occur by an inevitable necessity. Pajon in fact even went
so far as to compare God to a watchmaker who set the world in motion as a watch, only to
let it run its course thereafter all on its own.59 In this, it would seem, he completed the latent,
or not so latent, deterministic elements in Cameron’s thought to which the latter’s early
seventeenth-century opponents Tilenus and Episcopius both drew his attention.60

57

See the letter from P. Bayle to Jacob Bayle, [Sedan], 12 January [1678], in Labrousse et
al., Correspondance de Pierre Bayle, 3:1: “[...] des gens qui vont à nier le concours actuel de la
divinité, et à établir l’homme dans une espece d’independance.” See similarly Jurieu’s argument that
concurrence does not destroy human freedom; Traitté de la nature et de la grace, 117-26 (“Réponse
aux objections que l’on fait contre le concours. Et premiérement que le concours ne viole point la
liberté”).
58

This is clearly illustrated by Voetius in his Disputatio [...] de distinctione attributorum
divinorum, & libertate voluntatis; see the translation and commentary in Van Asselt, Bac and Te
Velde, Reformed Thought on Freedom, 151, 165-67.
59

See [Pajon], “De la providence de Dieu,” in “De la providence et du concours immédiat,”
LC 7, p. 202 (transcription in Belgrado, Sulla crisi, 175): “Ce qui arrive aujourd’hui dépend de ce
qui arriva hier et il en est une suite nécessaire; ce qui arriva hier dépondoit de ce qui estoit arrivé le
jour précédent et il en fut une suitte nécessaire; et ainsi du reste, en remontant jusqu’à l’origine des
choses. De sorte que, posé l’établissement du premier ordre de Dieu et l’établissement de ceux qu’il
a donné depuis le premier, les choses qui sont arrivées en conséquence de cet établissement sont
nécessairement arrivées.” For the watchmaker comparison, see ibid., pp. 199, 201, 202 (transcription
in Belgrado, 170-71).
60

See on this, Belgrado, Sulla crisi, 28-29.
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The first evidence for Pajon’s reconsideration of concursus dates from some time in
the early 1670s.61 The doctrine according to which the Provincial Synod of Anjou decided
Pajon’s future at the academy in 1667 was thus not the same as that which the Provincial
Synods of Île-de-France, Normandy and Anjou, as well as the Academy of Saumur, judged
to be unacceptable in 1677-1678. Entirely in this line, while there is a silence on the issue
of divine concurrence in the 1660s with the apparent exception of Pajon’s insistence that he
did not deny it,62 the anti-Pajonist acts explicitly mention the denial of le concours immédiat
together with the denial of la grâce immédiate.63 For the majority of those who disagreed
with Pajon, his doctrine of grace will have been more easily tolerated in 1667 when the main
question came down to whether a Pelagian/Remonstrant anthropology could be allowed
when it was placed in a predestinarian context, than a decade later when its wider
implications concerning God’s relationship to the world were more clearly perceived or even
explicitly avowed.

61

I.e. [Pajon], “De la providence et du concours immédiat,” where the piece which raises
serious questions against concursus reflects a hesitancy entirely in line with the beginning of a
period of reflection: “Je ne sçay si je dois hazarder ici une pensée qui me tombe présentement dans
l’esprit, peut-estre me paroist-elle plus forte qu’elle ne l’est en effet; peut-estre qu’en emploiant moimesme du temps à l’examiner j’en reconnoistrois la foiblesse; mais, n’escrivant que pour mes
intimes amis, il importe fort peu que ce soit par eux ou par moi-mesme que je sois redressé si je
m’abuse.” (LC 7, p. 196; Belgrado, Sulla crisi, 165)
62

One wonders if, in addition to Pajon’s insistence in the “De natura” and the “Traité de
l’opération” that he does not deny concursus, he maintained the same verbally before the Provincial
Synod of Anjou. For, Jurieu remarks: “Il sembloit au commencement que ces Théologiens n’en
voulussent qu’au concours particulier de la grace, & nullement au concours général de la providence.
Leurs adversaires même les justifioient de cette accusation.” (Traitté de la nature et de la grace, 37)
63

This is at least true of Provincial Synods of Île-de-France and Normandy, and the
Academy of Saumur (in its 1683 reaffirmation of the 1678 decision, where concursus was not
mentioned); see ch. 4, n. 159 above.
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One reason which pushed Pajon’s opponents to take action is the growing number
of his followers.64 However, the size of his following would only be problematic if one were
concerned about his doctrine to begin with. In the end, one wonders whether the development
detected in Pajon’s thought concerning concursus relates to the first two factors discussed
above. That is, it was not only the composition of the Saumur conseil which had changed
from the mid-1660s to 1678, but also the doctrine which was being evaluated. There are,
moreover, hints which suggest that the application of Pajon’s principle regarding the Spirit’s
work in conversion to divine concurrence in general was what influenced both Jurieu and
Claude finally to decide that it was time to act. While there is no evidence that Pajon’s
opponents even suspected in the 1660s that his doctrine on the Spirit’s work had radical
consequences for divine concurrence,65 Jurieu devoted a great part of his Traitté de la nature
et de la grace to the issue of concursus, which he – in contrast to d’Huisseau – did not
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See the letter from P. Jurieu to P. Lenfant, Paris, 7 July 1677, in [Lenfant?], “Examen,”
LC 7, p. 32: “Monsieur Claude représenta qu’après la conférence qu’il eût avec Monsieur Pajon, ce
derniet promit solomnellement de ne parler jamais, ni en public, ni en particulier, ni directement, ni
indirectement de sa doctrine, et que cependant il n’a pas tenû sa parolle, qu’il sème ses écrits de
toutes parts, les envoyant jusqu’en Allemagne, à Genève et ailleurs. Toutes ces considérations firent
conclure ces Messieurs rassemblez de diverses provinces, qu’il étoit nécessaire d’aporter à ce mal
un remède prompt.” The increasing diffusion of Pajon’s sentiments is also mentioned as a reason to
act against them in the letter from P. Bayle to Jacob Bayle, [Sedan], 12 January [1678], in Labrousse
et al., Correspondance de Pierre Bayle, 3:1. After stating in regards to Pajon that “tout le monde
n’est pas le maitre ches soi à l’egard des opinions,” Bayle continues: “mais il veut avoir des
sectateurs, et malgré les prieres qu’on lui a tant de fois reïterées de ne point dogmatiser, il empaume
autant de proposans qu’il peut, si bien qu’il y en a peu qui l’ayent approché, qui ne soien[t] piqués
dans la suite de deffendre son systeme contre tous venans.” In 1681, Jean Le Clerc would claim write
that Pajon had managed to gain many followers (letter from J. Le Clerc to P. van Limborch,
Grenoble, 6 December 1681, in Sina (ed.), Jean Le Clerc: Epistolario, 1:32: “Quantos rumores ea
sententia excitauerit vix est credibile, sed tamen ille multos ad se traxit.”).
65

As I have noted elsewhere, there is a deafening silence on this issue in all the polemical
documents from this period (see Gootjes, “Un épisode méconnu,” 228).
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consider too metaphysical.66 For him, its denial is simply a consequence of the denial of
immediate grace. He noted that his opponents had first seemed not to go as far as that, and
were even cleared of this charge.67 However, at the time of writing he of course had proof
that this was indeed Pajon’s view, having somehow managed to get a hold of (some of) the
documents in Pajon’s “De la providence et du concours immédiat.” Similarly, there are
indications that Claude learned of Pajon’s denial of concursus in the very time separating his
conferences with him in 1676, from the conference against him in 1677. For, at the former
the issue of concursus did come up briefly, but was never actually treated.68 Strikingly, at the
latter conference where it was decided that action would be taken, the participants not only
agreed that the denial of concursus followed from the denial of immediate grace, but also

66

See Traitté de la nature et de la grace, 43, where Jurieu first notes that his opponents had
argued that “c’est une question qui est plus de Philosophie que de Théologie” (the view he attributes
is very similar to what one finds in the letter from P. Lenfant to J. Claude, Châtillon-sur-Loing, 1
January 1678, LC 7, pp. 18-19), but responds: “Je suis dans une pensée fort opposée à cella-là; je
croi que la question du concours est Théologique aussi bien que Philosophique qu’elle est de la
derniére importance; qu’aprés les véritez fondamentales, il n’y en a pas une qui soit aussi importante
que celle-ci, & que l’opinion qui nie le concours peut ruïner par ses conséquences la piété & la
religion, comme j’espére le faire voir dans la suite.”
67

Jurieu, Traitté de la nature et de la grace, 37-38: “Il sembloit au commencement que ces
Théologiens n’en voulussent qu’au concours particulier de la grace, & nullement au concours
général de la Providence. Leurs adversaires mêmes les justifioient de cette accusation. Cet amas de
circonstances, qui sont ménagées par la Providence pour convertir efficacément & infailliblement
les élûs, selon eux, sembloit les garentir de tout soupçon. Mais enfin il a paru que ce ménagement
de circonstances revient à cette impression générale que Dieu a donnée dés le commencement à
toutes les parties du monde, pour produire tels & tels effets selon sa volonté, & causer telle & telle
rencontre d’événemens.”
68

Claude touched on the issue of concursus in his 1676 conferences with Pajon when he
remarked as a third difficulty in the latter’s view that it implied there to be no difference in divine
concurrence with good and evil. When Pajon attempted to respond, it is reported of Claude that he
“ne voulut pas écouter cela, et sans y faire aucune réflexion, il passa au 4e. inconvénient”
([Lenfant?], “Relation de ce qui se passa,” LC 6, p. 119). The result was that the issue was never
properly discussed on this occasion.
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reported rumors that Pajon and his followers had explicitly avowed this to be true.69
Accordingly, Claude not only wrote against Pajon’s view on grace, but also on providence.70
The importance which the theme of concursus gained in the Pajonist controversies, which
moved the discussion well beyond the question of whether his thought constituted
Pelagianism,71 means that only further study on the development in his thinking in terms of
its origins, sources and implications, makes it possible accurately to place him and his
“mature” thought in the context of late seventeenth-century Reformed theology.

69

After Jurieu reports that the participants agreed that “vous [i.e. Lenfant and Pajon – AG]
ruiniez entièrement la nature de la providence: 1°. parce qu’en niant la concours particulier de la
grâce, vous vous engagiez à nier le général concours de la nature puisque celui qui nie le plus doit
nier le moins,” he immediately adds: “2°. On raporta comme l’ayant ouï de la bouche de quelques
uns de vous autres Messieurs, que Dieu s’étant contenté au commencement, de donner le branlé à
toutes les causes, et que par un enchaisnement d’effets et de causes secondes les choses se font
aujourd’hui sans que Dieu s’en mesle ordinairement d’une façon particulière” (see the letter from
P. Jurieu to P. Lenfant, Paris, 7 July 1677, in [Lenfant?], “Examen,” LC 7, p. 32). This is precisely
the view Pajon develops in “De la providence de Dieu,” in “De la providence et du concours
immédiat,” LC 7, pp. 198-203; Belgrado, Sulla crisi, 168-76).
70

See the letter from J. Claude to I. Claude, Paris, 21 April 1684, Leiden, UB, PBL 292II,
no. 9, fol. 54r°-v°: “Envoiez-moy s’il vous plaît une copie de quelques mémoires que je fis autrefois
sur les opinions de Monsieur Pajon touchant la grâce pour faire voir la suite de la tradition pour
nostre sentiment & quelque mémoire que je fis sur le sujet de la providence immédiate et présente.”
71

In light of what was demonstrated in connection with Jurieu and Claude, the following
sequence in Pierre Bayle’s letters to his brother Jacob is also striking. When he first mentioned the
act of the Provincial Synod of l’Île-de-France, he remarked that the step from Pajon’s doctrine “est
extremement glissant là au pelagianisme ou du moins à l’arminianisme” ([Sedan], 19 September
1677, in Labrousse et al., Correspondance de Pierre Bayle, 2:439). When his brother appears to have
been somewhat skeptical of the need for such actions (see the letter dated [Sedan], 12 January 1678,
in ibid., 3:1: “Vous n’avez que faire de tant plaindre de Mr Pajon, car outre qu’il n’a point été
nommé, il faut que vous sachiés que le mal n’est pas petit [...]”), Pierre Bayle in response does not
return to the earlier objection of Pelagianism, but remarks: “[...] il est de la prudence de nos synodes
de proceder par de vertes censures contre des gens qui vont à nier le concours actuel de la divinité,
et à etablir l’homme dans une espece d’independance.”

Chapter Eight
Conclusions

In light of the importance the previous chapter attributed to Pajon’s development in
regards to concursus, this study is hardly definitive and only an invitation to further research.
Yet lest we risk – as has been done in previous scholarship, due largely to a deficit in sources
– conflating the two phases of controversy both in terms of Pajon’s thought and the
controversies it aroused, it is a worthwhile endeavor to list the conclusions that can be
reached from the perspective of precisely that interlude which intervened between the two
phases of controversy. The debates surrounding Pajon’s doctrine no doubt constitute the
greatest disturbance internal to the French Protestant world of the mid to late seventeenth
century. As such, they reveal much of the landscape of Huguenot theology in the quarter
century preceding the Revocation of the Edict of Nantes.
A first conclusion concerns Pajon’s place in the theology emanating from the
Academy of Saumur. Although scholarship had always recognized the presence of some kind
of a trajectory running from John Cameron – its founder – through Moïse Amyraut – its most
famous proponent – to Claude Pajon – its radicalizer, the results of this study allow us to be
more concrete in describing the nature of the relationship between these three theologians.
Pajon, as it turns out, did not push Cameron’s and Amyraut’s theses to their logical
conclusion. Rather, as could be pointed out explicitly from the sources, Pajon in spite of his
admiration for Amyraut set himself against his former teacher and was further convinced that
the latter – and, one may add, his colleague Louis Cappel – had not fully understood
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Cameron’s theological program. Also significant is the observation that Pajon himself was
not the first one to distance himself from Amyraut. Although the term “Pajonism,” which its
opponents already used during Pajon’s own lifetime, was obviously derived from his name
as an indication for its source, he was not the originator of this doctrine. Pajon’s father-in-law
Paul Testard had set out the same views on the Spirit’s work in conversion and on original
ability in his Eijrhnikovn of 1633 which predates the outbreak of the first Pajonist
controversies by more than three decades. Most surprising may be the fact that Pajon by way
of a careful exegesis of Cameron’s opera built a convincing case that the view on grace
which he had inherited from Testard may in fact have been that of the “real” Cameron. In
spite of certain ambiguities, which could well be the result of the polemical context behind
Cameron’s works but absent from and without effect for the private discussions Testard was
reported to have entertained with the Scot while boarding with him, a Pajonist reading of
Cameron on conversion is entirely possible if not plausible. Consequently, a theological
genealogy must rather be drawn from Cameron through Testard to Pajon.
That Testard was said in the above “to distance himself from Amyraut” reflects a
careful choice of words. Testard always remained in Amyraut’s shadow both before and after
the National Synod of Alençon in 1637 before which they appeared together in order to
defend their doctrine of universal grace. Nevertheless, the divergent vision on the Spirit’s
work in conversion which Testard had promoted was not the sign of inferior intellectual
capacities in the pastor of Blois compared to the star professor of the Saumur academy. Even
if it may as such be true that Amyraut outshone Testard intellectually, his view on the
operation of grace was no inadvertent error but a conscious choice for a theology that was
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more amenable to the demands of reason than was that of Amyraut. In these two
intellectuals, we do not so much have a bright light and a dim light, as two heads of what can
justifiably be called a “moderate” current and a “radical” current of Cameronism. During the
Pajonist controversies they competed against each other for followers in the French
Protestant world.
In light of the above, the reception of that more persistent intellectualistic
understanding of conversion with the resulting greater emphasis on the Gospel message’s
rationality must be traced back much earlier than the 1660s. Even if, as has been suggested,
a case can be made that Cameron himself already promoted this view, his writings on their
own are too ambiguous, most likely due to the careful course he had to steer in order to avoid
suspicion. When Testard stated this view in his Eijrhnikovn, it went largely unnoticed, the one
notable exception being André Rivet. If other Cameronians did catch this subtle difference
in this work – which, if the extant copies today are in any measure indicative, saw a rather
limited diffusion to begin with – they would in the 1630s and 1640s have been served well
by minimizing the differences within their camp as they fought at the time for acceptance of
their views within the bounds of orthodoxy. Further, Testard himself appears hardly to have
been considered a threat in his position as pastor to the church at Blois. When Pajon wrote
in favor of mediate grace, in contrast to Testard he did so in works whose sole purpose was
to argue this specific doctrine which was largely and for the most part fiercely resisted. Pajon
was after all a capable defender whose brilliance was recognized and who was destined for
a chair in theology at the Academy of Saumur, where he would be responsible for the
training of the next generation of pastors. As such he posed a serious threat to those who
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were opposed to the Pelagianism they thought to detect in him, no doubt sensitive to the
greater role Pajon’s doctrine attributed to reason.
The “rationalism” of Testard and Pajon can best be considered as an insistence on the
universal accessibility of the rationality of the Gospel message. With them, reason still
functions as an instrument rather than a principium, and this kept them from a full-fledged
rationalism as espoused by some of their contemporaries and manifested itself more
generally several decades later. Of course, with Pajon the “next step” to turning reason into
a principle was indeed made considerably smaller, and as such he was indeed a representative
figure of his time in the dawn of the Age of Reason. However, contrary to the pattern in
scholarship which has seen in him a rationalist of Cartesian bent, Pajon’s “rationalism” is to
be seen simply as a result of the intellectualism that reached back through Testard to
Cameron. Even if some elements in his epistemology reflect an attempt to establish the
certainty of knowledge in a context after the publication of Descartes’s Discours de la
méthode and subsequent works, at a number of points his doctrine would be ill at ease with
Cartesian postulates. Of course, the question of Pajon’s alleged Cartesianism requires further
investigation in light of the developments that took place in the 1670s in regards to
concurrence and brought him to engage his intellectual context in the form of the
occasionalist theory espoused by such post-Cartesians as Nicolas Malebranche.
Pajon’s doctrine and the resulting controversies of the 1660s were consciously read
contextually. The fact that he was not censured by the Provincial Synod of Anjou finds
explanation in both internal and external factors. In the first place, the doctrine which the
ecclesiastical authorities evaluated in this phase did not yet show any signs of the more
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worrying implications in regards to causality that became evident a decade later. In moving
to the external factors, we in the second place point out that the French Reformed pastors and
elders were divided as to whether or not Pajon’s consistent intellectualism was close enough
to the Remonstrant doctrine which the Synod of Dort in 1618-1619 had rejected as Pelagian.
The pastors of the churches of Loudun and Preuilly in the Anjou province, together with
representatives from the provinces of Bretagne and Normandy, judged this indeed to be the
case. As the events at the Provincial Synod of Anjou in 1667 make clear, the majority of the
delegates and deputies there were not convinced. In order to account for the latter, we noted
the somewhat unclear status of Pajon’s theses vis-à-vis the Canons of Dort, given that while
his anthropology had definite similarities with the position condemned, it was framed within
a particularistic predestinarian framework. For that reason, the degree to which the milieu
in which Pajon moved was favorable to him could exercise considerable influence in
determining the decisions that would in reality be taken with respect to him.
While the importance of Pajon’s ability to appeal to an authority of Cameron’s stature
can hardly be underestimated, the situation of the Academy of Saumur also inclined the
majority of his judges to be favorable – or at least tolerant – towards him. The detailed
examination of the controversies as they grew from private polemics to public opposition
was not merely offered as a contribution to the history of this institution. The Academy of
Saumur as the arena for the first phase of the Pajonist controversies was decisive for their
course. It appears that Jacques Guyraut, for instance, would have been content to tolerate
Pajon and his doctrine while the latter remained pastor at Marchenoir; it was at Pajon’s
appointment to the academy that he first began to oppose him. Conversely, there were others
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for whom this very same appointment constituted a reason to be as tolerant towards Pajon’s
doctrine as possible. In the decade and a half preceding his election, the Academy of Saumur
no longer enjoyed its earlier luster because it had not only lost its stars with the deaths of de
la Place, Cappel and Amyraut, but also failed to have them replaced due to internal tensions
and conflicts. Pajon’s appointment was intended as a part of the rebuilding process after the
crisis had passed, and he was hailed as one who would usher in a renaissance for Saumur.
The academy’s reactions to the establishment of its newest professeur désigné witnesses that
this circumstance continued to play a factor. When the academy failed to sweep the troubles
under the rug, its later decisions witness an attempt to create tolerance towards its newest
professor and peace for itself. In spite of the success the Academy of Saumur achieved at the
synodical level, the pressure from the adjacent provinces accompanied as it was by the threat
of crippling financial measures led Pajon late in 1667 for the sake of the academy to leave
it in favor of the pastorate at Orléans.
Pajon’s decision did for some time mean peace both for himself and for the academy,
but the story does not end there. Less than a decade later, in 1676, the second Pajonist
controversy broke out. This time the opposition originated from within the academy whose
faculty had in the space of ten years undergone a considerable face lift, and was directed
against a theology which in the eyes of many had finally torn off its mask to reveal its truly
heterodox nature. As a final conclusion, one can thus only emphasize the need to consider
this second phase of controversy in terms of its origins and causes, the developments Pajon
had made in his doctrine and the following he was able to win for it, and the nature of the
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condemnations his thought drew upon itself from synods and academies alike both within
and outside of France.

Appendix 1
Pajon’s Works to 1668

ca. 1660-1662

“De natura gratiae efficacis ad amicum dissertatio.”1

1665

“Annotationes”2 (now lost)

1666

“Traité de l’opération de l’Esprit de Dieu en la conversion de
l’homme”3
“Sommaire de la doctrine du Sieur Pajon sur le sujet de la grâce”4

1667

“Estat des questions qui doivent estre disputées entre le Sieur Pajon
et ses accusateurs”5
“De la nature du péché originel et de l’impuissance de l’homme à se
convertir”6
“De l’efficace de la Parolle dans la conversion du pécheur”7

1668

1

For the bibliographical references, see ch. 4 n. 12 ; for the date of composition, see ch. 2
n. 102 above.
2

For some bibliographical references and the date of composition, see ch. 5 n. 71 above.

3

For the bibliographical references and date of composition, see ch. 5 nn. 79 and 80 above.

4

For the bibliographical references and date of composition, see ch. 6 n. 32 above.

5

For the bibliographical references and date of composition, see ch. 6 nn. 43 and 44 above.

6

For the bibliographical references, authorship and date of composition, see ch. 6 n. 105,
106 above.
7

For the bibliographical references, authorship and date of composition, see ch. 6 nn. 105,
106 and 107 above.

Appendix 2
The Interlocutor of “De la providence et du concours immédiat”

In her work Sulla crisi della teologia filosofica nel Seicento. Pierre Jurieu e dintorni
(Milan: Franco Angeli, 2008), Anna Minerbi Belgrado transcribes a document from the
Charles le Cène collection of the Huguenot Society of Great Britain and Ireland (held in
London at the Special Collections, University College library) and attributes it to Isaac Papin
(1657-1709), a nephew and follower of Pajon. This document, entitled “De la providence et
du concours immédiat,” is a collection of the following loose pieces:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.

undated letter from [Pajon] to P. de Villemandy (LC 7, pp. 187-88; Belgrado, Sulla
crisi, 151-53)
de Villemandy’s response to the letter [of Pajon], 27 January 1674 (LC 7, pp. 188-90;
Sulla crisi, 153-56)
[Pajon’s] response to de Villemandy’s letter above, 8 March 1674 (LC 7, pp. 190-94;
Sulla crisi, 156-62)
[Pajon], “Raisons pour et contre le concours immédiat de Dieu dans toutes les actions
des créatures” (LC 7, pp. 194-98; Sulla crisi, 162-68)
[Pajon], “De la providence de Dieu” (LC 7, pp. 198-203; Sulla crisi, 168-76)
letter from [Pajon] to M.D.L., 10 December 1676 (LC 7, pp. 203-04; Sulla crisi, 17679)
letter from [Pajon] to M.D.S., 22 April 1674 (LC 7, pp. 204-07; Sulla crisi, 179-81)

Of these, A-C follow one upon the other; also, F would seem to follow on E, because it
appears to constitute a defense of the latter’s definition of providence (as found in LC 7, p.
201; Sulla crisi, 174).
Belgrado’s identification of the interlocutor as Papin (in whose place I have
substituted Pajon, as above) is extremely difficult to maintain for the simple reason that it
depends on the dating of B, C and G to 1679. This is an unfortunate misreading, however,
because the manuscript in all cases clearly reads “1674.” This correction immediately
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removes Papin as a possible candidate for the anonymous interlocutor, since letter A has to
have been written before 27 January 1674 (i.e. the date for B). Not only was Papin a mere
sixteen years old in 1673, it is further known that due to his fragile health he did not begin
the study of Latin until the age of seventeen (i.e. in 1674), and then as an autodidact. His
formal education did not begin until his arrival in Geneva in 1676.1 All of this makes the
undertaking of a detailed and technical correspondence with the Saumur philosophy
professor Pierre de Villemandy before this period all but impossible.
In favor of the identification of Pajon as the correspondent in question, I point to
Goujet’s list of his manuscript works which includes a title almost identical to that found at
the top of the le Cène collection manuscript: “Plusieurs piéces sur la providence, sur le
concours immédiat.”2 This title as listed by Goujet is, of course, an accurate description of
the contents of LC 7, pp. 187-206. Further, slight variants also occur between other titles as
found in the le Cène collection and those listed in Goujet in connection with undisputed
Pajon manuscripts. On top of this, the location of this document in a volume of the archives
which contains other Pajon works is also not without importance. Finally, I add that the style
of the documents in question makes one think very much of Pajon’s other writings.
There is, admittedly, a chance that not Pajon but one of his followers other than Papin
was the interlocutor we are attempting to identify. Given the date of 1674, however, few
candidates come to mind other than Paul Lenfant, François du Vidal, and perhaps a certain

1

2

For these biographical details on Papin’s life, see Guillemin, “Isaac Papin,” 51-53.
Goujet, Supplément, 2:5 (#9).
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Astruc.3 In this connection it is significant to note that Pierre Jurieu in his work against
Pajon’s doctrine, where he nevertheless does not mention his opponent by name, cites several
passages from the documents in question.4 As Belgrado has also pointed out, Jurieu’s use of
such phrases as “l’un de ces Messieurs” to introduce paraphrases or quotations from his
opponents makes it clear that he is indeed thinking of more people than just Pajon.5
Nevertheless, this datum as such is not determinative in any way as to the authorship of the
documents in question. For, it also appears before a citation from what is undoubtedly a work
from Pajon himself.6 I thus argue that, in the absence of evidence to the contrary, the
identification of Pajon as the anonymous interlocutor can be maintained with a fair degree
of certainty. Also Chauffepié clearly understood Jurieu to be citing a work from Pajon when
he reproduced portions of letter C (as copied from Jurieu’s Traitté, rather than an original
manuscript) in his article on Pajon.7

3

For Lenfant, see ch. 4 n. 22. I have not been able to establish the date at which du Vidal
is undoubtedly a follower of Pajon; see ch. 6 n. 79. For Astruc, see ch. 7 n. 15.
4

Jurieu, Traitté de la nature et de la grace, 13, 13-14, 16, 16-17, 18, citing from the text in
LC 7, pp. 191-92, 194, 193, 191, 192 (Belgrado, Sulla crisi, 159, 162, 161, 157, 159-60).
5

Belgrado, Sulla crisi, 23.

6

Jurieu, Traitté de la nature et de la grace, 24; the italicized portions of text are from Pajon,
“Estat des questions,” de Budé 2010, p. 18.
7

See Chauffepié, Nouveau dictionnaire historique, 3:6 n. B sub “P.”

Appendix 3
Theses

1

The relationship between the thought of Moïse Amyraut and Claude Pajon is not, as
is commonly done in scholarship, best described as one of “development.”

2

Paul Testard, the pastor of Blois whose daughter Pajon would marry, was a “Pajonist
avant la lettre.”

3

It is historically unwarranted to identify Pajon simply as a “Cartesian.” His
epistemology, and the doctrine of grace constructed upon it, are in spite of certain
similarities with the new philosophy best described primarily as “Cameronian.”

4

That Pajon was supported by the Academy of Saumur and the Provincial Synod of
Anjou throughout the 1660s must be explained in light of the tumultuous situation
the academy just put behind itself, as well as by the relatively moderate and
undeveloped character of his doctrine of grace during this decade.

5

It is possible to speak of a “theology of Saumur” originating with John Cameron.
Following François Laplanche, however, historians of seventeenth-century French
Protestantism must be careful to recognize different, even opposing currents within
that one broader stream.

6

From a historical perspective it is possible to identify la grâce universelle as a
“middle road” between Arminianism and the orthodox doctrine as formulated in the
Canons of Dort (1618-1619).

7

The claim that Thomas Boston (1676-1732) failed because of his federalism to be a
true theologian of grace ignores the place both the covenant of works and the
covenant of grace occupy in his theology.

8

Scholarship on the ecclesiology of Philipp Melanchthon (1497-1560) has focused
overly on his contribution to the Augsburg Confession and his Apology, and this at
the cost of his Loci communes. As result, it misses important changes Melanchthon
introduced in the course of successive editions of the Loci from a definition of the
church in “invisible” to “visible” terms.

9

While the concept of “calling” or “vocation” has indeed given sacred value to secular
work, when isolated from the means which God uses, it can become an obstacle for
choosing the path of one’s career.
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10

The position of the Protestant Reformed Churches in America on covenant and
election meant that the early tendency of post-WWII Dutch immigrants from the
Gereformeerde Kerken (vrijgemaakt) to Canada and the US to join them was from
the very outset doomed to failure. That members from this immigrant group
attempted to join them at all can only be explained in light of the scarce information
available in the post-war situation, and in the perception of Herman Hoeksema by
Klaas Schilder and his co-religionaries as an anti-Kuyperian ally.

11

While theologically and historically the identity of the Canadian Reformed Churches
lies foremost in the covenant/election distinction and in article 31 of the Church
Order (i.e. the right to appeal), socially and culturally they are most marked by the
Belgic Confession’s distinction between the true and the false church (article 29).

12

In necessariis unitas, in dubiis libertas, in omnibus caritas.

13

The massive correspondence of Pierre Jurieu lies in a musty attic in Rotterdam, the
Netherlands.
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manuscripts:
•
[Jacques Guyraut], “Objections d’un ami à son ami” (non-paginated, [pp. 1-5]),
followed by Claude Pajon, [“Traité de l’opération de l’Esprit de Dieu en la
conversion de l’homme”] (non-paginated, [pp. 9-70]).*
•
[Jacques Guyraut], “Remarques sur la confession de foi de Monsieur Pajon, sur la
question de la grâce.”**
•
[Jean-Robert Chouet], Untitled account concerning Étienne Gaussen and Claude
Pajon dated 18 May 1721.**

Geneva – Bibliothèque de Genève – Archives Tronchin (Musée historique de la
Réformation)
Arch. Tronchin 39
•
Louis Tronchin, “Animadversiones in dissertationem de natura gratiae efficacis.”
(fol. 113r°-v°).
*

A single asterisk (* ) is used to mark manuscripts which were discovered in the course of
the research for this study, but of which others copies were known to exist.
**

A double asterisk (**) is used to mark new manuscripts which were first (re-)discovered
in the course of the research for this study.
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Arch. Tronchin 41
•
Correspondence of L. Tronching with J. Cappel.
Arch. Tronchin 45
•
Correspondence of L. Tronchin with P. Allix.
Arch. Tronchin 47
•
Correspondence of L. Tronchin with J.-R. Chouet.
Arch. Tronchin 48
•
Correspondence of L. Tronchin with É. Gaussen.
Arch. Tronchin 53
•
Correspondence of C. Pajon with J.-R. Chouet, [J. Lenfant], and Thorman, L.
Tronchin.
•
Claude Pajon, “Sommaire de la doctrine du Sieur Pajon sur la grâce” (fols. 23r°24v°).
•
Claude Pajon, “Arguments et réponses sur l’impuissance de l’homme à se
convertir” (fols. 25r°-28v°).
•
Claude Pajon, “Sommaire de la doctrine du Sieur Pajon sur le sujet de la grâce”
(fols. 44r°-45v°).
•
Claude Pajon, “Considérations sur la nature de la liberté de Dieu contre le
sentiment de Monsieur Descartes” (fols. 62r°-64v°).
•
Claude Pajon, “Contra gratiam immediatam disputatio indirecta” (fols. 64r°-65r°).
•
Claude Pajon, “Estat des questions à disputer entre Monsieur Pajon et ses
accusateurs” (fols. 66r°-75v°)
Arch. Tronchin 89
•
Claude Pajon, “N. N. De natura gratiae efficacis ad amicum dissertatio” (fols. 1r°39v°).
•
Claude Pajon, “N. N. De natura gratiae efficacis ad amicum dissertatio” (fols.
43r°-90v°).
Arch. Tronchin 135
•
[Jacques Guyraut, “Objections d’un ami à son ami”] (pp. 7-14; pp. 1-6 are
missing), followed by Claude Pajon, “Traité de l’opération de l’Esprit et la
conversion de l’homme” (pp. 14-150; pp. 150-54 are missing).
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Geneva – Bibliothèque de Genève – Fonds de Budé 2010
Bundle “Manuscrits concernant Pajon,” which contains:
•
Claude Pajon, “Estat des questions qui doivent estre disputées entre le Sieur Pajon
et ses accusateurs” (autograph), pp. 1-40.*
•
A parchment-bound volume marked “Papiers qui regarden Mr. Pajon,” which in
turn contains:
•
Claude Pajon, “État des questions qui doivent être disputées entre le Sieur
Pajon et ses accusateurs” (pagination by letter in bottom right hand corner;
independent pagination at top left hand corner of pages, pp. 1-56).
•
Claude Pajon, “Claudii Pajon ecclesiae Aurelianensis reformatae pastoris
facundissimi doctissimi De natura gratiae efficacis ad amicum dissertatio”
(pagination by letter in bottom right hand corner continued from
preceding).
•
[Jacques Guyraut, “Objections d’un ami à son ami”], followed by Claude
Pajon, “De l’opération de l’Esprit de D. et de la conversion de l’homme”
(no pagination).

Geneva – Bibliothèque de Genève – Manuscrits français
Ms Fr 486
•
correspondence of É. Gaussen with F. Turrettini.

Leiden – Universiteitsbibliotheek – Bibliotheca publica latina (BPL)
BPL 279
•
correspondence of A. Rivet with J. Daillé (père).
BPL 282
•
correspondence of A. Rivet with É. Rivet.
BPL 286II
•
correspondence of A. Rivet with A. Pineau.
BPL 286IV
•
correspondence of A. Rivet with A. Pineau.
BPL 287II
•
correspondence of A. Rivet with G. Rivet.
BPL 292II
•
correspondence of J. Claude with I. Claude.
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PBL 292VI
•
correspondence J. Claude with [F. du Vidal].
BPL 300
•
correspondence of A. Rivet with the faculty of theology of Leiden, and with L.
Cappel.

Leiden – Universiteitsbibliotheek – Bibliothèque wallonne
•
BWA 49 A 1 Ms. A 10 – Jacques-Georges de Chauffepié, “Mémoires pour servir
à l’histoire de la vie et des ouvrages de Monsieur Jurieu.”
•
BWA, 49 E 1, Ms C 17 – “Recueil de divers traités ou dissertations françaises de
matière théologique Protestante,” which includes:
•
[Jean Claude?],“État de la question qui est entre Monsieur Pajon et nous,”
in pp. 310-292 (the unusual numbering is due to the fact that this treatise is
written upside-down and backwards in this notebook).**

London – Special Collections, University College Library – Charles le Cène Collection
(Huguenot Society of Great Britain and Ireland, R. 5)
LC 6
•
Claude Pajon, “Estat des questions à disputer entre Monsieur Pajon et ses
accusateurs” (pp. 1-26).
•
Claude Pajon, “Claudii Pajon de natura gratiae efficacis dissertatio ad amicum”
(pp. 29-75).
•
Claude Pajon, “Sommaire de la doctrine du Sieur Pajon sur le sujet de la grâce”
(pp. 76-77), immediately followed by a comparison between the doctrine of
Pelagius and Pajon (pp. 77-78).
•
[Antoine Crosaz de la Bastide?], “Conférence touchant la nature et la grâce, entre
Messieurs Claude et Pajon, en présence de Messieurs de la Bastide, et Lenfant”
(pp. 99-107).
•
[Paul Lenfant?], “Relation de ce qui passa entre Monsieur Claude et Monsieur
Pajon dans les conférences qu’ils eurent au mois de juillet 1676” (pp. 111-38).
•
[?] Astruc, “Réponse à l’argument proposé par Monsieur Pajon, avec la réfutation
de la réponse. Par Monsieur Astruc contre Monsieur Courdille” (pp. 143-71).
•
Claude Pajon, “Lettre de Monsieur Pajon à Monsieur X. Astruc sur l’indiférence
de la liberté,” n.p., n.d. (pp. 175-81).
•
Claude Pajon, “Défense du 4e. article de la Confession de foy des églises
réformées de France contre les objections du Père Maimbourg dans son traitté de
la vraye Parolle de Dieu” (pp. 211-25).
•
letter from C. Pajon to the consistory of Charenton, Orléans, 2 February 1684 (pp.
239-60).
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•
•
•
•
•

“Sur la grâce universelle, et que la grâce immédiate la détruit” [correspondence of
C. Pajon with J.-R. Chouet] (pp. 263-73).
letter from J. Daillé to C. Pajon, [Paris], 4 August 1667 (pp. 275-76).
[P.] Piozet, short account concerning the Pajon affair signed and dated 5 July
1687 (pp. 277-78).
letter from [P.] Piozet to [G.] le Sauvage, le Mans, 27 September 1667 (pp. 28182).
[Claude Pajon], “De l’efficace de la Parolle dans la conversion du pécheur” (pp.
283-89)

LC 7
•
letter from P. Lenfant to J. Claude, Châtillon-sur-Loing, 1 January 1678 (pp. 1-27)
•
[Paul Lenfant?], “Examen d’un jugement rendu par le synode des églises
réformées de l’Isle de France, Picardie, Champagne, etc., assemblée à Charenton
au mois d’avril et de may 1679” (pp. 29-67).
•
[Claude Pajon], “Les sentiments de Monsieur Testard sur la nature de
l’impuissance de l’homme à se convertir, et sur la manière dont le Saint Esprit
opère pour la guérir. Traduit du latin de son Irenicon” (pp. 69-71)
•
[Claude Pajon], “De la manière dont la grâce efficace opère la conversion?
Traduit du latin de l’Irenicon de Monsieur Testard” (pp. 73-83).
•
[Claude Pajon], “De la puissance, ou impuissance à bien vivre, selon l’Escriture”
(pp. 153-56).
•
[Claude Pajon], [“Remarques sur quelques thèses de M. de Beaulieu”] (pp. 16465)
•
[Claude Pajon], “De la nature du péché originel et de l’impuissance de l’homme à
se convertir” (pp. 167-85).
•
[Claude Pajon], “De la providence et du concours immédiat” (pp. 187-206).
•
[Pierre Jurieu], “Examen de la doctrine condamnée dans les Synodes de
Normandie, de l’Isle de France et d’Anjou, sur la providence générale et
particulière” (pp. 395-444).
•
[Claude Pajon], “Contra gratiam immediatam” (pp. 484-87).
•
[Claude Pajon], “Questions sur le concours immédiat” (pp. 490-92).

London – The Royal Society – Boyle Papers
BP 6
•
Claude Pajon, “De natura gratiae efficacis ad amicum dissertatio” (fols. 221r°245v°).*

Orléans – Archives départementales du Loiret
2 J R 2368
•
Folder marked “Pajon, pasteur 1685.”
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Oxford – Bodleian Library – Rawlinson Papers
MS. Rawlinson D 640
•
“Actes du sinode provincial des eglises de Bretagne [Rennes, 1673]” (no. 21, fols.
446r°-457v°).
MS. Rawlinson D 840
•
Claude Pajon, “N. N. De natura gratiae efficacis ad amicum dissertatio” (no. 8,
fols. 31r°-77r°).*

Paris – Bibliothèque de la Société de l’histoire du Protestantisme français
BPF 294
•
John Quick, “Pauli Testardi Icon” (no. 4)1
BPF 543 (Auzière)
•
minutes of the king’s commissioner to the Provincial Synod of Anjou held at
Saumur on 28ff. October 1677 (fols. 181r°-191v).
BPF 5452 (Auzière)
•
“Extrait des acts du Synode des provinces d’Anjou, Touraine et la Mayne, tenu à
Preuilly le 14 juillet et les jours suivans, 1667.” (fols. 121r°-123v°) [copy from
Arsenal Ms 5423]
BPF 732 (Paul de Félice)
•
“II. Notes (copiées) sur Marchenoir.”
BPF 1538 XII (Paul de Félice)
•
folder “Dangeau,” containing: “Dangeau. Papier du consistoire.”

Paris – Bibliothèque nationale de France – Bibliothèque de l’Arsenal
Arsenal Ms 5423 (Recueil Conrart)
•
“Extraits des actes du synode des provinces d’Anjou, Touraine et Mayne, tenu à
Preuilly, le 14 juillet et les jours suivans, 1667.” (pp. 1361-1363)
Arsenal Ms 5429 (Receuil Conrart)
•
Anonymous, “Paraphrase des thèses de M. Testard touchant la doctrine de la
nature et de la grace” (pp. 1233-1249)

1

Copy; original in London, Dr. William’s Library, London, “Icones sacrae
gallicanae,” Ms. 37, pp. 687-99.
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Arsenal Ms 5633 (Bibliothèque universelle, par l’abbé Drouyn)
•
“Abbrégé de ce qui est arrivé à Mr. Pajon depuis le 6me de novembre 1670.
Jusqu’au jour de sa mort. Fait par Mademoiselle Pajon sa femme 1686” (fols.
245r°-248r°).
•
“Lettre de Mlle. Pajon à Monsieur Jurieu” (letter [copy] from E. Perreaux [veuve
Pajon] to P. Jurieu, n.p., [1686 or 1687]) (fol. 248r°-v°).
•
letter (copy) from [Claude IV?] Pajon to [Philippe Drouyn?], n.p., n.d., Paris
(244r°-v°).
Arsenal Ms 7463
•
“Actes du Synode de la province d’Orleans Berri assemblé par permissions du
Roy a Sancerre le vintneufiesme juin et jours suivants de l’année mil six cents
soixante et dixneuf” (fols. 142-53).

Saumur – Archives municipales de Saumur – Académie Protestante
IA
•
I A 1 – “Registre de délibérations du Consel académique ordinaire et
extraordinaire de l’Académie protestante de Saumur, 1613-1673.”
•
I A 4 – “Registre du Conseil académique.”2

B. Primary Sources – Printed
Amyraut, Moïse. Brief traité de la predestination. Avec l’eschantillon de la doctrine de
Calvin sur le mesme suiet. Et la response a M. de L. M. sur la matiere de la grace
et autres questions de theologie. 2nd rev. ed. Saumur: Isaac Desbordes, 1658.
———. Defense de la doctrine de Calvin sur le sujet de l’election et de la reprobation.
Saumur: Isaac Desbordes, 1644.
———. Dissertationes theologicae quatuor. Saumur: Isaac Desbordes, 1645.
———. Dissertationes theologicae sex, quarum quatuor, De oeconomia trium
personarum, De iure Dei in creaturas, De gratiaVniuersali, De gratia particulari,
antehac editae, nunc revisae prodeunt; Duae De serpente tentatore, et de peccato
originis, ad superiores additae sunt. Saumur: Isaac Desbordes, 1660.

2

Photos and transcription of both register notebooks from Saumur are available online at:
http://archives.ville-saumur.fr/am_saumur/app/03_archives_en_ligne/01_academie_protestante/i
ndex.php#.
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———. Sermons sur divers textes de la Sainte Ecriture. Prononcés en divers lieux. 2nd
ed. Saumur: Isaac Desbordes, 1653.
———. Six livres de la vocation des pasteurs. Saumur: J. Lesnier, 1649.
———. Six sermons de la nature, estendue, necessité, dispensation, et efficace de
l’evangile. Saumur: C. Girard & D. de Lerpiniere, 1636.
———. Specimen animadversionum in Exercitationes de gratia universali. Saumur: Jean
Lesnier, 1648.
———. Theses theologicae de necessitate baptismi, quas, sub praesidio D. Mosis
Amyraldi SS. theologiae in Academia Salmuriensi professoris, tueri conabitur
Claudius Paionus Romorantinus. Disputatio habebitur in auditorio theologico die
24 Novembris ab hora nona in meridiem. Saumur: Isaac Desbordes, 1646.
(respondent: Claude Pajon)
Amyraut, Moïse, Louis Cappel and Josué de la Place. Syntagma thesium theologicarum
in Academia Salmuriensi variis temporibus disputatarum. 2nd ed. 4 vols. Saumur:
Jean Lesnier, 1664.
Arbaud, Auguste. Sermon svr ces mots de l’apostre S. Paul, 2 Cor. chap. V. vs. 19. Dieu a
mis en nous la parole de reconciliation. Prononcé en l’Eglise de Bloys, au mois de
Iuillet dernier, pour consacrer l’vn de ses pasteurs. Saumur: Jean Lesnier, 1651.
Aymon, Jean. Tous les synodes nationaux des églises réformées de France auxquels on a
joint des mandemens roiaux, et plusieurs lettres politiques, sur ces matières
synodales, intitulées doctrine, culte, morale, discipline, cas de conscience [...]. 2
vols. The Hague: Charles Delo, 1710.
Benoist, Élie. Histoire de l’Édit de Nantes. 3 vols. Delft: Adrien Beman, 1693-1695.
Bolton, Samuel. The True Bounds of Christian Freedome. London: J. L. for Philemon
Stephens, 1645.
Cameron, John. Ta Swzomena sive Opera partim ab auctore ipso edita, partim post eius
obitum vulgata, partim nusquam hactenus publicata, vel à Gallico idiomate nunc
primùm in Latinam linguam translata. Geneva: Pierre Chouet, 1659.
———. Theses de gratia et libero arbitrio. Saumur: Tomas Portaeus, 1618.
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Cappel, Louis. Le pivot de la foy et religion, ou Preuve de la divinité contre les athées et
prophanes. Par la raison, & par le tesmoignage des Sainctes Escritures,
desquelles la divinité est demonstrée par elles mesmes. Saumur: Jean Lesnier,
1643.
———. Theses theologicae de ministerii Verbi divini necessitate quas, sub praesidio D.
Ludovici Cappelli SS. theologiae in Academia Sulmuriensi professoris, tueri
conabitur Claudius Paionus Romorantinus in templo die 12. Aprilis ab hora
prima promeridiana in versperam. Praemissa à respondente de eodem argumento
oratione latinâ, eodem die & loco, hora decima antemeridiana. Saumur: Isaac
Desbordes, 1647. (respondent: Claude Pajon)
Chouet, Jean-Robert. La corrispondenza di Jean-Robert Chouet Professore di Filosofia a
Saumur e a Ginevra. Edited by Mario Sina. Le Corrispondenze litterarie,
scientifiche ed erudite dal Rinascimento all’età Moderna 11. [Firenze]: Leo S.
Olschki, 2008.
Claude, Jean. La parabole des noces expliquée en cinq sermons sur le chapitre 22. de
Saint Matthieu, jusqu’au verset quatorziéme. Prononcez à Charenton l’an mil six
cens soixante & quinze. Saumur: René Pean, 1676.
Corbière, Ph., ed. “La grande affaire de MM. Amyraut et Testard d’après un manuscrit
des synodes nationaux antérieurs à la Révocation de l’Édit de Nantes. 1637.”
BSHPF 13 (1864): 39-63.
Daillé, Jean. Explication du chapitre troisième de l’Evangile selon Saint Jean, en XI
sermons, prononcez par Jean Daillé, a Charenton, l’an 1662 & 1663. Avec IX
autres sermons du mesme, sur divers textes de l’Ecriture. Geneva: Jean Ant. &
Samuel de Tournes, 1666.
De Brais, Étienne. Exercitationes inaugurales tres 1° de necessitate baptismi; 2° de
auxiliis; 3° de poena peccati. Saumur: Henri Desbordes, 1678.
———. Stephani de Brais opuscula; analysis paraphrastica Epistolae Pauli ad
Romanos, cum ejus notis, dissertationes, exercitationes inaugurales et epistolae.
Edited by Hermann Venema. Leeuwarden: Tobias van Dessel, 1735.
De Villemandy, Pierre. Traité de l’efficace des causes secondes: contre quelques
philosophes modernes, dans lequel on prouve cette efficace des principes
égalements clairs & solides, & on détermine jusques où elle s’estend. Leiden: C.
Jordan, 1686.
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d’Huisseau, Isaac. La discipline des églises réformées de France. Ou l’ordre par lequel
elles sont conduites et gouvernées. Geneva/Saumur: Isaac Desbordes, 1667.
Du Moulin, Pierre. Esclaircissement des controverses Salmuriennes, ou Defense de la
doctrine des Eglises Reformees sur l’immutabilité des decrets de Dieu, l’efficace
de la mort de Christ, la grace universelle, l’impuissance à se convertir, et sur
d’autres matieres. Geneva: Pierre Aubert, 1649.
———. Examen de la doctrine de MM. Amyrault & Testard, l’un pasteur & professeur
en theologie à Saumur, l’autre pasteur à Blois. Touchant la predestination, & les
poincts qui en dependent. [...] Avec un avis d’un personnage desinteressé sur
ledit Examen. Amsterdam: n.p., 1638.
———. La philosophie divisée en trois parties, sçavoir, Elemens de la logique. La
physique ou science naturelle. L’ethique ou science morale. Geneva: Pierre
Chouet, 1660.
Gaussen, Étienne. Quatuor dissertationes theologicae. Saumur: Isaac Desbordes, 1670.
Goclenius, Rodolph. Lexicon philosophicum, quo tanquam clave philosophiae fores
aperiuntur. Frankfurt: Matthias Becker, 1613.
Jurieu, Pierre. Apologie du Sr. Jurieu, pasteur & professeur en theologie, addressée aux
pasteurs & conducteurs des Eglises Walonnes des Pays-Bas. The Hague:
Abraham Troyel, 1691.
———. Préjugez légitimes contre le papisme: ouvrage où l’on considère l’Eglise
romaine dans tous ses dehors, & où l’on fait voir par l’histoire de sa conduite
qu’elle ne peut être la véritable Eglise. 2 parts in 1. Amsterdam: Henry
Desbordes, 1685.
———. Traitté de la nature et de la grace ou du concours général de la providence & du
concours particulier de la grace efficace. Contre les nouvelles hipothéses de M.
P. & de ses disciples. Utrecht: François Halma, 1688.
Le Blanc de Beaulieu, Louis. Theses theologicae, variis temporibus in Academia
Sedanensi editae et ad disputandum propositae. 2 vols. London: Moses Pitt,
1675-1683.
Le Clerc, Jean. Jean Le Clerc: Epistolario. Edited by Maria Grazia Sina and Mario Sina.
4 vols. Le corrispondenze litterarie, scientifiche ed erudite dal rinascimento all’età
moderna, no. 1-2, 5-6. Firenze: Leo S. Olschki, 1987-1997.
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Le Gendre, Philip. La vie de Pierre du Bosc, ministre du Saint Evangile; enrichie de
lettres, harangues, dissertations & autres pieces importantes, qui regarden ou la
theologie, ou les affaires des eglises reformées de France, dont il avoit été longtems chargé. Amsterdam: R. & G. Wetstein, 1716.
Leydecker, Melchior. Veritas evangelica triumphans de erroribus quorumvis saeculorum.
Opus historico-theologicorum, quo principia fidei Reformatae demonstrantur.
Utrecht: Rudolph a Zyll, 1688.
Marchand, Prosper. Lettres choisies de Mr. Bayle, avec des remarques. 3 vols. Rotterdam:
Fritsch and Böhm, 1714.
Mestrezat, Jean. Traicté de l’Escriture saincte, où est monstrée la certitude et plenitude
de la foy & son independance de l’authorité de l’Eglise. Contre les pretendues
demonstrations Catholiques du Iesuite Regourd. En quoy est comprise la
refutation du troisiesme livre de la Replique du Cardinal du Perron touchant les
traditions. Geneva: Jaques Chouët, 1633.
———. Traitte de l’eglise. Geneva: Pierre Chouet, 1649.
Pajon, Claude. Examen du livre qui porte pour titre Préjugez légitimes contre les
calvinistes. Orléans: Antoine Rousselet, 1673; shared edition with Paris: Antoine
Cellier, 1673.
* other editions – The Hague: Arnout Leers, 1683; Geneva: Pierre Pellet, 1761.
———. Remarques sur l’Avertissement pastoral, avec une relation de ce qui se passe au
consistoire d’Orléans, assemblé à Bionne, quand il fut signifié; une lettre de
l’auteur à MM. du clergé de France et une Réponse à quelques difficultés que
l’on fait ordinairement aux Protestans. Amsterdam: Henry Desbordes, 1685.
* other editions – n. p., 1731; The Hague: Pierre Paupie, 1740; [Geneva: Pierre
Pellet], 1761.
———. Sermon sur ces mots de la seconde épistre de saint Paul escrivant aux Corint.,
chap. III, V, 17 : Or, le Seigneur est cet Esprit-là, et là où est l’Esprit du Seigneur,
là est la liberté. Saumur: Isaac Desbordes, 1666.
———. Traité de l’opération de l’Esprit en la conversion de l’homme. Transcribed and
edited by Jacques R. Roussellier. Geneva: Université de Genève, Faculté
autonome de théologie protestante, 1984 (mémoire de licence).
Papin, Isaac. Les deux voies opposées en matière de religion. Liège: Françoise Hoyoux,
1713.
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———. Essais de théologie sur la Providence et la grâce où l’on tâche de délivrer M.
Jurieu de toutes les difficultés accablantes qu’il rencontre dans son système.
Frankfurt: Frederic Arnaud, 1687.
———. Recueil des ouvrages composés par feu M. Papin, en faveur de la religion [...].
Nouvelle édition donnée par sa veuve, augmentée de plusieurs manuscripts
posthumes, [...] avec six lettres inédites par feue Mademoiselle de Royère à
Madame Rouph, sa soeur. 3 vols. Paris: Veuve L. Guérin and H.-L. Guérin, 1723.
Place, Josué de la. Examen des raisons pour et contre le sacrifice de la messe. Pour
servir d’eschantillon du vray moyen de nous reünir en mesme religion. Saumur:
Isaac Desbordes, 1639.
———. Opera omnia; in unum corpus nunc primum collecta, in quo Gallicè ab autore
scripta latinitate donata comparent. Editio novissima, prioribus multò castigatior
& accuratior, necessariisque indicibus locupletata. Tomus primus continens
miscellanea, exegetica, elenchtica & didactica. Franeker: Johannes Gyzelaar,
1699.
———. Opuscula nonnulla, magna ex parte posthuma, post authoris obitum in lucem
edita. Saumur: Jeans Lesnier, 1656.
Polyander, Johannes, Andreas Rivetus, Antonius Walaeus and Antonius Thysius,
Synopsis purioris theologiae, disputationibus quinquaginta duabus comprehensa
[...]. 3rd ed. Leiden: Elsevier, 1642.
Quick, John. Synodicon in Gallia Reformata, or, The Acts, Decisions, Decrees, and
Canons of Those Famous National Councils of the Reformed Churches in France.
2 vols. London: T. Parkhurst and J. Robinson, 1692.
Rivet, André. Disputationum theologicarum trigesima-prima, de fide & perseverantia
sanctorum. Leiden: Isaac Elzevir, 1622. (respondent: Paul Testard)
———. Opera theologica, quae latine edidit. 3 vols. Rotterdam: Arnold Leers, 16511660.
———. Synopsis doctrinae de natura et gratia, excerpta ex Mosis Amyraldi [...]
“Tractatu de praedestinatione” et sex concionibus gallice editis, et Pauli Testardi
[...] Eirenico latine evulgato [..]. Cum I. Iudiciis omnium federati Belgii
academiarum. II. Examine epistolae [...]. Amsterdam: J. Janson, 1649.
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Spanheim, Friedrich. Controversiarum de religione cum dissidentibus hodie Christianis,
prolixe & cum Judaeis, elenchus historico-theologicus rationem hujus elenchi
praemissa series materiarum indicabit. Basil: Joh. Lud. Brandmüller, 1719.
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